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PREFACE

Whether referencing the Orthodox, Catholic or Protestant forms of Christianity, music is
integral to all branches. The provision of music for worship has expectedly evolved over time
and undergone much alteration, depending partially on political expediency and social trend.
Correspondingly the providers of such music have also undergone transformation, from the
chanting monks of the early Catholic tradition to the guitar wielding heavily amplified
performers in the mega-churches of the charismatic movement of the USA today.
One hardy, familiar image associated with church music is that of the organist.
Stereotypically perhaps they are imagined to be quiet, slightly eccentric characters who secrete
themselves out of sight in lofts and galleries; only to be discovered when they begin to allow
sound to escape from the mighty instrument around them. To be so enduring an image such as
this must have some basis in truth, perhaps for smaller churches this is true. This is also an
image of the organist as showman, taming the ‘king of instruments’. During the nineteenth
century, as the size and power of instruments increased it was this latter which became more
prominent, especially in the higher profile cathedrals and abbeys in the country, but
occasionally, and contrary to expectation in smaller parish churches too.
What once was a form of popular entertainment has now become a very niche market,
yet organists such as Carlo Curley, Gillian Weir and Simon Preston, along with those of our
cathedrals such as James Lancelot of Durham still draw crowds to recitals and concerts.
As a working church musician this phenomenon raises several questions: when did this
transformation from workaday jobbing musician to celebrity artiste cum musical director
occur? Why did it occur and what circumstances outside direct musical influence occasioned
it? For answers to these questions and others it is necessary to look at the social background of
church music, the political background of the same, the changes in requirements of fulfilling
the role which have occurred, with the concomitant reasons there for, as well as, of course, the
alterations to the instruments which have occurred to facilitate such changes.
I offer my sincerest thanks to Prof. Dr. Albert Clement for his guidance and support
through this process. His superb supervision skills and patience have ensured the completion
of this project as well as immeasurably improving my writing, analytical and research skills.
Thanks must also be offered to the staff of the cathedral libraries I used, particularly Dr Joe
Wisdom at St Paul’s Cathedral as well as to the staff of the West Yorkshire Archive service in
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Wakefield who went out of their way to locate extra documentation. Mr Christopher Price was
especially helpful in detailing the life of W.H. Longhurst through personal correspondence.
I am especially grateful to my family members and friends who have provided
unceasing support and encouragement; particularly to those who proof read the entire dissertation or parts thereof and gave interesting and enlightening commentary. It was my intention
to create a picture of the life of the cathedral organist, his working conditions and the music
which he heard on a daily basis. I hope that these figures, through this study, can gain life in
the imagination.
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INTRODUCTION

Research Question
Examining the multitude of Anglican organists who worked in the UK, in their myriad places
of work, from the earliest records forward is far beyond the scope of this investigation. Instead
I have chosen to focus this enquiry on one particular period and in a few, selected institutions.
The period studied within the framework of this PhD thesis is that of the nineteenth century,
chosen because of the rapid social, scientific and political change, both inside and outside
religious spheres. The institutions are the cathedrals of St Paul, London; Metropolitan Church
of Christ, Canterbury; Westminster Abbey and Leeds Parish Church, dedicated to St Peter-atLeeds.
Each of these institutions has unique qualities which demonstrate the differences as well
as the similarities in the role that the organists they employed fulfilled; social, political and
other influences differ between them, yet all have played a significant part in the evolution of
the role of the organist with society and church music itself. These four have also been selected
as representatives of the main post-Reformation church foundations within the Church of
England.
During the Reformation commencing in 1534 King Henry VIII ordered the closure of
the Roman Catholic monastic foundations, the dispersal of their assets and inhabitants. His
purge forced the destruction of many abbeys and monasteries across the British Isles. Others,
notably the most architecturally or religiously significant were spared, becoming instead
cathedrals and abbeys of the ‘new foundation’. Canterbury as the seat of the Church of England
became one such. Westminster Abbey, although formerly a Benedictine monastery was
converted to a non-monastic establishment, being spared the brutality meted out to many by its
designation of ‘Royal Peculiar’.1 Those establishments which were not monastic were, for the
most part untouched and retained their previous status, together with the designation of ‘Old
Foundation’. St Paul’s Cathedral, London, once described as ‘the parish church of London’; is
an example of the old foundation.

A ‘Royal Peculiar’ is a church or chapel under the direct control of the reigning monarch. The Dean
answers to them rather than the Archbishop of Canterbury. There are five in London and two outside,
the best known being the Chapel Royal, St George’s, Windsor and Westminster Abbey.
1
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Parish churches, whilst smaller were not exempt from the ravages of the reforming
Henry, many larger ones losing their estates and income streams. Leeds Parish Church, then,
as now based in the city centre survived relatively unscathed, tending to the growing population of one of the major industrial cities of the North.
After the ravages of the Reformation and the turbulence of the century immediately
after it, the Church of England became more settled as the established Church of the nation.
Public music too became more normalised, with London becoming a European hub of musical
excellence, attracting visits from such luminaries as Georg Frederic Handel. Such men, whilst
making their fortunes as composers, performers and impresarios were no strangers to church
music, all having worked as Kapellmeister or similar for noble houses across Europe. Whilst
music as a secular enterprise was expanding during the Stuart (with the exception of the Civil
War and Puritan regime 1642 to 1659) and Georgian periods (1714 to 1830) church music and
attendance fell into decline. The prebendary system fuelled the indifference of the clergy; many
had livings in multiple parishes and preached only occasionally in each one, leaving much of
the pastoral work to underpaid curates whilst maintaining a lifestyle inaccessible to the majority
of parishioners, funded by the tithes of the same. Cathedrals were no exception to this system,
much of their wealth derived from land holdings at great distances from their buildings and the
rent paid upon them. Clergy were not expected to attend cathedral services unless they were
scheduled to preach, normally one month of services a year, nor were they expected to dwell
within the bounds of the cathedral. As a result, the endless cycle of clergy forced a lack of
continuity, active management or care about all aspects of the liturgy, including music, and the
same disregard for the fabric of the cathedral buildings themselves.
Such lack of attention and care inevitably led to a reduction in standards, both musically
and in terms of adhering to rubrical instruction, devotion and piety. Frequently parts of services
would be omitted or services cancelled due to lack of clergy, the buildings themselves were
neglected, dirty and cold, especially during the winter months and little or no attention was paid
to the musical content of services. In the midst of this neglect came the organist. He was
definitely an employee of the church, expected to fulfil his role and answerable to the Precentor
in New Foundation establishments, the Succentor in Old Foundations and the clergy in parishes.
Parish church organists often had relationships with clergy that were more collegial than
subservient as organists were often local, educated men of similar social standing to the
incumbent themselves. That notwithstanding, the terms of employment and pay for organists
in general were poor. Nowhere was the role expected to be a full time living wage, more a
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supplementary income stream, regardless of the commitment demanded. 2 Many incumbent
organists in the larger cathedrals and abbeys had secondary and tertiary jobs within the same
establishment; as teachers of choir boys, music librarians or similar.3
Beginning this study, the intention was to include the Royal Peculiar church, an old
foundation cathedral and two new foundation cathedrals of differing sizes and scopes so as to
examine the differences between them and whether these were due to size, nature or other
factors. One of these, Rochester, is in the process of restoring and cataloguing its entire library,
at the time of writing it is closed to the public, prior to online access to its collection being
possible. As Rochester mirrors, to some extent Canterbury, both in locale, history and function
it seemed redundant to use it as a comparative resource. Instead I decided to examine the
opposite end of the scale, the parish church, under the same terms as the cathedral and abbey
churches. After some consideration Leeds Parish Church was selected. Not only does it have a
long and well documented history, it also is justifiably famous in its association with the church
musician, Samuel Sebastian Wesley. It is also notable as being the only parochial church
without a choir school or attached school in England to sing daily services, in addition to those
on Sundays. In this it mirrors the Cathedral tradition exactly and hence makes both a good
comparator, in terms of the musical content and performance but also a good contrast to the
larger cathedrals with their substantial foundations and facilities.

Literature Review
Background research began with wide reading on the topic of the history of the Church of
England during the period in question and the choral traditions of the same. A more detailed
history of each of the establishments being examined followed, resulting in specific areas of
interest being identified; these were the liturgical practices and changes influenced by the
Tractarian movement; the instruments of each establishment, their alterations, and biographies
of the main organists of each institution during the period in question, their terms and conditions
of employment, how these contrasted with the recorded activities of these men and how their

2

In Easingwold Parish Church in Yorkshire, a Mr Bentley received £12 per annum for 24 years between
1874 and 1898. Lang 2004, 58.
3
A Mr Dalton, at Kilnwick church is recorded as having been paid £1.9s0d in March 1858 for ‘Attending as organist’, he is also recorded in church accounts as having received varying other amounts
for miscellaneous duties including ‘altering the Pulpit and reading desk’ and ‘waiting upon the Architect
half a day and repairing the channel’ giving rise to the assumption that he was a local carpenter,
employed by the church for a variety of jobs. Lang 2004, 59f. George Martin, sub-organist at St Paul’s
was also tasked with teaching the choir boys along with his playing duties.
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roles altered during the period and whether they had moved closer to today’s reality. A question
which kept occurring throughout this reading period was whether the Victorian enthusiasm for
self-improvement and mass education was influential on the changes to the organists’ work,
whether directly, in terms of extra services to be performed or indirectly, through their work
outside the Cathedrals.
Chronologically arranged, one of the earliest pieces of material of interest was John Peace’s An
Apology for Cathedral Service of 1839 which sets out in no uncertain terms the issues with
liturgical procedure and worship as perceived by the author. Indeed, this tract was first
published anonymously, such was the opprobrium caused by its publication and it had a
secondary purpose at the time, a repudiation of the suggestions by Lord Peel to reduce the
influence of the Church of England by removing its income from prebendaries and minor
canonries. Peace addresses his primary complaint
How can it have come to pass that a form of worship which can plead so great antiquity […]
should be so much less attractive than it was a century ago?4

He lays the blame for the decline in standards squarely at the door of the Deans and Chapters
of the cathedrals, saying “the higher ranks of the Church do not think themselves concerned in
its performance”,5 admitting though that the problem is one of long-standing, quoting from
Brown’s Dissertation on Poetry and Music of 1763. His broadside is comprehensive, including
the deleterious effects of a disinterested Dean and Chapter on the musical provision, the
appointment of unmusical clergy and perceived breaches of canon law with regard to the
chanting of service
[…] the statutes of these very churches…require that the priests elected to minor canonries shall
be able to chant the service it follows that to chant it is their duty.6

He also targets both the Ecclesiastical Commission and fellow clergy for their lack of adherence
to canon law and the rubric of the Book of Common Prayer as well as their failure to pay church
musicians adequately.

4

Peace 1839, 14.
Ibid., 18.
6
Ibid., 25.
5
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His perception of the organist is as a badly paid professional under the guidance of the
precentor who “should himself be skilled in music”,7 and “who will often be swayed by nice
considerations to which a layman might be less sensitive”. 8 John Peace’s main venom is
reserved for the attitudes towards music in worship, and by extension to the performers,
particularly those whom he labels as responsible for the decline in standards. The pamphlet
acted also as a rebuttal of the suggestions of the Ecclesiastical Commission following Lord
Peel’s reforms, pointing out in particular their error in stating that in a New Foundation
cathedral the precentor should be considered “a dignitary,”9 an impossibility as the precentor is
a minor canon in these establishments. He also highlights the error made in stating “that all
vicars-choral and priest-vicars be hereafter styled minor canons” 10 – as minor canons are
ordained clergy and the terms vicar-choral and lay-clerk are synonymous, these latter would
have to be summarily ordained.
Peace highlights the lack of singers at services, blaming the low income for their
reluctance to perform, detailing the differences between ‘good’ days with high choir turnout
and the rest. He is a man of high ideals, stating his preference for there being seven good days
in a week, 11 in addition to the choir processing into worship in a body and a marked
improvement in the behaviour of the choir boys. He is also highly critical of any distractions
during services, including the sending of messages, chanting of the choir out of ensemble due
to lack of rehearsal and psalm chants that are “too tuneful”.12 A large portion of the rest of the
tract deals with inadequacies in the treatment of the Book of Common Prayer, Peace’s main
thesis, fully expounded, is that the indifference of clergy resulted in a lack of importance being
placed upon the conduct of worship services and music in general.
In the first of John Bumpus’ works to be consulted, A History of English Cathedral
Music 1549-1899, he provides a general overview of cathedral music in England through
several centuries.13 The first volume of the book is outside the sphere of this study, the second,
however, covering the Georgian period and nineteenth century is more directly relevant. In it
he provides a short biography of many of the cathedral organists in England, including Samuel
Sebastian Wesley. Being a near contemporary of many of his subjects in these latter chapters,
7

Ibid.
Ibid., 35.
9
Ibid., 34.
10
Ibid.
11
“Wherever there can be two or three ‘good’ days in a week there should be seven”. Peace 1839, 50.
12
Ibid., 65.
13
Bumpus 1908.
8
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Bumpus is able to supply, through a network of friends and acquaintances and personal
experience, eye witness accounts of the playing and habits of some of them. On Wesley, he
uses his friendship with Victor Novello for a report on Wesley through a pupil “who knew
Wesley well”.14
Sydney Nicholson, in his 1932 Quires and places where they sing, has the least to say
on the subject of the state of Victorian church music, merely commenting the following:

The earlier decades marked another stage of development. There was a revulsion against the
state of stagnation into which church music had fallen and men like Attwood, Samuel Wesley
and Walmisley did much to inaugurate a new style.15

This reinforces the position taken by Bumpus that the decline in standards of church music had
come about during the eighteenth century. Dr Johnson also concurred, quoted in Peace – “our
cathedrals are mouldering by unregarded dilapidation”.16 The remainder of this book is in the
form of a church musician’s primer, with chapters on choir training, music in liturgy and the
best uses of an organist.
Written some sixty years after Bumpus, George Leonard Prestige’s later work St Paul’s
in all its glory (1955) covers a period of fifty years in the history of St Paul’s, from 1831 to
1881; it is in part a re-statement of the earlier work of Bumpus and uses that text as a frequent
reference, differing in that Prestige writes from a personal viewpoint. He takes care to provide
evidence, albeit concerning only St Paul’s Cathedral. Given his position as a Canon Treasurer
of the cathedral it is unsurprising that Prestige uses many of the resources available to him in
the cathedral library and references them fully in footnotes as well as making particular use of
the Chapter Books, containing the minutes of the meetings of the Chapter, the administrative
committee of the cathedral. Prestige enters into a great level of detail of the history of St Paul’s,
listing amounts paid to the Dean and those present at dinners held for the vicars-choral on
Sunday afternoons.
Prestige, as could be expected from a former Canon of the cathedral, spends much time
on the personality of Canon Sidney Smith, his working life and achievements, along with those
of his successor, George Hale. He describes in great detail the inner workings necessary to
implement the reforms required by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners. The period Prestige
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Ibid., 390.
Nicholson 1932, 12.
16
Journey to Scotland, quoted in Peace 1839, 32.
15
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examines was one of particular reform in the Church of England, especially in the cathedrals
as the system of prebendaries and livings was abolished for more salaried roles. Prestige makes
special note of the practical changes made to the building itself, made necessary by these
reforms, commencing with the moving of the organ and the rood screen, on which he notes
“controversy occupied the field”.17 It is in the chapter ‘Choir and Music under Stainer’ that
Prestige’s superior access to the supporting documents shows through. He quotes extensively
from the weekly disciplinary Chapter meeting minutes and from Canon Gregory’s own private
notebook, as is demonstrated here:

The Succentor reported that, owing to faulty playing on the part of the organist, the service on
Friday was very defective.18

For all his detailed account of the inner machinations of the Cathedral authorities, he provides
little detail as to the daily duties of the organist, in this period, Sir John Stainer.
Covering some of the same period, albeit with a much broader outlook, is Bernarr
Rainbow’s study The Choral Revival in the Anglican Church 1839-1872, published in 1970.
As an overview of the whole of the Church of England in the period, Rainbow uses a
chronological system to analyse the changes which occurred. Beginning with Frederick Oakley,
Rainbow traces the development of re-establishment of the robed choir in the parish church and
elsewhere, examining the actions of prime movers such as Frederick Helmore and Samuel
Sebastian Wesley as well as the effects and alterations wrought to the broader church choral
music world, encompassing the Oxford and Cambridge Chapels and the Cathedral choirs. His
hypothesis is that the choral revival was not simply “a manifestation of romantic
medievalism”,19 although containing a kernel of this due to the involvement of the Oxford
Movement, “especially among its disciples associated with Cambridge” instead, 20 Rainbow
credits the choral revival and the Oxford Movement itself as natural reactions to the perceived
abuses of the Anglican church and its rituals which had arisen during the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries following the Puritan fanaticism of the Civil War period.
This is a more studied approach than that taken by Prestige, Bumpus et al who do not
attempt to analyse the reason for the laxity in practice. Rainbow concludes that the choral
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Prestige 1955, 133.
Ibid., 148.
19
Rainbow 1970, 4.
20
Ibid.
18
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revival, in absolute terms, could be deemed a failure, with the hoped for increase in congregational singing not materialising, however, when placed in comparison to the situation in
churches in 1846, the real success of the movement can be estimated. He also attributes an
increasing professionalisation of church musicians as another contributory factor to the changes
in the field. It is this professionalism which is the key to the current study. Rainbow includes
in an appendix a music list for Sundays in May 1857 for various cathedrals around Britain,
demonstrating the breadth of music that was to be heard. Sadly these lists omit three of the four
establishments under consideration here, but do provide a limited facility for comparison.
Philip Barrett’s 1993 publication Barchester English Cathedral Life in the Nineteenth
Century updates and broadens Rainbow’s earlier work. It takes into account many, if not all of
the cathedrals in England, including those previously ranked as parish church cathedrals such
as Manchester and looks at virtually every aspect of the workings of the cathedral, from staff
and modes of worship to capitular government and mission. Although not specific to the role
of the organist much of the material is useful as background information as to the internal
structures that were in place which affected the organists position, such as the requirement that
the Precentor or Succentor (New or Old Foundation) was responsible for scheduling music each
week and the liturgical changes occasioned by the Tractarian movement.
Barrett’s account of the cathedral choirs in the nineteenth century is as geographically
wide ranging as the rest of the work; he describes in some detail the trials and tribulations
endured by many cathedrals over the working relationships between the Chapters and the layvicars due to the deputising system and their sometimes disreputable conduct. He attributes the
great revitalisation of the English cathedral, including its music to “the untiring energy of their
chapters and staff, and also to their willingness to learn from one another”21 – reiterating a
theme from amongst the Victorians themselves, a thirst for education, self-improvement and a
desire to encourage education among the wider population. In having such a broad area to
examine it is inevitable that focus is diffused, however Barrett draws parallels between the
Victorian era cathedral revival and that of today. Similarly, his writing on the music of the
cathedrals sheds light on the alterations made in order for us to recognise some of what currently
occurs.
Music, rather than cathedral practice, is undoubtedly the focus of Arthur Hutchings’
Church music in the Nineteenth Century, which appeared in 1967. He commences unusually
with a survey of the church music written by composers more usually associated with the

21

Barret 1993, 311.
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flourishing of the Romantic period such as Richard Wagner, Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy, and
Richard Strauss. His argument is that these composers did write music for church, perhaps not
in the manner to which we are accustomed but struggled with what he terms the
[…] reconciliation problem – reconciliation between the romantic imagination and the
traditional demands of a public liturgy, however liberally interpreted.22

This argument, together with expansive analysis of the religious works of various major
European Romanticists, among them Johannes Brahms and Franz Liszt, occupies the larger
portion of the writing. A more general history of music within the Church of England is
contained in his chapter V, which Hutchings describes the “decline and revival”.23 He is direct
in his criticism of the church composers of the period, stating “no composer produced any music
for Anglican choirs or organs that is deemed worth mention in a general history of music”, and blaming

this shortfall on “the plain fact that Nature did not produce native composers of outstanding genius,
secular or sacred”.24 On the employment conditions for church musicians, he informs:

Social and economic conditions of the Victorian epoch enabled cathedral employees to live
(while it was still fashionable to learn singing and piano playing) on a lay-clerk’s stipend.25

Such a generalisation is at odds with the evidence available, both from prima fasciae sources
and the writings of others on the subject. Barrett states:
S.S. Wesley told the cathedral commissioners in 1854 that lay clerks were paid ‘at the rate of
inferior mechanics and day labourers’.26

Examination of Treasury records at Westminster Abbey confirms that even in London the rates
of pay were not high. In 1821, lay-clerks were paid £14 20s 6d for the years’ work:27 A low
wage at the time was considered to be between £15 and £20 and in order to keep a family £100

22

Hutchings 1967, 20f.
Ibid., 95.
24
Ibid. 95f.
25
Ibid., 116.
26
Barret 1993, quoting Parliamentary papers 1854, xxv, 923.
27
Treasurers Record 1821, WAM 61228 E.
23
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per annum was required.28 This is not living on the stipend of a lay-clerk. There is an internal
contradiction in Hutchings’ statement in that teaching piano and singing are not intrinsic duties
of a lay clerk, but yet were performed so as to have the means E to live. Hutchings concludes
of the music of the period, somewhat spitefully: “Not much is worth saving before the best of
Stanford’s”.29
Providing a stark contrast to those discussed previously is Alan Mould’s study The
English Chorister, which saw the light in 2007. This work takes a chronological view of the
work of the chorister through the ages, beginning with Bede’s “near-contemporary evidence”
of children singing in religious houses.30 Mould’s main thesis regarding Victorian church music
is that the reforms were led, not by the Ecclesiastical commissioners or the Tractarian reformers
per se but by a far broader increasing humanitarianism “that was to touch every facet of
Victorian life”.31 Some of these were the changes wrought to the life and works of the cathedrals
and to the Church of England in general, led by various “torch-bearers”,32 or reformers among
whom he names Maria Hackett, the Oxford movement and Sir Frederick Ouseley. As stated,
Maria Hackett’s great causa belli was the welfare and education of choristers, this latter
chiming neatly with the greater humanitarian awareness of the age proposed by Mould and
echoing Barrett’s similar conclusions.
The theory of the period 1815 to 1870 being one of reform continues through his study
entitled The Age of Reform, 1815-1870 by Ernest Llewellyn Woodward, first published in THE
OXFORD HISTORY OF ENGLAND series.33 Woodward postulates that reform throughout all the
areas of Victorian life was propelled by industrial advances resulting in changing social
conditions which, in turn, allowed and necessitated educational alterations to take place. He
remarks:
The changes in the character, scope, and extension of school and universities throughout the
United Kingdom between 1815 and 1870 might well be taken as the central feature of the age
of reform. These, changes, which affected the manners, outlook, and capacity of every class in
society, were part of the general movement towards a higher standard of life. Furthermore, while

28

www.oldbaileyonline.org n.d (retrieved 22.01.18).
Hutchings 1967, 128.
30
Mould 2007, 5.
31
Ibid., 167.
32
Ibid.
33
The first edition was published in 1938, it is the fourth reprint of 1949 that has been used here; the
second edition was reprinted in 1997.
29
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the political and administrative measures of the time were directed towards a better arrangement
of things, the educational reformers aimed at the improvement of people […].34

Moving within the upper echelons of society, and as educated men, it was inevitable that the
cathedral and abbey organists were part of this movement for mass improvement. Woodward’s
chapter on religion and the churches does little to expand his reforming education theories into
that realm, instead he focusses on the Oxford movement, which he sees as an obvious reaction
to the evangelical movement’s puritan based theology, and their failure to understand the
church as a community.
Similar themes arise in many of the reviewed works on the more general history of both
the Victorian period and of church music of the period more specifically. Reform is one such,
from the educational reform of Woodward, to the church reforms of the Ecclesiastical
Commission and Whig government as per Barrett to the liturgical reform occasioned by the
Oxford Movement in Nicholson and the reform of the treatment of choristers led by Maria
Hackett of Bumpus. One point on which all the authors are in agreement is that the religious
practices in cathedrals and churches during the early Victorian period were not conducive to
public worship and that the musical fare offered was distinctly poor and that clergy nonchalance
lay at the heart of the issue. This is evidenced by the following quotation from a letter from
Canon Hawes to Canon Smith:
It is a matter of perfect indifference to me whether Westminster bawls louder than St Paul’s.
We are there to pray and the singing is a very subordinate consideration.35

This quotation also provides further support to the theory espoused by William Gatens (see
below) that the evangelical wing of the Church of England saw itself as a collection of people
intent on personal salvation rather than communal worship, the work of the cathedral organists
did much to alter this perception as the choral service came to be publicly appreciated. The
reasons for such laxity in liturgical practice are solidly laid by him at the feet of the Georgian
clergy, as a reaction to the Puritan commonwealth and an intrinsic fear of the accusation of
‘Romish practice’ as well as the dominance of the evangelical wing of the Church at the time.
Bridging the gap between writing on the history of the Victorian church and period and
the organists and establishments themselves is William Gatens’ work Victorian Cathedral
34
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Music in Theory and Practice (1986). Divided into two discreet sections by his own admission
(“the investigation has been organised into two broad divisions, designated by the terms
‘theory’ and ‘practice’” 36 ), Gatens explores primarily the atmosphere in which Victorian
Cathedral music was composed and secondly, the men involved in its composition. He selected
these in the latter section on two criteria, the foremost of which makes this work extremely
relevant to this investigation, namely that
[…] professional concern with church music must have constituted a major share of their careers
as composers and of their reputations.37

Concerned as he is with the church music composers of the period, rather than the practitioners
per se, it is fortunate that they are one and the same in all examples he uses. Gatens also validly
points out the importance of the background of their compositions, being “inescapably
influenced in matters of compositional practice by historical circumstances, assumptions and
attitudes”,38 especially so when “the repertory in question is conceived and employed within
the terms of a prominent institutional framework”.39 In actuality, Gatens takes just one aspect
of the role of the organists, that of de facto composer, rather than their official job title and
analyses their output in that one realm in the light of the social and economic circumstances of
the day. Again, by his own admission, he relies on several Victorian writers, among them
Bumpus, to inform his decision as to who should qualify for analysis. He is careful to correct
the assumptions of previous writers in his notes, especially Bumpus, whose attribution of events
to specific compositions he amends.40 Gatens suggests that the output of these composers /
organists was both a practical necessity but, stylistically, a response to the expectation placed
upon them by circumstance. He does not see any influence of education or reform in a greater
society within the compositions he examines, only that which was internal within the
organisation for which they were composed.
Paralleling the latter half of Gatens’ work is Edmund Fellowes’ English Cathedral
Music from Edward IV to Edward VI (1946), which details with some limited analysis the major
compositions of a number of composers of the period, together with a broad outline of the
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background in which they were working and a small biography. He credits the large quantity
of cathedral music composed during the early Victorian period to two things; firstly, the
availability of cheap, printed music to which he attributes the formation of choral societies and
the stimulation of other composers. However, he does not link the formation of these choral
societies and quantity of composition with the theme of educational reform and personal
betterment. It can be argued that these contributed to the requirement of the public for more
printed music and that the composer/organists output was a commercial avenue to satisfy that
need. His second cause was the Oxford Movement, for more practical reasons; a greater number
of cathedrals and parish churches holding more frequent choral services in the cathedral
tradition, requiring additional repertoire.
In looking at the overview histories of music in the Victorian period it is possible to
gather a deal of information on the background in which the cathedral organists were working.
Each of the more general histories (Bumpus, Barrett, et al.) cite examples of behaviour,
personality and circumstance from the cathedrals in their ken, to support or refute a particular
point. Again, this supplies some detail as to the nature of the post of the cathedral organist but
a more specific study is necessary in order to identify how each establishment differs from the
others.
Turning to each establishment individually it became apparent that some were more
widely written about than others. St Paul’s Cathedral has a large body of work written about it,
ranging from Prestige’s St Paul’s in all its glory 1831-1911 as previously mentioned, to the
MMus thesis The Music of St Paul’s Cathedral: The origins and development of the modern
cathedral choir (1998) by Timothy Storey. Again, focusing on St Paul’s, John Bumpus, in his
1891 Organists and composers of St Paul’s lists the organists of St Paul’s, together with their
major compositions. He begins with several chapters on the organists prior to the nineteenth
century, followed by a discussion of the activities of Miss Maria Hackett (1783-1874), known
as ‘the Choristers’ friend’ (see fig. 1) due to her exertions on behalf of cathedral choristers
across England.
Hackett’s involvement at the Cathedral meant she came into contact not just with the
Dean and Chapter but also with the organists, at first this being Thomas Attwood. Bumpus
relates a brief history of the life and education of Attwood, writing from a position of relative
currency and no doubt influenced by the style of high Victoriana, Bumpus is enthusiastic about
Attwood’s abilities and impressed by his having been a pupil of Wolfgang Amadé Mozart. He
describes Attwood as:
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[…] a man who will always be regarded as one of the most illustrious exponents of the school
of English Church music, and one of the first to raise it from the somewhat degraded state into
which it had fallen since the death of Dr Boyce in 1779.41

Fig. 1. Memorial to Maria Hackett, known as ‘the Choristers’ Friend’. St Paul’s Cathedral, crypt.

This contradicts the general assumption that the state of church music had fallen to an all-time
low standard, as proposed by John Peace and John Jebb and adopted by subsequent
commentators such as Bernar Rainbow. He is much less detailed about Attwood’s
responsibilities at that time, proceeding to list his compositions as Organist of St Paul’s and
simultaneously the same at the Chapel Royal. Bumpus’s enthusiasm for Attwood’s
compositions continues, described variously as “noble”, “similarly fine”, 42 and “in the purest
taste”.43 The semi-contemporary timing of his work gives Bumpus access to living witnesses
to the playing of Attwood, which although perceived through a lens of time at least are more
immediate than is possible in later publications. He was also personally acquainted with Maria
Hackett, and was in possession of some of her letters after her death. 44 That being said, those
he quotes are concerned more with the standard of preaching at the time than the organists’
abilities, the most detailed of them merely notes that “a man can slip out of the thickest throng
41
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and bustle of London, into this religious atmosphere and hear the organ, and the music of young,
pure voices”.45
Bumpus includes some detail of the compositions and achievements of the members of
the choir contemporary with Attwood to give context but no further biographical detail. John
Goss succeeded Attwood in 1838, Bumpus curiously attributes his succession to the
organistship to the influences of the Dukes of Cambridge and Wellington without further
discussion,46 but adding a short biographical sketch of his earliest years. Once more, contemporary writings are used to illustrate his points, in this case being taken from Dr Hopkins’
Personal Reminiscences and Recollections of 1886, a mere five years before the publication of
the book in question. Goss’s publications are listed, particularly emphasising his chant writing
in the S. Paul’s Cathedral Chant Book of 1878 and his work on the Cathedral Service and
Anthem volumes of 1846 in conjunction with James Turle of Westminster Abbey. Bumpus
again is unstinting in his comment on the compositions of Goss, describing his anthem ‘I heard
a voice from heaven’ as “exquisite”. 47 Little more is said about Goss’s duties at St Paul’s,
attention being drawn to his appointment as Composer to the Chapel Royal, Bumpus leaves
comment on Goss’s abilities as an organiser and choirmaster to The Musical Times of 1880,
shortly after his death.48 Prestige comments on the same
[…] though a working musician of diverse talents and prolific accomplishments was too amiable
a man to pull things together (Not that it was his duty to maintain discipline among the choirmen
but, nominally at any rate, that of the two Cardinals)49

whilst simultaneously excusing Goss’s weaknesses. Goss’s successor, Sir John Stainer, is
treated with no less reverence than his predecessor by Bumpus. He describes the anthems ‘I
desired Wisdom’, ‘O clap your hands’, and ‘I saw the Lord’, as being “among the highest flights
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of his inventive genius”50 and praises his other religious and secular works in a similar fashion.
Bumpus interestingly moves to the present tense in his writing while listing the details of the
services at St Paul’s, describing them as “at present”, 51 providing contrasting details for
previous periods, and giving a source of information on liturgical practice current in 1891 and
in previous years, together with detail of special services and exceptions. Bumpus appendices
detail in part the alterations and specifications of the organs within the Cathedral, up to the date
of publication, he cites Chapter meetings as sources giving some reliability as to the accuracy
of his reporting, he also quotes Sir John Stainer’s own reporting on the re-registration of the
organ under his supervision, written in 1883, again adding to the authenticity of the detail.
Looking at the development of the modern cathedral choir inexorably links that body
with the role of the organist. Timothy Storey focuses on the musical development instituted by
the newly arrived John Stainer, examining both his colleagues, particularly the Succentors, and
the repertoire. He is careful to identify his sources for much of the background information,
indeed taking great pains to repudiate much of what was reported by Edmund Fellowes in his
1951 article ‘Sir John Stainer’, published in English Cathedral Music of that year. It is
interesting to note how such reporting is transmitted through the writings of others, most
notably in this case, Prestige and Barrett. Storey attributes Fellowes’ descriptions to a desire to
redeem Stainer from the “fashionable distaste for his published compositions”.52 He examines
the famed ‘two years’ that Stainer requested of the Dean and Chapter and concludes that “they
should say nothing critical to him for two years; and he gave his guarantee that after that period they
would find entire satisfaction”,53 noting that the role of the organist at St Paul’s changed after the

retirement of Sir John Goss, indeed it was the expectation of the Dean and Chapter that the
organist be expected to be a full time employee of the cathedral which hastened his departure.
In analysing the music lists of the 1870’s, Storey contradicts another of Fellowes’
assertions, that cheap printed music was responsible for the rise in quantity of cathedral music
available. Indeed, Storey states “Novello’s octavo editions were hardly in evidence, for most
music was still in folio or in single voice-parts”,54 and adds the following comment later:
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Frost describes how new books of single parts (not, it will be noted, octavo vocal scores) were
bound together in 1873, when the choir was enlarged: the contents were selected by Stainer and
Barnby.55

Clearly, in Storey’s eyes the reformation of the choir was paralleled by a reformation of the
tasks of the organist, becoming a role more akin to a Director of Music.
In contrast to Storey’s analysis is that of another thesis, namely the one by Frederick
Lang entitled The Anglican Organist in Edwardian and Victorian England (c1800-c1910)
(2004). Lang looks at the musical traditions of twenty churches in the north and east of
Yorkshire. In this examination, he also looks at the training opportunities, both private and
public, available to aspiring church organists as well as the appointment of church and cathedral
organists and the expectations that came with the post. His main comparison is between the
parish and village churches and the major cathedrals, especially when considering the salaries
received by musicians, the terms of their employment and their recruitment. On the first point
he states:

In cathedrals, a legal agreement was often drawn up to stipulate the organist's duties. In some
Agreements, the organist was responsible for playing services and for choir training; in others
the posts were split. Specific directives were often given in the Agreement regarding the
teaching of organ pupils and the position of assistant organist.56

From an examination, both of Lang’s writings and unpublished sources in cathedral and abbey
libraries, it becomes apparent, however, that only those selected by Lang in order to illustrate
his point did so. At Westminster Abbey, the incoming organist was received formally by the
Precentor during a special Evensong and required to sign to abide by Abbey Statutes with no
specification of duties laid out. Much the same procedure was followed at St Paul’s, Canterbury
and Leeds. Employment terms were similarly vague in the cathedrals under examination, again
falling under the Statutes. Lang comments on the recruitment of cathedral organists and the use
of references or competition as a tool when he states:
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[…] cathedral appointments were subject to the idiosyncrasies of each dean and chapter, and
many different methods of appointment existed: advertising, competitions, private enquiry and
personal application being the most common.57

As Lang’s primary focus is on the village organists of Yorkshire, and not on those of the
cathedrals, much of his source material is from those villages, rather than the published works
on the period. He makes some references to the large metropolitan cathedrals, mainly in
conjunction with the financial need to find additional work outside cathedral duties and in doing
so refutes once again the assertion of Hutchings.58 Lang remarks:

It was important for the cathedral organist to work outside the confines of his usual surroundings, and an extra income, however small, was welcome.59

The Tractarians
As one of the great reforming movements of the Victorian era it is impossible to disregard the
Oxford movement, together with its Cambridge counterpart, the Camden society as major
influences on the Church of England as a whole. Many of the liturgical changes put into place
by the Tractarians or those influenced by them are recorded in the works of Rainbow, Prestige,
Barrett et al already discussed. Supplementary to these more general accounts are the specific
works of Jenkins, Wright and Barrett. They again retell the rise of the Tractarian movement, its
motivations and principle players but focus more on the musical changes which the movement
sparked. They argue that although primarily a protest at the laxity of the clergy in their liturgical
acts, the movement quickly led to an assessment and alteration of the church music of the time
in an attempt to make church music “truly devotional and an enrichment of the liturgy”. 60 The
point is also made that without regular rehearsals the choirs’ ability to learn new repertoire was
limited, highlighting the lack of rehearsals noted elsewhere and confirming that the organist
was not expected to take these often, if at all. Prestige confirms the lack of rehearsal at St Paul’s,
commenting: “The gentlemen of the choir were not accustomed to rehearsals”.61 Barratt also
confirms the aspiration of the Tractarians to increase the devotional nature of liturgical acts,
stating:
57
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Daily choral services, Gregorian chants, chorister at the early service and so on were introduced
because they were felt to be ‘very devotional’.62

Edward Stubbs, however attributes a second source to the motivation for church reform, the
Papal Encyclical of Pius X (Moto Proprio).63 This latter, he argues was adopted in part by the
Anglo-Catholic wing of the Anglican Church and informed the liturgical practices of the
Tractarians. Barrett does not mention the Papal Encyclical, instead citing Rainbow as his source
of information that the Tractarians were keen to pull choirs out of the west galleries and install
them in the chancel in surplices and credits Canon Henry Parry Lidon as being instrumental in
the introduction of plainsong rather than it being inspired by Rome.
As far as the direct influence of the Tractarians on the organists themselves, direct
evidence is sparse. Given the musical outcomes, it is clear that Tractarian sensibilities were not
ignored or unknown, therefore must have had their origins elsewhere in the establishment. As
senior clergy next to the bishop, the Dean could be identified as a prime candidate to lead
change. Looking at the biographical and autobiographical writings of the various Deans and
Bishops confirmed this suspicion. Of particular note were The life and letters of Walter
Farquahar Hook64 and The Life and Correspondence of William Buckland D.D.F.R.S.65

Biographies
The point of departure in the present study for identifying the various organists working in the
London cathedrals has been The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians [in the
following: NGD].66 Once names and periods were noted it was necessary to obtain specific
biographical detail on each individual. Donovan Dawe’s Organists of the City of London (1983)
was also consulted to expand upon the information available in NGD. Further biographical
details were procured from published biographies and autobiographies of some of the organists
involved in the study.
At St Paul’s, the individuals in question are:
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•

Thomas Attwood (1795 – 1838)

•

Sir John Goss (1800 – 1880)

•

Sir John Stainer (1840 – 1901)

•

Sir George Martin (1844 – 1916)

It has not been possible to identify a specific biography for either Thomas Attwood or Sir John
Goss or Sir George Martin; instead biographical detail has had to be gleaned from a variety of
sources, namely Bumpus, Prestige, Barrett et al in order to gain a more generalised portrait of
each individual. William Gatens provides more detail on the life of Thomas Attwood in the
chapter dedicated to him in his writing on Victorian cathedral music,67 which is, in turn, cited
in the NGD.68 David Gedge, writing on Sir John Goss, uses these same authors to provide detail
for his article.69 A rather more comprehensive biography of Sir John Goss was published in The
Musical Times of 1901; it fleshed out the outline which other sources had provided. Some
further biographical details on these three are provided in John E. West’s monograph Cathedral
Organists past and present (1899), which includes anecdotes published elsewhere, such as this
quotation from Thomas Attwood:
It is very well that they agree to pay me for playing – for if they did not, I should be happy to
pay them for playing.70

Another source with more detail has been the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography.71
Furthermore, Jeremy C. Dibble writes extensively on Sir John Stainer, using previously
unpublished family papers to support much of his material.72 Reviewing his biography John
Stainer: A Life in Music (2007) in Musicology Australia, Suzanne Cole comments:

Such first-hand accounts, with which this book is studded, provide a richness and depth to the
story of Stainer's life that is very compelling.73
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Sir George Martin is the least-well provided of biographically, potentially due to the recency
of his tenure (1888-1916) compared to the date of publication of West’s book (1899) and with
only a brief entry in the Oxford National Dictionary of Biography.
Westminster Abbey’s organists under examination here would have been:74
•

Robert Cooke (organist: 1802 – 1814)

•

George Ebenezer Williams (organist: 1814 – 1819)

•

Thomas Greatorex (1758 – 1831)

•

James Turle (1802 – 1882)

•

Sir Frederick Bridge (1844 – 1924)

However, for Robert Cooke, George Williams and Thomas Greatorex little additional information has been found as to their working lives. Outside of the information available in the Oxford
Dictionary of National Biography for Greatorex and Cooke, nothing has been registered there
for Williams. Cooke’s entry in NGD cites Dawe and West as references; Turle’s entry in NGD
references the Oxford Dictionary and is written by William J. Gatens, illustrating the circularity
of information sources. The most recent post holder, Bridge, has more readily available sources,
in addition to those already mentioned, namely his autobiography of 1919, entitled A Westminster Pilgrim. Full of detail about the position of the organist at the end of the nineteenth
century such an autobiography inevitably lacks objectivity about its subject.
At Canterbury Cathedral, the organists in the nineteenth century were:
•

Highmore Skeats (organist: 1803 – 1831)

•

Thomas Jones (organist: 1831 – 1873)

•

William Henry Longhurst (organist: 1873 – 1898)

•

Harry Crane Perrin (organist: 1898 – 1906)

Post holders at Canterbury Cathedral again lack full biographies outside the previously
mentioned sources and little of their lives can be traced from source materials. Leonie Saint
gives some detail of their lives,75 without reference to specific source material. Her bibliogra74
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phy however cites many of those works already mentioned (Bumpus, Gatens, Rainbow,
Fellowes, et al) in addition to entries in NGD. John West, in his article on Highmore Skeats,76
provides information on the alterations made to the organ and the organists’ reaction to these,
implying that Skeats was not consulted or involved in the alterations. Neither Skeats, Jones, nor
Perrin have discernible individual entries in either the National Dictionary of Biography or
NGD. Information about William Henry Longhurst was received from Mr Christopher Price,
Senior Lecturer in the School of Arts at Canterbury Christ Church University.77
The list of organists at Leeds Parish Church however is much more extensively
documented, the post holders (and the years in which they were active as such) being:
•

Mr Lawton (1791 – 1807)

•

William Dinsley (1807 – 1808)

•

Thomas Hake (1808 – 1809)

•

Mr Cawood (1809 – 1810) [temporary appointment]

•

W. Higginbottom (1810 – 1821)

•

John Greenwood (1821 – 1828)

•

Mr Walton (1828) [temporary appointment]

•

Henry Smith (1828 – 1842)

•

Samuel Sebastian Wesley (1842 – 1849)

•

Robert Senior Burton (1849 – 1880)

•

William Creser (1880 – 1891)

•

Alfred Benton (1891 – 1906)

Of these, only the latter four have any recorded biography to be found, even within the records
maintained by Leeds Parish Church. Samuel Sebastian Wesley is by far the best-known of the
quartet. Simon Lindley gives a brief biography, adding little to the information found in the
Oxford Dictionary of National Biography or NGD;78 however Donald Hunt’s fuller biography
Samuel Sebastian Wesley gives significant detail, not only of the Leeds Parish Church period
but before and after. Hunt also identifies the nineteenth century as a period of great change in
all areas, not reform, as described by other authors, but of cultural, industrial and social
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alteration, in the “spirit of adventure”.79 Furthermore, he fixates on Samuel Sebastian Wesley’s
lack of continental experience as being detrimental to his development as a composer,
simultaneously acknowledging his
[…] best offerings of church music as being a significant original voice in the ‘wilderness’ of
nineteenth century English church music.80

Erik Routley’s work on the Wesley family The Musical Wesleys 1703-1876, published in 1968,
would require a serious biographical update. 81 More recently, Peter Horton’s biography of
Samuel Sebastian Wesley also highlights his lack of European experience although he differs
from Hunt in acknowledging that Wesley was influenced in his early works by European
composers.82
Wesley’s successor Robert Burton merits a short paragraph in Lindley’s work,83 which
is closely based on that written in NGD.84 Similarly, Lindley uses Grove as a resource in his
thumbnail biography of Alfred Benton, explaining that “there are two about whom it has been
very difficult to find more than sketchy information and Benton is the first”.85 For most of his
information on Benton and his predecessor, William Creser he has used source material in the
Leeds Parish Church archive. Creser does not merit an entry in the modern Grove Online and
Benton only a passing remark

Alfred Benton, organist of the parish church, assisted by H.C. Embleton, a wealthy amateur and
friend of Elgar, formed in 1886 the Leeds Choral Union.86

Neither Benton nor Creser have entries in the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography.
Despite these deficits, Donald Webster, in his Parish Past and Present presents more complete
pictures of the organists of Leeds Parish Church from Wesley forward, as well as some skeletal
information on many of the others using a wider selection of local archive material.
79
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Instruments
Examining the changes wrought to the instruments in use was again performed using location
specific texts, alongside more general ones on the subject of organ reform in the Victorian
period. For St Paul’s Cathedral, A history of the organs in St Paul’s cathedral (2001) by
Nicholas Plumley supplied extremely detailed information, much of it technical, on the
alterations performed under Canon Simpson and Sir John Stainer, Timothy Storey’s thesis
supplements and supports the assertions made by Plumley, citing unpublished chapter records
as evidence. Canterbury Cathedral also has its own publication on the specification of the organ,
namely Toby Huitson’s The organs of Canterbury Cathedral (2001) – once more a technically
detailed exploration of the developments to the instrument. Both of these latter are relatively
modern publications. Concerning Westminster Abbey however the most ‘recent’ larger
publication related to the organ is the 1937 study The organs and bells of Westminster Abbey
by Jocelyn Perkins, a former sacristan there. He blends technical specification of the changes
made during the 1884 overhaul with wider historical background of the habits of the musicians
of the Abbey; however this latter is quoted directly from the biography A Westminster Pilgrim
by Sir Frederick Bridge.87 Both Perkins and Bridge confirm the assertion by Sumner that the
full pedal board was “virtually unknown in Britain before the Great Exhibition of 1851”. 88
Sumner continues:
[…] of thirty-three British abbeys and cathedrals at the time, only two, those at Westminster
and Hereford, had a few separate pedal pipes.89

Turning to Leeds Parish Church, again the literature becomes more current with Simon Lindley,
writing in 1976 and retired there as Director of Music in September 2016. His alreadymentioned pamphlet on the organs, organists and choir of Leeds Parish Church compares the
specifications of the instrument there in selected years, 1842, 1899 and 1913 as well as giving
a brief history of the additions to it before 1842. From 1842 and the appointment of Samuel
Sebastian Wesley as organist, Lindley provides a short biography of each subsequent post
holder to the time of publication as well as a brief history of the choir. For these latter, as well
as utilising the unpublished vestry books and a combination of Precentors’ books and choir
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registers, he relies on the previously mentioned works of Rainbow and Hutchings to supply
information, thus propagating potential inaccuracies in these works.
Donald Hunt confirms the organ specification given by Lindley without citing him as a
source, indicating that his information came by a different route. 90 He provides interesting
comment on Wesley’s preferences for concave pedal boards with a G compass and somewhat
idiosyncratic support for tuning with unequal temperament on the instrument however these
latter are unreferenced, leaving their veracity unverifiable. Wesley again is a focus of Nicholas
Thistlewaite’s article ‘Remaking the English organ: Musical and Liturgical Contexts 18301870’.91 Thistlewaite again refers to Wesley’s instrumental preferences, stating that Wesley “on
matters of keyboard compass and temperament remained, throughout his life, a conservative”,92
although citing his own writing does mitigate the importance that can be placed upon this
statement. Thistlewaite also outlines the expectations of the Georgian and Victorian cathedral
and church organists, and how the introduction of standardised harmony in hymnals altered
their practices. Neatly summarising the many influences on the role of the organist as well as
on the instrument, he concludes his opening section as follows:

The interaction between changing performance practice, compositional novelty, liturgical
imperative, musical fashion and technical innovation is a complex process in which it is
sometimes diﬃcult to distinguish cause and eﬀect. In the case of the organ, this was never more
so than in the nineteenth century.93

Research Approach: Significance, Limitations, Thesis Claim
Commencing research on this project it became rapidly clear that much of the material available
covered a chronology of events and people during the nineteenth century, albeit with gaps in
certain areas. What was not obvious was the existence of any comparative material; looking at
the reasons for change in other periods, the changes that happened and whether similar forces
occasioned similar responses or not in the sphere of church music or the life of the church
musician. Also apparent was the wealth of information available on certain establishments,
most notably St Paul’s Cathedral when compared with that available for others, particularly
Westminster Abbey. Indeed, the only publication found specifically concentrating on the music
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of the Abbey in the last fifteen years has been James Wilkinson’s Westminster Abbey: 1000
years of music and pageant, published in 2003, with its sumptuous illustrations and
accompanying CD. Canterbury and Leeds Parish Church are similarly sparely studied. The gaps
in material for the latter two may be due to the relative distance from the capital, for the Abbey
it is possible that a desire for commerciality has overridden more scholarly pursuits. The use of
a systematic approach involved examining the contexts within which the individuals functioned
and the changes that occurred, particularly looking at whether these were directly attributable
to external factors.
As a research topic the evolution of the role of the Victorian organist touches on many
other subjects and sub-topics. Selecting four church establishments of different sorts within the
umbrella of the Church of England narrowed the selection to manageable proportions whilst
simultaneously allowing reflection as to whether the differing natures of their foundations
played a part in the changes which the organists endured. Consideration will be given to the
external circumstances in which the organists worked, their performing and composing outside
of church music, their teaching and conducting commitments, academic appointments and other
activities as well as to the wider external forces of social reform, church reform and educational
provision. Occurrences within church music will be scrutinised as well, particularly the
influence of the Tractarian movement, changes in liturgical practice, modernisation of the
instruments which they played and the management of the choir as a whole.
Exploring some of the compositional output of the various organists will shed light on
the requirements of their role as well as discerning whether any influence of external bodies,
such as the Tractarian movement is obvious. This pragmatic focus leaves untouched any
consideration as to the spiritual aspects of the position
This study has been undertaken using a systematic approach in order to gain a comprehensive understanding of political, social and musical circumstances of the period in order to
reach overall conclusions, drawing on both primary documentation from within the archives of
the Cathedrals and church concerned and contemporary writing of the period as well as
secondary commentary and analysis from throughout the twentieth and twenty-first centuries.
Much of the day to day management of the cathedral falls to the Dean and Chapter and is
recorded in the Chapter Minute books. Occasionally these are indexed by subject, more frequently not, resulting in an entry by entry search for relevant information. Music lists provided
information on the changing repertoire used by the various establishments, and analysis thereof
on the frequency of variation. Published documentation in the form of programmes, advertising
material, orders of service and preaching rotas provided additional source material which aided
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in the painting of the picture of the organist as a whole. Treasury records gave specific detail
as to the remuneration of the organists as well as more detail of their responsibilities with regard
to the choristers and lay clerks. All of these were handwritten documents, occasionally
demanding much deciphering. These texts and the more recent writings mentioned above create
a context for understanding the alterations to the role of the organist within the framework of
his place of employment and within greater society at large.
Each of the four chosen church foundations, St Paul’s Cathedral, Canterbury Cathedral,
Westminster Abbey, and Leeds Parish Church, were selected for a variety of reasons, their
historical importance being one: all have played important roles in the history of both music
and religion in England. St Paul’s, as the ‘parish church’ of London, traditionally had more of
a duty of care to the people of the city than Westminster Abbey, whilst retaining its place as a
venue for grand ceremonial occasions and maintaining its presence as a cathedral of the Old
Foundation (ie: never having been part of a monastic settlement). The Abbey, as a Royal
Peculiar, is the church of the monarch, and the location for major events of State such as
Coronations and monarchs’ funerals. It has also employed some of the best-known composers
of English church music as organists, for example Henry Purcell, Orlando Gibbons, and John
Blow. Canterbury is the seat of the Archbishop of Canterbury, second only to the monarch in
church hierarchy, it is also one of the earliest churches founded in the country as well as being
of the New Foundation (i.e., having had its monastic settlement dissolved by Henry VIII during
the Reformation). Leeds Parish Church would seem anomalous in such company were it not
for the fact that it has maintained a choral tradition similar to that of the major cathedrals in a
northern city, far removed from the seats of ecclesiastical power or fashion in London or
Canterbury, one which predates the explosion in numbers of such in the mid nineteenth century.
To include more cathedrals and organists would have been out of scale with the nature
of this study. Choosing a famous example of great historical importance of each type of
establishment enabled the crystalisation of information for each one.
A further consideration for selection was pragmatic: the availability and accessibility of
libraries and archive materials had to be taken into account.94
Each of the four church foundations is treated in turn with a brief exploration of its
history and traditions concerning both the musical heritage as well as the more general liturgical
and ceremonial habits specific to each. A more detailed biography of the organists of the nine-
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teenth century follows with exploration of their musical background, education, compositions
and other activities as well as details of their compensation, terms of employment, expected
duties and circumstances. External changes are examined, most notably the rise of the
Tractarian movement and the extent to which this affected the organists is assessed, by brief
examination of some of their compositional output contemporary to the movement.
The requirements and development of different liturgical practices come within the
remit of forces which may have occasioned change, requiring fresh compositional ideas and
output, as does the changing climate of social reform which again, altered the working practices
of the organists themselves. More practical changes can be seen in the development and
alterations to the organs themselves, often supervised by the organist, together with the
additional requirements made of the instruments through the century.
As musicians, those who work within the church have regularly been underpaid and feel
underappreciated. From the earliest years of the nineteenth century there was a creeping
energetic realisation that church music was of a poor standard, regardless of the efforts or
capabilities of the organist. The comprehensive reforming zeal of the period resulted in changes
in education, workers’ rights, social attitudes and priorities with alterations being felt through
all strata of society including the established Church. Such reforms, although external to church
spheres, nonetheless resulted in alterations to the nature of the role of the organist within, both
in terms of his treatment, expectations and requirements. Mapping these changes sheds light on
how the modern organist and Master of the Choristers came into being.
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CHAPTER I
ST PAUL’S CATHEDRAL
Sir Christopher Wren
Said, “I am going to dine with some men.
If anyone calls
Say I am designing St. Paul’s”
E.C.Bentley, 1905

Looking firstly St Paul’s Cathedral in London enables an examination of the conditions
experienced by the organists there before the commencement of any change in their role, as
well as the alterations which circumstances necessitated. It will be seen that personality and
experience of both the organist and his colleagues played equal parts in altering the organist’s
role. In choosing an inspirational figure with experience of reform, St Paul’s were able to
elevate the music of the Cathedral far above that which had been standard at the beginning of
the century. It will also be seen that external theological influences on the clergy did not
transmit directly to the compositional output of the organist; social trends, however, were
influential on their behaviour. While musical power in the cathedral continued to rest with the
Dean and Chapter, the organist developed an advisory role, being consulted as a fellow
specialist on a social and professional par, rather than a subservient employee.

Fig. 1.1. St. Paul’s Cathedral, London, north of the Thames. The present church dates from 16751710. Architect: Sir Christopher Wren.
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I.1. Origin and Traditions
St Paul’s Cathedral was founded in 604 by St Mellitus, an emissary from Pope Gregory the
Great upon the site of a former Roman temple. The buildings were repeatedly destroyed by
invading Vikings until 1067 when the Chaplain to William the Conqueror built in stone, a
church which would survive until the 1660’s. The pre-Reformation Cathedral held the full range
of Roman Catholic services and also contained the shrine of St Erkenwald. During the
Reformation this shrine was plundered and the Cathedral turned from Catholic to Protestant
usage, together with the introduction of the Book of Common Prayer as a liturgy. The English
Civil War wreaked further damage to an already weak structure, with the Dean and Chapter
dissolved by Parliament. The Lady Chapel was turned into a preaching auditorium and the nave
into barracks for 800 horses and cavalrymen.
The restoration of the monarchy in 1660 saw plans made for a physical rebuilding by
the famous scholar and highly acclaimed architect Sir Christopher Wren (1632-1732), including
the famous dome as well as practical spaces in the interior for the robing of clergy and storage
of plate. Completed in 1666, any hope of altering the existing building was ruined by the Great
Fire of London which razed it to the ground. Wren started his complete rebuilding in 1675,
including the now famous dome. The choir stalls were positioned, as they still are, in the east
end of the cathedral, separated from the nave by an enormous solid screen upon which was sited
the organ, isolating about a quarter of the building. It was in this quarter section that most
services were held, the altar standing against the wall of the apse with a pulpit on the northern
side of the eastern stalls. The general condition of the building was not good, “the two most
conspicuous features of the Cathedral were its vast emptiness and its encompassing dirt”,95 due
in the main part to unshuttered and unglazed window openings through which the wind could
bring soot laden air from the city at large. Adding to discomfort was the lack of heating in the
cathedral. Even as late as 1853, there was no means of heating the building and indoor
temperatures regularly fell to freezing point.96
It was under the leadership of Archdeacon Hale that in 1841-42 the first efforts were
made to alter the condition of the cathedral interior. “Many loads of dirt” were removed and
the cathedral was repeatedly closed over the summer to facilitate dusting and whitewashing. 97
This was repeated in 1844, so that the nave and the lower dome could also be cleaned. Further
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improvements continued throughout the 1850s and 60s including much gilding, new stained
glass windows, and finally – in 1866 – the removal of the quire screen and organ among many
other decoration schemes to embellish the interior of the building so that the magnificent
exterior was paralleled by an equally impressive interior.
With the exception of the summer closures, daily services were maintained throughout
the renovation work. These were still based around the Book of Common Prayer, there being
no revisions to the 1662 version until an abortive attempt in 1928; there being used a variety of
musical accompaniments subject to the preferences of the Dean and Chapter of the day. It is
worth noting that the musical rubric in the Book of Common Prayer (henceforth BCP) is
extremely limited. In the Eucharist service the space for an anthem is unremarked, and the
design of the liturgy is such as to enable the entire service to be spoken by the people rather
than sung. Matins and Evensong offer a small number of options for musical insertion, other
than the famous statement “in quires and places where they sing here followeth the anthem”,98
although it has always been a generally accepted practice that the canticles and psalm will be
sung, either by the choir or, more likely in smaller churches, chanted by the congregation.
St Paul’s was no different to these conventions. Evensong attracted varying numbers in
the congregation; on a weekday in 1841 the average was between fifteen and twenty in addition
to the choir.99 Proceedings are described thus “the service is exceedingly grand […] and chanted
with beautiful voices”,100 despite the appalling physical condition of the cathedral itself. It is
unclear as to whether the service was chanted by the choir on weekdays, but there is evidence
of the daily services (Matins and Evensong) having been sung to composed canticles. Certainly
on Sundays the choir sang composed canticles as well as the Kyrie and Gloria of the
Communion service and chanted the psalms. The Succentor selected the music for each service,
a procedure which continued at least until the turn of the twentieth century. On occasion this
was less successful than might have been, the Succentor was not elected for his superior
musicality, and last minute alterations were necessary. Under John Goss this was a particular
habit, as the vicars-choral became lax in their attentions to duty. The head chorister would race
up to the organ loft during the sermon to be told which anthem was to be sung. He would then
descend to the choir stalls and whisper the title and composer to the president of the day.
Periodically this system would malfunction, and the organist and choir would begin to perform
different anthems at the same time.
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During the period under discussion, the situation at St Paul’s was unusual as it operated
a prebendary system for both its vicars-choral (lay clerks) and its clergy; the Dean, three
residentiary canons, 30 prebendaries and 12 minor canons. All received funding from estates
held by the cathedral body indicated by the names above the stalls they occupied during
services. In the case of land holdings, there were no further responsibilities above collecting
rent. The residential canons also held other appointments in the church and received income
from those, while the prebendaries were all appointed by the Bishop of London from among
his friends and relations.
Originally, the fact that vicars-choral also held prebendaries was related to the fact that
primarily all were supposed to be ordained men. In later years this requisite was quietly
abandoned, and in the case of deputies, ignored completely. The role of the vicars-choral was
to sing the lower three parts (Alto, Tenor, and Bass) in any choral work required; they were
usually professional musicians who regularly also sang at Westminster Abbey and at the Chapel
Royal. A particular restriction was that the prebendaries essentially held tenure over their
positions; as minor canons they could not be made redundant or fired. The only way in which
a position became vacant was if a minor canon relocated or died. Indeed, when Sir John Stainer
became organist, although entitled to an honorary minor canonry under the terms of his
contract; he had to wait some months until one became vacant by death of the incumbent to
have a dedicated stall in the choir. As an official choir man who was nonetheless occupied in
the organ loft, a further supernumerary vicars-choral was appointed to fill the singing role. This
system of deputising was a further weakness; deputies did not have to be declared before the
services began. Indeed, so used to supplying a deputy was one residentiary canon who also held
the position of Precentor, that when he did attempt to attain entry to his stall for the Thankgiving
service for the Prince of Wales in 1872, he was turned away by the verger who had not
recognised him. He died aged 94 still in office having been nominal Precentor since 1819, some
67 years.101
Other permanent deputies took regular part upon the illness or incapability of their hirers
to perform. Canon Gregory noted in his private diary during 1869: “The Succentor complained
that there was no counter-tenor on Tuesday or Wednesday morning”, and “There were only 4
adult voices and the service was a failure”,102 presumably the result of even the deputies failing
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to appear. This point is best illustrated by a note entered in the supplementary chapter minutes
of December 4th 1901, thus:

News was received of the death of Mr Charles Lockey, who was admitted Vicar-Choral of the
Cathedral in the year 1844; but owing to the loss of his voice he has been represented by a
deputy since 1859.103

The minor canons, whose role it was to perform daily worship and augment the choir, were also
frequently absent. Sir John Goss, not noted for his authoritative manner, was not well placed to
challenge this state as the Dean and Chapter were equally insouciant about attendance. Sir John
Stainer was better placed to tackle these issues, but was somewhat hidebound due to the
incumbents’ position of tenure until death. He did however have a totally reformed and forward
looking Chapter to support his reforms, headed by Dean Church with Canons Gregory,
Lightfoot and Liddon, who constituted a chapter which “was miraculously united in its
determination to renew the cathedral’s life”.104
Accompanying the choir was the organ. The first organ recorded in St Paul’s dates from
1694, built by Bernard Smith and placed on the quire screen. It was a three manual instrument
without pedal, with twenty-seven stops. Pedal pipes were first introduced to St Paul’s (and
indeed to England) in 1720-21 when “six large Trumpet pipes down to 16 foot tone to be used
with pedal or without” were installed on the recommendation of Harris. 105 These could also be
played from the Great keyboard (as well as with the feet).

I.2. Musicians
In this section the organists of St Paul’s Cathedral who were active as such in the nineteenth
century will be described, namely Sir Thomas Attwood (who served as organist between the
years 1796-1838), Sir John Goss (1838-1872), Sir John Stainer (1871-1888) and Sir George
Martin (1888-1911).
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SIR THOMAS ATTWOOD (1765 – 1838)

Fig. I.2. Thomas Attwood (1765–1838) between 1810 and 1820.
Oil on canvas, 75.5 × 62 cm. Royal College of Music, London.

Sir Thomas Attwood was organist at St Paul’s from 1796 until his death in1838. Born in 1765
he was a chorister at the Chapel Royal from the age of nine. He came to the attention of the
then Prince of Wales (later George IV) as a child prodigy. This latter funded much of his
education and career, most notably as a student of Mozart in Vienna. He returned to England
in 1787 and briefly resumed his court career as a private musician for the Prince as well as
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teaching Princess Caroline and Princess Fredricka of Prussia. He simultaneously developed an
income stream outside of the court, becoming deputy organist at St George the Martyr, Queen
Square, London. Disappointed not to have obtained the organistship of Charterhouse he
subsequently applied to St Paul’s on the death of John Jones and was appointed to the post there
in 1796 by the Dean and Chapter, who were rumoured to have come under pressure to make
the appointment from the Royal household. Attwood himself was decidedly nonchalant about
the appointment: “It is very well that they agree to pay me for playing – for if they did not I
should be happy to pay them for playing”.106
A man of varied musical interests, Attwood also performed in theatres and glee clubs in
London. During the period 1790 to 1805, he is noted in the accounts of the Theatre Royal,
Drury Lane as having received payments for copying music and ‘attendance’ at the theatre.107
He also directed one Philharmonic Society concert each season for many years. In 1836 he
became organist and composer to the Chapel Royal whilst maintaining his position at St Paul’s,
in these positions he taught John Goss who was to succeed him at St Paul’s, Cipriani Potter and
Thomas Attwood Walmisley, his godson.108
Whilst at St Paul’s he wrote and published a quantity of Anglican Church music,
including canticles, psalm chants and hymns, including a canticle setting in F. It was said that
most of his composition was done at great speed, shortly before deadlines, anecdotally this was
possible due to a horse which knew its way to St Paul’s without guidance while Attwood
scribbled music for the day’s service. This remarkable beast and habit was reported by one of
his choristers, J.G. Boardman whom Attwood transported to the cathedral regularly in his horse
and cart. Most notable among these works written post haste are two still current in the
repertoire, Come Holy Ghost and Turn thy face from my sins. He was also responsible for the
composition of hymns for specific occasions, writing hymns for an ordination service on Trinity
Sunday 1831 again on his way to the cathedral by horse drawn cart. What is certain is that
Attwood performed the majority of his role as organist at the console when not engaged in
composition. William Hawes, Almoner and Master of the Choristers also directed the choir
when necessary, most notably at Attwood’s funeral. Despite his responsibilities, Attwood
himself admitted that he was not perhaps the most competent of organists, hence the suspicion
that patronage had played a part in his obtaining the post. This notwithstanding, he was
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renowned for extemporising at the keyboard for considerable periods of time. On one extreme
occasion in 1829 the vergers had to take the action of stopping the blowers which forced him
to cease playing.
In his later life Attwood became a close friend of Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy, who
dedicated several works to Attwood as well as using the organ in St Paul’s to play on. Mendelssohn Bartholdy recuperated at Attwood’s house in 1829 following an accident.109 Attwood died
in 1838 with his funeral being held at St Paul’s, attended by the choirs of the Chapel Royal, St
Paul’s and some of Westminster Abbey as well as a large number of friends and pupils. He was
buried beneath the organ close to where his memorial tablet now stands (fig. I.3).

Fig. I.3. Memorial tablet of Thomas Attwood.
Copyright: The Chapter of St Paul’s.

The Victorian thinking of the period held that Attwood led the Reformation of cathedral music,
mainly due to the inclusion of a substantial quantity of his output being published in Thomas
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Attwood Walmisley’s edition of Cathedral Music. Subsequent opinion holds that this was not
the case as his time at St Paul’s pre-dates both the Tractarian reforms and the politically
motivated reforms of the Ecclesiastical Commission.110 More likely is that his main influences
on cathedral music were through his pupils, Thomas Attwood Walmisley, his godson, and (later
Sir) John Goss.111
SIR JOHN GOSS (1800 – 1880)
Sir John Goss was born in 1800, the son of Joseph, an organist, and part of a family of noted
musicians and singers.112 His uncle, John Jeremiah, was a singer in the Chapel Royal, Westminster Abbey and St Paul’s Cathedral and John was sent to reside with him at an early age.
He became one of the boy choristers at the Chapel Royal at around the age of eleven and
endured a hard choristership at the hands of Joh Stafford Smith. He complained to Maria
Hackett at the age of sixty two of the conditions he had endured including a severe lack of
education, there being
[…] a ‘Writing Master’ from half-past twelve to two on Wednesdays and Saturdays, if my
memory do no not deceive me, and no other instruction in reading, writing, arithmetic and a
little English grammar than we ten could get out of that time.113

After his voice changed, he went back to live with his uncle, having boarded at the chapel, and
took lessons with Thomas Attwood, then organist of St Paul’s, who taught him composition
and harmony as well as practical music. He also came into contact with James Turle, future
organist at Westminster Abbey who was articled apprentice to John Jeremiah Goss with whom
he shared accommodation.
At first the young John junior was unable to find a post as an organist and so took work
singing in the chorus of an opera company, premiering in England whilst so employed,
Mozart’s Don Giovanni. In 1825 he secured the position of organist at St Luke’s, Chelsea, for
£100 per annum, today an equivalent salary of around £80,000.114 He composed prolifically
throughout this period, in both secular and sacred styles including several glees and an anthem
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Forsake me not. 115 He was also active in composing for orchestra during this early period,
particularly overtures in F minor and Eb major which were given at Philharmonic and Royal
Academic concerts in 1827. In 1827, simultaneously with his post at Chelsea, Goss became
professor of harmony at the Royal Academy of Music, a role which he maintained until 1874.
Whilst there he taught through bass and wrote a treatise on harmony “with numerous examples
and exercises”.116 His numerous pupils include Sir Arthur Sullivan and Sir Frederick Bridge.

Fig. I.4. John Goss (1800–1880). Painting by an unknown artist, c1835.

Shortly before the death of his teacher and mentor, Thomas Attwood, Goss entered and won
the Gresham Prize for music, beating Samuel Sebastian Wesley’s entry of The Wilderness with
115
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his own Have mercy on me O God. His early prolific rate of composition did not continue,
however his works continued to be advertised in the press as part of the catalogue of larger
publishers, appearing on the front and back covers of the The Musical Times and Singing Class
Circular for over a decade (fig. I.5).

Fig. I.5. Advertisement on the back cover of The Musical Times, vol. 448 (1890).

Goss hoped to become organist of St Paul’s in 1838 upon the death of his former teacher, Sir
Thomas Attwood. He was teased by Canon Sydney Smith, from whom he sought advice, that
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the post attracted a salary of only £34 a year. Goss replied that as a family man he might not be
able to apply for the role, whereupon Smith revealed that several other sources of income were
available through the prebendary system. Through the influences of the Dukes of Cambridge
and Wellington and contrary to the predominant method of recruitment of the time, Goss was
appointed to succeed Attwood. 117 Following his former teacher, Goss was employed on an
identical basis, almost exclusively to play the organ with little to no control over the music of
the Cathedral. This lay within the remit of the Succentor, Canon Beckwith and the Almoner,
Canon Hawes who looked after the boy choristers. There was enmity between these latter two,
resulting in a difficult atmosphere in which to work. Such difficulties were not eased by the
attitude of the Dean and Chapter itself; music was seen as an interference in the work of the
Cathedral, Canon Sydney Smith summarising ‘It is enough if our music is decent […] we are
there to pray and the singing is a very subordinate consideration’.118 Indeed, Goss requested
more control and a larger choir but was met with a curt ‘non possumus’ from the Dean and
Chapter.119 His campaign to alert the authorities to the deficiencies in the music of the cathedral
continued throughout his period at the organ bench. In 1870 he wrote to the Dean:

Very Revd. Sir,
In answer to your question – what is the smallest number of voices requisite for the due
performace of Choral Service in St Paul’s Cathedral? I beg to say that at least 18 adults and
from 24 to 30 boys should be present at every service, to give anything like proper effect to the
music.
With this nuber of good trained voices, under proper discipline, our daily service,
instead of being a humiliation and disgrace to all concerned (as it is now) might be made a
worthy pattern for the whole Diocese. In the above number I, of course, do not take into account
absentors. To allow for such our number should be so much the greater.

I am, Very Revd Sir,
Your obedient servant
John Goss120
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He was however successful in obtaining for the organ additional stops, having for some twentyfive years only one pedal stop until major alterations were carried out in 1863 and 1872.
Compounding the organisational reluctance to prioritise music was the attitude of the
choir men themselves. Goss’s reputation for mildness cannot have helped in dealing with these
singers who, having tenure, were reluctant to perform anything other than the most basic of
their prescribed duties and frequently employed deputies to sing in their places. During his
tenure there were no full choir practices noted in records, choristers were trained by the
Almoner and the men looked over the music during services. Prestige comments:
[…] though a working musician of diverse talents and prolific accomplishments, (Goss) was too
amiable a man to pull things together. (Not that it was his duty to maintain discipline among the
choirmen but, nominally at any rate, that of the two Cardinals).121

Whilst playing at St Paul’s, Goss also was organist and composer to the Chapel Royal, being
invested there in 1856 and a notable figure in London musical life. Despite this he preferred to
limit himself to ‘ecclesiastical spheres’.122
Outside of playing and teaching at the Royal Academy Goss found some success as a
composer of church music, some for use within St Paul’s, such as service settings for the Charity
Children’s services in unison or simply four part chant settings for parish choirs. His output
was self restricted, having received unfavourable comments on his work Blessed is the Man,
written in 1842, he did not compose another anthem until 1852. His next anthem, Praise the
Lord O my soul, was much more positively received.123 He also wrote accompanied sacred
songs for domestic usage which were very secular in style despite having religious texts. Some
of these found their way into an anthology he also edited, The Sacred Minstrel the first volume
of three in the series.
Editorial work was a source of income as well; in collaboration with James Turle of
Westminster Abbey Goss produced “a collection of anthems and services by traditional writers,
some of them published for the first time”.124 This was a substantial undertaking as it appeared
in forty separate numbers beginning in 1843, eventually running to three folio volumes. In 1849
the Dean and Chapter agreed to the refurbishment of the main organ “to the satisfaction of Mr
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Goss or the Organist of St Paul’s at the time being”.125 Organ repairs proved to be insufficient
and so in 1861 in order to raise further funding Goss organised and conducted the first
performance of an oratorio in St Paul’s. This was a very Victorian rendering of Handel’s
Messiah with around 600 performers. London press of the time noted this occurance:
To conclude, Would not Mendelssohn’s ‘St Paul’ have better suited the anniversary of the
Festival of St Paul’s (or Saul’s) conversion? Answer: decidedly not. ‘The Messiah’ draws more
money; the Dean and Chapter want money; they don’t want ‘St Paul’; ‘St Paul’ won’t pay Mr
E.T. Smith; ‘The Messiah’ will (perhaps).126

Goss conducted the singers and band in this mammoth performance with George Cooper
playing the organ. Notably, Goss still had very little control over the music he was to perform
with Canon Russell making the decision to replace Anglican chant with plainsong for psalms
during men only services.
By 1868 John Goss was notably ageing, his quirks at the organ becoming more
noticeable such as walking across the pedal board with all the pedal stops engaged and repeated
errors as to which anthems and psalms were to be performed. He was also being roundly
criticized by Dean Gregory who noted over several weeks in 1869 that Goss had “played the
wrong Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis”, “played to wrong anthem” and was “without a copy of
the anthem – had to be changed mid-service”.127 In May of that year an assistant was appointed,
George Cooper. In 1872 Goss decided to retire owing to ill health, aided in his decision by the
increase in musical output desired by the Dean and Chapter which would have necessitated him
being organist full time, to the exclusion of the “many outside engagements” he took on.128 He
had never been expected to give his whole time to the cathedral and did not wish to do so as it
would have involved a decrease in pay; as an organist his income was about £250 a year. In
lieu of a pension Goss retained the freehold title of vicars-choral and the emoluments attached
to it, the singing duties being permanently fulfilled by a deputy. He directed the music at a
thanksgiving service for the recovery of the Prince of Wales from illness in the February of that
year and in March was succeeded by (later Sir) John Stainer.
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Of his predecessor Stainer wrote “The discipline and efficiency of the cathedral choir
reached a very low standard […] becoming reformers”.129 Hindsight gives perspective, Jeremy
Dibble comments:

Much of the blame for the indifferent mindset has been laid, all too rashly at the door of the
incumbent organist, based on contemporary notions and experiences of the role of the twentieth
century organist and choirmaster.130

Sir John Goss died in 1880, his funeral being held in St Paul’s, the music being directed by his
successor. He was buried in London and a Trust fund established in his name for choir boys
studying organ at the Royal Academy of Music.
SIR JOHN STAINER (1840 – 1901)
Prior to his accession to the role of organist at St Paul’s Cathedral, John Stainer had already
spent many years working in church and academic musical circles. 131 Born in 1840, Stainer
grew up in south London in a large family. His father William, although untrained, was a fair
musician and played duets with his son in the family home. In 1849, having already shown
prodigious musical talent, Stainer began to sing as a chorister at St Paul’s Cathedral, rapidly
becoming principal soloist. He continued to study organ, under George Cooper, deputy organist
to Sir John Goss. His talents must have been obvious as he regularly deputised for both George
Cooper and John Goss in the cathedral. At the age of 14 Stainer obtained the post of organist at
St Benet’s, Paul’s Wharf; playing occasionally at St Paul’s when no other organist was
available.132
Having heard him play at St Paul’s, Sir Frederick Ouseley recruited the now sixteen
year old Stainer to become organist and choirmaster at his newly founded college, St Michael’s,
Tenbury. Ouseley had become vicar there and endowed the choir school and church there with
substantial wealth. St Michael’s was intended to become the model for Anglican Church music
under the leadership of Ouseley (himself a musician) and Stainer. Among Stainer’s roles at St
Michael’s was the training and leadership of the choir, despite not being many years their senior
he was expected to teach the chorister piano for two hours each day as well as keep them in
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order. With Ouseley’s encouragement and help Stainer began to study for a degree in music at
Oxford (Ouseley also being Heather Professor of Music at the same University). He became
the youngest ever successful candidate and moved on to gain his Masters degree in 1864 at the
age of twenty four.

Fig. I.6. John Stainer (1840–1901). Painting by Gerald Moira (1867–1959).
Oil on canvas 33.5 x 28 cm. Magdalen College, University of Oxford.
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Whilst at Oxford Stainer won the position of organist at Magdalen College, he was
instrumental in persuading the lay clerks to rehearse regularly, thus enabling new repertoire to
be performed and expanding the reputation of Magdalen. His prowess on the organ attracted
the attention of the University Vice Chancellor, Dr Francis Jeune who in 1861 appointed him
University Organist at the University Church of St Mary the Virgin. On Sunday mornings this
necessitated playing at Magdalen then crossing Oxford in order to reach St Mary’s in time for
their service. Upon gaining his doctorate Stainer was appointed an examiner by his old mentor,
Frederick Ouseley. Among others he examined Sir Frederick Bridge (later organist at
Westminster Abbey) for his degrees.133
Usually upon the retirement of an incumbent organist there would be a competitive
audition to appoint a successor. This was to have been held at St Paul’s in 1872, following the
resignation of Sir John Goss. There was very limited support for such a competition within the
Dean and Chapter at St Paul’s as Stainer was the much preferred candidate, One London
musical publication commented at the time:

competition is of very questionable use, even when it is desired to test the abilities of the
unknown men but in the case of filling the vacancy at St Paul’s it is entirely unnecessary.134

Against this backdrop, Stainer took over the position of organist at St Paul’s Cathedral, for an
annual salary of £400 per annum.135 He inherited from Goss a rather woeful musical situation
– The Musical Standard of 1871 reported that on Sunday January 8th of that year about the
music in the cathedral “of its general performance there is but one word and that is
‘disgraceful’”.136
Once again, Stainer was called upon to re-invigorate the musical life of his workplace;
again he had to persuade tenured lay clerks to rehearse in order to expand the limited repertoire
of the choir. He was aided in this by a reversal in the attitude of the Dean and Chapter,
particularly by Canon Liddon and Dean Church who had been appointed in the two years
previous to Stainer. These churchmen were enthusiastic Tractarians and saw a new organist as
an opportunity to develop High Church musical practices at St Paul’s, ideally with sung services
every day. Nonetheless the everyday control of music selection rested still with the Succentor,
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Canon Webber. It was noted in the chapter minutes of November 30th 1871 that Stainer was to
“undertake the whole musical instruction and superintendence of the cathedral choir; that he is
available whenever his services are needed at the cathedral, and that he accepts no other
appointment”,137 a great contrast to the terms of Goss’ employment.
Under Stainer’s enthusiastic direction and with the support of the Dean and Chapter
many changes were made to the music of the cathedral. Not only did Stainer revise the music
library with the help of his colleague Joseph Barnby, he also composed prolifically, not only
for the cathedral but for parish choirs as well, the best known of his compositions being The
Crucifixion.
More specifically for St Paul’s he composed his sets of evening canticles in A and D
minor. These were written in response to the alterations made by the Dean and Chapter to the
daily services, with the concomitant increase in sung services requiring music to be supplied
for them. The increase in singing also required a major change in the attitude of the choir.
Rehearsals were made mandatory for both men and boys and the number of boys increased
from twelve to thirty-five. Most significantly were the changes wrought to the sinecure of the
singing men, although not directly attributable to him, the Dean and Chapter were encouraged
and advised to implement them by John Stainer. Instead of each man holding what was a de
facto tenure as a lay clerk with guaranteed pay regardless of result, the men were removed
gradually from their prebendaries and became employees, answering to the Saturday Dean and
Chapter meetings. Excuses for absence, tardiness and failures to meet the contractual
requirements of the post were all recorded, with very little tolerance for failure, the main
consequence being fines should an appropriate excuse not be forthcoming.138
Simultaneously within St Paul’s Stainer was also heavily involved in the re-building of
the organ by the firm of Henry Willis, the instrument was to be re-sited, re-configured and given
a new power source of Willis’s invention, Stainer provided the design of the new location for
the instrument, on either side of the choir stalls where it sits today. He managed also to convince
the Dean and Chapter to purchase a smaller organ for use during the building and refurbishment
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works, the so called ‘Willis on wheels’ which could be used in different locations within the
cathedral.139
Editing, examining, teaching and inspecting all took up time outside the cathedral
precincts. In 1877 Stainer was offered the role of examiner for PhD music candidates at London and Cambridge Universities, as well as sitting on the jury panels at the Paris Exhibition of
1878 and the Eistedfodd of 1880. By 1882 Stainer was also working as Inspector of Music in
Schools and Colleges, a role which necessitated much travel around the country, examining
students and visiting schools and colleges. Whilst in this role he instigated the learning of
solfege rather than rote learning by ear which had previously been the norm.140
With all these external activities on top of the cathedral duties it is difficult to reconcile
the Dean and Chapter’s demand that he ‘acccepts no other appointment’ with the reality.
Certainly Stainer’s fame and abilities would have helped to ameliorate any disgruntlement felt
by his primary employers. Similarly Stainer’s competence in organisation would also help to
soothe; he was responsible, within the cathedral, for many services of state importance, such as
the funeral of the Duke of Wellington and the memorial for General Gordon, despite his work
on such being beyond his statutory duties.141 He also worked to increase the participation of the
local population in cathedral services, by massive reorganisation of the volunteer choir which
sang on Sunday afternoons. Such participatory events can be seen as typical in the light of the
Victorian idea and ideal of mass education, self-betterment was inherent within the psyche of
the time and opportunities such as that offered by Stainer, or similarly in the villages of Saltaire
or Bourneville were not unusual.142
By 1888 Stainer was concerned that he was damaging his one good eye and offered his
resignation to the Dean and Chapter. His retirement was spent travelling with his wife and
conducting research into early music, particularly Guillaume Dufay as well as authoring treatise
on organ playing, harmony and composition. He died in Italy in March 1901 and lies buried in
Oxford.143
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SIR GEORGE CLEMENT MARTIN (1844 – 1916)
George Martin was born in Berkshire in 1844. Little is recorded about his early life. 144 He
certainly studied organ under Sir John Stainer during the latter’s time at Oxford and was
appointed deputy organist at St Paul’s Cathedral by Stainer in 1876. Prior to this appointment
he had firstly been organist for the Duke of Buccleuch and at St John’s, Edinburgh, and then
choir master to the boys at St Paul’s, being employed as part of the new choral foundation there
in 1874. He remained at St Paul’s for the rest of his career, dying in 1916 in his cathedral house
at Amen Corner.
Although not a prolific composer, Martin is remembered for his Te Deum in A major,
written for the Diamond Jubilee Thanksgiving service of 1897, and for his choir training
manual, The Art of training choir boys, which served for many years as the standard text on the
subject.

Fig. I.7. George Clement Martin (1844–1911).
Photo (fragment): The Musical Times (July 1st, 1897), H.W. Gray, New York; Novello, London.
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1.3. Tractarians

Whilst it has been proposed that the revival of church music in early Victorian times was led
by the Tractarian movement,145 this is by no means evident in the compositional output of the
organists of St Paul’s of the period. This is seen for John Goss in the review of his multi part
anthem which commences with The wilderness and the solitary place. It was prasied for not
being appealing to the Tractarians who held Gregorian chant in high regard. The anonymous
critic wrote:

Unobtrusive and simple as this passage may appear on paper, unimpressive, possibly, to
Gregorianists, and to those who hold that cathedral music should be either full of diatonic
harmonies, or of intricate contrapuntal contrivances, it could not under any circumstances have
occurred to an ordinary thinker, or to an ordinary musician.146

It could be said that it is the harmonic treatment utilised by Goss which protected him from
accusations of favouring Tractarian styles of composition. He employed textures which were
“rich in the solid harmonies suitable for the sacredness of the subject, and evincing in its
treatment the skill and experience of a practised artist”.147 This is in contrast to the treatment
that his successor, John Stainer gave to his hymn tunes. Further evidence of Goss’s lack of
Tractarian style in terms of his composition can be taken from examining his anthem If we
believe that Jesus died dated 1852 (ex. I.1).

From this excerpt, it can be observed that Goss utilises a chromatic harmony accompanied by
an organ part. This organ part supports the vocal lines but is not completely independent, as
was to become the norm in later years of the century, this trend culminating in compositions
such as the Magnificat in G by the well-known Irish composer and conductor Sir Charles
Villiers Stanford (1852-1924). Although a keen composer of psalm chant, Goss maintained his
separation from the Tractarian movement by writing Anglican chant, rather than expanding
upon the Gregorian favoured by the movement. Many of these chants were included in the
Cathedral Psalter, edited by John Stainer.
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Example I.1. John Goss, anthem If we believe that Jesus died, b. 49-65.

Whilst at Oxford Stainer certainly encountered Henry Liddon, one of the foremost proponents
of the Oxford Movement, being in effect the “first lieutenant of Pusey”,148 as well as a great
preacher and Ireland Professor of Exegesis. It has been suggested that he was heavily influenced
in that direction by Liddon, evidence, according to Jeremy Dibble, being found in his hymn
tunes which displayed “a simplicity that also concealed a complex more autonomous art
148
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coupled with spiritual emotionalism, values indeed cherished by the Tractarians”.149 Indeed the
Tractarian ideal was for “unison plainsong, simple enough for congregations to sing, and
Elizabethan and Jacobean anthems sung by choirs – to be performed either with organ or with
no accompaniment”.150 This trend was reversed; later in the century, Hillsman proposes a date
of 1899, there developed a “High Church desire for what the Musical Times in 1899 called
‘bright and hearty’ services, which were replacing mid-century Tractarian austere services as a
notable High-Church ideal”.151
Stainer’s first two postings as organists added to the influences the Tractarian movement
had already had on him, firstly at St Michael’s College, Tenbury (1857-1859) and then at
Magdalen College, Oxford (1860-1872). It was in this latter period that he would have
encountered Liddon personally. Stainer moved to St Paul’s early in 1872 to replace Sir John
Goss upon the latter’s retirement. Under the Succentor, (the title given to the Precentor in Old
Foundation Cathedrals) Rev Webber, the quantity of music to be produced at St Paul’s was to
be markedly increased, necessitating the employment of a full-time organist, a position which
Sir John Goss was disinclined to take, owing to old age. Stainer’s appointment together with
that of Canon Liddon in 1870 and Dean Church in 1871 transformed the Chapter and therefore
the music at services, moving towards the high church ideal of daily sung services. Succentor
Webber however continued to select music for services, to the public chagrin of certain
commentators:

With regard to non-performance, it should be known that the selection of services and anthems
for each week rests with a dignitary known as the succentor […]. The musical taste of the said
succentor is most questionable, and every week’s list contains good proof of this fact. His
selections would doubtless have been considered grand a hundred years ago, but in the present
day the services of Tallis, Farrant, Child, Gibbons, Brian [Bryne], Patrick, &c. can never be
really acceptable to the ear […]. Now, this succentor appears to delight in putting a preponderance of this old music before the public – and the evil is, that he does it to the utter exclusion
of Handel’s works, with the single exception of the Messiah; there is a little more Mendelssohn
done, but then it is the same things over and over again, and invariably the shortest and easiest:
Cathedral composers are more fortunate than the great masters, Greene especially. I have
frequently heard two and even three of his anthems in one week.152
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Undoubtedly Stainer had been exposed to the thinkings of the Tractarian movement but
it is important to distinguish between exposure to and influence by upon a subject. Dibble
contends that Stainer’s hymn ouput was of a style which would have pleased many within the
movement. It is rather more difficult to reconcile any such influence within his compositional
output when examining his anthem I saw the Lord (ex. I.2).
As can be seen in ex I.2, I saw the Lord moves far from the simplistic Elizabethan or
Jacobean harmonies favoured. Instead it shows a choral harmony which is richly developed
with chromaticism across all eight parts together with a requirement for an organist of advanced
technique especially in the Piu Allegro section. It bears far more resemblance to a later ‘High
Church’ ideal, which was not necessarily purely Tractarian, than it does to their professed
preferences for unaccompanied choral anthems such as those by Orlando Gibbons or Henry
Purcell. It could be said therefore, that Stainer, in terms of anthem composition, was at the
vanguard of moving church music forward by beginning to develop this very identifiable ‘bright
and mighty’ High Victorian style of choral music.
The condition of the choir which Stainer would have encountered at St Paul’s at the
beginning of his tenure there were far worse than those met by Henry Longhurst at Canterbury.
There was no tradition of processing into services, choir members sauntered in at will, their illdiscipline causing Stainer to write about his predecessor “The discipline and efficiency of the
cathedral choir reached a very low standard ... becoming reformers”.153 This was confirmed in
The Musical Standard in 1871, stating that the music performance at the cathedral was “but one
word and that is disgraceful” (see above). There had been no rise in standards over the tenure
of John Goss from the depths to which music had sunk under Attwood. His least successful
performance surely has to have been an attempt at an anthem with only one tenor and two altos.
Under Goss the musical offering had not improved greatly and become “a byword for
slovenliness” so often were services chaotic and irreverent.154
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Example I.2. John Stainer, anthem I saw the Lord, b. 72-79.

In a larger scale reading of the situation it would appear that this dip in standards under Goss
was anomalous in its severity but a fair indication of a trend. Reports from 1834, late in
Attwoods career indicate a better situation viz “The service is exceedingly grand, performed
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with all the pomp of a Cathedral and chanted with beautiful voices”.155 Similarly, early in Goss’
career at St Paul’s indications were of a significantly superior worship performance, the
chanting being “perfectly smooth, very sweet and the voices excellent”.156
Being supported to instigate alterations and a full time employee gave Stainer more
leeway to institute his reforms, supported in his high churchmanship by the Dean and Chapter.
In 1873 Stainer began the revision of the music library, selecting contents for the bound
volumes used during services. Such revisions were necessitated by the expansion of the liturgy
within St Paul’s; for example the use of the Benedicite in place of the Te Deum at Matins, every
day from Ash Wednesday to Easter Eve inclusive and the use of the Benedictus everyday but
Wednesday and Friday during Ordinary time. These liturgical revisions, moving closer to the
ideals outlined by the Tractarian movement, involved Stainer in a further activity, the
composition of canticles to fill the needs of the changes, his Benedictus in A major was one
such. He also established, oversaw and directed a Sunday Evening choir; this was a direct result
of Tractarian influence, albeit with a Victorian twist, the ever present zeal for self-improvement.
It is likely that this establishment of a Sunday Evening choir of amateur adult singers resulted
from Stainer’s ability to understand and sympathise with both Evangelical piety as well as the
more catholic variety which was served by the daily cadence of formal Cathedral services.
In order to provide the musical contribution expected it was deemed necessary, even by
John Goss to expand the choir. In the 1860’s the choir at St Paul’s contained fourteen boys and
ten men, this was a primary increase from 1854 when there had been six lay clerks and twelve
choristers,157 but still fewer than in 1883 which found eighteen men and between thirty and
forty boys. Canterbury was always better off in this regard, commencing in 1854 with twelve
men and ten boys. More music demanded more rehearsal time, the men, in particular resented
this, their low pay from the cathedrals inevitably caused secondary employment to be taken,
and time away from more lucrative positions was obviously not appealing. At St Paul’s there
was one full rehearsal each week, instigated by Stainer, which to the men was “an experience
then new to them”158 having previously only “cast an eye through [...] during one of the lessons
at a previous service”.159 Choristers were rehearsed by the organist each day, an account in The
Guardian of 1884 details one of Stainer’s practices:
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After scales, agility exercises and some instruction in the theory of music, the boys were
rehearsed in the settings and anthems for the daily services […] they rarely practised psalms and
hymns as they knew them so well.160

Insisting on rehearsals for both boys and men and taking the same rather than leaving them to
the attentions of the Succentor as under previous regimes was another of Stainers innovations
at St Paul’s.161 Commentary such as that found above demonstrates the increase in quantity of
music needed to fulfil the daily round of services, consequently it can be assumed that the
rehearsal time needed by the organist was commensurately greater, allowing for repetition of
repertoire, this then, was one of the main spurs to altering the role of the cathedral organist from
player and teacher to full time church musician.
These alterations in common cathedral practice and subsequent changes to the role of
the organist came long after the conversion of the Anglican priest, poet, and theologian John
Henry Newman (1801-1890) to Roman Catholicism in 1845. In that year he left the Church of
England, as well as his teaching post at Oxford University, and was soon after ordained as a
priest; later he became cardinal. With his conversion the Oxford movement lost much sway
within political, academic and church hierarchic circles; the after effects of the Tractarian
movement took longer to manifest themselves in practical application within worship, but
nonetheless his thinking and teaching continued to trickle into common usage in churches and
cathedrals across England.

1.4. Liturgy
Canterbury and St Paul’s were among the few cathedrals that used altered forms of the BCP
Communion service, using the Sanctus as an Introit to the ante-Communion after Matins had
finished, with the choir leaving after the sermon. Other alterations were purely seasonal, at St
Paul’s the Benedicite was used in place of the Te Deum at Matins every day from Ash
Wednesday through to Easter Eve inclusive but not in any other season, similarly the Benedictus
was sung every day apart from Wednesday and Friday when the litany was used instead for the
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sake of brevity.162 Other seasonal alterations at St Paul’s in the 1840’s were mere adjustments
to timings, Matins being said at 7am in the summer and 8am in the winter.
By May of 1869 weekday Matins had been moved to 10am and Evensong to 4pm with
these two services being held at 10.30 and 3.15 on Sundays respectively. Prior to this date the
respective timings had been 9.45am and 3.15pm.163 Evensong rarely, if ever, was altered in any
way, instead music to mark specific occasions was utilised, for example those marking various
thanksgiving festivals at St Paul’s, such as the thanksgiving service for the recovery from
typhoid of the Prince of Wales in 1872. When it did occur, Holy Communion was celebrated
on Sundays after the morning Matins service. This was also the case on celebrated saints’ days
which fell during the week. Regular communion services began to be held more frequently, by
1871 there was an 8am Communion service which attracted 50 or more communicants, this
being a said service without musical accompaniment.164
In October 1871 it was decided by the Dean and Chapter at St Paul’s that the Sunday
morning Holy Communion should be ‘chorally rendered’ but this did not come into full effect
until Easter 1873 under the leadership of Sir John Stainer.165 Holy Communion was celebrated
only infrequently, after due notice had been given the preceding Sunday. Under normal
circumstances the Credo was not sung at St Paul’s until about 1842, even during the antecommunion portion of the service, presumably because it had been included in Matins
previously. The fully choral Holy Communion performed after 1873 required much more
musical content. As Storey comments “At a stroke most of the choir's existing repertory, such
as it was, had been rendered useless.”166 This was due to the strict adherence to the Book of
Common Prayer which necessitated a setting of both the Sanctus and Gloria, together with the
Sursum Corda and Gospel Responses and final Amen but removed the need for both the Agnus
Dei and Benedictus and used the Responses to the Commandments in place of nine-fold Kyrie
eleison.
Within the BCP other liturgies were occasionally used; those for confirmations and
baptisms and for the consecration of Bishops, which could last nearly four hours.167 Outside of
the prescribed BCP services many other occasional services were held, one such was the
St Paul’s Library, Chapter Minute book, 21st Jan 1874.
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lunchtime service of hymns and psalms based on Sext which was held daily. Despite being
based on the monastic hours it was adopted by the new foundation of St Paul’s for several years.
Other services of particular use which fell outside the liturgy but nevertheless required musical
direction and input were that for the admission of choristers (from 1873), the reception of
vicars-choral and vergers and more famously the festivals for the Sons of the Clergy and
Missionary Societies.168
The Litany was also considered to be an essential part of both penitential season and
regular worship on Wednesdays. At St Paul’s this was also chanted, the duty of doing so being
taken by two minor canons in rotation, situated at a low desk in the centre of the quire. This
was considered so vital that even when Christmas Day fell on a Wednesday, as it did in 1878,
the Litany was still chanted. After the prebendarial reforms and the publishing of a new
lectionary in the same year it became customary for the Dean and Canons to read the lessons
on major festivals, rather than allotting the task to the minor canon in residence at the time.169
In such reorganisations the role of the organist evolved slowly. Sir John Goss played
what was dictated by the Succentor for the services decreed by the Dean and Chapter as befitted
his position as a part-time employee of the Cathedral.170 By necessity Sir John Stainer played a
more proactive role in the alterations to liturgy instigated by the Dean and Chapter. A weekly
sung Eucharist was introduced on Easter Day 1873 which required all parts of the Ordinary to
be performed, including the Nicene Creed, a practice which had been revived at St Paul’s in
1842.171 The composer/organist was a necessity, supplying choral music to fill the voids in
existing repertoire caused by these alterations to the liturgy. Sir John Stainer composed his
Benedictus in A major for exactly this purpose and many other organists in the same cathedral
role wrote settings to fit the BCP Ordinary through necessity.
Among all the alterations instigated by Stainer and his colleagues, they also had to react
to a new genre of Anglican service which appeared in the wake of the cathedral style of choir
and repertory coming into fashion. This was the shortened form of Evensong with either a
complete or abridged eighteenth or nineteenth century cantata or oratorio used as an anthem.
Dean Stanley of Westminster Abbey had taken the credit for introducing such a service,
including Johann Sebastian Bach’s John Passion in one such in 1871.172 The spread of such
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services can be attributed not just to the financial necessity of gathering a large congregation
but also to the growing professional ambitions of church musicians,173 highlighting most clearly
their move further into the limelight as performers and directors equal to those in the concert
halls rather than the retiring cousins of the same.
Canons Gregory and Liddon were instrumental in effecting other changes to the liturgical process during services, including the orientation of the celebrant during Holy Communion.
This was in defiance of Privy Council judgement (the Purchas Judgement), which decreed that
the celebrant should not face east but remain on the north side of the altar. They went further in
their defiance by refusing to supply a cope, which Purchas had indicated should be worn by the
celebrant. Bishop Jackson brought his own to St Paul’s to celebrate Eucharist on Trinity
Sunday, “the first time anyone could remember seeing one there”.174 This however did not
become a regular occurnce at St Paul’s until 1898.

Special Services
In addition to the daily services, St Paul’s, as the cathedral church of London was also
responsible for holding many of the major civic services of the city, including some state
occasions. One such, which fell to Sir John Goss’s responsibility, was that for the cessation of
an outbreak of cholera in 1849. It was remarkable as the organ was undergoing renovation and
had not been fully reconstructed so that George Cooper (the sub-organist) played the manuals,
Father Willis the organ builder played the pedals and Goss himself conducted the choir.175 State
occasions were also held at St Paul’s, many of them attracting very large congregations
requiring massed forces of singers and musicians. Most notable of these was the state funeral
of the Duke of Wellington in 1852 which required some eighty men and forty boys collected
from St Paul’s, Westminster Abbey, the Chapel Royal and other cathedrals as well as forty
professional singers and a full orchestra.176
On top of these mandated occasions Stainer took it upon himself to instigate a proposal
of Canon Gregory that “an appropriate musical service should be arranged for Holy Week”.177
It is possible that this was the result of the success of the same happening in Westminster Abbey
on Maundy Thursday 1871, when a performance of Bach’s Matthew Passion had occurred. It
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was some two years before St Paul’s adopted the practice proposed by Gregory, allowing
Stainer to assume his position as organist and begin to instigate some of his reforms. However
in January 1873 Stainer hired an orchestra and singers to perform a selection from Mendelssohn
Bartholdy’s Paulus at Evensong on St Paul’s Day. One of the Bach Passions followed in the
subsequent April. The January event continued for some years but eventually was replaced by
an Advent musical offering, using only the cathedral choir with organ accompaniment. Having
performed Louis Spohr’s Die Letzten Dingen and Bach’s Passion music it became traditional
to sing George Fr. Handel’s Messiah in this Advent service.178
A third category of special service was also held at St Paul’s, aside from the musical
and state occasions. Annually services for the Corporation of the Sons of the Clergy held a large
scale thanksgiving service, special tiered seating was installed under the dome to accommodate
the congregation. Under the leadership of John Goss these services received plaudits for their
musical offerings. It was noted that the service of 1862 was celebrated “by a full choral
service”,179 with both the choirs of St Paul’s and Westminster Abbey being supplemented by
those of the Chapel Royal and St George’s, Windsor among others as the massed forces were
“in all about 200 voices”.180 Goss took a very active role in this service, accompanying all the
music on the organ, whilst being “assisted by Mr George Cooper, of St Sepulchre’s – the sub
organist”,181 indicating that the sub organist’s position was not substantial enough to merit full
time commitment and evidencing habitual duality of positions.
Goss contributed a substantial anthem to the programme, commencing with a solo bass
recitative (The wilderness and the solitary place) which was followed by a trio for alto, tenor
and bass (Strengthen ye the weak hands) and then a short tenor recitative. The work concluded
with a short four part choral passage (For in the wilderness shall water break out), interrupted
by a short tenor and bass choral recitative (And a highway will be there) and then a resumption
of a full choral Allegro to the text And the ransomed of the Lord shall return. It is remarkable
that such an extensive work received such a positive reception, given that “with the rehearsal,
it was entirely unknown to the united choirs”. 182 The article reporting the event of 1862,
published in The Musical Times, commented that the anthem was “a work no less admirable for
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its purity than for its scholarly correctness and intrinsic musical charm – a work, in short, which
evidently composed without effort has not the less completely attained its object”.183
In a similar vein were the services for the Charity Children. Held annually, these services were attended by the many children who were educated in poor schools and workhouses
in the city. An eye witness account was provided by Hector Berlioz who attended one such
service in 1855, having obtained a ‘singing ticket’ from Sir John Goss himself. He recorded:

To the left of the tribune before the organ, occupied by ourselves, a platform held seven or eight
trumpet and drum players. On this platform a large mirror was placed, so as to reflect, for the
musicians, the movements of the choir-master, beating time in the distance, in an angle beneath
the cupola, and directing the choral mass; this mirror also served to guide the organist, who
turned his back towards the chorus.184

Both Goss and Cooper played for these services with an unknown choir master directing the
singers in the year in question. The repertoire in use was advanced given that, as Berlioz
comments “The children are not acquainted with music, and have never seen a note in all their
lives”,185 learning all the music by rote. The 1855 service began with Psalm 100 All people who
on earth do dwell and continued with a Te Deum by William Boyce and George Fr. Handel’s
Zadok the Priest. In 1863 the choir master is named as Mr H Buckland who was one of the
vicars-choral,186 with Goss at the organ and “Mr George Cooper, his able and indefatigable
associate in all duties of more than ordinary importance”.187
Stainer did much to further the musical offerings of such events, going as far as to
compose his complete settings of morning and evening services in A and D major for the service
in 1873, the evening canticles being accompanied by orchestra. The Succentor’s report of 18845, written by W. Sparrow Simpson confirms this:
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I must again repeat that the credit for the success of our great musical festivals is due not to the
Succentor, but to Dr Stainer.at my desire he has organised these grand services; every detail has
been superintended by himself in person.188

However successful Stainers’ organisational efforts were, some matters within the cathedral
organisation itself had not altered; although he had more say in the music programmed for both
special services and daily offices the ultimate decision making still did not lie with the organist.
The Dean and Chapter, through the offices of the Succentor had overall control over
programming, what had changed was that now the organist was consulted on the matter.
Sparrow Simpson again comments about special services “The music performed is selected by
the Succentor and Organist, the choice being afterwards approved by the Festival Committee”.189

1.5. The Choirs
From the beginning of the nineteenth century to its turning the choirs at St Paul’s underwent
enormous transformation. Under Thomas Attwood and Sir John Goss the boys numbered eight
full choristers and four probationers; the men, six vicars-choral and six super-numeraries.190 By
1883 the number of men had increased to eighteen to twenty, including the permanent deputy
for the organist with the election of eight further supernumerary singers. The number of boys
had also increased, there being thirty to forty choristers.191 In appearance too the choir had
changed, instead of open fronted surplices over street clothes they now had cassocks underneath
the surplices, laundered at the cost of the Dean and Chapter, with no street clothing visible. By
1873 the men too were supplied with cassocks to wear underneath their surplices. 192 Such an
increase in choir population had come about due to a combination of measures introduced by
John Stainer, fed by the influence the Tractarian movement had upon him. Transitions in and
out of the cathedral also changed, rather than wandering into services independently,
processions became the norm, thus began the ‘cathedral tradition’ of the robed choir procession
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at the beginning and end of services although it took time to be accepted, Canon Gregory noted
in his diary for August 1869:
Procession very irregular. One of the choirmen stayed to talk to a friend at gate of north choir
aisle, breaking the order, and they made a rush, all straggling and irregular.193

Canons Liddon and Gregory were also instrumental in ensuring that Stainer’s choir reforms
were successful. Under Attwood and Goss it was usual that choristers resided at home, arriving
at the cathedral for the morning service and remaining there until Evensong had ended, then
returning home. With the increased musical expectations of Stainer, and the increase in number
of boys singing, it was decided that choristers would be better served by remaining at the
cathedral overnight, returning home for holidays, in other words, the establishment of a
boarding house and school which opened in 1873 under the headmastership of Alfred Barff.194
They were to be taught a full preparatory school curriculum with different masters; polar
opposite to the negligent attention of the previous Almoner, William Hawes under whose
tutelage the choristers were “taught singing for ninety minutes and given schooling by a grammar master for three hours”.195
A larger choir school opened in Carter Lane in 1875 which housed the full complement
of boys, not just those receiving free education, who had been briefly resident in Amen Court.
Such changes were not just the result of Stainers efforts, Maria Hackett was instrumental in
campaigning for the better treatment of choristers, including their education and fundamental
to Stainers own musical development, paying for his organ lessons when he was a chorister
himself. She particularly disapproved of William Hawes who, as Master of the Boys, Almoner
and vicars-choral, and deputy lay vicar at Westminster Abbey, supplemented his income by
hiring out the boys in his charge to sing at numerous public engagements, reputedly more than
fifty times in three months, leaving them to make their own way back home late at night.196
Responsibilities for the boys were therefore divided. The headmaster of the choir school
ensured their education was provided for while the organist was formally required to take care
of their musical attainments. This was recorded thus:
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That the organist be intrusted with the responsibility of the musical training of the choir boys as
well as of the ordinary and Sunday evening choirs in addition to that of being chiefly responsible
for the organ and that his remuneration shall be £500 per year with a house in Amen Court, the
rates and taxes being paid by the Chapter.197

The latter was agreed by Stainer as part of his contract of employment at St Paul’s, a marked
change from that of John Goss.

Lay Clerks
The vicars-choral were not immune to change either. As they gradually died the emoluments
which had endowed their positions were subsumed into the general cathedral holdings or sold
off by the Ecclesiastical Commission and their posts became salaried directly from the Dean
and Chapter. Understandably, this was not immediately popular, especially as the new positions
came with an extensive list of regulations. The following line provides an example of this:

In case of solo or verse anthems if any doubt should arise as to the singers who are to take the
solo or verse parts, the Succentor or in his absence the Organist, shall assign such parts at his
discretion.198

Other stipulations covered the number of services expected to be attended by the vicars-choral,
regular attendance at rehearsals and punctuality. In return the singers received a pay rise and
paid holidays during the summer.
Vestry prayers for both lay clerks and choristers were introduced in 1872, although
being said not sung they marked the beginning and ends of the formalities of services. Only
occasionally, on very solemn days were these prayers supplanted by extra music. One such was
the eve of the Feast of the Dedication in 1885 when the choir sang Charles Gounoud’s setting
of the Te Deum. An unnamed setting of the same was performed for the Lambeth Conference
Eucharist two years later, in identical circumstances.
Sir John Goss had maintained a special choir for Sunday evening services during his
time at the cathedral, starting in 1858. It consisted of massed forces of around 500, including
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“200 trebles and altos (including women), 150 tenors and the same number of basses”.199 They
supported the hymn singing and chanting at Sunday evening services and were seated in one of
the transepts on a platform facing north, conducted by one of the vicars-choral. Under Sir John
Stainer these Sunday evening services became regular year round occurances rather than being
held only during the summer.200 Aside from re-structuring the main cathedral choir he also took
over reformation of the Sunday evening choir. The choir was disbanded (not resigning en masse
as has been reported) and male members were asked to return to it upon learning of new
conditions of membership including regular rehearsals. The women and children were not asked
to return, the treble line being carried instead by the cathedral choristers. Physically the new
choir was positioned in the open vista of the nave, in the choir stalls. The chairman of the choir
is recorded in 1877 saying:
I can remember the old Sunday Evening choir; things are indeed changed. We were then located
in a gallery over the south door: we had to buy our own music and surplices and the admission
for the public was by ticket…But now how different. We are seated in the proper place in the
choir all music and surplices found, and everything done to make us comfortable; the whole of
the Cathedral free to the public, and a thoroughly congregational service.201

This alteration shows Stainer’s Tractarian influences, in removing the women and extraneous
children from proceedings he was reverting to a more orthodox choral establishment of men
and boys whilst still indulging the desire for more parochial (and hence inclusive) worship to
take place in order that the population should experience the high ideals of preaching and church
music.
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I.6. Repertoire

As previously noted, during the earlier part of the century, the training and welfare of the boy
choristers was devolved by the Dean and Chapter to several of the vicars-choral with a range
of results. Thomas Attwood and John Goss had little, if any, formal contact with the choristers
or men other than attendance at services. As befitted their status as employees of the Chapter,
and notwithstanding their status as renowned musicians, the organists had equally little
influence over the music that was utilised during services. Selecting service music was a role
performed by the Succentor of the time, this was a longstanding practice which continued to
the end of the century, causing a
[…] common complaint voiced eloquently by S.S. Wesley and C.V. Stanford, that a well
qualified organist was obliged to be subordinate to a clergyman who might be at best no more
than an amateur musician.202

Despite his other successful reforms, the Succentor still selected the music that Stainer too had
to utilise, albeit with his amendments. Canon Russell commented that music was “chosen on
that eclectic system which, with the hearty concurrence of Sir John Stainer, was initiated by Dr
Sparrow Simpson in 1876”.203 One factor which may have influenced the maintenance of this
system was the necessity to
[…] insure that the music, no less than the other auxiliaries and adornments of Divine Worship
should truly and faithfully represent and emphasize the Church’s sentiments and teachings.204

This statement emphasizes the job as being one for a cleric, not the laity. Canon Liddon, for all
his support for the reforms of Sir John Stainer, perhaps inadvertently, demonstrated his true
view of the relevance of music within liturgical worship, asking for shorter anthems to be sung
on Sunday afternoons when he was in residence.
Cleric or not the limited repertoire which was employed at St Paul’s gave rise to
comment in the public press:
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The same services and anthems are continually repeated. The annual stock (for Sundays)
consists of about eight services and twenty-two anthems [...]. A very undue importance is
attached to Greene's anthems (and those too not the best) to the exclusion of the works of Purcell,
Blow, Jer. Clark, Croft, and Boyce [...]. I fear one main cause of the small stock of services and
anthems is the laziness of the master of the boys. It is far easier for him to take them frequently
over a small list, which they must know almost by heart, than to go to the trouble of teaching
them new things.205

Study of music, lists available in the press, confirm the writers’ attestations about the works of
Greene, as well as the exaggeration of exclusion. Repertoire on Sundays in 1871 was shared
between thirty-six different composers in following proportions as presented in TABLE I.1.206
By far the most dominant anthem composer was Greene, being sung 20% of the year.
Of settings of morning or evening canticles those by Hopkins and Garrett were used most
frequently, accounting for 31% of the year’s morning canticles and 27% of the evening canticles
used.207 Such was the repertoire that Stainer inherited from Goss, contained mainly in bound
volumes from the cathedral library. Stainer undertook to revise the contents of these, with the
assistance of Joseph Barnby, devising an “admirable method of binding and storing the contents
of the rapidly expanding music library”. 208 Stainer favoured no particular period of church
music, instead encouraging any that was conducive to the effective conduct of worship.
As contrast, in 1898 there were 34 different composers of morning canticles sung, the
most frequently used being Garrett again with 4 usages; of evening canticles, there were 52
different versions used (presumably at the rate of one per week) the most frequent of which
were settings by Stainer himself. This is not unexpected as he had to compose much material
to remedy deficiencies in the material available. Alterations in circumstances also necessitated
composition; in 1873 the choristers were granted one day off singing each week, usually a
Wednesday. A lack of material for men’s voices forced the composition of Stainers canticles in
D major, along with Canon Russell’s programming of plainsong psalms rather than those using
Anglican chant. Canon Russell gave two main other reasons for his introduction of these; to
which there was felt some antipathy. His reasoning ran that firstly, in harmonised double chants
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the melody was in the alto line, which was the weakest voice part in a mens voice service, in
unison plainchant there was no harmony therefore the melodic line was strongly heard;
secondly St Paul’s made it an objective to give to the Diocese an example of all kinds of music,
Gregorian chant could not therefore be omitted, especially in mens voice services.
TABLE I.1. Overview of composers / music performed on Sundays
in St. Paul’s Cathedral, London, 1871.
Composer
Garrett
Greene
King
Hopkins
Gibbons
Calkin
Walmisley
Nares
Croft
Ebdon
Russell
Attwood
Cooke
Smart
Aldrich
Turle
Boyce
Travers
Adcock
Hayes
Parry
Barnby
Kent
Goss
Wesley
Battishill
Weldon
Clarke
Arnold
Mendelssohn Barholdy
Purcell
Beckwith
Blow
Elvey
Wise
Hayes

Morning Service
8

Evensong
9

Anthem
10

5

2

9
2
1
3
4
3
1
1
6

6
1
1
2
4

1

1

9
5
3

5
2
4
1
1

3
3
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
8
4
1
1
1
1
2
4
1
3
2
4
1

Anthems too had expanded in scope and range; in 1898 there were anthems by some 92 different
composers, a vast increase on the 19 in use some 28 years earlier. These included excerpts from
77

many of the large scale oratorios including Handel’s Messiah and Mendelssohn Bartholdy’s
Elijah. Comparable with the number of different composers are the time periods from which
the anthems used came. From the 1873 list it is apparent that the majority of music was
composed in the nineteenth century, barely 48% originates outside that period; the second most
popular being from the eighteenth century. Move forward to 1898 and all periods of musical
composition are represented, from Christopher Tye (c1505-1572) at the earliest to
contemporary composers of the time such as Charles Villiers Stanford and Hubert Parry, with
Mendelssohn Bartholdy being sung more frequently than any other composer. This latter
presumably includes complete renditions of his oratorios as well as their use as individual
anthems and as such is not a just comparison. It may be useful to look at the second and third
most sung composers, Stainer and Spohr, with 37 and 34 uses respectively to give perspective
on how major an influence Mendelssohn Bartholdy was on musical taste of the period. Despite
the wider range of time periods selected from, it is still quite apparent from these most chosen
composers the domination that nineteenth century writing held on musical selection.
It is interesting to note that this data, compiled in the twenty first century from written
records, is wildly different to the catalogue put together by one of the vicars-choral in 1884. In
it, Henry King, the vicar-choral, notes some 230 different composers; between 1887 and 1888
there being 26 anthems from the seventeenth century, 110 from the eighteenth century and 365
from the nineteenth century utilised. In naming Mendelssohn Bartholdy, Charles Gounoud,
Bach, Handel, and Spohr as the most frequently sung composers there are more points of
similarity however, as well as noting the dominance of composers from the nineteenth
century.209
An interesting trend is notable in the selection of movements from Holy Communion
settings and oratorios as anthems. At St Paul’s this seems to have developed from the use of the
Sanctus of the Holy Communion setting as an Introit after the close of Matins. Looking at 1884
onwards there appears a combination of uses of oratorio movements. 210 Most frequently an
otherwise unused part of the Holy Communion setting was used as the anthem, particularly if
the setting was by Wolfgang Amadé Mozart when the Benedictus fills the anthem requirement.
This happens throughout 1884-5. In 1885, a Sanctus by Mendelssohn Bartholdy was used as an
anthem at Evensong, the remainder of the setting not having been used earlier in the day.211
The same pattern was repeated with Sanctus settings by Charles Gounod and Louis Spohr.
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During 1897-98 the choice of anthem became more European still in flavour. The Pie Jesu from
the Requiem by Luigi Cherubini, the De Profundis and Dies Irae from Gounoud’s Requiem, a
movement from the Deutsches Requiem of Johannes Brahms and the Dies Irae from that of
Mozart were all used as anthems during Advent 1897. It is likely that these were following the
trend established in the 1870s for a new genre of service, namely a shortened Evensong using
a cantata, mass movement or oratorio (either complete or abridged) as the anthem.212

Hymnody and Psalmody
Among the many changes wrought by the innovations of the nineteenth century was the
introduction of an independent hymnody to the Anglican Church. The Georgian period had
maintained the post-Reformation habit of congregational singing being limited to metrical
psalmody and chanting, possibly with some leadership from a group of singers or musicians in
a more parochial setting. The non-denominational churches had always had a strong tradition
of congregational hymnody, stretching back to John and Charles Wesley and Isaac Watts.
Originally this repertoire had been rejected by the Anglican Church, but during the mid-century
it began to be accepted.
There were three ways in which this began to happen, all spurred by the Victorian
idealisation of self improvement and education. The first was the introduction of non-liturgical
services, begun at St Paul’s on Sunday afternoons. Sir John Stainer was a supporter of these
services, being one of the few professional organists who recognized the value of
congregational singing. 213 Given there was little scope for such during the statutory daily
services, these Sunday evening services served as a suitable outlet. Famous preachers would
orate and hymns would be sung, led by a choir of volunteers. Such services attracted enormous
attention; it was not unusual to have a congregation numbering in the thousands.214 In 1870 a
voluntary was substituted for the final hymn during these Sunday afternoon services. Whilst
used to playing hymns and voluntaries, this additional requirement, being potentially more
complex than a hymn accompaniment, only served to add to the workload of the organist
playing for the service.
The second spur was the Tractarian usage and admiration of office hymns, translated
from Latin and thirdly the advent of the choral Eucharist as a regular service with its demands
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for gradual and offertory hymns.215 As Trevor Beeson comments: “It follows that changes in
liturgical understanding and application will always influence the use, and often the content of
music”.216
Attendance at the St Paul’s evening services was large: hundreds of people would queue
to listen to a reknowned preacher such as H. P. Liddon as a form of entertainment as well as
enlightenment. Usage of Latin translations of office hymns also went towards the education of
churchgoers, as did the habitual singing of gradual and offertory hymns as a form of accessible
exegesis. In 1861 the first edition of Hymns Ancient and Modern was published, it took until
1871 for it to be introduced into usage at St Paul’s although this too was not without its issues,
Canon Liddon having “a most unpleasant scene” with Canon Webber, 217 the Succentor “over
his choice of hymns” on Christmas Day 1875.218
Psalmody was already fully established as a part of liturgical services, indeed in many
it was the only means for the congregation to be physically involved in proceedings. Pointed
psalters were not unknown; many local organists and priests had published their own, although
many of these sacrificed the natural cadence of text and speech as the price of maintaining the
ensemble. The publication of the Cathedral Psalter in 1875 moved towards a more orderly
method of pointing. Edited by Stainer of St Paul’s and James Turle of Westminster Abbey, by
modern standards it is still remarkably stilted in terms of language stress but provided a means
by which all churchgoers could participate in familiar psalmody to familiar chants.
Once again music became a means of betterment, a rise in the sales of pianos and lessons
meant that more of the congregation was able to read and learn music and therefore participate
physically. With its centrality of liturgical music, the Oxford movement promoted a return to
high church practices which were in turn adopted as a status symbol by the growing middle
classes – with the organist taken seriously as a source of knowledge on musical matters.219
Certainly the Victorian zeal for “improvement in all things” led to a change in the use of music
during worship, 220 partially for reasons of fashion but also as a consequence of increased
educational access leading to a deeper understanding of the place of the Eucharist.
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I.7. Organs

Fig. I.8. Console of the Grand Organ of St Paul’s Cathedral, London.221

Prior to the alterations and refurbishments of the third quarter of the nineteenth century, the
organ at St Paul’s had remained largely unchanged since its commission and building in 16957 by Bernard Smith. Sited atop the quire screen it was registered as shown in TABLE I.2. Smith’s
contract for the building works includes a stoplist without any indication of length, the whole
instrument costing £2000.222
The organ had limited ranges on the Chayre and Echo manuals.223 A pedal keyboard
was added in 1720-21 and Sir John Goss requested further alterations shortly after his arrival
at the cathedral.224 His success was limited, met as he was by the oft-quoted reply from Canon
Sydney Smith:
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What a strange set of creatures you organists are! First you want the ‘bull’ stop, then you want
the ‘tom-tit’ stop; in fact you are like a jaded cab-horse, always longing for another stop!225

TABLE I.2. Organ stoplist of the organ at St. Paul’s after its completion in 1697 by Bernard Smith
(feet of stops not being mentioned by him).
Great
Open Diapason

Chayre
Quinta Dena Diapasion

Echo
Diapason

Open Diapason

Stop Diapason

Principal

Stop Diapason

Principall

Nason

Hol fleut

Hol fleut

Fifteenth

Principal

Great twelfth

Cornet

Great twelfth

Fifteenth

Trumpet

Fifteenth

Cimball

Small Twelfth

Voice Humaine

Cornet

Crum horne

Mixture
Sesquialtera
Trumpet

As previously outlined, the organ at St Paul’s was a very different instrument by the turn of the
twentieth century from that at the turn of the nineteenth. The most obvious alteration was to its
location. Fuelled by theological and liturgical alterations many churches and cathedrals moved
towards a more inclusive service; for many buildings this meant the removal of rood or quire
screens to allow the congregation to see the movement in the chancel more clearly. As part of
a massive restoration and cleaning project commenced in 1842 the Dean and Chapter set up a
committee “for assisting them in the special evening services and in the embellishment of the
interior of the Cathedral”.226 By 1868 the committee had spent £25,000 and removed the quirescreen, by necessity removing the organ which sat atop it and placing it in an archway as well
as purchasing a second hand instrument, relocated from the Panopticon of Arts and Sciences in
Leicester Square.227
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This purchased instrument, designed for secular use in the Panopticon (the Victorian
equivalent of a design and technology exhibition), was of radically different design to its
predecessor in the cathedral. It was described thus:
The east side of the Rotunda is filled from the first gallery with an organ, by Hill and Co, who
state that it exceeds in tone and compass every other organ in the metropolis, and the organs of
York and Birmingham. It consists of 4 manuals, each from C C to A in alto; and a pedal organ
from C C C to F, 30 notes. It contains 60 stops, 7 couplers, 10 composition pedals, 1 crescendo pedal and 40,004 pipes. There are seven bellows, of different pressures of wind, worked by
steam.228

It was for its builder, William Hill, a movement towards a “confident expression of the continental style”.229 As such, it was most certainly an instrument for secular usage, with the peculiarities that it had three keyboards for extra performers and a hole in the centre of the case
through which lantern slides could be shown. Looking at the registration in more detail it is
possible to see how it would suit the requirements of a large cathedral building, especially given
that on the Solo Organ, the final two stops, Grand Tuba Mirabilis 8’ and Grand Clarion 4’
were mounted horizontally. The instrument was powerful enough to fill a large chamber as Hill
used an idea formulated by Cavaille-Coll for increasing the pressure in the Great Reed trebles
which were in any case on a higher pressure than the flue work.230 Its pipework is shown in
TABLE I.3. This instrument from the Royal Panopticon stood in the south transept between 1860
and 1873.
Henry Willis, the organ builder favoured by St Paul’s who was consulted in 1860 (not
only on the amendments to the old instrument), now developed a scheme whereby the old
instrument was removed to the north side of the chancel. He recommended a complete rebuild,
including its division into two parts. These were to be positioned in the north and south aisles
and were to be linked by a pneumatic system. Sir John Stainer worked with Willis to achieve
an instrument to his satisfaction. At this size the screen could not accommodate the instrument,
regardless of its retention or removal. The committee confirmed its decision to remove the
screen in The Times of 17th July 1871 and consequently to enable “the enlargement of Father
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Smith’s beautiful old organ and its division into halves, to be placed opposite each other, north
and south against the piers of the dome at the entrance to the choir.”231

TABLE I.3. Stoplist of the organ (1853) by William Hill, originally for the Panopticon of
Arts and Sciences in Leicester Square, which served at St. Paul’s from 1860 to 1873.232
Great Organ

Swell organ

Choir organ

Solo organ

Pedal organ

Double Open

Double Bourdon

Double Stopped

Tuba Mirabilis 8´

Double Open

Diapason 16´

16´

Diapason 16´

Tuba mirabilis 4´

Diapason 32´

Open Diapason

Open diapason 8´

Gamba 8´

Claribel 8´

Open Diapason

1, 8´

Hohl Flute 8´

Dulciana 8´

Dolcan 4´

1, 16´

Open Diapason

Stopped diapason

Stopped

Piccolo 2´

Open Diapason

2, 8´

8´

Diapason 8´

Krumhorn 8´

2, 16´

Stopped

Octave 4´

Gemshorn 4´

Vox Humana 8´

Octave 8´

Diapason 8´

Suabe Flute 4´

Flute 4´

Doublette II

Octave Quint 5

Quint 5 1/3

Octave Quint 2

Octave Quint 2

Vox Angelica 8´

1/3´

Octave Quint 2

2/3

2/3

Super Octave 4´

2/3

Super Octave 2´

Super Octave 2´

Sesquialtera V

Super Octave 2´

Sesquialtera III

Cymbal II

Trombone 16´

Sesquialtera III

Cornopean 8´

Flute 2´

Clarion 8´

Mixture III

Trumpet 8´

Trumpet 8´

Furniture III

Oboe 8´

Bassoon and

Wald Flute 4´

Clarion 4´

Clarinet 8´

Double Trumpet
16´
Posaune 8´
Clarion 4´

This last operation was undertaken by Willis in consultation with Sir John Stainer and completed in 1872. The Great and Solo organs were placed on the north side of the chancel, together
with the console; the pedal was contained in a pit dug immediately to the east of the console,
behind the choir stalls with the Swell and Choir organs positioned opposite the Great and Solo
on the south side. In a more recent rebuild it was discovered that parts of the original connecting
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mechanisms from Willis’s rebuild still remained, in effect “a split Barker lever”. 233 A trench
under the chancel floor contained tubes which ran from trackers attached to the keys on the
north side to pneumatic motors at floor level on the south side. These had their own south side
trackers which rose through rollerboards to the soundboards above. The trackers operated the
inlet and exhaust valves of the pneumatic motors thus allowing the pipes to speak. Mechanical
couplers were used on the Great and Solo organs which both used the Great Barker machine,
thus ensuring that the touch did not become too cumbersome.234 From the small Smith instrument, audible in only part of the building there was now an instrument audible in every corner;
the registration having expanded as follows to include Smith’s original, as shown in TABLE I.4.
TABLE I.4. Stoplist of the organ by Henry Willis, completed in 1872.235
Great Organ

Swell Organ

Solo Organ

Choir Organ

Pedal organ

Double Open

Contra Gamba 16´

Concert Flute 4´

Contra Viola

Double open

Diapason (part

Open Diapason 8´

Corno di

16´ (part)

wood 32´

from 1697)

Lieblich Gedackt 8´

Bassetto 8´

Open Diapason

Bombarde 16´

Open Diapason I

Salicional 8´

Cor anglais 8´

8´

Contra Posaune

Vox Angelica 8´

Tuba 8´

Violoncello 8´

32´

Principal 4´

Tuba clarion 4´

Dulciana 8´

Clarion 8´

Open Diapason II
(part 1697)
Quint 5⅓´
Principal 4 (part
1697)
Twelfth 2⅔´
Fifteenth 2´ (part
1697)
Mixture III

Fifteenth 2´

Claribel Flute

Cornet III

8´

Contra Posaune 16´

Lieblich

Cornopean 8´

Gedackt 8´

Hautboy (part)

(moved

Clarion 4´

subsequently)
Principal 4´

Mixture III (16´

(moved

based)

subsequently)

Trombone 16´

Flageolet 2´

Trumpet 8´
Clarion 4´

Bicknell 1996, 268. A Barker lever being “A pneumatic device named after Charles Spackman Barker […] Mechanical linkages from the key open a valve admitting air to a pneumatic motor; the motor
inflates, doing the work of opening the pallets in the soundboard”. Bicknell 1996, 377.
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Chapter records show that Stainer was heavily involved in the sourcing and purchase of a
chamber organ, the so called ‘Willis on wheels’. 236 Still extant today, with only minor
alterations made in the 1970’s, this is a portable chamber instrument of two manuals and pedals
with mechanical action throughout. Its registration on purchase can be seen in TABLE I.5.
TABLE I.5. Stoplist of the ‘Willis on wheels’ organ, completed in 1881.237
Great

Swell

Pedal

Open diapason 8´

Open diapason 8´

Bourdon 16´

Leiblich gedackt 8´

Gemshorn 4´

Principal 4´

Cornopean 8´

Fifteenth 2´

***
At St Paul’s, the alterations in attitude towards music in liturgy, and its place outside the liturgy
but within the church building underwent radical change during the nineteenth century.
Fundamental to these changes were the specific personalities involved: Sir John Stainer in terms
of musicianship, and – more structurally – Canons Liddon and Gregory to facilitate the
alterations. Stainer’s compatability with his colleagues enabled reforms to be put in place.
The musical reformer Stainer differed from his predecessors in the role of organist at St
Paul’s. His terms of employment were much more explicit; in return, he was given more
freedom to alter the status quo. His pay was elevated when compared to that of John Goss and
his responsibilities increased commensurately. Although undoubtedly both fine practitioners at
the organ bench, a comparison of Goss and Stainer reveals telling differences. Goss was well
connected within London society, just as Thomas Attwood had been. Stainer instead had
entered St Paul’s as a young boy, then gone on to work in other churches and cities, but
nonetheless returning to St Paul’s without the aid of patronage outside of musical circles.
Educationally Stainer achieved both his Bachelor’s and Doctoral degrees, Goss, as Professor of
Harmony at the Royal Academy of Music held an Honorary Degree from the University of
236
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Cambridge (awarded 1876). Most notable is Stainer’s pro-activity in reforming the music of St
Paul’s contrasted with the inertia of Goss.
Compositional output from the two men also marks their distinct differences, Goss’s
involvement with the publication of his folio volumes of traditional anthems overshadowing
that of his own writings. Stainer composed prolifically both for St Paul’s and commercially in
all religious genres including oratorios, anthems and canticles, although in later life he endured
serious doubts about their quality.238 From press reports both men endured commentary, indicating similar levels of public exposure, with equal quantities of praise and vitriol depending upon
opinion.239 The organist’s role within the cathedral therefore changed, by necessity, due to the
personalities involved but also by the changes in values which were developing at the time; an
increasing respect for practical ability and academic success over discreet patronage and in
response to social reform leading to the development of a leisured middle class.
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Fig. I.9. St Paul’s during a special service, 10 September, 2008.
Photo: Harland Quarrington MoD/MOD.
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CHAPTER II
WESTMINSTER ABBEY

In Westminster Abbey the Church and State combine. This chapter will give insight into the
role of the organist outside of the diocesan structure, in a Royal Peculiar, which answers only
to its Dean and Chapter and its head, the monarch. It will be shown that the reform was late to
begin at the Abbey, and, when it did, was stimulated by a man experienced in promulgating
change, Frederick Bridge. It will also be seen that the standard of music, while not as low as at
St Paul’s, was not high, and that issues with lay clerks were not unique.
Tractarian influences on the music of the Abbey can be seen to come from the Dean and
Chapter rather than the musicians themselves, any such alterations being in terms of liturgy
rather than musical content. As the organists exercised more control over music selection as
time progressed, they were increasingly regarded as talented, professional employees and
afforded leeway to pursue other interests.

II.1. Origin and Traditions

Westminster Abbey, fully known as the Collegiate Church of St Peter, Westminster, was given
the title by Royal Charter of Queen Elizabeth I in 1560. There has however been a sacred
building on the site for much longer. Legend has it that the Abbey stands on land known as
Thorney Isle and a sacred spring has run there since before Roman times. What is known for
certain is that St Dunstan, then Bishop of London, brought the first monks to Westminster
around 960. King Edward the Confessor built a new Abbey on the same site, the aforementioned
Thorney Isle, which was surrounded by tributaries of the Tyburn river, flowing into the Thames.
This removed any trace of the earlier building. Upon the dissolution of the monasteries in 1540
by Henry VIII there were only twenty-four monks remaining, numbers having varied between
thirty and sixty over the intervening centuries. Of that eleventh-century building the two
elements that remain today are the Pyx Chamber and the Undercroft in the Cloisters as well as
some foundations under the nave and the apse.240
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Henry III began to rebuild the Abbey in 1245.The Chapter House, with its octagonal
shape, is one surviving structure; others having been subsumed into later buildings. The Great
Dormitory is one such, now being shared between the Abbey Library and the Great Hall of
Westminster School. The Cloister was where the main work of the monastery occurred, each
side having its own specific purpose; working in the north cloister with the most sunlight and
least wine, teaching novices in the west cloister where they could also play and meeting in the
Chapter House of the east cloister to listen to the rule of Benedict.
Such monastic life, along with the daily offices continued until 1540, when the
monastery was dissolved and the monks disbanded. Singing in the Abbey did not, however,
cease, as it did in many other places. A list of choristers dated 1543 includes what is thought to
be the name of William Munday, composer of the anthem O Lord the maker of all thing, who
was also one of the Gentlemen of the Chapel Royal.241 Worship also underwent little alteration.
Services were still said and sung in Latin as before the dissolution. It is likely that the Abbey
fell under the direct protection of the King, possible reasons that have been suggested are that
Henry wanted to preserve the Abbey because his father was buried there, or because he himself
wanted to be interred there. This latter did not happen; he is buried in Windsor.
The Benedictine Abbey was restored briefly in 1556 under Abbot Fackenham and at
least two of the pre-Reformation monks returned there.242 Upon the death of Queen Mary, in
1558, the monastery was once again dissolved and became the Collegiate Church of St Peter,
Westminster under Queen Elizabeth I. Elizabeth I, in giving the charter in 1560 re-affirmed the
status of the Abbey as a Royal Peculiar, that is, a Collegiate Church exempt from the jurisdiction
of the diocese, the archbishop of Canterbury and other bishops. It held, and still holds, the
Sovereign as its head or Visitor. The administration of the Abbey was handed to the collegiate
body, headed by the Dean and Prebendaries, minor canons and lay staff. Daily worship was
their priority and so Elizabeth made provision for a musical foundation, including singing men,
ten choristers and an organist.243 In addition, forty scholars were to be educated, who served as
the nucleus of the now famous Westminster School.244
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Fig. II.1. Giovanni Antonio Canal [‘Canaletto’] (1697-1768),
The Interior of Henry VII’s Chapel in Westminster Abbey.
Oil on canvas, c1750, 30.5 × 26.25 in (77.5 × 66.7 cm), private collection.

Whatever stability the Abbey enjoyed was vitally challenged by the Civil War. The Westminster Directory dictated how worship should be conducted and specific instruction on the
singing of psalms.245 Organs, choirs, robes and instrumental music were all banned. At the Ab-
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bey the choir was disbanded and services halted. The organ case suffered some damage, but not
as severe as that in some of the other English cathedrals. 246 After the Restoration in 1670 the
choir was once again reconstituted. It could not match its previous incarnation however as,
during the intervening eleven years, all the experienced choristers had matured and were no
longer able to show younger boys the parts. Nonetheless, a choir was still able to sing at the
Coronation of Charles II in 1661.247
State functions form a large part of the use of the Abbey. Every monarch since William
the Conqueror (apart from Edwards V and VIII) has been crowned there. Indeed, its construction was designed with such events in mind.248 The large space between the high altar and the
start of the choir is there precisely to allow the room required for the ‘theatre’ of a coronation.
Over three thousand people are buried within the Abbey with upwards of 600 memorial plaques
and tablets. Among the most notable of these are the memorials of Edward the Confessor,
whose tomb lies behind the High Altar. Around him are many of the medieval Kings and their
consorts, including Henry III, Edward I and Eleanor of Castile, Edward III and his consort,
Philippa of Hainault, Richard II and Anne of Bohemia and Henry V.
It is not just members of royalty who are commemorated or buried in the Abbey. Artists,
poets, politicians, scholars, and military men also have services and tributes there, including
Isaac Newton, Henry Purcell (fig. II.2), and Geoffrey Chaucer. Probably the best-recognised
military memorial is the tomb of the Unknown Soldier, a victim of the First World War. This
tomb is placed just inside the West Door. It is the only memorial in the Abbey on which it is
forbidden to walk.
Building did not stop within the walls of the Abbey. It was not until 1745 that the towers
of the Abbey were finished, to Hawksmoor’s design. Prior to this in 1422 a chantry chapel had
been constructed to house the tomb of Henry V. The altar screen in the Edward the Confessor
chapel also dates from this period. Major construction began in 1503, in order to replace a
smaller chapel with the grand Lady Chapel, the home of early Abbey choirs. It was consecrated
in 1516 and is highly ornamented with a carved fan vaulted roof and use of Tudor emblems
such as the rose and portcullis and much statuary.249
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Fig. II.2. Henry Purcell’s memorial plaque, near the organ, in Westminster Abbey.

The exterior of the chapel has also been frequently restored, firstly in the 1600s and subsequently at the start of the nineteenth century. At the end of the nineteenth century the north face and
the stonework of the rose window were also renovated, altering the latter which originally was
to the same design as the south rose window. Much of the stained glass is dated from much
later still. The great west window and the rose window date from the early eighteenth century,
with the other windows being installed from the nineteenth century until the present day.250
Westminster Abbey, although now not regarded highly as a source of education, was such
during Elizabeth’s reign, indeed for many centuries Westminster was regarded as a major seat
of learning, third in line behind Oxford and Cambridge. The first third of the Old Testament
and the last half of the New Testament of the King James Bible were translated there.251 This
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is in addition to the close proximity of both Westminster School and the Abbey Choir School,
now situated in Dean’s Yard.

II.2. Musicians

THOMAS GREATOREX (1758-1831)
Thomas Greatorex was born to Anthony Greatorex in 1758 in Derbyshire. He followed in his
father’s footsteps by studying the organ as a boy, by a strange twist of fate under the tuition of
Benjamin Cooke (1734-1793), then organist of Westminster Abbey.252 Greatorex was fortunate
as a young man to meet Joah Bates and Lord Sandwich. Both became influential figures in his
life, the former as a musical mentor, the latter as a patron and route into the higher echelons of
society. Bates worked for Lord Sandwich and upon his promotion Greato-rex succeeded him
in his role.
Ill health meant that Greatorex could not continue in the employ of Lord Sandwich so
he became organist of Carlisle Cathedral in 1781, resigning that position three years later. He
left Carlisle to live in Newcastle, and then travelled to Italy. While there he came into the same
social circles as ‘Bonnie Prince Charlie’, the Young Pretender, due in no small part to his
previous relationship with Lord Sandwich and the support of the Earl of Cawdor. 253 Upon the
death of the Young Pretender, some of his music books were passed on to Greatorex. He also
toured many other Italian cities, notably Rome, where he was said to have climbed out onto the
roof of St Peter’s and ascended to sit astride the upper beam of the surmounting cross.254
Greatorex returned to England in 1788, settling in London to teach music. He was very
much in demand as a teacher, recording an income of over £2000 per annum from this activety.255 He became conductor of the ‘Concerts of Ancient Music’ in 1793 upon the retirement of
his mentor, Joah Bates and in 1819 became organist of Westminster Abbey. He combined this
role with other work outside the Abbey, most notably as conductor of the Birmingham and
York music festivals as well as establishing a career as a scientist, mainly in the field of
mathematics. As such he developed a new method for measuring the altitude of mountains
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which enabled him to become a Fellow of the Royal Society. Greatorex also composed, the
best-known work today being the anthem This is the day the Lord hath made. It is posited that
he also wrote arrangements for orchestra and harmonisations of well-known melodies, however
these have not survived.

Fig. II.3. Thomas Greatorex. Pastel drawing.256

Greatorex died of an unnamed chronic illness exacerbated by a cold in July 1831. His funeral
was held in the Abbey, at which was sung Lord, let me know my end by Greene.257 The Abbey
at the time was preparing for the coronation of Queen Victoria; to that end the organ had been
covered. For Greatorex’ funeral the Dean allowed the organ to be uncovered and used, the
service itself being taken by the Sub-Dean and Precentor.258 His body rests in the West Cloister,
close to that of his former teacher, Benjamin Cooke.
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Fig. II.4. Thomas Greatorex, gravestone.259

JAMES TURLE (1802-1882)
James Turle became organist of the Abbey shortly after the death of Greatorex, having served
as his deputy for the twelve years previously. Born in 1802 in Somerset, Turle became a
chorister at Wells Cathedral. It was during this period that the boys had the habit of using the
nave as a playground, kicking balls and throwing stones at one another. Turle had the unhappy
luck to fling a stone sufficiently strongly that it went through a stained glass window, leaving
a hole in the nose of St Andrew.260
Upon the changing of his voice he went to London and took organ lessons from the
uncle of Sir John Goss of St Paul’s Cathedral, John Jeremiah Goss. He shared accommodation
at this time with John junior and also studied under the Abbey organist of the moment, George
Williams. Simultaneously with his being deputy at the Abbey, Turle was organist of Christ
Church, Southwark, St James, Bermondsey and music teacher in a school for the blind.261
He acceded to the role of organist in 1831, having played the role of deputy organist for
several years. There was no official appointment of a sub-organist until 1860, it is reasonable
to assume therefore that Turle was asked to play as an articled student of George Williams. He
was firstly admitted as a lay clerk, then, three months later as organist conditional upon
completion of one year of probation. His duties were laid out clearly in the articles of admission
which he signed, that he would be in the choir morning and evening for three hundred and sixty259
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five days each year including Sundays with deputies permitted to be employed at his own
expense on any day except for Sundays and Holy Days. 262 It is interesting to note that before
1869 Turle did not play voluntaries at the ends of services. In 1869 he was allowed a salary
increase on the condition that he did so.263

Fig. II.5. James Turle, photo; details unknown.

Quite apart from the daily routine of services, the Abbey hosted and still hosts the major state
ceremonial occasions such as coronations, burials and Royal weddings. A number of these
inevitably fell during Turle’s organistship. He had no input into the coronation of Queen
Victoria however, this being left to Sir George Smart, Organist of the Chapel Royal, controlling
a large orchestra and choir totalling some 400 musicians in a ceremony which lasted for several
hours.264 As a performer Turle was reputed, even during his lifetime, as an adherent of a style
from a previous age. A commentator in The Musical Times noted:
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As a cathedral organist, James Turle was a fine example of the old school – dignified and
reverent. Like his life-long friend John Goss, he excelled in playing from the old figured bass
scores.265

Such restraint in playing is supported by accounts published more immediately after hearing
Turle play. William Burton remarked:
[…] it is a good thing for an Organist to have as it were a vast orchestra at his Command, for
our mind only to govern and especially such a master indeed as Mr Turles is to use it judiciously
when wanted, and not like some of the Old City Organist’s who think of nothing but noise, and
seem to have no idea of ever putting in a stop.266

Similarly, The Atlas reported on the Purcell Commemoration:
Mr Turle employed it with the greatest taste and address; without overdoing his part – interfering
with or covering the choir, he found an opportunity to let all the finest effects of his instrument
be heard.267

Turle took on the dual title of organist and Master of the Choristers, once more reunited after a
brief separation of duties. Despite this the responsibility for music in the Abbey rested still with
the Precentor which became a source of much tension and aggravation for the organist. The
new choir school being built at the bottom of Turle’s garden was the beginning of a disturbance
in the balance of musical power. Turle felt that the Precentor, Rev Clarke Haden, and the
schoolmaster, William Sanders, were eroding Turle’s position as master of choristers and
exerting too much of their own authority.268 In 1849 he wrote to the Dean, William Buckland,
asking for a specific definition of his powers and duties. He reminded Buckland that his
predecessor, Dean Ireland, had appointed Turle and assured him that he had command and
control of the choristers and was answerable to the Dean, not the school master. He found that
“his former control over the choristers ‘considerably impaired’” and that he was “unable to
enforce due obedience on their part to his commands and he could not conduct their instruction
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in such a manner “as to secure a proper performance of their services […]”.269 Dean Buckland,
having consulted a committee, responded some weeks later, confirming Turle’s role:

It is his duty to instruct them in the theory and practice of music, vocal and instrumental and in
musical exercise with a special view to correct and effective performance of the choral service
of the church.270

The school masters duties were equally clear “to instruct the boys in such learning as is specified
in the statutes, music excepted, and that thus Mr Turle has more leisure to devote himself to
their musical training”.271
Despite such clear territorial marking, there were ongoing skirmishes. Turle heard
singing in the schoolroom and discovered Sanders and Clarke Haden were giving singing
lessons some months later. He wrote again to one of the Canons to see if this had been on the
instruction of Dean Buckland. He obviously felt slighted:

If I require assistance in my teaching of the boys, I should seek it from some competent
professional quarter, and not from the two individuals lately placed over me […] It would
perhaps be more advantageous to the boys if Mr Sanders attended to his school duties only,
rather than interfered with mine.272

Any reply he received is unknown, however relations must have remained strained, as the
Precentor wrote to Dean Buckland a year later:

It is my faithful duty to call your attention to the present inefficient state of the choristers whose
defective execution of the musical portion of the services in the Abbey has, for some time past,
evinced an obvious want of musical training and musical instruction. The sluggish and
discordant manner in which they make the responses is a painful interruption to the minor canon
chanting the prayers. Their want of precision is an annoyance to the gentlemen of the choir
singing with them and their want of musical knowledge a serious impediment to the intelligent
performance of the choral service in the House of God.273
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The dispute was ended when the Precentor left the Abbey in 1869 and Sanders, the
schoolmaster, did the same two years later.
Turle was a keen composer with a deep interest in the development of Anglican chant.
As such he authored and edited many books on the subject. Among these are a book of Single
and Double chants “composed for the use of the Choral Service of Westminster Abbey” and an
instruction manual The Art of Singing at Sight. He edited, together with his successor, Frederick
Bridge, the Westminster Abbey Chant Book. Many of his psalm chants are still in use today, as
is his hymn tune ‘Westminster’. Most notably, Turle, along with Stainer and other leading
church musicians of the day, edited what was to become the almost universally used Cathedral
Psalter.
Turle was not ignorant of the condition of cathedral music performed within the Abbey.
In 1840 he was a signatory to a letter sent to the Deans and Chapters of Cathedral and Collegiate
Churches of England and Wales “bemoaning ‘the imperfect manner in which the Service is at
present performed in our Cathedral Churches’ and offering a series of suggestions for its
improvement”. 274 He retired from the Abbey in 1875 and died seven years later. Upon his
retirement, his Service in D major was sung. Turle continued to be closely associated with the
Abbey, continuing to play at various services until two years before his death.275 He is not
buried in the Abbey but a memorial tablet in his honour can be found in the West Cloister, in
addition to a memorial window in the north aisle of the Choir.

FREDERICK BRIDGE (1844-1924)
Frederick Bridge was born in Worcestershire in 1844. Due to his father obtaining a position as
a vicar choral there, the young Frederick became a chorister at Rochester Cathedral. His musical
experiences had begun much earlier in life when at the age of nine he and his father sang for
the opening of the Crystal Palace in 1854. He began to study the organ as apprentice to John
Hopkins, the organist at Rochester, at the age of 14. It was while he was studying under Hopkins
that he was appointed to a church in Shorne in 1861 and the parish church of Strood in 1862.
Holy Trinity, Windsor followed in 1865, during which period Bridge continued to study with
both Hopkins and Sir John Goss of St Paul’s Cathedral from whom he learned both organ and
harmony.276 He also took instruction from Sir George Elvey of St George’s Chapel, Windsor
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and became acquainted with John Stainer and Hubert Parry. In 1869 he was appointed organist
of Manchester Cathedral after the usual competitive audition; a minor position remotely
situated from the capital. Within Manchester society, Bridge made great advances; lecturing on
composition at Owen’s College (the forerunner of the University of Manchester school of
Music) as well as working to improve the standards of music in the cathedral, including
replacing the organ with one built by Hill and Son.277

Fig. II.6. Sir Frederick Bridge, August 1897.278

Bridge was also instrumental in reviving the music within the cathedral. On his taking up of the
position he wrote “The Cathedral services were at very low ebb, the choir being extremely small
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in numbers and the organ not first class”.279 On weekdays there were around sixteen boys and
four lay clerks, the number of the latter being slightly higher on Sundays. One of the main
stumbling blocks that Bridge encountered was the manner by which the cathedral had been
founded. Previously Manchester Cathedral had been an old Collegiate Church. Upon its
establishment as a cathedral, various incumbent priests of the old parish had been subject to an
arrangement whereby they would receive a portion of any extra income obtained by the Dean
and Chapter. This meant they were most unwilling to endorse any expenditure on the choir or
Cathedral. As a result the new organ was funded by a private donor, Sir William Houldsworth,
who also paid for the restoration of the quire screen.280
Upon the retirement of James Turle, Bridge was invited to apply for the position of
organist at the Abbey. Canon Duckworth wrote to him in Manchester saying that his name had
been suggested to the Abbey and asked him if he would he consider the role.281 It is likely that
the former Precentor of Manchester, Canon Troutbeck, put his name forward, having worked
with him before his promotion to minor canon at the Abbey, Duckworth also being Troutbeck’s
brother in law. As previously mentioned, Turle continued to play for occasional services and
retained his title as Organist. Being de facto position holder, Bridge was styled ‘Permanent
Deputy-Organist of Westminster Abbey’ until Turle’s death.
His appointment was welcomed, especially in view of his reputation as a reformer of
cathedral music by both public and private voices. The Musical Times commented:

The appointment of Dr Bridge to the post of organist at Westminster Abbey will be welcomed
by all interested in the cause of church music. The improvement in the service at Manchester
Cathedral since Dr Bridge has held the position of organist, may be regarded as proof that in the
responsible office which he has now accepted he will do his utmost to advance the character of
the music in the Abbey; and we sincerely hope that the Dean and Chapter will allow him that
unlimited power over the choir which may enable him to raise it to the high state of efficiency
which the public has a right to expect.282

Bridge was admitted to the position of organist in July 1882 during a formal ceremony in the
Abbey. His signed articles include prohibitions on moving to play in other establishments
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without having to “relinquish all my rights, titles and interest in the same” in terms of teaching
the choristers.283 For the first time the welfare of the choristers was also specified in his articles.
Choristers were not given leave to sing elsewhere and the times for Bridge to teach them should
not clash with “the hours fixed for their other educational work”. 284 He began his work by
introducing reforms for the choir, including compulsory rehearsals for the lay clerks. These
were opposed by the men as they were not paid to rehearse, only to sing services. His response
was to launch an investigation into the sources of income for the clerks and their means of
payment, the majority of their income coming from fees paid by visitors to the collection of
effigies in the crypt, on top of small freehold payments. He also instigated full choir rehearsals,
holding extra practices in his house in Little Cloister for soloists on special occasions.285
The lay clerks were not alone in the paucity of pay, Bridge himself explained that his
work at the Abbey did not fill all the time every day, “nor must I admit, was the salary of the
organist at all commensurate with the position and its duties, but I was allowed sufficient liberty
from Abbey service to enable me to earn my living”.286 This notwithstanding, Bridge’s other
paid activities did take him away from his duties at the Abbey. He had no regular paid assistant
for the first twenty years of his holding the post, other than an occasional deputy paid out of his
own pocket and instead used his articled (apprentice) pupils to fill the gaps in daily services,
rehearsals and the plethora of extra services required.287
Bridge’s reforms of the choir were not without conflict, again over with whom the
responsibility for the choir and music finally lay. An elderly lay clerk habitually sang the solo
‘Comfort ye’ from Handel’s Messiah. His voice was weakened with age and Bridge approached
the Precentor to get prior approval to replace the soloist. The Precentor disagreed with Bridge,
insisting that if the man were a lay clerk, he should have the right to “sing what came to his
turn”.288 When the anthem appeared on the music schedule a second time Bridge approached
the lay clerk in question to try and reason with him, explaining he wanted a younger singer to
take the solo. Bridge recounts the consequences:
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He fell into a furious passion, finishing up by saying that he had ‘sung it before I (Bridge) was
born’; to which I replied, ‘All the more reason you shouldn’t sing it now’.289

The choir then complained that Bridge had interfered in the domain of the Precentor.
Resolution was only reached with the aid of Canons Prothero and Duckworth of the Chapter
but Bridge still received a partial rebuke from Dean Stanley, intimating that “it was an error of
judgement on my part, which he was confident would not be repeated”. 290 The Chapter did
allow however, that Bridge could object to anything the Precentor scheduled if it was unsuitable
for the members of the Choir on duty, or impossible to prepare in the time allowed.291
The public work of the Abbey brought Bridge into the national consciousness. He
oversaw and composed music for state occasions held in the Abbey, most notably the jubilee
of Queen Victoria in 1887, the coronations of King George V (1911) and King Edward VII
(1902) and the memorial service for the latter (1910). He also organised commemorations for
English composers from history, including Henry Purcell, Orlando Gibbons, and Samuel
Sebastian Wesley. In many ways he was a forerunner of the movement towards historically
accurate performance, producing editions of music by these men with many of the alterations
of the previous century removed. Of particular note was the discovery Bridge made of an
unaltered copy of Purcell’s Te Deum, without the then habitual additions made by William
Boyce. It was this edition that was performed at the Purcell Commemoration conducted by
Bridge in 1895. In addition, Bridge discovered that two of the stops on the Abbey organ were
“added in 1694 under Purcell’s own direction – Father Smith being the builder”.292
The tradition of performing large oratorio works was taken up by the Abbey musicians.
Under Bridge, performances of Bach’s Christmas Oratorio, Mendelssohn Bartholdy’s Elijah
and Gounod’s Redemption – among others – took place. Dean Arthur Penrhyn Stanley, despite
his lack of interest in ecclesiastical music, funded many of these at the start of Bridge’s career.
Bridge himself commented about Stanley, under whom he worked for six years:

He did not, I believe, either love or understand music, and the artistic poverty of the daily service
did not touch him.293
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In a parallel to his time in Manchester, Bridge was vital to the renovation and reconstruction of
the organ in the Abbey, once more working closely with the firm of Hill and Son. Despite this
close work and the size of the project, Bridge dismisses the entire episode in under one
paragraph, merely commenting:

In 1884 the organ was re-built and brought fully up to date, and my work rendered much more
agreeable.294

As to his work outside the Abbey, Bridge was a man of many interests: the stereotypical
Victorian polymath. He continued to lecture whilst in London, at Gresham College as well as
at the newly-formed Royal College of Music, where he taught harmony and counterpoint. At
Gresham, he gave lectures on a variety of topics, including Henry Purcell and Samuel Pepys
(fig. II.7).
Bridge’s fondness for Pepys was evident in his being a founding member of the Samuel
Pepys Club and writing a book entitled Samuel Pepys, Lover of Musique, 295 among other
publications on the subject.296 His old friend Sir John Stainer worked alongside him as a teacher
at the Crystal Palace School of Music, which increased his teaching load.297 He also found time
to conduct the Royal Choral Society and to continue his work on more authentic editions,
including that of Handel’s Messiah.298
His musical output includes several large scale works with both secular and sacred texts,
which are now largely forgotten. More familiar are his writings of psalm chants and his edition
of the Book of Hymns and Tunes for the Abbey in conjunction with Canon Troutbeck.299 Bridge
retired at the age of 74 in 1919, but was permitted to continue to occupy his house within the
Abbey precincts with the title Organist Emeritus until his death there in 1924. He was buried
in Glass, Aberdeenshire, Scotland and has a memorial plaque on the wall of the West Cloister
of Westminster Abbey, reading:
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SIR FREDERICK BRIDGE C.V.O. Emeritus Organist of Westminster Abbey 1882-1918.
Faithful in service, skilled in music, loving in friendship. Born 5 December 1844. Died 18 March
1924.

He was succeeded by Sir Sydney Nicholson, whom he had known from his days in Manchester.

Fig. II.7. Samuel Pepys (1600-1679); oil painting (1666) by John Hayls.

II.3. Tractarians
The ascent of the Oxford movement was not popular among those who feared Britain’s return
to Roman Catholicism. In 1850 the Pope established an official hierarchy in England,
designating a Cardinal Archbishop of Westminster.300 A riot ensued, focused around the church
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of St Barnabas, Pimlico. The Abbey choir had sung at the dedication festival of St. Barnabas,
Pimlico which was a leader in the new ‘Anglo Catholic’ school of worship, using plainchant
and encouraging congregational singing. Understandably the choristers of St Barnabas gradually left and the choral foundation there began to dwindle. Instead, the choristers were moved to
St Michael’s College, Tenbury by Frederick Gore Ouseley to begin his choral foundation
there.301 This notwithstanding, organists themselves were well aware of the inadequacies of
church music and worship practices which they had inherited from the Georgian period. Around
twenty church musicians co-authored a petition to the “Deans and Chapters of Cathedral and
Collegiate Churches of England and Wales”,302 which bemoaned the conduct of services and
offering suggestions for improvements. Also included were suggestions as to musical hierarchy
within ecclesiastical organisations. Organists were to be in charge of the music in its entirety,
as well as the training of the boys, with regular rehearsals for both boys and men. The back row
of men should ideally total twelve: four altos, four tenors and four basses. James Turle was
among the signatories to this epistle.303
Although the main driver of reform of liturgy and music within churches had been the
original Tractarians themselves, much of the actual reform was the result of dissemination
conducted by ordinands who followed the movement’s principals. Rainbow argues that musical
professionalism began to usurp the reforming motions of the Tractarian priests.304 Although
perhaps possible, it is unlikely that this was the case at the Abbey during the earlier part of the
nineteenth century as the organists of this period (Cooke and Thomas Greatorex) are reputed to
have achieved their positions by means of indirect patronage of the nobility rather than by
professional competition. Neither man claimed an academic, university background which
would have allowed them direct exposure to the Tractarians themselves.
Turle, with his extended tenure as organist was not able to sustain the efforts needed to
re-vitalise the choir towards the end of his career. Turle himself was not educated in either of
the main centres for Tractarian thought: Oxford or Cambridge. The lack of evidence for those
influences upon him does not exclude the potential for such. As the organist at the Abbey, he
must have been in daily contact with those who both supported and abhorred the movement’s
principles. As such, it is not possible to state definitively which group Turle naturally fell into.
Certainly, his long tenure made it impossible for him to make improvements to the music of
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the Abbey which were felt to be necessary. This is supported by the state in which Bridge found
the music of the Abbey on his appointment. Bridge himself, although badly paid by the Abbey
for his efforts, did use his professional experiences to better the state of the music there.
Nonetheless, there were still aspects of Tractarianism which were not adopted by Abbey
musicians. Among these was the use of Gregorian chant. The Musical Standard of July 2nd 1864
declared:
In Westminster Abbey a Gregorian Chant would be followed by a fall of the fabric.305

This clearly indicates the abhorrence felt for such Roman Catholic practises in the heart of the
monarch’s church.
The differences between the two major Abbey organists of the nineteenth century can
be put down to their expectations, upbringings and experiences. Although living the majority
of his life in the capital, Turle is not known to have encountered or shown any particular interest
or support for the Tractarians aside from taking the Abbey choir to sing at St Barnabas’. Bridge,
having less time in London had, logically less exposure to their influence. He also had
experience of choral reform from his time in Manchester. His Manchester reforms took place
in a city where communal music making was increasingly popular and of a good standard.
Equally, the impetus for his reforms there came not from theologically trained men but from
local dignitaries for whom the low standards were unacceptable. Once again, the Victorian
desire for ‘self-improvement’ showed its strength and influence rather than an academic notion
of churchmanship dictated from the lofty spires of Oxbridge.
Among the staff of the Abbey during the nineteenth century were several notably High
Church figures who had had no direct experience of the Oxford and Camden movements. One
such was Rev Lord John Thynne, a canon. He was subdean for 45 years, beginning in 1835.
Despite studying at Cambridge he was not a member of the Camden Society, graduating several
years before the publication of the first Tract.306 He was succeeded by Alfred Barry, who, again
being too old to directly have experienced the Movements first hand, showed his support for
their ideas in his actions in introducing choral services to the cathedral in Sydney Australia,
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where he was Bishop.307 Among the Deans of the period the best known was Arthur Penrhyn
Stanley, a fellow member of the Metaphysical Society.308
Stanley declared himself to be of a ‘broad’ church rather than the traditional labels of
‘High’ or ‘Low’.309 Nevertheless, he supported and defended both the ideas behind the Tractarian movement and the leaders thereof at various times throughout his career as a theologian,
clergyman and academic. As an undergraduate he defended the Tracts, particularly Tract 90
concluding that it would allow Roman Catholics to become members of the universities and
church in England.310 Later, whilst Regius Professor of Ecclesiastical History at Oxford, he
taught, his lectures on the Eastern Churches forming the core of his books Three Introductory
Lectures on the Study of Ecclesiastical History (1857), Lectures on the History of the Eastern
Church (1861), and Lectures on the History of the Jewish Church (3 pts, 1863–76).311 Stanley’s
predecessor was Richard Chevenix Tench, a graduate of Cambridge and eventual Chaplain to
the Bishop of Oxford. Although no direct experience of either the Tractarian or Camden
Societies has been uncovered, as a clergyman it is not unreasonable to suggest that Tench must
have been aware of their activities during his contact with the universities. Indeed, it has been
commented that his early poetry shows an affinity to the works of John Keble.312

II.4. Liturgy

Daily services at the Abbey during the nineteenth century were run according to the Book of
Common Prayer. Matins was said in the morning, with Evensong each evening. In addition to
these services were Communion services, held with increasing frequency as the century grew
older. The earliest music lists of 1847 list only the standard daily services for the Sundays
available, indicating that, for at least these two Sundays no Communion was held (see APPENDIX

for transcriptions of these music lists). By 1873 this had changed and service listings state

that Holy Communion would be celebrated on the second and fourth Sundays at 8am and on
the first, third and fifth Sundays at 10am as well as on Christmas Day, Easter Sunday, Ascen-
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sion, Whit, Trinity and Advent Sundays.313 By 1900, Sunday services had expanded once again.
Regular services were held at 10am, 3pm and 7pm with Sunday morning Matins being extended
to include a Communion service commencing at 11am.314
Communion after Matins utilised a short form of the service, including only the Sanctus,
Kyrie, and Credo sections of the liturgy. They are written in this order in all the music lists
examined, leading to the supposition that the Sanctus was used as a form of Introit to the AnteCommunion, as it was in other cathedrals, notably Canterbury. Other patterns were also set by
1900: services were sung by men only on Wednesday evenings and were unaccompanied on
Fridays. This is in accordance with the conditions of admission to the role accepted by Frederick
Bridge in 1882, stating that the Dean was “according me the privilege of absence on Fridays
and not oftener than two other weekday services in each week”, 315 with a substitute appointed
by the Dean. Turle was not permitted a similar arrangement, and campaigned to be allowed a
deputy at the cost of the Dean and Chapter.316
Processions were also altered under the joint leadership of Bridge and Dean Stanley:

The Choristers and the gentlemen of the Choir are to precede the clergy and the Dean in leaving
the Choir: the Schoolmaster to precede the Choristers, and the Choristers on leaving the Choir,
to proceed to the West End of the Nave and then to return by the North aisle, and pass out of the
West Cloister door, and go to the North Cloister to their schoolroom.
A.P. Stanley, Dean.317

Certainly, the execution of worship in the Abbey left much to be desired. John Jebb complained that the Prebendary and the choir would “drop in independently with no procession
whatever”,318 and that the signal for the beginning of a service was the striking of a clock. He
was quite open in his condemnation of the proceedings referring to the choir as being “degenerate”.319 This was not a new complaint however. A letter to a newspaper of 1835 stated:
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Dear […]

I pray you to tell me how it comes to pass that the Cathedral service is performed in a more
slovenly manner in the Diocese of London than in any other with which I am acquainted. I
allude to that portion of the Service which is chanted by the choir. The choristers and singing
men at St Paul’s and at Westminster Abbey do their part at a regular gallop, and to wind up the
whole with becoming decency, they annoy the congregation by shuffling out as soon as they
finish that portion of the service which is allotted to them.320

Special services and concerts
There were two distinct types of special service held in the Abbey: (1) those which involved
State or establishment functions and (2) those more regular occurrences, the Sunday evening
services. These latter were begun in 1851 with the encouragement of the Royal Commission
for the Management of the Great Exhibition, as a means of catering for the huge numbers of
extra visitors to London.321 This was not without opposition from the Dean and Chapter, who
were reluctant to bear the costs related, should they become a permanent feature of the schedule.
In 1857 a second attempt was made to establish an extra service, this time with more
success.322 Chairs were purchased from the Crystal Palace, a choir recruited and policemen
engaged to manage the crowds. Around 2000 people attended these services each week, making
them massively successful. At first hymns and psalms were printed on large sheets and hung
from the pillars in order that the congregation could participate in singing. In 1859 yet more
chairs were added and hymn books were distributed, the first mention of such items in the
Chapter minutes. From then on services were held from January to July, the final service of the
year being marked by a generous meal for the voluntary choir, funded by the Dean and Chapter.
Early music lists show the 7pm Sunday service following the January to July pattern. 323 Little
is known about the format of these services, other than their focus on preaching, sometimes
running to a sermon of 45 minutes or longer. Hymn singing, although not habitual in the other
Abbey services, did occur during these Sunday evenings, depending on the preferences of the
preacher. Dean Stanley is reported to have introduced hymns only occasionally whereas
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previous Deans utilised them more frequently.324 The purpose of the voluntary choir is also
uncertain, whether it was to bolster congregational participation or to perform in its own right.
The former category of special services included those which involved State or
establishment functions. The weddings, and more often funerals of ministers, nobility and the
Royal family together with the pinnacle of these, Coronations, occurred with steady regularity
throughout the nineteenth century. There were three coronations in the nineteenth century, all
held in the Abbey. The first one, of George IV in 1821 (fig. II.8), was overseen by Thomas
Greatorex, just one year after his taking on the role.

Fig. II.8. Matthew Dubourg (after James Stephanoff, coloured aquatint), The Coronation of His
Majesty, George the Fourth – Taken at the Time of the Recognition. July 19, 1821. Published in 1822.
373 mm x 489 mm plate size; 384 mm x 510 mm paper size.
National Portrait Gallery, London, NPG D10706.
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There was a full rehearsal of music on the Monday before the ceremony at which the future
King demanded that several alterations be made. He required that the Hallelujah Chorus from
Handel’s Messiah be sung as he entered the Abbey, and he complained about the volume of the
orchestra.325 As well as the Hallelujah chorus, the choir also sang the tradition Handel coronation anthem Zadok the Priest. Lay clerks at the Abbey became engaged in drawn out disputes
with the Earl Marshall about tickets provided to them. Traditionally each man had been given
three tickets, however only two of the men (one of whom was the Precentor) wanted to use
them for their families. The rest wanted to sell the tickets and share the proceeds. Only the
threat of litigation permitted a compromise solution to be reached.326
Ten years later the coronation of William IV was held. After the excesses of George
IV’s coronation, William’s was a much reduced affair. The only new music was Thomas
Attwood’s setting of I was glad, the entire ceremony only containing eight separate musical
items including a chanted hymn. There were four choirs in attendance however, those of the
Abbey, the Chapel Royal, St George’s Chapel, Windsor and St Paul’s Cathedral. Due to the
ability of lay clerks to appoint deputies in their places many of the men held singing jobs in two
or more of the four choirs present. As a result, all of the men listed as being from the Abbey
and St Paul’s choirs were deputies.327
Although usually being the task of the organist of the Abbey and his deputies, the
coronation of Queen Victoria in 1838 came under the musical direction of Sir George Smart,
the Organist of the Chapel Royal. He employed a much larger musical force than that at the
previous coronation, involving some 400 musicians and professional soloists. Neither Attwood
nor Cramer, the Master of the King’s Musick, contributed new anthems, resulting in a reliance
on those of Handel. Both Zadok the Priest and The King shall rejoice (adapted to The Queen
shall rejoice) were sung, together with the Hallelujah chorus and Attwood’s I was glad once
again.
Special services which fell into neither of the two main categories also took place in the
Abbey. Examples of these include a service of commemoration for Daughters of Officers of
the Army, held in 1881. Musically such services were very varied. The Daughters of Officers
services featured anthems by Arthur Sullivan, Handel and Mendelssohn Bartholdy, as well as
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George Clement Martin’s Canticles in Bb. Shorter services, such as the Festival service for the
Clergy Fund in 1898, featured only an anthem by Wesley and a single hymn.328
Church-related special services were also held in the Abbey with musical accompaniment. The 1869 consecration of Bishops contained music by Attwood and Mendelssohn
Bartholdy, whereas the 1900 St Peter’s Day celebration again contained an anthem by
Mendelssohn Bartholdy, but accompanied by both organ and orchestra, as well as works by
Franz Schubert and the French composer Edmond Lemaigre (1849-1890).329 Numbers of these
special services varied throughout the course of the records available, which date from 1847.
They show a gradual increase in numbers of extra services taking place. At the start of the
record there is just one each in both 1847 and 1851 with none in the intervening years. A further
gap occurs between 1851 and 1857 and between then and 1865. From then on there was one
special service each year until 1871 when the number being held begin to rise, there being two
or more each year until 1900. Years with many of these special services were 1894 with
fourteen and 1900 when there were eleven.330
Confirmation services were held at regular intervals. From 1895 they included congregational hymns as part of the order of service, with a handwritten note taken from the bottom
of one such reading “during the laying on of hands the choir generally sings a hymn very softly
with organ interludes between the verses”.331 Such services provided extra payments for both
the choir and the organist. A Chapter book minute of 1868 records that the choir was to receive
similar fees for consecration services as for weddings.332 The same year records a payment of
£10 17s 0d for singing at the consecration of the Bishop of Hereford. Such a scheme for the
organist was altered in 1882. Frederick Bridge received instead a lump sum to cover all the
extra services in that year, some £300.333
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Fig II.9. Order of Service for Confirmation 1895 (fragment).
Westminster Abbey Muniments.

II.5. Choirs

The Abbey has a position unique among the cathedrals and Abbeys in England today; it is the
sole establishment where the choir school is reserved exclusively for the choristers, no other
students are admitted. In its earliest iterations, choristers resided at home and attended the
Abbey daily for services, lessons and games. The presence in the Abbey of dedicated choristers
115

has been recorded since the 1380’s, when four trebles formed the choir of the Lady Chapel. 334
These boys were supplemented by six professional singing men who joined in 1393 and
1397.335 Any of the resident monks who could sing would also do so and it was these latter who
taught the boys to improvise descants to the plainchant as required.
After Richard II was deposed in 1399, the choir suffered a reduction in numbers, with
only three men being recorded as singing, and, after December 1400, no boys at all. 336 English
polyphony utilising a three octave range and the full range of voices began to appear around
1460. It was not performable by the four men then utilised in the Lady Chapel choir. As a
reaction, on Lady Day (March 25th) 1480 the choir was bolstered by six boys’ voices from the
almonry (poor) school of the Abbey. One of the singing men was paid an extra fee to act as the
boys’ singing master. The Lady Chapel choir continued to sing services in the Abbey until the
dissolution in 1540 when they were used to form the nucleus of a larger choir in the New
Foundation secular cathedral which consisted of twelve minor canons, twelve lay clerks, the
Master of the Choristers and ten boys.337
An element of chaos, redolent of that which enveloped the monarchy of the same period,
was the main feature of the next decade of the choir. Several of the lay clerks fled the regime
of Mary or became turncoats and were therefore removed from the role. The boys of the choir
continued. Under the reign of Edward VI there are only eight boys recorded as having been
paid at Michaelmas 1553: Hawclyffe, Holden, Blomefeld, Lewez, Sandeland, Bleayer, Bryfeld,
and Massye were the boys with one Thomas Heath as Master of the Songe Scole and twelve
lay clerks, referred to as vicars.338 Under Elizabeth the conditions for the choristers changed
once again. They were housed separately from the lay clerks, presumably no longer with their
parents, as there is an invoice for “ye Queristers House, Item 10 foote of new glass iij hall
windows xs. Item for putting vij foote of glass in ye upper chamber ijs”, dating from around
1561.339 Their schooling was subsumed as part of Westminster School until the 1840’s, with
specific statutes as to the qualifications of their teachers (choristarum doctor for musical
instruction) as well as two preceptors for teaching younger pupils. The treble line was to be
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continued with “decem pueri symphoniaci sive choristae”.340 No mention is to be found of a
separate organist.
The accession and coronation in 1603 of James the Sixth (as King of Scotland) and First
(as King of England and Ireland) was attended by ten choristers and fifteen lay clerks, much
the largest number of singers employed up to this date. Such numbers were to be short-lived
however with the advent of the plague which had the effect of dissolving the College of St
Peter, Westminster so as to minimise contact and potential for contagion. Such measures
remained in place until 1605.341 A Chapter minute notes:

It is decreed that from the feast of the nativitie of St Joh Baptist next ensuing the tenne Queristers
shall have their Comons in the Hall as the Kinges Schollers have, and shall all of them goe to
the Gramer Schoole at suche tymes as the are not attending the service of the Churche, and are
not Learning to singe And shalbe at the appointing and choyse of Mr Deane.342

The organist Edmond Hooper received a fee of 16li on 10th May the year after, together with a
note that he was to “peacably inioye that part of the house allotted for the Mr of the Queresters”.343 This indicates, therefore, that the organist’s and Master of the Choristers’ roles were
amalgamated, the schooling of the choristers being the responsibility of a separate individual.
During the Civil War services at the Abbey ceased, no more boys came either into the choir or
proceeded to Westminster School. One can only guess as to the fate of the choristers of this
period given that a payment was made on December 17 1649 to soldiers “that shall attend in ye
Abbey Church Westmr on the Lords Daie to restaine the noise that is made in the time of Divine
Service, 1s each”.344
The Restoration of the monarchy and the established church invoked the restoration of
the choral tradition to the Abbey. Henry Purcell (father of the composer of the same name)
became Master of the Choristers with Christopher Gibbons (son of Orlando) as the organist,
once more separating the roles. No choristers were on record until 1661, when Purcell Senior
received 10s for the choristers services at the funeral of Lady Anne Barlow.345 Thereafter the
choristers are recorded as having been paid to sing on a regular basis outside of their daily
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services except for a recurrence of the plague when singing was suspended in 1665. Once again,
the choristers became members of Westminster School by statute, although for some,
attendance was fictitious and they were not included in the school’s activities. Some twenty
three are recorded as having entered the school, along with twenty four others who were King’s
Scholars there.346
How their time was spent outside of Abbey services is not recorded precisely, however
their activities can be inferred from a Chapter note of 1710 which, having remarked that the
Beadle was to keep out of the Church and Cloisters “any ne’er do wells”, women and “all
persons whatsoever from carrying meat or other burdens”, it was also “further Ordere’d that if
any Boys yt go to ye Gramar School or are Choristers of this Church do play there yt he do
forthwith give in ye names of such Boys to one of the Masters that they may be punished
according to their fault”.347
Combining the roles of Organist and Master of the Choristers occurred with the
appointment of Benjamin Cooke (fig. II.10).

Fig. II.10. Benjamin Cooke (1734-1793), line engraving by William Skelton (1763-1848)
after an unknown artist, late 18th – early 19th century. National Portrait Gallery, London (NPG D2203).
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He was appointed the latter in 1757 and succeeded John Robinson (buried on 13 May 1762,
aged 80, in the north choir aisle of the Abbey) as the organist in 1762. This combination of
roles was maintained until the beginning of the nineteenth century.
That boys were singing is evident from the fact that several from this period are buried
in the Dark Cloister, drowning having been the main cause of demise. The great Handel festival
of 1784 gives more detail about the size of the choir, naming ten Abbey choristers including
two sets of brothers, ten boys from the Chapel Royal, ten from St Paul’s, eight from
Westminster School and six from St George’s, Windsor among the singers. 348 Interesting to
note is the separation between boys from the Abbey and those of Westminster school. Indeed,
the Abbey boys’ membership of the establishment was likely no more than lip service by the
end of the century. Maria Hackett, writing in 1824, certainly thought it such:

They are sometimes admitted to the benefit of a classical education in the Royal Grammar
School; but their maintenance ‘De bonis ecclesiae’ has been commuted into a very inadequate
money payment.349

Their School Report of November 1847 would bear this out:

Good Marks

Bad marks

John Rhodes

12

0

Henry Lissant

6

0

John Davis

13

0

Alfred Howe

11

0

Edmund Davis

10

0

Francis J. Bavin

7

0

James R. Murray

12

0

Charles Quarterly

11

0

December 1st 1847
W. Sanders350

348
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During the nineteenth century choristers still resided in their parents’ homes, the accommodation at the Abbey having been dissolved during the Civil War. They had to be at the Abbey
before 9am for a rehearsal in readiness for a 10am service. Lunch was provided and after
Evensong they could return home. James Turle was responsible for their musical instruction,
the school master for the rest of the curriculum. Dean Buckland specified the hours the boys
should spend in school, being 11am – 12.45pm and 4pm – 5.15pm. Turle was to give musical
instruction for one and a half hours each day except Sundays; Saturdays were to be used to
rehearse music for the next day’s services. He was also required to give them daily exercises
on the grammar of music (theory) and in copying music.351
This situation persisted until Frederick Bridge became the organist in 1882. In the
intervals between services the boys received a little education. There was a school master
appointed to teach them a wide curriculum, his efforts were much limited by the time available
for lessons. When Bridge took over the role, he had under his command sixteen trebles but
increased their numbers to twenty-four.352 This is a huge increase in total numbers from those
reported in Maria Hackett’s census of chorister numbers begun in 1837. She reported the Abbey
as having eight choristers in 1837. The Church Commissioners, in their 1854 report on the same
subject list the Abbey as having declined to two choristers and four probationers. Their 1884
report, while Bridge was in position does not list a response from the Abbey at all.353 Even with
twenty-four choristers available to sing, it is clear that the Abbey still lagged behind the forces
available at St Paul’s.
The choir school itself was founded by Dean Buckland, appointed in 1846, and about
whom William Buckland stated:

Finding that the Abbey choristers spent their time between the services in sailing their toy boats
in puddles made by the sinking of the grave stones in St Margaret’s churchyard, or, if it were
wet in playing marbles on the flat slabs of the altar tombs, he looked about for a suitable place
in the precincts which could be used as a schoolroom.354

The “suitable place” was a purpose built room at the bottom of James Turle’s garden (now part
of Ashburnham Garden belonging to Westminster School) with a playground provided in the
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Cloisters. A first-hand account of life as a chorister is provided by one John Eadis in his personal
diary. In 1869, at eight years old, Eadis came to the Abbey with his father for a voice trial with
James Turle. Turle who made a great impression on the young boy:

He seemed to me the biggest man I had ever imagined. He moved with elephantine grace and
greeted us with a cheery smile. I had already done a good deal of practice in singing so I felt no
embarrassment and evidently pleesd Mr Turle as he patted me on the head and told me to come
again tomorrow.355

At first Eadis had to negotiate with his old school for time off to sing at the Abbey; after four
months he left to join the Abbey school. There, he joined nineteen other boys who sang the two
daily services. They shared large manuscript books, one between four boys. 356 Whilst at the
Abbey school they had to provide their own clothing, including surplices and mortar-boards as
well as their school books. The curriculum was far greater than that usually supplied covering
Greek, Latin, French, and German in the two and three quarter hours each day available for
lessons outside rehearsals and services. Religious instruction was given on Friday mornings
after the service by one of the Canons. That said, there were plenty of opportunities for holidays.
School did not happen on Wednesday and Saturday afternoons, Saints days, Accession,
Coronation days, and the day of the State opening of Parliament. Holidays from singing were
given as well, mainly during Lent when there were no choral services and no school on
weekdays. On top of this one boy in each set of four had one Sunday off each month.357
The boys were paid quarterly for their singing, with rates depending on seniority. £20
each year was received by the four most senior, £15 per year by the next four, and £10 per year
for the next four. The remaining most junior boys were given one sixteenth of any monetary
gifts had been given to the choristers which all the boys shared alike. They would also receive
extra payments for certain services. Eadis recalls
[…] 2 shillings for certain Sunday night services held in the nave, 2s 6d. for a rehearsal for a
festival held elsewhere, and from 5s to 10s for the festival itself. When the Archbishop of
Canterbury came for a consecration of Bishops, two of the Abbey boys would act as his train
bearers for which they were paid 5s.358
355
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They would also receive practical gifts from the congregation including regular packets of
toffees and books at Christmas. Free use of the boats on the lake in St James’ Park and the
swimming baths in Lambeth were some of the perks of living and working at the Abbey.
Further recreational opportunities were available with cricket matches against the
Chapel Royal boys and football on the green in Dean’s Yard. It was under their master, William
Shiel, that the custom of the boys running twice around Dean’s yard before breakfast each
morning was established.359 Eadis recalls that it was a practical measure to warm up the boys
after sitting through a morning service in an unheated Abbey in winter. Shiel would also
“always have a fire for us when we came in from the morning service”.360
A new choir house was built for the boys to board in from 1890. All boys resided there
with the juniors going to bed at 9pm and the senior boys at 9.30pm. Saturdays were for exeats
with the last moment for returning to school being the final stroke of Big Ben at 9pm. There
was a school library and a small playground out of doors. On Sundays between the end of the
service and dinner the boys were allowed to wander around London at will. In the new school
house Shiel taught French, German and Latin as well as mental arithmetic. His wife acted as
matron and the boys were catered for by a maid and a general factotum named Gates who served
meals and cleaned boots among other chores.361

Lay Clerks
Numbers of lay clerks ebbed and flowed across the centuries according to the whims and
vagaries of ruling powers. Numbers never exceeded sixteen for daily services although deputies
were often used for larger scale occasions. The habits of the clerks left much to be desired
throughout their existence. In Purcell’s time the satirist Thomas Brown hopefully exaggerated
his account:
I have no novelties to entertain you with relating to either the Abbey or St Paul’s for both the
choirs continue just as wicked as they were when you left them, some of them daily come

This custom was only stopped in the 1980’s although it was no longer a primary means of keeping
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360
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reeking hot out of the bawdy-house into the church, and others stagger out of a tavern to
afternoon prayers, and hick-up over a little of the Litany, and so back again.362

Certainly the clerks were not well cared for although some of their income was derived from
rental properties on the Great Almery. Being poor houses this income would not be very
considerable however and the clerks petitioned the Dean and Chapter for an increase in their
stipends in 1796.363 An increase was awarded but with stringent conditions of attendance and
financial penalties for non-compliance. It is interesting to note that the Dean and Chapter
specified that the organist is still regarded as an employee and a lay clerk rather than in his own
role. Deputies were permitted but only from the ranks of the lay clerks themselves rather than
outsiders as in other cathedrals. From other accounts it would appear that the restriction on
deputies was observed in the breach rather than the letter of the instruction.
Lay clerks continued to be under remunerated at the turn of the nineteenth century.
Another request for an increase in stipend is recorded in 1819 when George Ebenezer Williams
was the organist. He had reverted to the dual role of both Organist and Master of the Choristers
and as such had to pay the boys from the total he received. In March of 1819 he received £3810s-3d “provided a report be made to the Chapter by the Dean of his Satisfaction of the
Management of the Organ and the Boys”,364 perhaps one of the first instances of performance
related pay.
Part of their income was derived from public viewings of a set of waxwork effigies
located in the crypt rather than rental and as such, their income was extremely variable. There
was a feeling of great threat from St Paul’s as that Cathedral had held the funeral of the Duke
of Wellington and had his monument to show to visitors. To compensate the clerks, the Abbey
had an effigy of Nelson made to ensure their tourist trade. Treasurers records show that the
average income from viewings of the effigies was between £33 10s 8d and £66 8s 0d a year per
man until the death of Williams in July 1819, shortly after his request for extra income.365
Indeed, so desperate were circumstances that his widow was gifted £40 by the Dean and Chapter
362
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as a means of survival.366 What can be noticed about the income derived from the wax effigies
is the significant downturn until the scheme was finally abandoned in 1826. Thomas Greatorex
presumably received his last dividend in that year; he certainly signed his name as having
received it but no amount was recorded as it was for the other clerks. By 1827 Greatorex was
no longer considered as one of the lay clerks for pay purposes. The Treasurer’s records list
clearly the responsibilities for which Greatorex was paid (see Appendix) with a total income of
£237 6s 1d a year of which £33 6s 8d was to be defrayed to the choristers.367 This does not take
into account fees for extra services such as weddings and consecrations which provided further
income streams. James Turle too was primarily admitted as a lay clerk, and then transposed to
the position of organist. His admission as a lay clerk was on June 25th 1831 with his translation
occurring on September 11th the same year on a probationary basis for one year.368 Frederick
Bridge avoided this procedure having been auditioned only for the position of organist on
Turle’s retirement.
Issues with the lay clerks were common to all cathedral establishments through the
century. Bridge encountered many when he took up his position. As in other places, deputies
were often sent to sing in place of the lay clerks; others “attended apparently when they liked,
having made special arrangements when they were appointed many years before to enable them
to be absent very frequently”.369 Some of the issues were structural, there being only twelve lay
clerks in total with only six required to be present on a weekday anyway. Others, who also sang
at the Chapel Royal, would leave the Abbey at the start of the sermon to allow them to maintain
both positions. Imposing regular rehearsals, ensuring better payment and growing the numbers
of lay clerks under new regulations were some of the ways in which Bridge began to refresh
the Abbey choir.370

II.6. Repertoire

For all cathedral bodies with permanent choral foundations, the vast majority of music
performed is that associated with the daily round of services. The Abbey is no different; during
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the nineteenth century there were two regular daily services, Matins and Evensong with
communion on Sunday mornings in addition. Throughout the period under examination the
responsibility for selecting music to be performed still rested with the Precentor of the time.
Frederick Bridge was the first to obtain a veto over choices made if they were not feasible given
the number of singers or the preparation time required. Prior to 1847 no music lists were
published, only two from that year still exist; from the first week of March and the last week of
February.371 The next available list is from 1873 and is from December that year.372
If one studies these lists more closely, it appears to be possible to discern the frequency
of performance of various composers, as well as the dominance of a particular period of music
from which those choices came. This, in turn, can demonstrate if any development in repertoire
occurred, and possibly suggest reasons for that to happen. The earliest record, being only for
two weeks will be treated as an interesting anomaly as well as a partial indicator of the musical
trends of that decade. The APPENDIX provides a transcription of the music list for the last week
of February and first week of March 1847.373 It shows a wide range of composers from across
the periods, the earliest being the anthem The Lord is my light from around 1602 by William
Lawes (1602-1645), the latest being Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy’s famous anthem Hear my
prayer (Hör’ mein bitten), which was published in 1844. There were fourteen services sung that
week, each having recorded a setting and an anthem, except for the Sunday morning March 7th
when there was no anthem. Of these a total of twenty different composers were used, with the
setting frequently being by the same composer for both morning and evening canticles. A large
number of composers came from the seventeenth century (some 45%), with 28% from the
eighteenth century.374
The music lists of three other decades stand up to more rigorous analysis. Those from
the years 1873, 1887 and 1900 have also been examined by me within the context of this
research for the trends they show. December 1873 used music from twenty-one different
composers in one week, there being sixteen services as well as a Bishop’s consecration on the
14th of the month. Most frequently the same composers’ canticles were used for both Matins
and Evensong as previously. Sunday morning communion services were sung in part, utilising
a ‘short’ setting rather than the full complement of Kyrie, Gloria, Credo, Sanctus, Benedictus,
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and Agnus Dei. These ‘short’ settings would be by a different composer to that of the Matins
canticles, and different again to the composer of the Evensong canticles.375
Most notable about the composers is the frequency of Victorian writers used; the
dominance of those from the 1600s, as was seen in the earliest list, does not exist here anymore.
Instead, writers who would have been contemporary dominate. Joseph Barnby and Felix
Mendelssohn Bartholdy occur frequently as composers of anthems, although those of Orlando
Gibbons and Henry Purcell also feature.376 Canticle composers are more narrowly focussed,
with only 10% of the composers dating from the sixteenth century, the same proportion being
from the seventeenth. Most predominant is the eighteenth century with 45% from that era and
the more contemporary composers being used 36% of the time. Any music used for special
services was not specified in the list and so has been excluded from this analysis. Of the specific
composers Charles King was used most frequently for canticle settings, both morning and
evening. Anthem composers show the same pattern with the majority dating from the 1600s
(some 25%). The 1700s and 1800s are equally popular, being sung 17% of the time each with
the 1500s only in use 8% of the time.377
Examining the 1887 lists it is apparent that the sheer volume of music available has
increased significantly. Even with the restrictions of men’s voices services every other
Wednesday and no organ on Fridays (unless a Holy day) there still are works by almost three
times as many composers, with many more contemporary names being featured. This
phenomenon has partially to do with the works of Vincent Novello in making printed music
more universally accessible and affordable, thus removing the need for copyists and for the
increase in interest in the music of the church fomented by the Tractarian movement. In this
sample the shift in interest to contemporary composers is more striking. The most performed
composers of anthems are Mendelssohn Bartholdy and John Goss, those for canticles are
George Garrett and Benjamin Rogers.378 Of the four most used composers therefore, three were
contemporary to the nineteenth century, some 75%.379
Whether this is held out by expanding the theory to the rest of the data can be seen
although it is important to consider that composers did not restrict themselves to one type of
work; most wrote both canticles and anthems. With regard to the third set of music lists
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examined, those from 1900, again note has to be made that from 8th to the 20th January, morning
services were chanted by men’s voices only, thus adjusting the quantity of data available.380
Once again contemporary writing was favoured. Among the anthems, the most frequently used
composers were John Stainer and Frederick Bridge; for canticles, George Garrett once more.
Interestingly when plainchant was used it is noted as such in the music list, this was not so for
the earlier lists consulted. Some sixty five identifiable composers’ works were used over a two
month period. Of these, 6% dated from the sixteenth century, 12% from the seventeenth
century, 26% from the eighteenth century, and 56% from the nineteenth century. This data
demonstrates the change in preference of period of music once more. Also notable is the
appearance of movements of oratorios being used as anthems. This trend was not unique to the
Abbey; it appears wherever oratorios were presented, presumably as a measure of efficiency of
rehearsal.
The variety of composers has increased yet further, canticle settings were provided by
39 different composers and anthems by 50. Separating the two main types of music reinforces
the general pattern of preference from a given period of musical history. None of canticles dated
from the sixteenth century, 14% from the seventeenth century, 21% from the eighteenth
century, and 65% from the nineteenth century. Similar results were found for anthems, being
10%, 7.5% 27.5% and 55% respectively for the same time periods. Whereas the names found
in earlier lists are almost exclusively English (Mendelssohn Bartholdy apart), the later list
includes many more composers from the European mainland. Charles Gounod, Louis Spohr,
Jacob Handl (Jacobus Gallus), as well as the Dutch-born English violinist Berthold Tours
(1838-1897) all contributed anthems, in Spohr’s case multiple times.381 That major European
names were writing church music, and that it was performed more regularly in England, is
confirmed by the programme for St Peter’s Day (June 21st) 1900.382 An unnamed anthem by
Mendelssohn Bartholdy for choir, organ and orchestra was performed, along with unspecified
works by Franz Schubert and Edmond Lemaigre.
Given that the music was chosen for both James Turle and Frederick Bridge by the
Precentor, it is unlikely that the preferences of either man greatly influenced the choices made,
other than through expediency. The growth in use of music from the nineteenth century
therefore cannot be due, for the most part, to personal choice and must be the result of external
factors acting upon the Precentors of the time. Bridge’s personal interest in more authentic
380
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performance editions is, therefore, hardly reflected at all in the repertoire performed by the
choir. His regard for early English composers did influence the repertoire of the choir in
performances outside the Abbey; for example, in 1890 they sang Spem in alium, the famous
40-part motet by Thomas Tallis, at the 150th Anniversary of the Madrigal Society at a restaurant
in Holborn.383

Hymnody and Psalmody
Singing hymns during services was unknown during the careers of both Thomas Greatorex and
James Turle. The latter disliked the musical form intensely. Despite this, one of his hymn tunes
is still in current use, the tune Westminster, commonly sung to the text “My God, how wonderful thou art” (ex. II.1.).

Example II.1. “My God, how wonderful thou art”, on the tune known as ‘Westminster’
by James Turle. New English Hymnal (1986).
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Frederick Bridge, on his appointment found that congregational hymn singing, was restricted
to the special evening services held in the Nave but even then, only occasionally “when Dean
Stanley might introduce one to encourage congregational participation”.384 Hymn singing was
seen as undignified and therefore not fitting to be included in the worship of an institution of
the Abbey’s standing. It was also considered by the Tractarian movement to be a feature of the
non-conformist church and this association affected the views of clergy on hymn singing in the
vernacular. Turle’s opinion was conveyed to Bridge personally: “I remember Turle saying to
me, when they were introduced ‘I thought I was in a Parish Church?’”385 Bridge admitted that
he was an advocate for the introduction of hymns to mainstream Abbey services; together with
Canon Troutbeck he edited a book of Hymns and melodies for use in the Abbey under the
guidance of the Dean Bradley, who took over from Stanley in 1881. 386 Although published
specifically for use in the Abbey, this hymnal borrows heavily from other popular hymnals of
the period, particularly William Monk’s Hymns Ancient and Modern, published in 1861 and
acknowledged in Bridge’s introduction. Bridge also worked on the Methodist Hymn-Book
shortly after the turn of the century, an invitation which pleased him, having been excluded
from the editorial board of Monk’s more ubiquitous volume.
James Turle’s opinion of psalmody was the inverse to his of hymnody. He was deeply
interested in psalm chant and edited a psalter entitled The Psalter and canticles with
appropriate chants, ancient and modern, published in London, 1865 (fig. II.11). Whilst by no
means the earliest psalter, nor the only one published that century, it was remarkable in that it
utilised what became a standardised system of pointing and layout, copying that of William
Mercer’s first 1854 edition of Church Psalter and Hymn book. In it, Mercer combined words
and music on the same page, thus removing from the organist or choirmaster the choice of
which to combine together. In later editions, he included the music and texts for the daily
services as well, thus allowing a complete set of daily services to be sung; morning, evening
and Eucharist, complete with hymns in one volume. This was a movement away from what had
been, until then, widespread practice in choral establishments, whereby the musician in charge
put together the prescribed psalm for the day with whichever chant he wanted.387
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Fig. II.11. Title page of the psalter edited by James Turle and published in 1865.

John Jebb detailed what was current practice in 1843 in cathedrals:

the continuous practice of the chanting of Prayers and Responses ever since the Reformation
[…] in all Exhortations, Sentences and Absolutions, and in all those Collects and Prayers which
are responded to by Amen it is the choral rule of the Church of England to use one unvaried
musical tone.388
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The Psalms were usually chanted in a metrical fashion in parish churches and cathedrals, whilst
using chants still maintained individual and idiosyncratic methods of psalm singing. Pointing
in this way still gives an odd lurch to the chant, the first part of the verse inevitably being
gabbled in order to accommodate the timing of the music whilst the latter part was being
extended for the same reason. Moving from metrical psalmody and Victorian chanting to what
we now refer to as Anglican chant and pointing with a more natural speech rhythm, was a
difficult journey. Mercer did not make the transition in its entirety. His pointing method, one
among many available, gave an accented syllable toward the end of the recitation, thus:
O come, let us s𝑖̂ng un’to the Lord: let us heartily rejoice in the ̌ strength of ̌ our salvation.
Venite.389

This method was modelled on that of Elvey from 1856.390 Indeed, Turle specifically referenced
Elvey’s pointing method as a model to be followed in the preface to his 1865 psalter:

With regard to the pointing of the psalms, so perplexing a variety has arisen from existing
pointed Psalters having been arranged on no definite principle, that it seemed advisable to recur
to, at once, and to carry out, consistently and uniformly, the old and original principle laid down
in the model verse given by Dr Boyce (Cathedral Music Vol 1, p2) […] Had it occurred to Dr
Elvey to return to the principle laid down by Dr Boyce little would have been left for succeeding
editors to accomplish.391

This psalter was eventually almost universally replaced by The Cathedral Psalter Chant of
1878, an earlier edition appearing without music in 1875. While its full title is as given, it is
generally known as The Cathedral Psalter and will be referred to as such from this point
onwards. Among the editors of this second edition were John Stainer of St Paul’s and James
Turle of Westminster Abbey; one of the text editors was Canon Troutbeck, also of the Abbey.
The Cathedral Psalter followed a similar pointing method to that of Elvey and Turle’s
SPCK publication but explained it in far more detail. The text from the start of each verse and
half verse it referred to as ‘the Recitation’ until the accented syllable was reached. “On reaching
the accented syllable, and beginning with it, the music of the chant commences, in strict time
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(a tempo), the upright strokes corresponding to the bars”.392 Such pointing gives the slightly
more familiar
O come let us sing | unto. the | Lord:
let us heartily rejoice in the | strength of | our sal- | -vation
Venite.393

The chants within The Cathedral Psalter were written and harmonised by the music editors,
along with some from earlier periods which had survived the editorial process. Major
metropolitan cathedrals, as well as St Paul’s and the Abbey adopted The Cathedral Psalter,
along with a vast number of parish churches. Nicholas Temperley states that it was used in 65%
of the churches in the Diocese of Truro in 1895,394 which is perhaps somewhat understating the
saturation it had reached, but helps to further explain the spread of cathedral musical habits in
parish churches. The Abbey continues to use some of the chants to this day.
Bridge’s major contribution to psalmody was to begin to organise a method of organ
accompaniment for psalms, culminating in the publication of his Organ accompaniment of the
choral service of 1885. In it, he recommends doubling of parts or inverting parts in order to
amplify the harmony as well as giving advice on changes of registration as well as providing
an entire psalm accompaniment as an illustration.395 The appendix, provided by the organist of
All Saints, Margaret Street, gives advice on the accompaniment of Gregorian chant, advocating
changing chordal harmony within a single verse as well as at the end of each.396

II.7. Organs

Westminster Abbey has no record of an organ being situated within it until 1240. Caution has
to be observed however, as a lack of evidence does not mean the absence of an organ, merely
the absence of a record of one. The 1240 record is one of a gift from Henry III to the Prior of
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Westminster of 3 marks for repairs to the organs of St Peter’s Church. David Knight adds
further caution to this record:
The use of the plural term ‘organa’ need not imply that repairs were carried out to more than
one instrument. A single instrument was commonly given the plural noun possibly indicating
plurality of crafts in its manufacture, plurality of pipes and keys or a distinction between the
instrument and its case.397

That the instrument required repairs would imply that it was already in situ in the Abbey, not
being purchased from elsewhere. Whether this was the same instrument listed in an inventory
of 1304 has not been proven. The Lady Chapel held two instruments, described thus:

unum parem organorum inferius super gradum; aliud parem maiorum organorum superius in
muro cum ij pannis depictus circa eadem extentis.398

Frequently the organists’ duties of this period included ‘keeping the organs daily’ at a Lady
Mass;399 however detail of such activity is lost.
Further confusion as to the number of organs in the Abbey occurs at the end of the
fourteenth century. Manuscripts refer to an organ in the choir and a second in St Mary’s
chapel.400 This latter is likely also the Lady Chapel, possibly resulting in two instruments there
and a further one in the choir. Certainly, St Mary’s chapel had a new organ in 1415-6. According
to accounts books, it costed 100s, the sale of the old instrument (singular) raising 20s. 401 St
Mary’s was demolished early in the sixteenth century, standing where the Henry VII chapel
now exists at the east end of the Abbey behind the high altar.
Repairs were carried out to a smaller pair of organs in 1422, implying the existence of
a larger (greater) pair and indeed the bellows of this greater pair were mended in 1424 at a cost
of 5s 2p. 402 Further repairs to the choir organs occurred in 1434-5. Repairs and records of
instruments being bought and sold off continue throughout the 1400s, detail is scarce as most
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records come from account books, including that of the Warden of St Mary’s selling off 41lbs
of metal of old pipes in 1475.403 The origins of these pipes remains unknown; no new instrumental purchases are recorded, nor sales, positing the suggestion that these mystery pipes were
unconnected to the organ and were far more prosaic in origin. Details of these instruments or
their usage within the liturgy did not survive. Certainly, the siting of the choir organ in proximity to the singers would suggest some use as an aide to the vocalists, either to retain pitch or in
alternatim settings. European organ music recorded in the Buxheimer Orgelbuch contains preludes, short pieces and both polyphonic and monophonic settings for the instrument. London,
as a major urban centre must have been exposed to such music and it seems unlikely that
Westminster Abbey would have been excluded from it; however, there is no concrete evidence
of organ accompaniment of the choir at the Abbey in the 15th century.
In the period directly before the Reformation there exist occasional references to the
music of the Abbey but not to the players involved. One such of a slightly later period is not
complimentary, being a complaint to Henry VIII in 1536:
[…] the singing and saying of Mass, Matins, or Evensong as but a roarting, howling whistelying,
mumming, conjuring, and jozelyingm and the playing of the organys a foolish vanitie.404

At the dissolution of the monasteries in 1540 an inventory shows three instruments in the
Abbey, two situated in the choir and one in the Jesus Chapel.405 The fate of the instrument
previously sited in the Lady Chapel is unknown. The Abbey surrendered formally to the Crown
in January 1540 and lay fallow for almost a year until its reopening in December of the same
year. 406 William Grene remained as Master of the Choristers, despite having resigned the
position at the Dissolution of the Monasteries in 1540. This would indicate that sung music was
to be heard in the Abbey, an indication reinforced by the payments recorded to choristers.407
A receipt from 1553 survives for mending the organs at the Abbey, now styled the
Cathedral Church of the diocese of Westminster (but not to be confused with Westminster
Roman Catholic Cathedral). This receipt from a William Howe also records him as being paid
2s as “organ keeper”.408 The use of the organ during liturgy is not clear. The location in the
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choir would encourage supposition that it was used during the liturgy but the accession of
Elizabeth I and her suppression of the use of the Latin Rite would seem to oppose it. Certainly,
her injunction of 1559 would indicate that sung liturgies were not encouraged, leaving only the
voluntaries to be performed on the organ. Although direct evidence has not been discovered, it
was very much the norm for organ music to be improvised, leaving no written trace, nor did the
practice of the organist playing from vocal scores without a separate written part. What is clear
is that there were many variations in practice between cathedrals, with Hereford singing
plainsong psalms and the “organs to be sed betweine the psalms or wth the psalms and with the
Antheme or hymn.”409 What the Dukes of Wuerttemberg heard when they visited the Abbey in
1592 and 1610 is wide open to interpretation with their comment:

In this beautiful church the English Ministers who are dressed in white surplices such as the
Papists wear, sang alternately and the organs played.410

The house over the Almonry gate was then occupied by Edmund Hooper. He was paid, as was
the practice through various small amounts, which together made a very adequate sum. He
claimed £14 a year as organist, plus accommodation, 40s from dividends from the Dean and
Chapter, £33 6s 8p as Master of the choristers and a bushel of wheat a week. His duties included
teaching the choristers both music and grammar. 411 This system echoes that used in the
nineteenth century for the payment of the lay clerks and the organist until James Turle took up
the post. Hooper’s payment terms changed in 1606 when he gave up the payments for the
teaching of choristers, retaining £16 for the position of organist alone, the master of the
choristers being John Parsons.412
The instruments that Hooper and his successors had access to had changed. There are
suggestions that an organ was purchased from the Abbey for St Margaret’s, Westminster,413
necessitating the construction of a new instrument in the Abbey itself, or else the Abbey merely
reduced the number of instruments in its possession. Any mention of the organs of the Abbey
cannot be without reference to the English masters of the instrument who were serendipitously
both employed there: Orlando Gibbons and somewhat later Henry Purcell. The former left
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evidence of the instrument he enjoyed in form of an invoice for repairs and tuning with his
signature which on which he had bargained a reduction of ten shillings.

Fig. II.12. Photograph of an invoice for organ repairs and tuning with a note by Orlando Gibbons.414
Transcription of Gibbons’ comment: Mr Ireland I know this bill to be very resonable for I haue alredy
cut him off ten shillings therfore I pray despathe him, for he hath delt honestly wth ye churh soe shall
I rest yr servant. Orlando Gibbons

Organs throughout the country were threatened and destroyed by the Commonwealth regime
between 1642 and 1660. The Abbey’s instrument perhaps fared slightly better than some in that
it certainly incurred damage rather than the complete destruction faced by other cathedrals. A
payment is recorded “for taking down part of the organ loft”,415 although it is not clear as to
whether this is the stairs to the loft or the loft itself. Damage was potentially limited to the
external faces of the pipework, given that in the same year as the restoration of the monarchy
the organ was mentioned by Samuel Pepys:

After dinner to Westminster, where I went to my Lord; and having spoke with him, I went to
the abby, where for first time that ever I heard the organs in a Cathedrall.416
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No definitive specification exists for this instrument; however, a slightly later payment was
made:

New make the present organ belonging to the Dean and Chapter of Westm[inste]r excepting the
pipes and case and add thereto a double sett of keys and 4 new stops, vizt one Principal of mettle,
one Stop Diapason of Wood, one nason of wood. And one fifteenth of mettle.417

So, at least four new speaking stops were added to the existing instrument. Knight contends
that the registration could have included the stops mentioned above together with an open
diapason and possibly a Cremona on a two-manual instrument by the end of the seventeenth
century.418
Henry Purcell was directly involved with the instruments of the Abbey, above and
beyond his role as organist. He was official assistant to the Smith family firm of organ builders,
contracted to construct a small organ for the Coronation of James II. Part of his payment was
to help with the removal of the same after the ceremony; its fate subsequent to this is not
mentioned. 419 Smith or close relatives employed by the firm maintained and renovated the
Abbey organ until 1904, including the first iteration of adjustment, as detailed above, which
were supervised by Purcell himself.
Perhaps the most significant steps towards the development of the modern instrument
happened after the death of ‘Father’ Smith in 1708. Under the aegis of his son-in-law,
Christopher Schrider, the Abbey organ was moved to occupy the centre of the quire screen, and
to incorporate a revolutionary new system, that of the Swell organ. The specification of this
instrument is shown TABLE II.1,420 although the precise compass of the stops is unclear.
Pedals were added to the instrument ranging in compass from GG to G Gamut ,421 under
the leadership of Benjamin Cooke. A service to celebrate the new enlarged organ was held; it
is posited that he wrote his service in G major for the event in 1778. These pedal pipes were
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described by the organist of the Chapel of St Catherine by the Tower as being “only unison
with the diapasons” but “from their increased size have the effect of a double diapason”.422 No
further details of any alterations to the pedals are given in Abbey records until 1828, when the
compass was extended:
CHURCH MUSIC – Through the liberality of the very Reverend the Dean of Westminster, the
fine organ in the Abbey has recently been enriched by the addition of an octave of double-double
open diapason PEDAL PIPES to G, by Elliot and Hill.423

This announcement was of particular note as the additions made the pedal compass five notes
greater than those of St Paul’s Cathedral. The Hill mentioned above was William Hill (Sr.), coowner of the firm of famous organ builders. They had taken over the tuning and repair of the
organ in 1805 from John Avery, Thomas Knight and James Hancock who had variously worked
on the instrument since 1764.

TABLE II.1. Specification of the Abbey organ in 1730.
Great organ

Swell organ

Choir organ

Open diapason 1

Open diapason

Stopped diapason

Open diapason 2

Stopped diapason

Principal

Stopped diapason

Trumpet

Flute

Principal

Hautboy

Fifteenth

Flute

Cremona

Twelfth
Fifteenth
Sesquialtera III
Mixture II
Cornet
Trumpet
Clarion

Due to the Abbey’s position as a Royal Peculiar, falling under the jurisdiction of the monarch
rather than the Church of England, it became the central scene for major royal occasions,
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especially coronations. This fact impacts greatly on the organs, as, when the coronation is being
organised the fabric of the building and its contents fall under the control of the crown, more
precisely, the Home Office. As such, the organ being played “is the concern of the state,
administered through the Office of Works, later called the Ministry of Works”.424 It was this
ministry therefore which had the task of removing the usual instrument from its place on the
quire screen and constructing another temporary one at the east end in a spacious gallery.
The coronation of Victoria in 1838 was the final time that the Abbey had an organ
removed for a coronation.425 Elliot and Hill had now become Hill and Davison and this company was requested to perform the necessary deconstruction, installation and reconstruction.426
Only part of the organ was dismantled, allowing sight lines through the centre of the screen and
a new instrument was built. As is was sold to St John’s, Chester after the ceremony only an
indication is possible of the registration it had; given that St John’s repairs to it in 1894 cost
only £160 it is reasonable to assume that any alterations were minor.427

TABLE II.2. Specification of the Abbey organ of 1842.
Great organ

Swell organ

Choir organ

Pedal organ

Open diapason 1

Bourdon 16´

Open diapason

Open diapason 16´

Open diapason 2

Open diapason

Dulciana

Bourdon 16´

Stopped diapason

Lieblich Gedackt

Clarabella

Principal

Prinicpal

Prinicpal

Twelfth

Mixture III

Fifteenth

Fifteenth

Cremona

Looking at the specification of the organ re-installed and noted in 1842,428 it is clear how similar
it remained to the Schrider instrument of some hundred years earlier.

The 1848 Hill rebuild of the instrument was major. As well as new speaking stops the organ
was divided between the two sides of the screen, still using mechanical action. The Great organ
was extended further, giving it a lowest note of C. The pedal pipes were moved to the horizontal, lying on the screen with an extended compass, of C to c1. New speaking stops included a
424
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Double Diapason and Bourdon on the Great organ (both 16´) and a double Dulciana 16´
replacing the Sesquialtera. Such reinforcement of the bass raises questions about the regularity
of use of the pedal board, given that a strong bass line could be provided entirely by manuals
alone.429
The new instrument of 1848 was an object of great comment, from its installation:

The great organs which fill in the spaces between the third and fourth pillars westwards of the
choir, are alike in external character, and have lofty octagonal pinnacles of open-work arches,
with buttresses &c over the centre and end compartments. The metal pipes to the three fronts of
the organ are gilded, and have arabesques painted on them. Not only has the exterior of the
organ been thus altered, but the compass and power of the instrument has been greatly added to
and from the peculiar arrangement of the choir and great organs, the mechanical skill displayed
in their construction is most surprising […]430

to its performance at the commemoration of Henry Purcell the same year:

Now that this organ is thoroughly tuned and rendered smooth, it surpasses in volume and
combination anything we ever heard. No foreign organ can vie with it in weight and richness of
quality.431

It is worth considering that, at this stage, the power required to inflate the bellows was still not
produced by electricity, nor did the Abbey take advantage of the Willis pneumatic system,
preferring to maintain a relationship with the Hill firm.432
It has been suggested that this choice came down to a preference of churchmanship. Hill
was considered ‘high’ church, whereas Willis’s sphere of influence was “commercial and
popular”. 433 The two schools could also be categorised as ‘Classical’ versus ‘Romantic’ in
musical terms. William Gatens argues:
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The much maligned later Victorian idiom was employed more as a classical than a romantic
diction. This becomes apparent when most Victorian cathedral music is compared with the
genuinely romantic music.434

Indeed, the organ at the Abbey was a ‘classical’ instrument in its 1848 iteration. Post the 1884
alterations its more ‘romantic’ nature was allowed to come forward.
James Turle, organist at this time, was said not to have played voluntaries beyond a few
chords.435 Coming from his successor, who was deprived of the full title of the role until Turle’s
death, it is reasonable to assign such acid comment to sour feeling. Nonetheless, when Sir
Frederick Bridge took the role in all but name, he inherited an organ which, although slightly
augmented, was not dissimilar from that evident in 1848, as can be seen in TABLE II.3.

Great Organ

TABLE II.3. Specification of the Abbey organ in 1871.
Swell Organ
Choir Organ
Pedal Organ

Double diapason to

Double diapason

Open diapason

Great Open diapason 32´

CC

Open diapason

Hohl Flute

Open diapason 16´

Open diapason

Stopped diapason

Stopped diapason

Open diapason to CC

Principal

Principal

Stopped diapason

Fifteenth

Flute

Quint to CC

Sesquialtera III

Cromorne

Principal

Contra Fagotto

Stopped Flute to CC

Cornopean

Twelfth

Hautboy

Fifteenth

Clarion

Sesquialtera V
Mixture III
Double Trumpet
Clarion
Couplers and three composition pedals

According to Jocelyn Perkins, the main issue that Bridge found was that the sound production
from the north and south cases was restricted by their positions in the arches and the organist,
whose console faced north was liable to be overwhelmed by the sound of both Great and Swell
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organs whilst rendering the choir, down below in their stalls, almost entirely inaudible. 436
Bridge endured this situation for nine years before a massive restoration and development of
the instrument was begun.
Once again, the firm of Hill made proposals for the work, firstly in 1881 however their
eventual specification is slightly different from that first proposal. In any case major structural
work had to be carried out so as to remedy the unfortunate acoustics of the previous case and
location. Hill’s solution was, in part, to move the choir organ to the west and place the console
in its former position so the player could see and hear through the gaps in the stonework of the
quire screen.437
A complete modernisation of the instrument, both cosmetic and technological, was
under way. The antiquated system of hand blowing was removed, replaced with a gas engine
hidden in a vault underneath the cloister garth, some sixty feet from the keyboard, and
pneumatic action was installed throughout the instrument. The locations of the Swell and Great
organs was reversed, Hill opting to leave the double open diapason 32´ pipes on the horizontal
plane on the top of the screen. Frederick Bridge was fundamental to this major refurbishment,
apparently getting his friends to sponsor a stop each, a system of fundraising still employed for
organ restorations.438 Bridge himself was one of the main contributors, paying £50 for the 32´
reed stop. One of Hill’s main proposals was that the three organs (Great, Swell and Choir) were
adjusted so that each had the same compass. He also suggested adding a third Open Diapason
to the Great, along with a Gamba with a new Vox Angelica on the Solo and new pedal pipework
for the Bourdon, Cello 8´ and Trombone 16´.439
After the work was completed, the new registration (TABLE II.4) had increased the organ
in size by around eighty percent.440 Where previously there had been thirty two speaking stops,
there now were fifty four and all the pipes had been revoiced, especially those which remained
from the previous instrument. Of particular note were the reeds, which enabled more solo voices
to be heard. In all there was a profusion of stops of different voices. Bridge was adamant that
this wide variety of stops was not the result of an over-large instrument; instead it added options
for the player, the intention not being to employ them all at the same time.
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TABLE II.4. Specification of the Abbey organ in 1884.
Great Organ

Swell Organ

Choir Organ

Solo Organ

Pedal Organ

Double Open

Double

Bourdon 16´

Rohr Flute 8´

Double Open

diapason 16´

diapason 16´

Open diapason 8´

Gamba 8´

diapason (wood)

Open diapason 1 8´

Open diapason

Lieblich gedackt

Harmonic Flute

32´

Open diapason 2 8´

8´

8´

4´

Open diapason

Open diapason 3 8´

Stopped

Keraulophone 8´

Lieblich Flute 4´

16´

Hohl Flute 8´

diapason 8´

Dulciana 8´

Orchestral Oboe

Open diapason

Principal 4´

Dulciana 8´

Principal 4´

8´

16´

Harmonic Flute 4´

Salicional 8´

Suabe Flute 4´

Clarinet 8´

Bourdon 16´

Twelfth 22/3´

Vox Angelica

Nason Flute 4´

Vox Humana 8´

Principal 8´

Fifteenth 2´

8´

Harmonic -

Tuba Mirabilis 8´

Cello 8´

Mixture IV

Principal 4´

Gemshorn 2´

Bass Flute 8´

Double Trumpet

Dulcet 4´

Bassoon 16´

Contra Posaune

16´

Fifteenth 2´

Cor Anglais 8´

32´

Posaune 8´

Mixture III

Posaune 16´

Clarion 4´

Double

Trumpet 8´

Trumpet 16´
Cornopean 8´
Oboe 8´
Clarion 4
Couplers across manuals and pedals; tremulant on Swell and Solo.
Four composition pedals on Great and Swell each; two composition pedals on Pedal.

Bridge enabled further alterations in 1894, no doubt in response to his increasing reputation as
a recitalist, as well as the increase in playing of preludes and postludes during services. Once
more the Swell organ received much attention including four new stops (Open diapason 8´,
Rohr Flute 8´ and Gedackt 4´) as well as a new soundboard which permitted higher pressures.441 Also added at this time were four thumb pistons. It is possible that these were the first
to be added to the instrument as Hill made no mention of them in his 1894 specification despite
those amendments boasting “all modern improvements tending to serve the convenience of the
player”.442
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Although possibly absent in the 1894 work, the idea of ‘all modern improvements’ was
certainly employed in the installation of the Celestial or Echo organ in 1895.443 Instead of the
pneumatic connection this employed electricity to connect the keys and soundboards, situated
as it was in the triforium of the south transept. It consisted of flue and reed stops, mainly at 8´
length along with 36 brass gongs which were struck by hammers powered by a combination
electro-pneumatic system. The full registration of this new organ is to be found in TABLE II.5.444

TABLE II.5. Specification of the Celestial or Echo organ, installed in 1895.
Organ A – Accompaniment stops

Organ B – solo stops

Double Dulciana bass 16´

Suabe Flute 4´

Double Dulciana treble 16´

Flageolet 2´

Flauto traverso 8´

Glockenspiel III

Viola de Gamba 8´

Cor de Nuit 8´

Vox celestis 8´

Harmonic Oboe 8´

Lieblich gedackt 8´

Harmonic trumpet 8´

Hohl Flute 8´

Musette 8´

Dulciana Cornet VI

Vox Humana 8´
36 brass gongs with hammers

This latter, more expansive instrument would have met with partial approval from the Tractarian movement. An instrument for choral and congregational accompaniment which was
audible throughout the building was now required, rather than a smaller version to accompany
the service held in the choir for those present, but the double edge of this was the desire and
ability of the organist to play a wider repertoire of instrumental music during services.
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Fig. II.13. The Collegiate Church of St Peter, Westminster (known as Westminster Abbey),
organ case and console.445

***
As seen in the case of St Paul’s Cathedral, London, it appears that personality played a major
part in bringing about musical reforms during the nineteenth century in the history of
Westminster Abbey, too. Yet, at this Abbey the reforms took place much later than both in St
Paul’s (cf. Chapter I of this study) as well as in Canterbury and Leeds (cf. Chapters III and IV),
445
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due to the longevity of James Turle’s occupancy of the organ bench. Frederick Bridge’s terms
of employment were similar to those of his predecessor Turle; however he quickly began to
institute changes to the music of the Abbey. Bridge was supported in this by the Dean and
Chapter, who nonetheless administered rebukes when necessary, 446 maintaining the structure
of employee/employer.
Bridge’s responsibilities increased as his reforms took hold, with an increase in the
amount of playing required together with the rehearsals he instituted and the teaching of the
choristers. In accepting the post at the Abbey, Bridge was to some extent returning to familiar
territory. He did neither have the social connections of Thomas Greatorex, nor the direct
patronage of the same. He also did not match the longevity of Turle’s position. Instead, Bridge
was well-situated professionally, counting friendships with Sir John Stainer and Hubert Parry,
as well as with his former teacher Sir George Elvey at the Chapel Royal.
Compositionally, Bridge was not prolific when compared with Turle, preferring to pursue his interests in editing and writing, particularly on the subject of Samuel Pepys. He was
also instrumental in the alterations to the Abbey organ, mirroring his work at Manchester
Cathedral. Although Turle had achieved some alterations to the instrument, Bridge oversaw a
major refurbishment and renovation. Bridge, therefore, whilst still an employee, rather than a
lay clerk within a prebendary system, was afforded a considerable degree of freedom. He was
able to take up roles outside the Abbey, despite only “being accorded the privilege of absence
on Fridays and not oftener than two other weekday services in each week”,447 notably at the
Royal College of Music.
Bridge’s reforms mirrored those occurring at St Paul’s Cathedral as well as elsewhere.
His role as organist and Master of the Choristers required much more of him than when James
Turle had occupied the position with large numbers of special services as well as an increase in
the variety of music expected to be performed on a daily basis. Such new requirements were
part of the Abbey’s response to social developments as well as the desire to capitalise on the
potential for large congregations. The Abbey therefore chose a reformer who, while capable of
carrying out reform, would manage the changes required smoothly, without causing either
personal or institutional disruption.
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CHAPTER III
CANTERBURY CATHEDRAL

Turning to Canterbury Cathedral enables a view to be taken of the role and position of the
organist at the very heart of the Church of England; the seat of the Archbishop of Canterbury
who is second only to the monarch as the leader of the national church. In this chapter, it will
be shown that whilst the standard of music at Canterbury was no worse than in any other
cathedral, nor was it much better and its treatment of its organists was neither overt patronage
of an employee nor the support and freedom given to acknowledged genius. Instead of seeking
an inspirational figure with a proven record of musical re-establishment, Canterbury chose the
familiar and reliable.
It will be seen that being located outside the capital did not reduce the reach of the
influence of the Tractarian movement; such influence coming from the senior clergy rather than
the musicians themselves. As such, in Canterbury it can be seen that these were mainly liturgical
rather than musical. It will also be seen that the organists themselves gradually increased their
power over the music that occurred in the cathedral as well as becoming influential in local
musical circles as well as being compelled to take on middle management roles, controlling the
behaviour of colleagues whilst satisfying their direct employers.

III.1. Origins and Traditions

The land on which Canterbury Cathedral stands has been occupied by a place of worship from
before the withdrawal of the Roman occupation (around the year 410). Over the past 400 years
the cathedral building itself has undergone many transformations and additions. It was first
established as a cathedral by St Augustine, an emissary of Pope Gregory who arrived in 597.
He was given the church by King Ethelbert and was made the first Archbishop of Canterbury.
From the time of Augustine services would have been chanted daily in the cathedral, at first by
the monks resident there, then from 1030 to 1140 in conjunction with the boy choristers who
were preparing for monastic life. The recruitment of young children ceased around 1140 and
boys’ voices were not heard until 1438 when a Lady Chapel choir was formed by organist
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Lionel Power to sing a Lady Mass and votive antiphon each morning and evening while the
monks continued perform the daily offices alone.448

Fig. III.1. William Lambert Bell, View of Canterbury Cathedral from the roof of Christchurch Gate
(20th c.). Oil on canvas, 20 x 28 ins.

Following the surrender of the cathedral to the suppression of monastic houses in 1539 the
cathedral in 1540-41 saw the two choirs being combined into a format that was not dissimilar
to that of today under its new foundation. Despite a widespread move to use the vernacular the
Sarum Rite was still used in the cathedral, with services sung in Latin at this time. From 1543,
Matins and Evensong were read in English, the only singing being that of the Litany in
Cranmer’s translation from 1543. Following the Reformation and the succession of monarchs
over the succeeding decades, Canterbury was not exempt from the changes of religious
persuasion that accompanied them. Elizabeth I replaced the vernacular Litany with its Latin
counterpart and retained the Latin services preferred by Mary as part of her via media. A
number of years after her accession she allowed the vernacular to once again be used in worship,
saying:
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And that there be a modest distinct song, so used in all parts of the common prayers in the
church, that the same may be as plainly understood, as if it were read without singing, and yet
nevertheless, for the comforting of such that delight in music, it may be permitted that in the
beginning, or in the end of common prayers, either at morning or evening, there may be sung
an hymn, or such like song, to the praise of Almighty God, in the best sort of melody and music
that may be conveniently devised, having respect that the sentence of the hymn may be
understood and perceived.449

The 1662 Book of Common Prayer differed little from the 1559 version and, with James I
proving to be more moderate about church music, many composers began to write music for
the Anglican rites.
The civil war impacted directly on Canterbury Cathedral and not only by the wide-scale
destruction of cathedral property, its library, organs and monuments including much of its
medieval stained glass. William Laud, Archbishop of Canterbury from 1633 was beheaded for
being a supporter of the deposed King. Services in the choir were halted, and the chapter house
used for the preaching of sermons. 450 The only singing permitted in the nave was that of
metrical psalmody, such as those composed by John Sternhold and Thomas Hopkins.451 The
restoration of the monarchy returned music to the cathedral, especially at the hands of John
Gostling, who, whilst Minor Canon and Precentor at Canterbury was also Minor Canon and
Vice-Dean at St Paul’s Cathedral, vicar of Littlebourne and music tutor to the Royal household
and Chapel Royal. His connections in the capital and within St Paul’s and the Chapel Royal
enabled him to return to Canterbury with collections of music new to the cathedral, having
originated in his other places of employment.452
The seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were a consistently flat period musically for
the cathedral. Great reliance was placed on the collection of sacred music in three volumes
compiled by William Boyce and Maurice Greene. The first contained services by Thomas
Tallis, Thomas Morley, John Blow, Orlando Gibbons and Henry Aldrich among others in the
first volume. The second volume was given over to full and verse anthems and the third
contained settings by William Byrd, Blow and Henry Purcell, further verse anthems and
Sanctus settings by Gibbons and others. The Dean and Chapter bought five copies of the first
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volume as subscribers, the organist, Samuel Porter and an unnamed lay-clerk also bought
personal copies.453
A further edition of the same publication was issued by Samuel Arnold in 1790, who
wrote a Preface to it, in which he stated:

I am well aware that the encouragement will not be great, as it is not the fashion to study Church,
so much as secular Musick.454

Canterbury owned a copy of this latter collection; as Prebendary Dr Henage Dering was a
subscriber, as was Highmore Skeats Senior, organist from 1803 to 1831.455
The pluralist system typified by John Gostling continued until the mid-nineteenth
century when the Parliamentary reform and revision of church funding began to occur,
culminating in the Cathedrals Act of 1840. Canterbury remains today, as then, the seat of the
Archbishop, second only to the monarch in the hierarchy of the Church of England and as such
has maintained a greater level of formality in its services than many cathedrals. In the early
nineteenth century only Bristol and Canterbury regularly processed formally into daily services;
other cathedrals perhaps reserving such formalities for special occasions. At the 1869
enthronement of Archbishop Tait the procession was described in some detail in The Guardian:

Seven bishops and some 300 clergy met in the Chapter House and arrayed in surplice and hood,
and preceded by the choir of the Cathedral chanting the 121st and 122nd psalms, escorted the
Archbishop to his new seat.456

III.2. Musicians

In the following, the organists of Canterbury Cathedral during the nineteenth century will be
described: Highmore Skeats (1803-1831), Thomas Evance Jones (1831-1873), William Longhurst (1873-1898), and Henry (Harry) Crane Perrin (1898-1908).
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HIGHMORE SKEATS (1760 – 1831)
Highmore Skeats was organist at Canterbury Cathedral from 1803 to 1831 Born in 1760 he
became a chorister at Exeter Cathedral as a boy and continued in church music as a vicar choral
at Salisbury Cathedral. He firstly was organist at Ely Cathedral before moving to Canterbury.
He remained very much a traditionalist, reputedly refusing to even use some of the stops on the
organ, including the 16' pedal, instructing his assistant, and successor, Thomas Evance Jones
to do so in his place, saying “I have never learned to dance”. 457 The young William Henry
Longhurst, still a chorister, noticed a distinct difference between the playing of Skeats and
Jones:

When one afternoon, on attending the cathedral service his infantile ears detected something
unusual about the organ. The difference was accounted for by the fact that Mr Skeats was
presiding at the instrument. On reaching home young William informed his mother that Mr
Jones was not at the cathedral that afternoon, but that Mr Skeats played – ‘and he played so
funny’.458

Fig. III.2. Thomas Beech (1738–1806), Portraits of Mr Highmore Skeats Sen. (1760-1831), organist
at Canterbury Cathedral and Mrs Skeats (pair). 1783, oil on canvas, 76 x 63 cm.
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This would indicate that Skeats did not regularly play for services, expecting his deputy to be
present instead. In 1784, he published a compilation of songs entitled A collection of songs and
edited Dr J Stephen’s Cathedral Music of 1805. His sacred compositions included several
hymns, anthems including Come unto me and a set of morning and evening canticles in C. His
secular writing included songs and glees such as All gracious freedom.459 His son, Highmore
Skeats Jr, went on to become organist at Rochester Cathedral. Skeats Senior died in Canterbury
in 1831.

THOMAS EVANCE JONES († 1805)
It is not known where Thomas Evance Jones was born, merely that his year of birth was 1805.
He spent the majority of his professional life in the employ of the cathedral, beginning as a
chorister, then, from 1822 as a lay clerk. In 1830, he was made master of the choristers, and in
1831 succeeded his former teacher, Highmore Skeats as organist. He composed several anthems
including Blessed is he that considereth and Unto Him that loved us as well as the hymn tune
Quinquagesima.460 Evidence of Jones’ activities outside the cathedral comes from a newspaper
clipping from August 1869, in which he is the named organist for a benefit concert held in the
cathedral and accompanist to a music hall concert the same evening featuring some of the same
singers.461
WILLIAM HENRY LONGHURST (1819 – 1904)
William Henry Longhurst was born in London in 1819, the son of an organist, organ builder
and composer James Longhurst.462 1821 saw the family business move to Canterbury. William
began a seventy-year-long relationship with the cathedral in 1828, when he was admitted as a
chorister. Living as a day boy, he was able to experience, through his musical family, a wide
variety of visiting musicians, including members of the Novello family – Clara, Vincent, and
Alfred – and the violinist Niccolò Paganini. By 1833 he, and a dozen other boys, both choristers
and town boys were giving public concerts, having formed a juvenile orchestra. 463 He took
organ lessons from the cathedral organist, Highmore Skeats, as well as from Skeats’ successor,
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Thomas Evance Jones. 464 In 1836, he was appointed simultaneously undermaster of the
choristers, assistant organist, and lay clerk. The demands on a lay clerk were strenuous. Two
services each day had to be sung for each and every day of the year. It is hardly surprising then,
that the attendance records show that on occasion, Longhurst was less than committed. In
November 1840 for example, out of fifty-four possible attendances he was absent from the
ranks of the clerks for ten, being mentioned as the organist just once.465 In 1870, just three years
before his official appointment as full organist, out of sixty-three services he did not appear for
ten and played the organ at a further thirteen.466

Fig. III.3. William Henry Longhurst. Photo: private possession; courtesy of Mr Christopher Price.

Regardless of the role he took, his pay rate did not vary from the £10 per quarter given to the
lay clerks. He competed for the organist’s position at Rochester cathedral in 1841, coming
second to Mr John Larkin Hopkins and was offered the same position at Carlisle cathedral a
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year later. He declined the offer from Carlisle having “already established a good teaching
connection there.”467 In 1846, he edited A Collection of Anthems as Performed at Canterbury
Cathedral and in 1865 he became the thirteenth successful candidate for the fellowship diploma
of the College of Organists, founded in 1864. Whilst employed as a lay clerk, Longhurst
performed regularly in public, winning great approval for his singing. Concert reviews are
unanimously positive “A very agreeable evening was passed in the Deanery grounds where
Messrs Plant, Cross, Rhodes, Creake and Longhurst sang in excellent taste a selection of part
songs” was one such from early August 1868.468
He succeeded Jones as organist of Canterbury Cathedral in 1873, and held the post until
1898. Unusually for the period his appointment to the post was without advertisement and the
usual competition being held; presumably due to his history within the cathedral as a former
choirboy, lay clerk and assistant to Jones. He was also a lecturer in music at St Augustine’s
College in Canterbury as well as giving lectures to other groups around the city. One such was
a series of three lectures he delivered to the Church of England Young Men’s Literary Association, at St George’s Hall in the city which was on the subject of Haydn and was accompanied
by three singers to illustrate his points.469 Longhurst was also heavily involved in local amateur
music making, founding a choral society and arranging annual concert series.470 On his retirement, the dean and chapter granted him a full stipend, together with the use of his house in the
precincts, a mutual agreement being reached, the Dean and Chapter having somewhat forced
his leaving.471 The degree of MusD was conferred on him by the archbishop of Canterbury in
1875. He died at 5 Summerhill, Harbledown, Canterbury, on 17 June 1904. A brass tablet was
placed upon the organ console in Canterbury Cathedral to commemorate the length of his
service.
As a composer, Longhurst spread his talents widely between church music and that for
secular usage. His published works include twenty-eight short anthems in three books, and
many separate anthems; a morning and evening service in E; a cantata for female voices, The
Village Fair; an Andante and Tarantella for violin and piano; and many hymn tunes, chants,
songs, and short services. His secular songs drew particular praise; The Aspen Leaf gained a
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“unanimous encore” at its premiere in October 1868.472 An oratorio, David and Absalom, was
criticised in the press after its premiere;473 other works remained unpublished. In 1848 he took
over the position of conductor of the Canterbury Catch Club. This local society ran from 1779
to 1865, holding some thirty weekly musical meetings each winter over this period to great
acclaim.474 Longhurst composed for this group (besides being its director) mainly glees and
catches such as All hail to thee, Britain from 1838. It was not his first hiring by the club; he had
been recruited as their percussionist whilst still a chorister, taking great delight in performing
the overture from Gioachino Rossini’s Guillaume Tell.475 Longhurst succeeded in being heavily
publicised in the local press by accident rather than intention. The Precentor who was in charge
of the music schedule regularly selected anthems by Longhurst. As music lists were published
in the press this meant that Longhurst’s name was frequently printed, at least once each month
for the year 1873.476 He was heavily involved in the installation of the new organ by Willis in
1886, writing in that year, shortly after the inaugural recital that it “met with my entire approval,
both as to tone and touch […] a perfect marvel of ingenuity and skilful appliance.”477
He also taught from his home in the city, having a sizeable number of pupils, for whom
he also composed, for example the song As sunbeams through the tepid air for the Backhouse
sisters, on a text by Sir Walter Scott. A correspondence exists in which Longhurst complains
about the size of his house, which was provided by the Dean and Chapter. He requested an
extension giving him a music room with two rooms over it thus allowing him to take articled
pupils which his current accommodation does not permit. He stated:

[I will] then be able to receive guests and have Functions in a room other than when I am
teaching. I shall be able to do as all other Cathedral organists do, take in articled pupils which
my various duties require.478

It seems safe to conclude that Longhurst’s duties in the cathedral left ample time for teaching;
his income from the same was obviously not sufficient for the supplementary income to be
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irrelevant. Among his most recognised pupils were John Browning Lott, who served 43 years
as organist of Lichfield Cathedral (1881-1829), and Herbert A. Fricker, who was assistant
organist at the cathedral in 1884-1890, became organist at Trinity Church, Folkstone (18911898), and then moved to Leeds in order to serve as municipal organist, conductor, and chorus
master. In 1917 he emigrated to Canada to further his successful career in music.

HARRY CRANE PERRIN
Harry Crane Perrin was born in Northamptonshire in 1865. He studied at Trinity College,
Dublin and was awarded his BMus in 1890 and DMus in 1901. He was firstly organist at St
Columba’s College, Rathfarnham, Dublin, then latterly in England at St John’s Church,
Lowestoft. From there he moved to be organist at St Michael’s, Coventry in 1892. During this
period in parish churches he also directed various local musical ensembles including the
Lowestoft Choral Society and the Coventry Musical Society. 479 He served as choral inspector
for the Church Choral Society for Coventry. In 1898, he was appointed Organist and Master of
the Choristers at Canterbury. Among his compositions are settings of morning and evening
canticles, anthems, songs and piano works as well as several cantatas. He resigned from the
cathedral in 1908 on being appointed Professor of Music at the University of Montreal and
Director of the conservatoire there. He died in England in 1953.480

Fig. III.4. Harry Crane Perrin. Photo of unknown origin.481
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III.3. Tractarians
The musical situation at Canterbury Cathedral, while no worse than St Paul’s or Westminster
Abbey, equally was little better: as with the majority of cathedrals in England, the musical
reforms imposed by the Reformation (Calvinism), reinforced by post-civil-war Puritanism, had
left the musicians with scant musical resources and a parallel lack of impetus or energy to
improve the situation. Canterbury’s organists were not exempt from this musical paucity and
for many years a collection of early English music collated by Samuel Arnold, entitled Cathedral Music, was a mainstay of the repertoire along with more contemporary compositions.482
The music at Canterbury had suffered less the detractions of the past by dint of being the seat
of the Archbishop of Canterbury, necessitating the retention of some of the gravitas of worship
appropriate to his position. Nonetheless, prior to the publication of the first Tract in 1833
cathedral worship was not carefully performed. It was noted by Frederick Helmore, father of
the later Canon of the same name at Canterbury, that the lay clerks sang mechanically when he
encountered them in 1844 during an extensive teaching tour of Kent.483 It was probably through
individual contacts, such as Helmore, that the Oxford movement began to gain some influence
over the services held in the cathedral.
The Rev Robert Hake was Precentor at Canterbury from 1864 to 1883; most notably he
was requested to “take steps for the better ordering of the choir into church.”484 Until 1879 the
Precentor had been in sole charge of musical selection and scheduling, with the Dean able to
change any music on the published list and canons permitted to schedule limited changes. 485
H.P. Lidon (first name unknown) was instrumental in the revival of the use of plainsong in
services among other changes. The reasons given for these changes were explained thus:

Daily choral services, Gregorian chant, choristers at the early service and so on...because they
were felt to be “very devotional.486

This indicates a change in the understanding of the functions of music in liturgy as well as the
influence of the Tractarian movement. From the work of Leonie Saint at Canterbury Christ
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Church University,487 it can be seen that the re-introduction of early anthems and settings was
extremely gradual, it bears repeating that the organist officially had little or no influence on the
choices of music made, even after the 1879 reforms until the turn of the century.
In 1883 Hake was succeeded by Canon Frederick Helmore. 488 Helmore’s father was a
Tractarian priest under the Bishop of Southwark and Master of the Children of the Chapel Royal
who moved into his house. Frederick therefore grew up immersed in the tenets of high church
worship and music, including singing alongside Sir Arthur Sullivan as a chorister. His
appointment at Canterbury brought the first direct practical experience of Tractarian worship
to the cathedral precincts. His father had also undertaken an extensive teaching tour, involving
many parish choirs during the 1840s and was sponsored in that endeavour by Rev. Henry
Wilberforce.489 Wilberforce, as the brother of the Bishop of Oxford, had known Newman and
his Tractarian views and must have transmitted some of their influence to his house guest. His
own time at Oxford found him organising a club for the study and performance of Gregorian
chant, a relatively uncommon form of music at the time.
The combination of Helmore as Dean and Perrin as organist provoked some agitation
resulting from differences in opinion. Clarification of the roles of each within the cathedral was
requested of the Dean and Chapter so as to avoid further conflict and as a result a Byelaw was
adopted as a Statute defining “the office of Precentor contained in the Revised New Statutes”,
this was then communicated to the Precentor and Organist. The Chapter minutes also contain
the statement that “we will that such Organist and lay clerks be appointed by the Dean and
Chapter.”490 Later that year a body of rules was brought to Chapter by the Dean designed to
regulate the duties of the Precentor and the Organist, and amendments were agreed. In 1900
Chapter informed the Precentor that they wished the men’s practice to be taken by the Organist,
as well as that of the boys’ music.491
It was not only the precentors and organists who brought with them the influences of
the Oxford movement and the Cambridge equivalent, the Camden Society. The Deans too, had
personal experiences of the Tractarian movement which influenced them to differing extents.
William Lyall was Dean between 1845 and 1857, beginning his tenure shortly after the
publication of the first tract. A former Cambridge student, he was closely associated with the
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high church group, the Hackney Phalanx, which was renowned for its defence of Anglican
orthodoxy, but did not formally join the nascent Camden Society. He was familiar with the
writing of John Henry Newman (later Cardinal) and went so far as to identify his writings as
Roman Catholic in nature.492
His successor, Henry Alford, was also a member of a high church movement, belonging
to the Cambridge Camden Society despite his Evangelical roots. 493 Although the Evangelical
movement is often considered antithetical to cathedral music, Alford was keenly interested,
favouring the intonation of the office and chanting of psalms. He would join with the choir in
singing anthems and settings as well as being a founder member of the Canterbury Harmonic
Union, a local choral society. His preference for chant and the intoning of the offices illustrate
the dichotomy of his position, being both Tractarian musically and Evangelical theologically.494
Greatly concerned with the use of aesthetics to replicate a purer medieval worship environment
which had been lost over time, Alford commissioned Pugin to work on his former parish church,
St Mary’s. In 1871, he was succeeded by Robert Payne-Smith who remained in post until 1895.
Payne-Smith positioned himself as being reticent about the fundamentals of Tractarianism, and
indeed was no supporter of ritualism. Ironically, he had been the beneficiary of one of its
leaders, having been awarded the Pusey and Ellerton scholarship in Hebrew in 1843 while at
Oxford. 495 Despite this award, he was seen as sympathetic to the cause of the Evangelical
movement within the University.496

III.4. Liturgy

From the earliest records available, dating back to 1835, it is clear that Sunday services were
very different from those of today. During the earlier part of the century, under Skeats and Jones
as organists, Communion services on both weekdays and Sundays were always spoken, even
when there was a Saints Day to be celebrated. Saints days also omitted the anthem. The
publication of the first Tract in 1833 marked a movement to a more regular celebration of the
Eucharist On Sundays there was the ante-Communion portion of the liturgy but this was not
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always sung and changes were made, so that by 1873, on Sundays, Saints Days and Ash
Wednesday, sung complete Communion settings were utilised. This was a marked increase
from the pattern of communicating three times each year which had continued from preReformation times. Between 1873 and 1903 the ante-Communion followed on from sung
Matins which was then followed by either the said Communion; or, after 1873, sung Communion. After Chapter discussion in 1895 it was decided to insert a pause after the Offertory
so that non-communicants in the congregation could exit the service. This convenience was
only offered on first and third Sundays in the month.
The Sunday morning service ran to great lengths, consisting as it did of Matins followed
by the Ante-Communion, then Communion itself. It was 1903 before the Chapter formally
recorded a revision to this, noting
[…] henceforth Sunday morning 10.30 Service should be Matins, the Litany and the…Office
of Holy Communion, with a pause, suitable for the withdrawal of those who were not
communicating, made after the Offertory Sentences.497

There were also changes made to the celebrations of major feasts, including those in Holy
Week. It contained no sung services until 1891 and no sung services on either Wednesdays or
Fridays during Lent until 1876.498 It is possible that this was also the case between 1876 and
1891 but a gap in the records for the period makes this unascertainable. The records resuming,
it can be seen that there was a sung service each day of Holy Week from the year 1891 onwards.
In 1884 the Dean and Chapter agreed that there would be choral Communion on Easter Day
and Christmas Day, however choristers were not required to sing. This was in addition to the
three Feast days of St Stephen, St John the Baptist and Holy Innocents after Christmas on which
Communion had always been sung. Further sung Communions commenced in 1899 so as to
include other important holy days, resulting in Communion being sung in a similar pattern to
today’s calendar, marking as it does Easter Day, Ascension Day, Trinity Sunday, Whitsuntide
(Pentecost) and Christmas Day. The sung celebration of Saints Days ceased in 1887 with no
reason being offered for the decision.
When held in full the Eucharistic liturgy held fast to the Book of Common Prayer,
indeed no other version was legally acceptable until the publication of Series I in 1966. As in
all Church of England cathedrals and churches the opportunities for singing were limited. Later
497
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Victorian composers took the liberty of setting the Kyrie eleison, Benedictus and Agnus Dei as
well as the Sanctus and Gloria. Rubrically, only these latter two are specifically identified as
opportunities for singing.499 One feature peculiar to both Canterbury and St Paul’s was the
tradition of using the Sanctus as an Introit to the ante-Communion after Matins.500
Both Matins and Evensong were sung each day for the entirety of the rest of the church
year. Longhurst is recorded as having an assistant play for daily services during his days off,
performing both prelude and postlude as well as any accompaniment required. Longhurst’s
duties were limited to playing and teaching, although he habitually rehearsed the lay clerks as
well. It has been suggested by Saint that this latter act was out of pastoral responsibility;
however, it is equally possible that the rehearsal was taken to assuage musical sensibility over
the quality of performance.501
The daily services also followed the patterns laid down in the 1662 Book of Common
Prayer, canticles, preces, responses, psalms, and an anthem were sung, the rubric again
allowing for congregations to speak these where singing was not possible. The increase in the
number of Eucharist services together with the daily offices meant that the quantity of playing
required of the organist increased. It can be assumed from Longhurst’s letter of complaint that
teaching and taking articled pupils was necessary to supplement his income as well as expected
by the organist. An increase in playing duties would make the teaching requirements less easy
to fulfil without an increase in income from the cathedral but no trace of this has been
discovered. Certainly in 1879 Longhurst complained further that his pay was only £115 per
annum with an additional bonus of £25 and a further £30 to act as music teacher to the
choristers.502

Special services and concerts
In keeping with the encouragement of education and the enthusiasm of the Victorians in general
for self-improvement, Canterbury, in 1875 began to introduce oratorios as special concerts or
alternatively, parts of oratorios in ordinary worship services. 503 It is to be remembered that
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public entertainment inside the home was extremely limited compared to modern standards;
also, learning to read music either to play an instrument or sing was seen as a mark of a more
superior class of home and was therefore extremely popular as an indication of social
progression. Whether Canterbury’s use of these oratorio services was in imitation of those at
other major cathedrals or an independent venture it holds that they were certainly a means by
which funding could be increased from collections. The use of oratorio within worship services
gradually evolved so that single movements were utilised as anthems in the appropriate season
and the full performances given in a concert series.504 One such was the ceremonial opening of
the newly reordered choir and organ in 1886 when the Introit to Holy Communion that morning
was Let all men praise the Lord from Lobgesang by Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy and the
service closed with the Hallelujah chorus from Messiah by George Fr. Handel.505
It is possible that these oratorio performances were initiated by Longhurst in 1875, the
year which saw him having been in post for two years at the start of the 1880 expansion.
Commencing such an enterprise could be explained as a means of demonstrating some of his
power and influence within the cathedral administration. Records are only available from 1875,
the year in which Part I of George Fr. Handel’s Messiah was performed on Christmas Eve by
the Cathedral Choir. This was repeated the following year on December 23rd. Two blank years
occur until in 1879, when Part I of Messiah was given on December 24th..506 1880 marks a
massive expansion in the programming of these concerts with many of the major feasts being
marked by an oratorio performance or service. Wednesday of Holy Week that year featured a
rendition of Bach’s Matthew-Passion followed closely on Easter Sunday by Felix Mendelssohn
Bartholdy’s Lobgesang and the Tuesday thereafter Part II of Handel’s Messiah. Part II was sung
with the collects for Ascension Day, that of the Sunday after Ascension and that of the 6 th
Sunday after Epiphany forming a service of a non-liturgical kind. 507 At Ascension itself,
Thursday May 6th, Mendelssohn Bartholdy’s Elijah was performed and the calendar year closed
with Part I of ‘Messiah’ on Christmas Eve.508
Such frequent use of oratorios was not to be repeated for almost a decade, however,
other more specific services crept into the schedule which necessitated the composition of new
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music by the organist alongside his conducting and playing duties. 1881 saw a massive
reduction in these special concert oratorio productions, with only Part III of Handel’s Messiah
on the Tuesday after Easter and Part I of the same on Christmas Eve. 1882 was similar,
exchanging Part III of the Handel work for Mendelssohn Bartholdy’s Lobgesang. 1883 gives
the first recorded specific special services. Maundy Thursday once again featured Lobgesang
and Christmas Eve the now traditional ‘Messiah’. In addition to these was a July special
Evensong, in aid of the Choir Benevolent Fund which featured four anthems, a Magnificat and
Nunc Dimittis by William Croft, Preces and Responses by Thomas Tallis and four psalms of
which Longhurst wrote the chant for one.509
In November of 1883, the Church Workers’ Festival took place as well. The next year
included only an ordination and confirmation service in addition to those of Easter Tuesday and
Christmas Eve. 1885 saw the return of many other special service, oratorios being limited to
the post Easter Mendelssohn Bartholdy and Christmas Eve Handel. Special services were: A
Memorial for General Gordon’s Campaign in the Sudan, an Intercession on behalf of the nation
in present anxieties,510 a service with the Choral Union of Parishes singing, a further memorial
service and a Harvest Festival at which Mendelssohn Bartholdy’s Lauda Sion and Te Deum
were sung.511
Work on the new organ was completed in 1886 and a recital series was given to
inaugurate it. Sir John Stainer opened the series in the August and it closed as reported in a
local newspaper “Recitals have been given on Wednesday evenings during the past month and
Dr Longhurst will bring the series to a close.”512 Other recitalists in the series included Sir
Frederick Bridge of Westminster Abbey and J.B. Lott of Lichfield Cathedral. These recitals
would have caused much work for Longhurst; for his August concert, he played six pieces
including the Toccatas and Fugues in both D minor and D major by Bach. He ended his recital
with an arrangement of the Inflammatus est from the Stabat Mater by Gioachino Rossini, a
choral work which would probably have been arranged especially for the occasion.513 A second
recital in September that year featured ten items, of which at least half were arrangements from
piano works such as Beethoven’s 2nd sonata in A major, Op. 2, No 2 or the Ave Maria by
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Henselt, Op. 5, No 4, orchestral works (Overture to Handel’s Athalia) The year concluded with
an additional oratorio, a performance of Louis Spohr’s Die letzten Dinge, WoO 61 on December
15th and the traditional Christmas Eve Messiah.514
Longhurst’s role altered the year after this, with newspaper reports of his conducting
the Easter Tuesday Lobgesang, the Ascension Day Elijah and the service for the 50th Jubilee of
Queen Victoria which included extra musicians and a special children’s service. His deputy,
Herbert A. Fricker played the organ for all of these. It is not specified who played for the Choral
Union Diocesan Festival. Longhurst gave a further recital, including a new composition of his
own: Create in me O Lord a new heart for unspecified forces, but presumably including organ.
A more regular pattern of oratorios formed from 1888 with performance on Easter
Tuesday, Ascension, Harvest, Advent and Christmas Eve. Repertoire altered little with Spohr,
Mendelssohn Bartholdy and Handel featuring almost exclusively. Interspersed between these
were other services; the Lambeth Conference in 1888, a memorial to Sir Frederick Ouseley in
1889 and the Epping Forest Church Choir Association in 1890 at which Longhurst played.515
Records become more sporadic after this date; 1895 recording performances only of Franz
Schubert’s Song of Miriam on Easter Wednesday and the Christmas Eve Messiah.
It has been suggested that Longhurst’s successor, Harry Crane Perrin, continued to
schedule oratorios; introducing new repertoire such as Charles Gounod’s La Redemption and
Die Schöpfung by Josef Haydn. What can be ascertained is that Perrin did introduce differing
repertoire to the cathedral, Gounod first being heard as the composer of an anthem in 1899.

III.5. Choirs

Choristers
As has been stated, at the beginning of the nineteenth century the choir boys did not board at
school or in the Cathedral precincts in the majority of cathedrals in the British Isles. At
Canterbury they resided at home or with guardians near to the Cathedral. They attended daily
for services and some limited education, mainly musical. The King’s School attached to the
cathedral resolutely refused to allow choristers or former choristers to attend, presumably
because of the disruption caused by regular services and rehearsals. As Mould comments, “the
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chapter seem to have washed their hands of all responsibility for education in anything other
than singing.”516
Canterbury also came to the attention of Maria Hackett, the ‘choristers’ friend’ (see
Chapter I of this PhD thesis). While shocked at the general conditions of education that the
choristers received, her publication A Brief Account of the Cathedral and Collegiate Schools
reveals that changes to the situation had begun to happen before her communication with the
cathedral bodies in Canterbury as she recorded that

The Choristers are taught singing three times a week in the Church where there is a musical
school-room; and learn reading, writing and arithmetic at private schools, at the expense of the
Church, the latter is a new regulation since the year 1812 and for which they are indebted to the
Dean and Chapter.517

From 1812 the authorities there, “where the chapter had no school of their own providing
elementary education, undertook to pay any necessary fees for the education of their choristers
in reading, writing and arithmetic at private schools in the city.” 518 She does not comment on
the treatment of the boys as it stood, she merely outlines the existing statutes and regulations
surrounding their schooling, commenting only that “It does not appear that the Choral School
of Canterbury has hitherto produced any person of eminence.”519
Leonie Saint dates the appointment of an unnamed grammar master to 1845 and the
Reverend Edward Fellowes as lay clerk and school master for the choristers in 1855. 520
Fellowes occupied the post for ten years but proved unable to manage the boys and was let go
from cathedral employment in 1865. According to the cathedral statutes he was responsible for
the actual training of the choir, a rule which remained in place, if not observed until the
twentieth century.521
Other schemes of education were put in place for the next decade, until in 1867 a Mr
Joseph Plant was appointed as teacher. Plant was also a lay-clerk and took the style ‘Master of
the Choristers’. As the conversion of the Brewhouse into the Chorister school was completed
in the same year as his appointment it can be assumed that his lessons took place in that first
516
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dedicated space for the choirboys. The appointment of a teacher is supported by the following
entry in the St Catherine’s Chapter and Audit of 1873:

The choristers were summoned before us and received a severe reprimand for throwing stones
into and about the Cathedral and for irreverence in Church out of hours of service, their
Grammar Master and the Precentor being present.522

Further notes of the same meeting record that to ensure that the boys could see and be seen
during services higher seats were ordered to be placed over the existing choristers’ seats. It is
interesting to compare the number of choristers early in the nineteenth century to that in the
latter part. In 1837 there were ten choristers reported to Maria Hackett.523 Some 48 years later,
in 1884 there remained ten, according to report of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners. Unlike
other cathedrals there are no differentiations reported to Miss Hackett or the Commissioners
between choristers and probationers. Saint states that numbers increased to ten of each without
further clarification of timescale. Nonetheless it is clear that numbers were far lower at
Canterbury at the end of the century than at many other provincial cathedrals, for example in
1884 York reported 13 choristers, Bristol 18 and Carlisle and Ely 16 each.524
Changes continued to occur at the Chorister school until the appointment in 1890 of Mr
J. Reid. His teaching was prescribed by an inspection report of Canon Routledge and, as a
qualified teacher Reid was more able to facilitate the curriculum prescribed.525 Following a
further inspection in 1898 Mr Plant stood down as Master of the Choristers and Mr Reid was
appointed headmaster at a salary of £100 per annum. An assistant teacher was also appointed
at this time. The boys all studied an instrument on top of their formal education, during Perrin’s
organistship they were allowed to select an instrument other than the organ. Those who did
choose to play it were taught by the organist at that time.526
Boys began as choristers at the age of 8 and continued to sing until their voices changed.
This would mean singing two services on weekdays (Monday through Saturday) and three on
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Sundays every day of the year with some exceptions (for example during Lent) as there were
no official choir holidays. One note from the precentors’ book of 1903 (although slightly
outside the period under consideration) remarks:
The Lay Clerks were excused attendance at Matins on account of the Choristers’ outing the
same day (Men’s voices only services are not approved of now […].527

This note indicates that the choristers were occasionally given rest time from their labours. This
was not the first intimation of changes being made. During Longhurst’s period as organist he
acknowledges a request by the Chapter to “render more efficient the musical services during
the summer vacations,”528 leading to the conclusion that summer vacations were not unknown
earlier in the century and alterations had to made to facilitate a reduction in the number of
singers available.
Leonie Saint states that “apprenticeships, employment and gratuities were frequently
referred to in Chapter records, regarding provision for those who could no longer sing the
services.” 529 Regardless of the destination of the leaver, the impact of having been a chorister
was that by the age of thirteen, most had already received more education than the average child
of the same age. Reforms to the living and educational standards for choristers were not solely
instigated by the Chapter; Maria Hackett doggedly pursued the cathedral authorities into
making changes for the better, a course of action which was taken up and reinforced by the
Royal Commission.530

Lay clerks
The term ‘lay-clerks’ is synonymous with vicars-choral (cf. Chapter I). It indicates formally
that the singers are not ordained (lay). They fulfil the same role in singing the Alto, Tenor and
Bass parts in choral music. From the service registers and music lists, it can be seen that at
Canterbury the lay clerks sang the daily services, Matins and Evensong unless they were
scheduled to be said.531 They were employed by the Dean and Chapter, there was not a College
of Minor Canons, as at St Paul’s, nor did the clerks have any tenure over their positions, nor
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any financial endowments that went with them. At Canterbury, the minor canons were ordained
and received income from their parish tithes.532 Despite this, many individuals continued to
sing into their old age. One, a Mr Easter, was appointed probationary lay clerk in 1841, only
surrendering his position upon his death in 1879. Assuming he took his position around the age
of twenty, he was singing well into his sixth decade. Similarly, Joseph Plant served as a lay
clerk for 52 years, including his time simultaneously as Master of the Choristers and headmaster
of the Chorister School.533
As a result of the financial demands made by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners to fund
their church planting programme in poorer parishes, many cathedrals began to struggle
financially. Having lost much of the income it derived from land and tithes, Canterbury too
began to struggle financially.534 Pleas were made by the lay clerks in 1873 for uplift of their
stipends, but to no avail. That pay levels were low is clear from the Treasurers records. Thomas
Evance Jones received £20 0s 6d quarterly for his organist duties in 1839. He also received £6
5s 0d for being Master of the Choristers and £2 10s 0d in unspecified augmentations each
quarter.535 Lay clerks received £10 per quarter and choristers £2 per quarter. At the end of the
century, some sixty-one years later, the pay received by a lay clerk remained virtually
unchanged.536 Gratuities paid to the lay clerks each Christmas as a bonus also declined year on
year from 1879, eventually being paid at a lower level than in 1874.
Such was the poverty of those working in church music that a “Choir Benevolent Fund”
was established in 1851 which was “for the Relief of Widows and Orphans of Organists and
Lay Clerks of Cathedral and Collegiate Churches.” 537 The concert was held in Canterbury
Cathedral with Longhurst as conductor and Thomas Evance Jones play the organ. Nonetheless,
the needs of the choristers were always met and at no time were they treated as badly as those
of other cathedrals, most notably St Pauls. As a reflection of this, the music did not decline as
noticeably as in other cathedrals, despite the inevitable loss of first rate singers to other
cathedrals which paid more causing the deputy lists to be called on frequently, even to the
532
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inclusion of singers who had failed auditions to be full lay clerks, such as Mr Reid, the
headmaster of the chorister school, who was described as ‘alto’ rather than a lay clerk.538

III.6. Repertoire

The mainstay of the repertoire during the early part of the nineteenth century was a collection
of works, mainly by English composers complied by William Boyce and Maurice Greene, as
described previously. Highmore Skeats and Thomas Jones contributed little to extend the
repertoire whilst in post as organist; Skeats composing more secular glees than sacred music
and Jones leaving only a couple of extant anthems and hymn melodies. Henry Longhurst, whilst
assistant organist, began to move to rectify this situation, compiling three volumes of so called
“ancient music”, entitled Short anthems, featuring – mainly, but not exclusively English – early,
unused repertoire. 539 This, together with the collections of Boyce and Arnold, formed the
mainstay of Canterbury’s early music repertoire performed during the early to mid-nineteenth
century. Despite there being no direct mention of cathedral repertoire in chapter minutes from
1873 until 1891, the subject must have been under some discussion, as the record states that
there was an intention to “render more efficient the musical services during the summer
vacations”, this comment being acknowledged by Longhurst.540
Building on research results achieved by Leonie Saint, it can be seen that, despite the
protestations of the Tractarians, the number of settings from earlier periods of music (sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries) remained stable from the beginning of the incumbency of Longhurst
to the end of that of Perrin.541 TABLE III.1 shows the increase in the number of different settings
for Matins and Evensong from each of four centuries used in Canterbury Cathedral in four
selected years. It is interesting to note that in 1907 there was only one sung service each Friday,
accounting to some extent for the decline in numbers. There were three sets of settings from
the sixteenth century used at Canterbury from 1873 to 1907. It is perhaps no accident that all
three of these are to be found in volume 1 of Boyce’s collection Cathedral Music. The three
settings were sets of both morning and evening canticles by Thomas Tallis, John Farrant and
Orlando Gibbons.
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TABLE III.1. Differing numbers of sung settings of Matins and Evensong
from four centuries, used in Canterbury Cathedral in four selected years.
Century/Year 1873

1892

1899

1907

16th

6

6

6

6

17th

26

30

25

24

18th

26

29

19

16

19th

27

90

95

87

Totals

85

153

145

133

Also noteworthy are the differences in variety of composer utilised over the same time periods,
as can be seen in TABLE III.2. In the years 1872 to 1873 it is clear that certain composers
featured predominantly; settings by Charles King being used 11% of the time for morning
canticles and those of Canon Russell for 9% for the Evening canticles being the most frequently
used. Anthems show an even more uneven distribution between composers, William Longhurst
himself being the most utilized composer, appearing no fewer than twenty-one times, some
27% of the time. It is interesting to see the inclusion of Giovanni Battista Pergolesi twice in
1873, the anthem in question – translated in English – be in being his Lord have mercy on both
occasions. Also remarkable is the exclusion of any composer of the sixteenth century other than
those already mentioned despite their existence in the third volume of Boyce’s compilation.
Table III.2. Popularity of composers, based on the number of performances
of their work in the years 1872-1873.
Composer
Tallis
Farrant
Gibbons
Aldrich
Croft
Raylton
Kempton
Boyce
Patrick
Attwood
Goss
Turle
Mendelssohn Bartholdy
Jenner
Ouseley
Garrett

Morning Canticles

Evening Canticles

3
1
3
2
1
3
6

3
3

3
4
1

Anthems
2
4
1
3

3

1
1
2

2

1
1
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4
1
8
2

Hayes
Novello
Wesley
Stainer
Gilbert
Nares
Russell
Leslie
Marenzio
Batten
Porter
Rogers
Ashley
Creyghton
Havergal
Purcell
Weldon
Gates
Handel
Greene
King
Calcott
Hayes (W)
Hopkins
Rogers
Hayes
Spohr
Jarret
Elvey
Oakley
Cooke
Longhurst
Clarke
Pergolesi
Hall and Hine
Skeats

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
5

1
4

1
1
1
1
2

1
1

1

1
1

1
1
1
3
1

1

6

3

1
3
5

4
3
3
1

2
4
1
1
1
3
2
1
3
4

1
1
2
3

1
21
2

1
1

2
1

Until the very end of the nineteenth century, the precentor played a much more prominent role
in the musical life of the cathedral than today. He was always an ordained priest and minor
canon, most usually without any specific musical training, and to him fell the responsibilities
for organising services.542 The earliest date that sixteenth century compositions were formally
recorded as being used was 1873 with anthems by Christopher Tye and Thomas Tallis among
542
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others, the same pattern is followed for the music for Morning and Evening services and
Communion settings. After the publication of the 1833 Tract, a rise in the frequency of the
celebration of the Eucharist was indicated (and confirmed by chapter records).543

Hymnody and Psalmody
Canterbury was far from unique in using a hymnal which had been compiled expressly for its
usage before the advent of the eventually ubiquitous Hymns Ancient and Modern. Dean Alford
published his The Year of Praise, being Hymns, with Tunes for the Sundays and Holidays of the
Year in 1867. It was somewhat unusual for the period as it contained the tunes alongside the
texts and had the index at the front of the book rather than the back. Alford himself wrote in the
Preface:

The Year of Praise is primarily intended for use in Canterbury Cathedral. But it has also been
the wish of the editors to adapt it to the requirements of Parish Churches generally. It is for this
purpose that Four Hymns have been provided for each Sunday and principal Holiday whereas
Cathedral use needs but two.544

This is a strong indication that hymns were sung, especially on Sundays and to their number.
Certainly, hymns were first sung in 1867, the first time being the Sunday morning service of
December 8th of that year. They appear regularly thereafter and were certainly sung on Easter
Sunday, Monday and Tuesday in 1870.545 Ex. III.1 shows a hymn tune, written by Longhurst
which was included in the 1889 supplement to the hymnal, Hymns Ancient and Modern. No
date has been discovered as to when and if Canterbury followed the trend in adopting its use.
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Example I.3. Hymn tune by William Longhurst in Hymns Ancient and Modern,
second supplement. Published by Novello in 1899.

III.7. Organs

According to Toby Huitson, an organ was played at Canterbury to celebrate the feast of St
Dunstan in 1322. The cathedral was not unfamiliar with instrument from about the year 1000,
owing to its possession of the Utrecht Psalter from that date which features an early model.546
The monk Gervase notes that “the southern cross supported the organ above the vault” in his
commentary on the fire of 1174, indicating that such an instrument existed prior to its destruction in the flames.547 At the start of the Reformation, inventories were made of the contents of
all English monasteries and cathedrals. The inventory of Canterbury Cathedral contents notes
a “peire of organs” in the Quire,548 thus confirming the existence of such instruments in the
middle of the sixteenth century. It goes on to specify “A Double Organ, vizt. a Great Organ and
a Chaire Organ”, the ‘peire’ of organs denoting one with two manuals or more precisely, two
cases.549
The alterations in monarchic religious preferences through the sixteenth and early
seventeenth centuries had great effects on the use and condition of the instruments. Mary,
Queen of Scots, a Roman Catholic reinstated her preference for Latin polyphony; as would be
expected the organ was brought back into use. In 1553-4 the bellows were repaired with more
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work being done in 1556-7. Elizabeth I reverted to a more Protestant ethic of scriptural authority
with a subsequent lack of emphasis on music and ceremony, occasioning the instrument to be
used infrequently once again.550
The turbulence of the Reformation did less harm to the organ of Canterbury than did
the Commonwealth era. No organist was in post between 1642 and 1661 and the instrument
was damaged on the orders of the Government. Another organ, from the Chapter House was
sold in 1663 leaving only the main instrument in the Cathedral body until the twentieth
century.551 The restoration of the monarchy brought a new instrument to the cathedral, sited in
the north choir aisle, as was its predecessor. It did not prove equal to its tasks and was soon
rebuilt by Bernard Smith in 1685. The front pipes of the old Great organ were retained “for
shew”552 and a new Cornet IV, Mixture III and Trumpet were added to the Great.
Canterbury Cathedral is particular in that it has installed, sold and incorporated many
more instruments in its history than any of the other major metropolitan cathedrals. The end of
the eighteenth century saw another occasion of major alteration and attention. Samuel Green
was contracted to build a new instrument in 1784.553 This was partially constructed in London
and first played in Westminster Abbey at a service commemorating Handel’s birth centenary.
It was then transported to and installed in Canterbury. Following the contemporary fashion of
the time, it was installed atop the quire screen. Although recorded later, the stop list of this
instrument is shown in TABLE III.3.554 David Wickens, in his extensive survey of the instruments of Samuel Green, does not include any indication of measurement in feet. 555 Similarly,
James Boeringer omits any measurements.556
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TABLE III.3. Stoplist of the organ in Canterbury Cathedral by Samuel Green, completed in 1784.
Great Organ

Swell Organ

Choir organ

Open Diapason 1

Open Diapason

Stopped diapason

Open diapason 2

Stopped Diapason

Dulciana

Stopped Diapason

Principal

Principal

Principal

Trumpet

Flute

Twelfth

Hautboy

Fifteenth

Fifteenth

Cornet III

Tierce
Sesquialtera III
Furniture II
Trumpet
Clarion
Cornet V

Several of these stops, such as the Great cornet and Choir Dulciana, were of limited compass.
There followed several early alterations to the instrument. In 1810 a split register Cremona
treble and Bassoon bass were added to the Choir organ, each allowing a limited compass of 57
notes. Pedals were added in 1825 by James Longhurst with seven 16´ pipes and an extra set of
bellows. The organist of the time, Highmore Skeats, refused to follow the trend for playing
pedals and would not use the new installation.557
Following the trend of the time, James Longhurst (father of William H. Longhurst)
moved the entire instrument from the screen to the south quire triforium, in its rebuilding large
portions of the old instrument were reused. The new organ console was place on a platform
underneath the speaking pipes behind the South choir stalls and was linked to the pipes by some
ninety-one feet of tracker rods. Such positioning of the console, in a semi subterranean pit meant
that the organists head appeared to rest on the reading desk of one of the minor canons when
viewed across the chancel.558
Although Huitson prints stop lists, it is unclear as to their source. Looking at the
exhaustive eulogy of Longhurst, published in The Precentor magazine of December 1903, it is
interesting to note the variations in terminology. Nelson does not record the existence of a
second open flute 8´ on the Great organ, as it stood until 1886; nor does he record the Swell
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Cornopean, referring to Huitson’s Sesquialtera II merely as a Mixture. Again, on the Choir
organ Huitson lists a Flute 2´ whereas Nelson lists a second 8´ Flute. The pedal organ has the
greatest variation, Huitson listing four stops to Nelsons’ two, just the Open Diapason 16´ and
Principal. Discrepancies are also evident in the stop lists from the rebuilding by Willis in 1886.
Nelson shows no Gamba 8´ on the Great, but instead a 6´ metal Quint which is marked as having
originated in the older instrument. Swell and Solo organ lists are identical but the Choir organ
has an 8` Viola de Gamba in place of Huitson’s Dulciana. The pedal organ too shows changes
of terminology, using the older Ophecleide in place of Huitson’s Posaune.559
Five pairs of stops were permanently coupled in order to make space for the tracker
action in the south choir aisle. More pedal stops were added in 1849 by William Hill, extending
the Longhurst stops to an octave. A new pedalboard was also installed to incorporate the
additions. More work was carried out in 1873, including the major task of retuning the
instrument to equal temperament. TABLE III.4 shows the 1873 specification.560

TABLE III.4. Specification of the organ at Canterbury Cathedral in 1873.
Great organ

Swell organ

Choir organ

Pedal organ

Open diapason 8´

Stopped diapason 8´

Open diapason 8´

Open Diapason 16´

Open diapason 8´

Double open diapason 16´

Stopped diapason 8´

Bourdon 16´

Stopped diapason 8´

Open diapason 8´

Dulciana 8´

Open flute 8´

Clarabella 8´

Principal 4´

Stopped Flute 2´

Principal 8´

Flute open 8´

Fifteenth 2´

Open flute 4´

Principal 4´

Sesquialtera II

Principal 4´

Fifteenth 2´

Cornopean 8´

Twelfth 2 2/3´

Trumpet 8´

Sesquialtera

Hautboy 8´

Mixture

Clarion 4´

Clarion 4´
Trumpet 8´

Henry ‘Father’ Willis was employed to improve the organ in 1879. He moved the console to a
platform from floor level and fitted manuals with extended compasses to g3. A new pedalboard
was also fitted; this latter followed the trends current at the time and was concave and radiating,
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reaching from C to tenor f. This installation, along with the re-ordering of the choir, was
completed in time for the ceremonial opening in November 1879. However, the organ work
was not entirely completed, resulting in Longhurst playing from the console while “Mr Willis,
who had charge of the work, remained above in the triforium and shifted the stops at the several
places prearranged on the music by the Doctor.”561
The most significant of the alterations that the Canterbury instrument underwent came
at the end of the nineteenth century. The demands of the prevalent Tractarian movement for
surpliced choirs and increased liturgical formality necessitated an instrument which was
capable of fulfilling these requirements. That of the cathedral was deemed “unfit for the
performance of the improved services of our Cathedral.”562 This was supported by a comparison of the instrument with those of other cathedrals which showed that all the others in the
study had a minimum of 60 stops and were powered by hydraulics or steam. 563 Willis himself
commented that the
[…] inherent disadvantages of placing the organ in the Triforium (where it is now) are so great
as to demean the fullest investigation: Firstly, the great distance of the pipes from the player
[…] quite fatal to the performance of music of the highest class. Secondly the confinement of
the situation further renders it impossible to produce any grand result and thirdly, the organist
is so badly placed as to deprive him of the power of appreciating the work he is doing […].564

The result of such wide ranging criticism was an appeal for funds for a new instrument which
would enable the performance of “the best modern music”.565 When it was completed in 1886,
the new instrument had four manuals plus pedalboard and fifty-two stops, making it almost
twice the size of the one it replaced. It incorporated just five of the stops from the Samuel Green
instrument and retained the pipe-work in the south choir triforium.
The most significant alteration was the electrification of the action, an innovation which
Henry Willis did not charge for. This was a necessity as the console was some 120 feet away
from the pipes which were split between the sides of the choir, within the chancel arch. The
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compass of the new instrument was also enlarged, ranging to a3 on the Great, Swell, and Choir,
and to f1 on the pedal.566 TABLE III.5 shows the 1886 Willis instrument registration.

TABLE III.5. Specification of the organ at Canterbury Cathedral in 1886. Stoplist by Henry Willis.
Great organ

Swell organ

Choir organ

Pedal organ

Double open diapason

Double open diapason

Lieblich gedackt 16´

Open diapason 16´

16´

16´

Lieblich gedackt 8´

Bourdon 16´

Open diapason 8´

Open diapason 8´

Open diapason 8´

Flute 8´

Open diapason 2’

Lieblich gedackt 8´

Viola de gamba 8´

Posaune 16´

Gamba 8´

Salicional 8´

Flauto traverso 8´

Stopped diapason 8´

Vox Angelica 8´

Flute harmonique 8´

Claribel flute 8´

Octave 4´

Gemshorn 4´

Principal 4´

Flageolet 2´

Corno di bassetto 8´

Flute harmonique 4´

Mixture III

Twelfth 3´

Contra Fagotto 16´

Fifteenth 2´

Trumpet 8´

Piccolo 2´

Hautboy 8´

Mixture IV

Vox Humana 8´

Double trumpet 16´

Clarion 4´

Cornopean 8´
Clarion 4´

***

The role of the organist at Canterbury Cathedral evolved differently to that in other cathedrals,
such as St Paul’s. Although personnel did alter through the century, reforms which occurred
were more due to the actions of the Dean and Chapter than to any impetus provided by the
organist himself. The longevity of William Henry Longhurst’s association with the cathedral
together with his contractual restrictions no doubt played a part in his limited role in changing
the nature of his position.
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Fig. III.5. Canterbury Cathedral, nave organ, originally Henry Willis, 1886.
This is the only well-visible part, the rest being in the north choir triforium.

More rapid alterations occurred under the shorter association of Harry Crane Perrin, including
a reversal of the Dean and Chapter’s role in selecting music. Rather than the Precentor making
the selection and having it approved by the organist, the organist had their selections approved
by the Dean and Chapter following his request for official clarification. As a fresh face within
the precincts, Perrin undoubtedly brought with him a greater level of professional and academic
authenticity. His predecessors Highmore Skeats, Evance Jones, and Longhurst had come into
position either from within the cathedral system or as articled pupils of former organists. Perrin
had achieved both his Bachelor’s and Doctoral degrees and was firmly established as an
Inspector of Music and conductor and left to take up a professorship in Canada. It can be
surmised from this that for Perrin, the position of organist was much more a secure position of
employment than the way of life it had been for his predecessor.
Compositional output of each incumbent differed both in style and quantity. Skeats and
Longhurst both wrote plentifully for local glee clubs; indeed, their secular output was
particularly large. Longhurst was also a skilled self-publicist, rarely omitting to be mentioned
in the local press. Perrin’s compositions remained within the sacred realm and were much
smaller in number, and while his name appeared in print, it did so much less frequently, usually
in association with the cathedral itself.
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CHAPTER IV
LEEDS PARISH CHURCH

Leeds Parish Church (or: Leeds Minster / Minster and Parish Church of St Peter-at-Leeds)
occupied a different position in the church hierarchy than the major cathedrals previously
discussed. In this chapter it will be shown that Leeds developed a strongly Tractarian form of
worship which proved popular with congregations. The worship at Leeds rose to a high standard
musically when Samuel Sebastian Wesley became organist. He restricted himself to playing the
organ rather than both playing the organ and directing the choir. It will be argued that his
treatment by the church authorities can be explained from his relationship with Rev Walter
Hook, who moved towards the reformation of the church body and worship within it. While
Wesley personified the development of a more independent, professional musician, his successors regressed to an enforced, subservient relationship.

IV.1. Origin and Traditions

A church has stood on the site of the present Leeds Parish Church since before 633. This early
structure was burned down in that year and it was rebuilt, firstly shortly after 633 and then a
second time in the fourteenth century. A church in ‘Ledes’ was recorded in the Domesday book,
although it is not certain that this was Leeds, Yorkshire and not the Kentish village of the same
name.567 A third remodelling took place in the 1830s under the leadership of the energetic vicar
of the time Walter Hook. Unlike English cathedrals, Leeds parish church tended to and still
continues to care for the pastoral and spiritual needs of its local inhabitants.568
Upon the founding of the Benedictine Priory in York in 1089, the Abbot there was
granted the right to appoint the priest of Leeds and to gather the tithes of the parishioners from
there. This would have been a substantial sum as the total area of the parish was some 21,000
acres and included various smaller villages and hamlets.569 These often built their own chapels,
which came under the jurisdiction of the parish church but relieved the villagers of many miles
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of travel over rough ground to attend the parish church. Headingly, Bramley and Chapel
Allerton were among these;570 all are now subsumed into the greater metropolis of Leeds itself.
The Reformation and dissolution of the monasteries in 1538 saw the parsonage of Leeds
given by Henry VIII to Christ Church, Oxford with the avowedson of the vicarage to one
Thomas Culpepper.571 It took several more years, until 1588, until Leeds had its first Protestant
vicar with the avowedson passing through many different hands. 572 It was then sold to the
parishioners who, since then have elected Trustees to administer the church and to select a new
vicar and staff through a ballot system.573 A further intricacy of Leeds was the existence of laypayers. These were parishioners who contributed towards the costs of the church on a regular
basis and who maintained a pew inside. This guaranteed their place to sit during services and
gave them representation in the ballots to appoint new ministers or staff.
Prior to the 1830-41 rebuild, the church was a combination of building styles across its
lifespan. There were fragments of the earliest buildings and the “nave and tower seem to have
dated from the mid fourteenth century, the chancel from the late fifteenth; and a fourth nave
aisle had been added in the early sixteenth century”.574 Further alterations were made to the
structure in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, all for the purpose of creating more
accommodation for the congregation. It was described thus:

The body of the church was pewed, every nook and corner of the nave being crowded with
pews, or pens of the most incongruous shape and size.575

Such crowding of the interior was exacerbated in 1714 when, in order to make the organ more
conspicuous and to provide yet more accommodation a wall was built within the chancel arch,
almost completely filling it. The congregation therefore, occupied the entire nave, circling the
pulpit with many of them inevitably having their backs to the altar. The altar was completely
hidden from the congregation, as was the priest for the period of time he spent at the communion
table, also being completely unable to stand at the north side of it. The south window was also
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bricked up until some renovations were performed in 1809 when a new window was installed,
in the Gothic style.576
It was this awkward hybrid building that Walter Farquhar Hook took over when he took
over the living in 1837. Presumably reluctant to allow the building to remain in such poor
condition much longer it was a mere two weeks after his induction that he began the discussions
towards having the church rebuilt. Hook described the church to his friends and family as “the
most horrid hole you ever saw”, “dirty, nasty, ugly.”577 Through the parish church buildings
committee an architect was engaged to draw up plans and once these were adopted a faculty
was applied for from diocesan authorities.
As with many building projects only when the works had begun was the real condition
of the structure revealed and the entire scheme moved from one of renovation to one of
rebuilding. The rebuild took three years and cost more than three times the originally suggested
budget.578 The resulting church, however, was deemed a triumph, mixing together architecture
from a variety of periods in order to accommodate the idiosyncrasies of the remaining pieces
of the original. Chantrell, the architect in charge, described it as being from the period when
there was
[…] a transition from the Decorated to the Perpendicular style, which has its peculiarities,
though unnoticed by modern writers on Gothic architecture, and admits of a variety of forms
which the others do not.579

Internally, the church was ahead of its time. Gone was the quire screen which remained in many
other places, instead the chancel was left free of congregational seating, housing only the choir
stalls nearest the crossing and having instead a grand ceremonial space leading to the altar. It
was this latter which was used when in the service of Holy Communion, the priest would utter
the invitation “Draw near with faith” and the communicants would gather there before receiving
the sacrament, an idiosyncrasy unique to the Leeds liturgy.580 Not for nothing has the phrase
“There’s high church and low church and Leeds Parish Church” become currency with local
churchgoers.581 The altar being sited up several steps further isolated it from the congregation,
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yet afforded better sight lines from the nave. When required, additional benches for seating
were placed down the central nave aisle and in front of the organ.
Hook’s influence pervaded both the new building and the services he celebrated there.
In the spirit of the age, which coincided with Hook’s own views, there was great emphasis
placed on education for the masses, with Sunday School classes being run every night of the
week for different groups and in different locations. 582 These classes were not confined to
matters of theology; a foundation musical class was held before the great festivals for men and
boys – presumably to bolster the number of singers available.583 Regular lecture series were
held on Sunday afternoons, usually on a religious topic and sermon series were advertised, all
with titles indicating the practical application of the material within to the attendee.584
Hook also encouraged the continuation of the robed choir, an innovation of one of his
predecessors, Vicar Fawcett who had recruited professional singers in 1815. Three years later
a formally robed choir of boys and men began to sing, their repertoire being mainly metrical
psalms. Payment to all the choir members at this point cost church subscribers £90 per year in
total.585 The success of Hook’s innovation and the development of the sung service resulted in
the need for more members of the clergy to take an active role in services. Clergy whose living
was based at the parish church took the roles of Precentor and Succentor, despite there not being
a permanent canonry. 586 The use of these titles is confusing, one dating from the preReformation Old Foundation, the other from the post-Reformation New Foundation cathedrals.
Being in neither camp allowed the staff to utilise both titles, the Precentor being in effect senior
to the Succentor at Leeds, the latter taking a more junior role concerned more with the
administration of the running of the choir than having a major role in services.587
Aside from the main ‘daily choir’ there were many other singers involved at Leeds
Parish Church. The ‘daily’ men differed from those who were ‘Sunday’ men and were separate
again from the members of the second choir, otherwise referred to as the Sunday School Choir.
By 1894 this was a distinct body, under the leadership of Ben Shaw.588 Records show that he
was paid quarterly, and was possibly a student of the organist of the day, Alfred Benton. This
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second choir did not sing throughout the year as the first choir did, chapter minutes record that
“the second choir to be dispensed with on the Circumcision”. 589 Many of the outreach
programmes of the parish church also included music. These however were generally organised
by the curates responsible for taking them and so did not involve the organist or choir as they
mainly took place in the outlying chapels under the parish church’s aegis.
Despite the quantity and quality of music produced at Leeds, especially during the nadir
of the combination of Wesley as organist and Hook as Vicar, it never became a proponent of
High church liturgy. Hook’s main concern, other than the building itself, was to increase the
attendance to church, and by means of that to improve the lot of the general population of the
city through educational and charitable means. To this latter end, the funds available to the
church were sourced through personal donation rather than from any foundation available.
Significant donors were Mr H.C. Embleton who acted as choir treasurer and funded many of
the costs of the choir anonymously and Mr Walker Joy, one of the churchwardens who made
significant contributions to the cost of the new organ during the 1841 rebuilding. These costs
were not insignificant, the entire project costing almost £30,000 in 1841, in today’s terms a bill
of almost £3 million pounds.590

Fig IV.1. Leeds Parish Church. Photo: Catherine O’Neill.
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IV.2. Musicians

There has been an organist recorded at Leeds Parish Church since 1782, when the salary paid
to Robert Jobson was £30 per annum.591 Despite the inevitable fluctuations in the economy the
salary paid to the organist remained the same until 1809, when Thomas Hake received a rise to
£50 per annum.592 There was again a period of no alteration to the salary until the arrival of
Wesley who received £200 per annum on taking the appointment in 1842. Such largesse was
not to last, however, as his successors received less than this, around £150 per annum at the
beginning of their tenure, a sum which increased to £200 after a lengthy two year probationary
period. Such men as William Creser must have considered themselves somewhat unappreciated
in terms of pay as the senior singing men received £130 per annum each.593
DAVID LAWTON (organist: 1791 – 1807)594
David Lawton held the post concurrently with that of St Paul’s, Leeds, and is buried in the
churchyard of that parish rather than in the parish church. He also featured as a soloist on the
piano at a subscription concert in 1795, promoted by his predecessor, and taught articled pupils.
Little else is known about him.595 William Dinsley (1807-1808), Thomas Hake (1808-1809)
and one Mr Cawood (temporary organist, 1809-1810) followed Lawton in rapid succession,
each being in post for a little under a year. Cawood was presented with a pair of silver cups as
a reward for his services “during the time we were without an organist”.596 Little is known, too,
about W.M. Higginbottom (1810-1821), despite his residency of eleven years in the role of
organist. Lindley records nothing other than his name and initials in his list of organists of Leeds
Parish Church.597 Webster is similarly tacet on the subject.
JOHN GREENWOOD (organist: 1795 – 1837)598
John Greenwood attained the post of organist in July 1821 as the result of a curious process.
Instead of the usual audition before a panel of worthy contemporaries, Leeds Parish Church
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held a form of ballot. This was partially due to the funding arrangements of the Parish church
itself. The record of the event makes interesting reading:
We have in Leeds this week all the animation of a ‘Scot and Lot’ election. The appointment of
an organist for the Leeds Parish Church has excited a strong local interest and the right of
election being vested in the parishioner lay-payers, the attendance at the Parish church on
Wednesday July 4th 1821 at noon, the hour appointed for the purpose, was so numerous that it
soon became evident that a wider and more appropriate field of action was necessary for the
business of the day. At 12 o’clock, the Revd Richard Fawcett, the Vicar, took the choir in the
vestry, where an adjournment to the area of the White Cloth Hall was immediately proposed
and carried. The numbers assembled in the course of the afternoon could not be short of from
six to eight thousand persons. Music and standards accompanied some of the divisions of voters
from the neighbouring villages to the poll, and the scene exhibited in this part of the town wore
all the features of a contested election, with the exception of the riot and dissipation which so
frequently prevail in Parliamentary contests.599

When the contest finally commenced there were three candidates, all vying for an annual salary
of £50. The final poll of payers from Leeds itself and the surrounding villages lasted for three
days. Around 4000 votes were cast, Greenwood receiving 2688, his rivals Hopkinson 1242 and
Theaker 259.600 Greenwood was the obvious winner and was duly appointed organist. He was
said to be “a brilliant performer, good at improvisation”,601 and “a performer of great eminence”.602 Greenwood had learned to play under the tuition of one Stopforth, the organist of
Halifax Parish church. He was appointed organist at Keighley at the age of 16 and then to Leeds
Parish Church where he remained for almost seven years.603 After leaving Leeds he travelled,
firstly to France, then to London and finally to America, staying in each location for around
two years. Upon his return to England, he settled once more in Halifax and took the position of
organist at the South Parade Methodist Church. Greenwood’s published works focussed on
psalmody, the first being A selection of ancient and modern psalm tunes, chants, and responses,
published in 1825.604 A collection of sacred music, Modulus Sanctus, followed in 1828, and a
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second collection of psalmody, his Psalmody Harmonised in Score of 1838, was published
posthumously.605
It was during Greenwood’s tenure of the organ stool that alterations were made to the
organ. Its sound after the 1815 renovation was said to be “one of the finest in Yorkshire”. 606
Around 1827 further work was undertaken, resulting in it being
[…] so injured by incompetent persons […] that its original sweetness and brilliancy were
almost entirely destroyed and at least half its power taken away by an absurd operation termed
bleeding.607

Greenwood remained in post until 1828 when he was succeeded by two little-known gentlemen,
Mr Walton and Mr Smith. Leeds was fortunate to be able to access organists of a suitable calibre
to play when the role was officially unfilled. Mr Walton, of whom little else is known than his
name was one such and played only for a short time during 1828 until the appointment of R.H.
Smith. It would appear that Smith was appointed without the large scale ballot which preceded
the appointment of John Greenwood, as was his successor, Henry Smith (no relation).
HENRY SMITH (organist: 1833 – 1841)608
Henry Smith (not related to R.H. Smith) was a piano teacher by trade, as well as a performer
on the instrument.609 His duties in church therefore would appear to be not sufficiently well
paid to allow him to depend on the income. It was during his tenure that a Voluntary Fund was
begun to pay both the organist and the choir.610 This was wound up after four years as, due to
declining subscriptions, the standard of the choir correspondingly fell.611 A borough directory
of the period notes one Henry Smith as organist of both the Parish Church and St Paul’s Church
in Leeds, a dual role mirroring that of David Lawton.612 Although no further confirmation could
be uncovered, it is likely that the two parishes were bureaucratically linked and the sharing of
an organist was a common practice throughout the period. Towards the end of Smith’s tenure,
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during the rebuilding of the parish church a lay clerk from St George’s Chapel, Windsor was
appointed to train the choir, indicating that, at least from 1840, the organist was relieved of this
responsibility.613 Smith played the organ at the consecration service of the rebuilt church in
September 1841, with James Hill directing the choir after little over a year of working with
them.614 The choir honoured the occasion of Smith’s wedding by singing at the ceremony. He
paid the boys 5s each and supplied them with “buns and ginger beer” afterwards.615
SAMUEL SEBASTIAN WESLEY (1810 – 1876)
Of all the organists at Leeds Parish Church, the best-known personality during the nineteenth
century was Samuel Sebastian Wesley. As a son of the composer Samuel Wesley (1766-1837)
and grandson of the well-known hymn-writer and English leader of the Methodist movement
Charles Wesley (1707-1788, he was the eldest child of the seven which resulted from his
father’s (for the time) unorthodox relationship with his housekeeper, Sarah Suter. Samuel
Sebastian was born at home in central London in August 1810, being given his father’s name
and that of his father’s great hero, Johann Sebastian Bach. 616 From the age of six he was
educated at the Bluecoat School, Christ’s Hospital and at eight was admitted as a chorister at
the Chapel Royal under the tuition of William Hawes. He avoided much of the deprivations of
life as a chorister there by lodging with his tutor and family.617 He was composing at this early
stage of his life, including a song dedicated to William Hawes’ wife and a piano work based on
an opera by Louis Spohr.618
Wesley’s abilities as a chorister were much appreciated by all who heard him. At a
service by the Chapel Royal choir in King George IV’s summer residence in Brighton he “took
the soprano and leading parts in the anthem with sweet and divine effect”.619 On the same visit
he sang duets with Gioacchino Rossini, and the King was so impressed with his performance
that he presented Wesley with a gold watch.620 Professional success aside, the domestic life of
the young Samuel Sebastian cannot have been easy. His father, who had long been afflicted by
a chronic depressive state, continued to teach him organ and piano. Father Samuel attempted
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suicide over his finances so the escape offered by the Chapel Royal and the Hawes household
must have been considerable. Hawes’ patronage also offered other openings and experiences.
Samuel Sebastian sang in an early, possibly the first, performance of Bach’s Matthew
Passion.621 As an organist, he was also breaking new ground, playing Bach fugues. Hawes
exposed the young Wesley to musical life outside the church, taking him to theatres and concert
halls.
Wesley’s first official organist appointment was at St James’ Chapel, Hampstead
Road.622 Over the next seven years he was organist at three other London churches. Somewhat
uniquely he held posts at St John’s, Waterloo Road, St Giles, Camberwell, and Hampton Parish
Church simultaneously. He himself admitted that “there was a fuss about my holding three posts
together”.623 It is presumed by Donald Hunt that this was only possible as Hampton was in the
process of being rebuilt and did not open for services until 1831 and that Wesley frequently
sent a deputy in his place, most often, his father.624 He did not restrict himself to the sacred
sphere either, playing concerts with his father both close to home and further afield. One
particular was to celebrate the opening of the organ of St Mary Redcliffe, Bristol, where “father
and son played duets, presumably one of them being the now familiar and finely wrought three
movement sonata by Samuel”.625 He also conducted the choir at a performance of an adaptation
of Cosi fan tutte by Wolfgang Amadé Mozart, which was produced at the London Opera House,
an establishment run by his former mentor, William Hawes.626
Despite his varied and successful life in London, he left in 1832 to take up the position
of organist and Master of the Choristers at Hereford Cathedral. In this role he was awarded a
salary of £52 per annum; an extra bonus of £8. £40 more was promised to be released as an
additional bonus on the death of the previous organist, Dr J Clarke Whitfield, but Wesley left
Hereford before the latter’s demise.627 His salary at Hereford was inadequate to be lived on
without supplementation from teaching, and it is clear from his many letters to his mother that
he was homesick and lonely after the bustle and success of London.628
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Fig. IV.2. Samuel Sebastian Wesley in 1849; painting by William Keighley Briggs (c1812–1884).
Oil on canvas, 142 x 112 cm. Royal College of Music, London.

Nonetheless, the experience did much to enrich him musically. Having had little experience of
choral or orchestral conducting, being placed in charge of organising the musical content of the
Three Choirs Festival of 1834 and directing the same must have provided quite a challenge.629
629
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Certainly, the programme of this Festival was somewhat eclectic, including large selections
from the works of Spohr and Handel along with Mozart’s Requiem and a dance band which
played well into the night on several occasions. 630 His participation at the two other festivals,
in Worcester in 1833 and Gloucester in 1835, was less central, playing the piano at both although he did compose a quartet, Millions of spiritual creatures, for the Gloucester Festival.631
Two other significant compositions were written during Wesley’s Hereford years. The
first of these was his anthem The Wilderness. This substantial anthem is noted not only for its
use of solo voices both alone and together but also for the difficult but vital organ part. It was
written for the opening of the cathedral organ in 1832 and Wesley entered it for the Gresham
Prize offered by Maria Hackett. It did not win the prize and was slated roundly both by the
judges and the press who deemed it “deficient in melody, confused in harmony, full of
modulation run mad”.632 Despite this public humiliation Wesley continued to compose; a glee
won a prize from the Gentlemen’s Glee Club of Manchester in 1832 and in 1834 he wrote the
second of his most famous works, Blessed be the God and Father. The story of its first
performance at Hereford does not need repeating. Wesley himself saw it as a “little thing just
made to stop the gap, and never meant for publication”, however the soaring melodic lines,
textural contrasts and harmonic excitement have ensured its survival and continued performance until the present day.633
Despite support from the Dean of Hereford, Wesley remained discontented with his
position there. Shortly after his marriage to the daughter of the Dean, Mary Merewether, he was
appointed to the organists’ bench at Exeter cathedral. Exeter proved to be little better than
Hereford in terms of Wesley’s satisfaction. While he was there he did however manage to
complete the requirements for a combined Bachelor’s and Doctoral degree from Oxford. His
main examiner was Dr William Crotch who had been one of the judges of the Gresham Prize
Wesley had unsuccessfully entered for. His defence of his degrees was successful and Wesley
and Crotch maintained friendly contact, with the latter giving advice on the issues Wesley was
facing at Exeter.634 Among those that Wesley had at Exeter were the low standards of worship
in general, the lack of talent of the lay-clerks and the impossibilities of a 6.30am chorister
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rehearsal.635 More vitally important was the condition of the organ itself. This had last received
proper attention when it was installed some 170 years previously but had variously been
tampered with since that point by builders of varying ability. 636 The Chapter was, at first,
unwilling to accept Wesley’s advice but eventually they consented to rebuild it including a
pedal organ. Disputes with the Dean continued, as to who had power over the music of the
cathedral. Crotch made his thoughts clear in a letter of July 1839 to Wesley:
I consider an Organist bound to play the tunes appointed by the Clergyman, tho’ I regret that
the latter should have anything to do with the music, tho’ he ought to choose the words […] I
consider the tunes you mention as very objectionable, but probably if that were respectfully
submitted to your curate he would appoint them again, even if he still continued to like them
[…] At all events we cannot compel anyone to have a musical taste or to see that we have –
when they have not.637

Wesley continued to teach privately and to compose as well as having charge of an assistant
organist at the cathedral. It was to this assistant, William Sparks that Wesley began to entrust
many of his duties, leaving Wesley free to peruse his favourite pastime, fishing. 638 He was
invited to give the inaugural recital on the organ of Leeds Parish Church in October 1841 and,
when offered the position of organist there by the Vicar of Leeds, Dr Walter Hook, accepted
with alacrity in order to escape the confines of Exeter.639
The organ at Leeds was the polar opposite of that in Exeter. Brand new and with a
comprehensive specification it rivalled those of many cathedrals. Wesley’s playing was at a
peak and the residents of Leeds flocked to the parish church to hear him play. He specialised in
improvisation, particularly developing the practice of improvised introductions to psalms and
anthems. Wesley did hold some idiosyncratic views on organ building and particularly on their
tuning. He preferred the system of mean tuning rather than equal temperament, a choice which
is surprising given the advanced modulations he wrote for both choir and organ in some of his
anthems. He also held strong views on the compasses of the instrument, preferring a G compass
for both manuals and pedals.640 One modern feature that Wesley strongly approved of was the
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radiating and concave pedal board. Having seen one at the Great Exhibition of 1851 he
persuaded Henry Willis, a great innovator, to adopt that construction in his future organ
building projects.641 The organ at Leeds did not have a modern pedal board, the fact that it
actually had a pedal board which was not merely a duplication of one of the manuals and could
be played independently is what set the instrument apart from many of those in other parish
churches.
Wesley’s activities as an organ composer began in earnest during his time in Leeds.
Among his early organ works the Choral Song of 1842 and the Introduction and Fugue in C
sharp minor of around 1835 stand out.642 He also published choral music, including the wellknown Service in E major. Although his duties in the parish church were notably reduced
compared to those expected by the cathedral, Wesley was well paid, being given a salary of
£200 per annum, guaranteed for ten years.643 He was responsible for playing the organ in the
church alone, choir training having been devolved early in his tenure there to William Sparks
whom Wesley had tempted up from Exeter. Wesley, therefore, had the opportunity to widen
both his musical and social horizons. He conducted the Leeds Choral Society occasionally and
participated in the Musical Society and the Philharmonic club. He also lectured at the Liverpool
Collegiate Institute. It was at this latter venue that Wesley began to refine his thoughts on the
standards of church music of the time.
The publication of his psalter in 1843 coincided with this (fig. IV.3/4), and in its Preface
Wesley expressed his discontent with standards and to urge for their reformation.644
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Fig. IV.3. Samuel Sebastian Wesley, The Psalter, or Psalms of David: with Chants
(Leeds 1843), title page.
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Fig. IV.4. Samuel Sebastian Wesley, The Psalter, or Psalms of David: with Chants
(Leeds 1843), Psalm 110, demonstrating the expanded score layout favoured by Wesley.

He combined this writing with teaching students and playing recitals around the country as well
as the fishing trips he found so essential to his well-being. Once again Wesley found himself
becoming dissatisfied with his circumstances in Leeds, particularly as his relationship with Dr
Hook began to sour. It was in his final year at Leeds that Wesley wrote and published his
definitive work on the subject, A Few words on Cathedral music and the Musical System of the
Church.645 He was no less trenchant in this pamphlet than on previous occasions, stating:

No cathedral in this country possesses at this day a musical force competent to embody and give
effect to the evident intention of the Church with regard to music” and “the instances of a high
species of composition being sung are very rare at any Cathedral(s) (sic); whilst the performance
of specimens […] more like glees than Church Music […] which are contemptible is of daily
occurrence at most of them.646
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He bravely attacked church authorities for the paucity of pay for organists, claiming that a range
between £500 and £800 per annum was reasonable as organists were
[…] men consecrated by their genius, and set apart for duties which only the best latent of the
kind can adequately fulfil.647

He also managed to alienate clergy who read the pamphlet, exercising his views on the
irrelevance of excessive preaching and its lack of justification in church history.
Wesley left Leeds in 1849, after the publication of his pamphlet but not directly because
of it. His sense of dissatisfaction had grown, and, as the post of organist at Winchester Cathedral
had arisen Wesley applied for it and was successful.648 His tenure at Winchester was the longest
in his career, spanning sixteen years. Here Wesley was closely involved in the restoration of
the organ, including his preferred concave, radiating pedal board, the work being performed by
Willis.
It has been suggested by Erik Routley, from a centenary biography, that Wesley’s skills
as a performer began to wane during this period, perhaps due to lack of interest, or due to
discomfort from a previous injury, nonetheless, he did continue to play as required in the
cathedral and maintained his teaching duties. 649 It was these latter which gave him the
experience to be appointed professor of organ at the Royal Academy of Music in 1850. His
composition activities also accelerated while at Winchester, especially his composition and
arrangement of hymn tunes. Most famous of these is Aurelia, which Kendrick Pyne, one of his
students at Winchester, recalled being composed, stating:

I was in his drawing room in the Close, Winchester, as a lad of thirteen, with Mrs Wesley, my
mother and Mrs Stewart.; we were all discussing a dish of strawberries when Dr Wesley came
rushing up from below with a scrap of Ms in his hand, a psalm tune just that instant finished.
Placing it on the instrument, he said, ‘I think this will be popular’. My mother was the first ever
to sing it to the words Jerusalem the golden. The company liked it, and Mrs Wesley on the spot
christened it Aurelia.650
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Fig. IV.5. Exeter Cathedral, memorial to Samuel Sebastian Wesley.

Wesley left Winchester to take the organist’s role at Gloucester Cathedral in 1865. Once again,
his temperament led to friction between himself and the Dean and Chapter over the musical
standards of the cathedral. At Gloucester, the cathedral authorities did not react to Wesley’s
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idiosyncrasies, instead they remained “un-cooperative and largely unconcerned”.651 Wesley’s
response was to continue to neglect his duties, regularly leaving the training of the choir to a
deputy and exempting himself from services altogether. He did play a full part in the Gloucester
Three Choirs Festival of 1865, including successfully conducting many of the ensembles.
Further successful festivals followed with Wesley accompanying on the piano or organ in the
other cathedrals as was customary.652 His final festival was the one in Worcester in 1875, when
his already frail health had begun to seriously fail. At his final service of Evensong on Christmas
Day in that same year he diverted from convention, choosing to play the Hallelujah chorus
from Handel’s Messiah instead of the customary Bach voluntary. He died in April 1876, aged
65. His funeral was held in Exeter. Cathedral authorities there chose to ignore the proceedings
by not attending at all, not even in a personal capacity, but the choristers attended informally.653
Friends and admirers placed a monument in Exeter Cathedral (fig. IV.5). Wesley was buried in
the family vault in the Old Cemetery there.
ROBERT SENIOR BURTON (1820 – 1892)
Robert Burton first came into the employ of Leeds Parish Church in 1846 where he is recorded
in the accounts as ‘Choirmaster’. His appointment as such was the result of two years of
searching for “a proper and competent person to instruct the boys and men” due to Wesley’s
deficiencies as a choir master, the main issue being his disinterest.654 Born in nearby Dewsbury,
Burton was always considered to be a ‘local boy’ with none of the cosmopolitan flair that
accompanied Wesley’s London roots. He was taught by Cipriani Potter and at 17 became
organist of St George’s Church, Leeds. He worked as Wesley’s choir trainer for three years and
then succeeded him as organist, despite having no experience of cathedral music gained in
service there.655
His time at Leeds was never to run smoothly. In 1852 he was taken to court by Wesley
for non-payment of £150 1s 9d from the sale of Wesley’s teaching practice in the event of
Wesley leaving Leeds. To have such a practice indicates not only the wealth of the city of Leeds
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at the time but also how lucrative Wesley must have found it, especially as this was on top of
his £200 per annum organists salary.656
No doubt Burton did not help himself by wasting the respect of his employers, reportedly commenting to the Rev Dr Atlay: “People come to hear the choir sing and me play, not to
hear you preach”.657 Whilst Atlay’s reaction is not recorded, the evidence of Burton’s friction
with the church authorities continued. In 1869 he was given three months’ notice to leave, a
move which was condemned in the local press:
[…] how is it that a gentleman of Mr Burton’s age and experience should be treated with such
indignity and to receive three months’ notice? If unfortunately there has been a misunderstanding with Mr Burton, the new Vicar, or his committee, could not some amicable arrangement
have been made without resorting to the last harsh and unfeeling measure ‘dismissal’?658

Although no definitive evidence has been uncovered for the dispute, it would seem to have been
resolved as Burton continued in post for another eleven years. It can be seen from the notes of
the music committee that their attitude towards and treatment of Burton was hierarchical: 659 he,
as a ‘local’ boy was very much the employee, not the superstar eccentric genius of Wesley,
whose foibles had been greatly tolerated. The choir rules of 1862 give some flavour of the
committee’s line of thought:

The committee is appointed for the purpose of taking the entire management of the Choral
portion of the Service as performed at the Parish Church in Leeds. Any member of the General
Committee shall be at liberty to propose such new music as he shall think advantageous to the
interest of the Church service. That the organists’ agreement with Dr Hook be cancelled and a
fresh one prepared.660

Such rulings removed any executive decision making power from Burton, leaving him to act
only on the will and whim of the committee, regardless of the practical implications of the
656
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decisions made. Burton was re-instated as organist but the conflicts with the committee and
authorities continued, albeit at a more moderate level.661 A figure of particular conflict was the
Rev H.C. Sturges, who styled himself as the Precentor of Leeds, a position which had (and has)
never existed, being restricted to cathedrals with permanent canonries. The Musical Standard
also had a comment on the situation:
The vicar, we believe, elects himself ‘Precentor’ although there is no such office belonging to
his church, and this we must all see is prima faciae evidence that he intends to use a power for
which his professional education cannot have qualified him.662

Sturges’ criticisms were varied, ranging from changing an anthem due to the lack of boys to
the placing of certain singers on either Decani or Cantoris which was not approved of. Despite
the ongoing tensions Burton continued to be successful in his role as choir master and organist,
taking choir members on expeditions to other churches and cathedrals, including the opening
of Durham Cathedral after its restoration in 1876. 663 Outside of his work at Leeds Parish
Church, Burton did much for the musical life of Yorkshire. He conducted many of the local
choral societies throughout his career, including those of Huddersfield, Bradford and Halifax
and was Chorus Master for the first Leeds Festival of Music in 1858. The performance at the
latter was witnessed by Queen Victoria and Prince Albert who invited some of the 250 strong
chorus to Buckingham Palace to sing there.664
The following Festival in 1861 was rather more contentious, with heated discussion as
to the composition of the chorus and the responsibilities of Burton and his contemporary, the
City organist, Dr Spark. Unable to reach agreement, the Festival was cancelled.665
Among Burton’s church duties was the preparation and performance of larger scale
oratorios, mirroring his activities with the choral societies. Most notable among these was his
performance of Bach’s Matthew Passion, first given in 1877. This must have been among the
earliest given outside London, the first in England having been in 1854, with only two others
before Barnby’s 1870 version.666 It took the form of a ‘service’, presumably in an attempt to
mirror the Lutheran practice, and was not conducted. Other major works given included
Leeds Parish Church, Precentor’s combination books, April and May 1876.
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Handel’s Messiah and Spohr’s Last Judgement. Burton retired in 1880, giving his last service
in 1881, the anthem being Mendelssohn Bartholdy’s Richte mich, Gott.667 He died in 1892, his
skills as a choirmaster being remembered far longer than his abilities at the organ console, being
said to have “raised the services at Leeds Parish Church to a degree of efficiency and perfection
almost unequalled in any cathedral church in the United Kingdom”.668
WILLIAM G. CRESER (1844 – 1933)

Fig. IV.6. Dr. William G. Creser. Photograph by ‘Messrs, Elliott & Fry’.669

There was far more competition for a replacement for Burton than at any other time that the
post had been vacant. Some 35 candidates put forward their names including several who had
published hymn tunes and psalm chants.670 An advisory board was also appointed, rather than
use the previous system of ballot. It is an indicator of the stature of the post of organist at Leeds
Parish Church at that time that the advisors were Sir John Stainer and Sir Frederick Gore
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Ouseley.671 Although born in York, Creser was not considered as ‘local’ as his predecessor. He
joined the choir of York Minster as a boy and presumably began to learn the organ at a similar
time, although the name of his teacher has not been discovered. He played as a young man at
churches in York, most importantly as deputy and eventual successor to Sir Joseph Barnby.672
Obtaining his Bachelor’s degree in 1869 from London meant regular travel to the city,
and consequent exposure to the trends in sacred music that were current there. He was taught
organ and composition by George Macfarren and Frederick Gore Ouseley, also obtaining
grounding in Tractarian thought from them.673 This was intensified during his time in Oxford
obtaining his Doctoral degree, as, in 1875 upon moving to a church in Scarborough he was
described as being “thoroughly dosed with Gregorianism”.674 After only two years in post in
Leeds he married a Miss Clarke, who sang as an alto soloist in the area, including oratorios in
the church.675
Creser put in place alterations for the training of the choir, insisting on daily practices
for the men as well as the boys. He also was active in ‘poaching’ choristers from other churches
in the area, to the extent that in 1869, of the 52 boys in the choir only one lived in the parish
itself.676 Attractions offered, other than pay were free rail fares, free education and free bed and
breakfast on Sundays if they lived outside the city. It was not long before the local churches
began to compete on equal grounds, All Saints, Wakefield (made a cathedral in 1871) offering
scholarships to the Queen Elizabeth Grammar school there.677
During his tenure at Leeds Creser significantly increased the quantity of repertoire that
the choir sang as the accessibility of published music correspondingly increased. His first
Deanery Choir Festival took place in 1881, the year of his appointment, featuring some 630
singers from 20 churches.678 Shortly after the opening of the newly restored organ two years
later the Leeds Triennial Festival occurred. Typically, the services for that week were chosen
to showcase the abilities of the choir, 1883 being no different. Over the seven days of the
festival there were nine different anthems sung including Wesley’s The Wilderness, seven
different sets of evening canticles and two different sets of morning canticles and ante-
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communion settings. Such a vast quantity of music in a short space of time would normally be
expected of a cathedral choir with resident choristers, not a parochial church in northern
England.679
Further evidence of the choir’s ambition under Creser comes from the programme
performed for the Golden Jubilee of Queen Victoria in 1887.680 Leeds produced the same music
as Westminster Abbey, including the canticles written by the Prince Consort, Albert, in A.
Creser also added to the not insubstantial oratorio repertoire performed by the choir. In addition
to Handel’s Messiah, Bach’s Matthew Passion, and Gounod’s Redemption, Handel’s Dettingen
Te Deum and two works by Louis Spohr – his Calvary and Last Judgement – were added.681
The Jubilee of the church itself centred around a performance of Mendelssohn Bartholdy’s
Elijah, with Creser’s wife as a soloist and a choir of 154. 682 Creser resigned the same year, in
order to take up the post of organist and composer to the Chapel Royal, a post for which his
application was supported by Sir Arthur Sullivan, making good a promise of five years
earlier.683 Creser stayed at the Chapel Royal for eleven years, during which time he became an
examiner for the Trinity College of Music. In this latter role he travelled extensively, including
working in India, Canada and Australia.684 His working life permitted him to compose, but not
as prolifically as others who held the same role. Most notable of his output were the oratorio
Micah, a Mass setting in C, two psalm settings and a motet for double choir God is our hope
and strength. He died in London in 1933.685
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Fig. IV.7. Sketch of Alfred Benton from the Yorkshire Evening Post, 1905.

Of all the organists of Leeds Parish Church Alfred Benton is probably the most locally-born.
He was born in 1854 in a house in the town centre, subsequently demolished for a shopping
arcade, and shortly afterwards the family moved to ‘Briggate’, the main thoroughfare of the
city. The young Benton joined the choir as a chorister in 1864, leaving it some five years later.
His education at the organ began firstly with William Dawson, the deputy organist at Leeds
Parish church under Alfred Burton.686 He then moved to receive tuition from Burton himself
and at the age of fourteen, he became organist of All Saint’s Church, York Road, Leeds. Other
appointments in the city followed, covering five different churches in a ten year period. 687 He
also found time amongst these engagements to take organ lessons from J. Barnby and George
Macfarren in London.688 In 1886, Benton founded the Leeds Choral Union with financial help
of the wealthy amateur Henry C. Embleton, a friend of Edward Elgar. In addition to its concerts
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in England (fig. IV.8), this distinguished choir also performed on the European continent, in
particular in Germany and France.689

Fig. IV.8. Poster of a concert by the Leeds Choral Union on 28 December 1899.

Somewhat unusually, Benton was appointed organist of the 1889 Leeds Festival. Habitually the
festival organist was the city organist, or, failing that, the parish church organist. Breaking this
689
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tradition by accepting the role was felt to be due to the influence of one of the main benefactors
of the festival rather than a result of Benton’s own merits. Nonetheless, his performance was
deemed to be satisfactory and he was re-appointed to the role in 1892. He became organist of
the parish church that same year and invited the famous French organist and composer
Alexandre Guilmant (1837-1911) to give recitals there and to accompany some of the oratorio
performances in the church.690
His appointment at the parish church was apparently by invitation, as a large pool of
potential candidates submitted applications, none of which were considered. Benton’s facility
as a performer, however, redeemed him from any further criticism, as evidenced by commentary from both Arthur Sullivan and E.J. Hopkins, both men of renown musically.691 He also took
over Creser’s role as conductor of the Leeds Choral Union, which numbered around 350 voices.
In contrast to Creser however, Benton did not struggle with the authorities of the church,
claiming at a presentation to him for his efforts that he had “never got across with any
professional man”.692 In addition to his work at the parish church he was also conductor of
choral societies in Barnsley and Morley, as well as leading the Leeds Permanent Orchestra, a
semi-professional ensemble based in the city.693
The parish choir were not neglected however. Benton added many oratorios to their
repertoire, including Brahms’ Requiem and Haydn’s Creation and the large number of special
services they had to sing did not decrease, moving to mirror even more closely the work load
of the metropolitan cathedrals. 694 Due to his work with the Leeds Festival Chorus, Benton
became acquainted with the titans of Victorian music. His working relationship with Edward
Elgar on the performance of The Dream of Gerontius forged a friendship; both were presented
to Queen Victoria at the same time and Elgar gave Benton a full, bound copy of his composition
The Dream of Gerontius. 695 The friendship of the Roman Catholic Elgar with Benton was
something that Stanford, an Irish Protestant, could not tolerate, besides the latter having a
reputation as being difficult.696
Benton resigned in 1905 in ignominious circumstances, having run away from a long
but unhappy marriage, with one of his students. The Leeds Mercury reported the story with a
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startling headline “A Leeds Sensation, Mr A Benton Resigns, Parish Church Organ, Painful
Circumstances”.697 Being married and having been seen to have committed adultery, it was no
longer possible for Benton to find employment in the Church of England.698 Instead, he moved
to the United States, becoming organist at a Roman Catholic Cathedral in Kentucky and
Professor at Xavier University, conducting the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra. His past did
not prevent him from converting to Roman Catholicism, and, on his return to England being
appointed as Deputy Choirmaster at Westminster Cathedral. He developed a love of polyphony
and plainchant and moved eventually to St Anne’s RC Church, Edge Hill, Liverpool, where the
performances of sixteenth century masterworks became famous, attracting large congregations
for the Tenebrae settings of Holy Week.699
Benton retired quietly to nearby Wallasey in 1928, the new priest in charge provoking
his resignation by burning the majority of the choir library. He died there in 1941. Benton was
the last of the Victorian organists in date, also the last in both attitude and mentality. One of his
contemporaries at Leeds wrote after his death: “Alfred Benton was appointed because they
knew he would carry on the old tradition. It did not occur to the authorities in those days that
perhaps the tradition had got a little too old”.700

IV.3. Tractarians

Walter Farquhar Hook has become a symbol of the Tractarian movement outside of the capital
city. This reputation is without much foundation, as, whatever the personal leanings of the
clergy, Leeds Parish Church has always followed a middle road between Anglo Catholicism
and Evangelicism. The local saying is that there is ‘High Church, Low Church and Leeds Parish
Church’ for this reason.701 Hook’s main interests were in increasing the number of congregants
and improving their lot.702
In the nineteenth century, Leeds was a vast, dirty, industrial city with abject poverty prevalent. Housing conditions were poor, with the terraced ‘back-to-back’ properties dominating
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large areas and education for children was minimal, being limited for some more fortunate, to
a few years between 4 and 9 of attending school.703 Working conditions were abominable, child
labour was the norm with those as young as 4 and 5 working more than ten hours each day in
the woollen mills, risking serious injury or death among the machinery. Hook’s continuation of
a robed choir, which paid not only the men but the boys as well, would have been a welcome
boost of income for their families as well as a means of securing their wellbeing. In a city which
held and large and growing number of Methodist and other non-conformist chapels, the novelty
of Dr Hook and his strong personality provided a further attraction for parishioners to return to
the Church of England.704
Hook himself arrived in Leeds with a reputation as a Puseyite, a term taken by some
parishioners to be synonymous with ‘Roman Catholic’.705 Certainly, he had preached sermons
which held much Tractarian thinking to be correct, but he did not endorse the approach that
many ritualists in the movement favoured. He held that both Methodists and Roman Catholics
had “absurdities” in their beliefs and practices, but also that the extreme wings of the Church
of England were equally at fault.706 This was in direct opposition to the staunch Anglo-Catholic
teachings of Newman. Equally, Leeds itself was not unfamiliar with the ethos of Tractarianism
and Anglo-Catholicism. Cardinal Newman, before his conversion to Rome and elevation, had
been a Church of England curate in Bingley, not ten miles distant to Leeds Parish Church.
Hook’s first encounters with the churchwardens were not successful. They refused to
release funds for the first of his efforts to repair and modernise the parish church. 707 Growing
exasperated, Hook addressed several thousand people who had gathered to protest at the
reforms he had proposed. Eventually he persuaded them to accept to pay a halfpenny each per
year to fund his proposals.708
Essential to Hook’s view was the creation of a centre which was worthy of holding acts
of worship. Physically, this entailed the rebuilding of the entire church, the organ and many of
the other fittings, (which Hook achieved). Liturgically, the continuation and expansion of the
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robed choir was a key feature. The consecration of the new building was held with the
maximum ceremonial possible, including much music sung by the choir which had continued
in St Paul’s Church, Leeds during the rebuilding.709 Although not musically gifted himself,
Hook saw the interest from the congregation in continuing the choir in the new building after
its consecration and made capital of it. Protestors against the musical elements of the congregation were several; Hook justified his response in a letter, falling back on a doctrinal defence:
A Catholic goes to church […] to do God service; a Protestant desires to have the service
addressed, as it were, to himself […]. According then, as your feelings are more Catholic or
more Protestant, you will like or dislike cathedral service. A Protestant may hate Choral Service,
thou, if he likes music, he may commit the sin of going to church unworthily to hear the anthem;
a Catholic, though he knows nothing of music, will go far to attend regularly the choral service,
because it accords with his feeling of performing a service. During the last century the mind of
England become thoroughly Protestantised, therefore choral service fell into disuse. It is now
becoming again Catholicised, and choral service is coming in.710

Any further concerns about the nature of the choral service Catholicising the established church
were allayed by Dr Hook’s consultation with Rev John Jebb, who became Hook’s spiritual
father. Although Jebb had origins in cathedral practice, being a Prebendary of Limerick
Cathedral, he did not endorse the Tractarian preference for Gregorian chant over Anglican,
likening a preference for the former to forbidding the use of modern inventions because even
they were “unknown to the architects of ancient Antioch, Milan and Rome”. 711 His support of
the use of Anglican chant removed any suspicion of leaning towards Rome, as the Gregorian
chant had been wholeheartedly lauded in Tract XC, published in 1841. With Jebb’s vocal
support, and his giving of a series of lectures on church music, Hook’s re-establishment of the
robed choir and choral service received much greater acceptance.712
The influence Hook had undergone nevertheless made itself apparent in some of the
practices which occurred during liturgies at Leeds Parish Church. On Friday mornings during
Lent in 1878, a series of sermons were preached, the focus of which were the ‘angelic
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devotions’.713 Although rigorously scripturally linked, the prospect of such a sermon topic,
never mind a series of such, would not be considered appropriate for any other than the most
catholic minded of clergy and parishes.
Despite his protestations about not following the Tractarian manner, Hook reverted to
his former stance for the occasion of the re-consecration of the church in 1841.714 It was a weeklong celebration with services each day beginning with the official ceremony on Sunday 5th
September.

Fig. IV.9. Painting (c1840-5) by Augustus Egg (1816-1863) of the young Florence Nightingale,
who was a member of the congregation of St Peter’s Church, Leeds.
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Florence Nightingale (1820-1910), the reformer of nursing, was then just twenty-one and a
member of the congregation on that occasion. Writing to a friend, her comments paint a vivid
picture of the service:

Imagine a procession of 400 clergymen, with scarfs of blue and black and fur and even scarlet,
so that I thought some of them were cardinals, headed by the Archbishop of York, the Bishop
of Ripon etc., and most curious of all the Bishop of NEW JERSEY to whom Dr Hook (who is,
you know perhaps, the PUSEYITE Vicar of Leeds) […]. It was quite a gathering for
PUSEYITES from all parts of England. Papa heard them debating whether they should have
lighted candles before the Altar, but they decided no, because the Bishop of Ripon would not
like it.715

Two years later, the effects of Tractarian thinking were pervading through the daily administration of services, particularly the adherence to rubrical instructions and performance of worship
in an appropriate manner. An unnamed visitor was so impressed that they wrote to the local
paper on the subject, without mentioning Tractarianism by name:

The service was conducted according to the strict letter of the rubric, and with a fervour and
solemnity of manner.716

This observance of rubric did not stray as far as others along the Tractarian path. Chapter
minutes of 1893 decree that candles were to be lit for celebrations of Eucharist in the side
chapel, not for reasons of ritual but because of the darkness in that location.717 The minutes are
quite explicit in their explanation of the use of candles, showing perhaps that the accusation of
Papery associated with candles on the altar was still in the minds of the committee who were
anxious to have a means of refuting any such allegation. It was due to such a firm stance on the
outward dressings of the Tractarian movement that Leeds gained its reputation for a middle-ofthe-road churchmanship, despite Hook being firmly Tractarian himself. He was not isolated in
West Yorkshire as a beacon of High Church practice however; there were pockets of
Tractarianism present in the upper valleys of the Aire, in parishes under the control of Christ
Church, Oxford.718
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Despite Hook’s personal convictions, he and Wesley were a highly successful team.
Wesley was only anti-Tractarian in stance on matter musical; his personal liturgical leanings
were private although it is possible to surmise given the family from which he descended. 719
Hook softened his instinctively High Church preferences in order to further the social aims with
which he had started out at Leeds: the beginning of compulsory education as a legal requirement
and the harnessing of the groundswell of working class aspiration into an educated middle class
by providing opportunities for education, culture and self-improvement. Such energy provided
stark contrast to the indifference of the Church of England as an establishment body.

IV.4. Liturgy
Although very much of a broad church liturgically, it was inevitable that the appointment of
Hook to the parish would bring with it some alterations to the previous methods of celebration.
One of the physical features of the church that Hook maintained after his rebuilding project was
the space at the east of the choir, which previously “provided the only occasions when the
congregation ventured into the eastern parts of the church and when the altar was visible to the
vast majority of the worshippers”.720 After the renovations worshippers had clear sight lines to
the altar, the previously bricked up chancel arch having been reopened, but the space remained.
Such alteration was contiguous with Hook’s preference for High Church ritual rather than the
dominance of the broad church with its emphasis on preaching which had prevailed previously,
hence to preference of being able to see the preacher rather than any necessity of being able to
see the altar.721
From around 1840 to 1842 there were four daily services. The boy choristers were only
required to be present for Evensong, as well as for two of the Sunday services. The ingrained
practice of pausing during the communion service as the priest said the invitation ‘Draw near
with faith’ continued, allowing the congregation to move to the altar and remain there until they
had received communion. 722 This practice was not contained in the rubric of the Book of
Common Prayer, nor was it imported from any other school of theology, it was instead a custom
which had grown organically out of necessity at the parish church due to physical
circumstances.
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Other features of the liturgy at Leeds which were unique to it also continued after
Hook’s alterations, and indeed after he left the parish to become Dean of Chichester. Among
these, although not strictly part of the liturgy, was the singing choral of vestry prayers. Chapter
minutes record these as being sung ‘loudly’ with a rejoinder to the presiding clergy to ensure
that it is so.723 Another particular feature was the accompaniment of the ‘comfortable words’
on the echo organ. 724 Although not sung by the priest, these had their own, presumably
improvised accompaniment at Leeds, a practice never before encountered. Despite the outward
protestations about Tractarianism, it is interesting to note that some features of that movement
were already observed, with others still intensifying the effect so that, in all but name, the parish
church had become home to high church practices. In particular of these was the use of the
Merbecke setting for the singing of the post communion Lord’s Prayer, which was habitually
sung to Stainer’s harmonisation.725 A further feature was the singing of the Nunc dimittis as a
recessional, rather than the traditional hymn.726 Once again, this is a unique feature; the Nunc
dimittis not being included at all in the Communion service, rather being one of the canticles
for Evensong in the Book of Common Prayer.
Chapter minutes as late as 1900 add evidence as to the style of worship that was
available at Leeds.727 The celebrating clergy were reminded that they should say the whole of
the Gloria and that they were to turn to the people when stating the offertory sentences and the
announcement before the gospel; however their posture during communion was left to
individual decision.728 Assistant clergy, helping with the ablutions, were instructed to remain
at the altar until the end of the service. It was deemed unnecessary for the deacon of the week
to assist the server at early celebrations held in the side chapel, however they were required at
later services in order that they collect any alms offered. Another of the tasks of the deacon was
to light the candles, rather than it being the role of the verger.729 Although of significance in
ritualistic and symbolic terms, chapter minutes state definitively that candles were on account
of the darkness, not any other purpose. 730 Clergy were also advised that services of Holy
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Communion should start at the stroke of the hour, and that their compliance with this would be
monitored. Around the same time the choir was instructed to move down the church to the font
in the west end for baptismal services held on Sundays.731
Special services
Records of special services have only survived from the latter part of the century at Leeds. From
1877 onwards a register of these was kept and small booklets published in order that the
congregation be fully informed. These latter also listed sermon titles and themes and the
preachers together with any music that was to be performed as well as a diary of all the Sunday
School classes that were being held. Patterns of music emerge, the Christmas Eve performance
of Handel’s Messiah being a regular feature except for 1882 and 1883 when it was replaced by
Spohr’s Last Judgement.732 Holy week also was notable for the larger scale oratorios which
were sung, sometimes over two evenings. That week in 1878 featured a Bach Passion (which
one was unspecified) on both Monday and Wednesday evenings, the latter being the
continuation of the former.733 The following year the Matthew Passion was spread over three
evenings in Holy Week. 1884 saw an increase in the number of oratorios performed, the
Matthew Passion was given in Holy Week, with Spohr’s Last Judgement on December 4th and
the Messiah on Christmas Eve.734
1899 saw a further increase in the expectations of both the choir and the organist. Advent
Sunday, November 30th marked the reopening of the organ after its refurbishment. As a special
occasion, and to exploit the new instrument to its fullest potential a substantial quantity of music
was performed. On the 30th, the setting (in A major) of the Jubilate at Matins was by Martin.735
There were two anthems, Wesley’s The Wilderness and Handel’s Let the bright seraphim from
Samson. The Te Deum before the blessing was by Mendelssohn. On December 5th there was an
organ recital by Sir Walter Parratt, organist of St George’s, Windsor, followed on the 7 th by
Brahms’ Requiem, conducted by the organist of Leeds, Alfred Benton, with George Robertson
Sinclair, organist of Hereford Cathedral playing.736 On the 19th Spohr’s Last Judgement was
performed, again with Benton conducting, but with Philip Armes, Organist of Durham
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Cathedral, at the console. Services on Christmas Eve also featured Handel; during Matins, his
aria ‘There were shepherds’ from Messiah served as an anthem, and the chorus ‘For unto us a
child is born’ fulfilled this function at Evensong.737 After such extensive singing through the
month, it would seem that pity was taken on the regular choir for the Evensong, as it was sung
by the second choir of Leeds, made up of adult Sunday School members who were rehearsed
separately to the main choir.
In the run of daily services, certain occasions were marked out for particular celebration. St Andrew’s Day of 1878 was marked by a special Choral Evensong at 4pm with a visiting
preacher but even prior to this all major feast days were celebrated. Registers from 1866 note
that all of the following feasts (major and minor) were celebrated formally: The Feast of the
Circumcision, Epiphany, Conversion of St Paul, Feast of the Purification, St Matthias, Feast of
the Annunciation, Holy Week – daily, Good Friday, Easter Eve, Easter Day, Easter Monday,
Easter Tuesday, St Mark, Saints Philip and James, Ascension, Whit Sunday (Pentecost) and the
Monday and Tuesday following, Trinity, St. Barnabas, St John the Baptist and St Peter. 738 Such
a list was also in existence some ten years later, in 1877.739 Any
possible accusations of Popery could have been diffused by the exclusion of explicit Marian
devotion, even during the services for the feasts of the Purification and Annunciation which
were marked more in name than in execution.740
Whit Sunday was notable for its combination of Tractarian ritual together with adoption
of local traditions. It included a large procession which was to be continuously sung until all
the procession had reached their places in church. A cornet was to be played to lead the singing
until the organ could be heard. Explicit instructions as to its content were noted in chapter
minutes:

Processional hymn with cornet if no organ, the Litany of the Church number 471, Special psalms
122, 133 to chants, Anthem God thou art great, finish evensong – Hymn ‘Rejoice today’.
Sermon, Hymn O Quanta Qualia and a long voluntary.741

The choir was formally invited to the light refreshments held afterwards.
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Ash Wednesday was also marked out from 1893, when in addition to Evensong at
7.30pm the final part of the Commination service was added.742 In the same year Lent was
marked by a special Tuesday evening service of mission from 8-9pm and the Wednesday
evening service suspended for the duration of the season. This alteration was reversed the
following year when the Wednesday night evensong was described in chapter minutes as “full
and high” despite it being for boys’ voices alone.743 Evensong was shortened during Holy Week
from 1894 onwards to include a retelling of the story of the cross. 1899 wrought changes to the
Ash Wednesday Matins as well, when it underwent alteration to include a further hymn,
sermon, the commination, a second hymn (when the offertory was taken) and concluded with
the saying of the 51st psalm, the vicar requesting specifically the latter be said not sung.744
Different groups of parishioners were catered for within the daily services as well.
Rogation and Ascension Day services, although sung by the regular choristers were specifically
noted as having “Sunday School sermon and hymns” as well as the Sunday anthems.745 In 1893
Advent Sunday, although not a major Saints’ day, was marked by holding Holy Communion at
7am (said), Matins with the Litany and intercessions for foreign missions and an address at
10.30am and Missionary evensong at 7.30pm. In contrast, St Peter’s Day had no early
celebration.746
Celebrations on Christmas Day and New Year’s Day were not marked out especially
musically, with the majority of special repertoire being presented during Advent. Instead these
services followed the standard week day pattern. Other quirks of practice also arose out of the
lack of residential choristers. Friday night Evensong was extended in summer to accommodate
a rehearsal for the choir whilst it was still daylight and open air Sunday evening services were
begun in 1892.747
Over and above these minor variations were the services which were unique to Leeds,
the equivalent of a Royal Wedding or State Funeral in other locations. After the rebuilding was
completed the service of consecration in 1841 was the largest of these, such an impact did the
rebuilding have that the re-consecration date was marked annually thereafter to a greater or
lesser extent. The original service, held on the 2nd September 1841, commenced a week of
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celebratory services containing music by no fewer than fifteen different composers with
services being either fully sung, or, as on Friday 3rd September, chanted.748 Dedication festivals
in subsequent years were rather shorter, consisting of a day of fully sung services on the Sunday
nearest together with the actual date of dedication being marked by either a festal service of
some sort or a more than usually large anthem. In 1897 this was Mendelssohn Bartholdy’s
Lauda Sion; in 1899 Evensong was noted as being “plain” but at 8pm was followed by the
Parochial Guilds Festival Service.749 In 1900 again Evensong at 4pm was noted as “plain” with
Choral Evensong at 7.30pm, the anthem being Parry’s Blest Pair of Sirens.750
Other than these dedication festivals, as has previously been mentioned, there were
regionally significant celebrations as and when required. A regular series of ‘Flower Services’
were held between 1899 and 1905. The organist and choir were required for these as hymns
were sung but no anthems. The induction of new vicars also necessitated extra attention. In
1886 the Rev F Jayne requested psalms 21 and 22 be chanted and an anthem from St Peter by
Benedict at his induction.751 The subsequent induction in 1895 of Rev E Gibson also featured
an anthem, although no indication was discovered as to what it was or by whom.752 National
events did not bypass Leeds either. Queen Victoria’s Golden Jubilee in 1887 was celebrated
with great formality, to the extent that the music for the services that day was exactly the same
as that performed in Westminster Abbey the same day including the canticles in A by the Prince
Regent.753
A further significant event was the relief of Mafeking. Services in celebration of the
event were held across the country and Leeds was no exception, demonstrating its emulation of
the major cathedrals in its choice of music once again. Matins that day was sung, with canticles
by Barnby and an anthem by Spohr.754 Both an introit and a further anthem before the blessing
were sung, the former being Handel’s How excellent and the latter the Hallelujah chorus by the
same.755 Evensong too was marked by supplementary music. Other than the canticles in F major
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by Lee Williams the anthem was Zadok the Priest by Handel and Mendelssohn Bartholdy’s Te
Deum in A major, being sung before the blessing as well.756
The festival service for the various parochial guilds was celebrated on June 29th 1899.
It featured hymns taken from Hymns Ancient and Modern and two psalms, sung to Anglican
chant, seventy-two and eighty-three which were especially selected for the occasion.757 Another
service held occasionally was entitled the ‘Worker’s quarterly service’ at which hymns were
sung but no other formal music used, to the extent that the organist was advised that his services
were not required.758

IV.5. Choirs

Another unique quality of Leeds Parish Church is the longevity of its surpliced choir which was
established in 1818 by the then Vicar, Rev Richard Fawcett. 759 It was not until 1841 that daily
services began to be sung by a choir of boys and men.760
Leeds maintained its boys’ treble line without the establishment of a choir school; all
boys lived at home and travelled into the city centre to sing. This was similar in many ways to
the choristers at the other cathedrals under consideration; however, those of Westminster, St
Paul’s and Canterbury did eventually receive their education in a dedicated school in close
proximity to the cathedral itself. At Leeds, more arduously still, the boys also had to attend
practice each morning, seven days a week.761 If they were present, they received one penny,
with monies being handed out on Saturday mornings. Although singing only Evensong each
day, the practice requirement also entailed a journey into the city, meaning a twice daily voyage
in all weathers. In total, the boys received £4 each year. Those who rose to be the leaders of the
two sides, Decani and Cantoris, were paid slightly more, £5 per year. No holidays were usually
permitted, other than Boxing Day.762 Only on one occasion were the boys given a second day
off, when in 1898 they were permitted not to sing on December 27th. It was afterwards deemed
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to be a mistake as the day was actually the Feast of St John, and therefore never repeated. 763 By
the late 1890’s letters were being written to the choir committee requesting that the boys be
given a half day holiday on Saturday mornings.764 However, no acknowledgement to this request was discovered, nor did the boys end up with any additional vacation time.
The boys were remunerated for their efforts, to the level of one penny per attendance.765
As they had no residency within the parish church buildings as the choristers of cathedrals did
a different system of payment evolved. Instead of the organist being supplied with cash with
which to support the boys in his care, their pay was distributed by the choir committee on
Saturday mornings. Numbers of boys who sang varied widely. In 1868 there were on occasion
as many as nine boys singing, on others, as few as two.766 Twelve months later the contrast is
extreme when there were twenty-three boys and fifteen probationers on the payroll. In addition
to their penny, from 1869 the boys also received a shilling a week, perhaps going someway to
explaining the difference in levels of attendance.767
One former choirboy recorded his experiences at Leeds, having been brought from
Lissieux in Normandy to Leeds in around 1842-3:

I expressed a wish to become a chorister. I was taken to the Choirmaster, a Mr Hill from Dublin,
who scribbled me out a bit of music, which I read from sight […]. He taught his own classes on
the Wilhelm system introduced by John Hullah […]. At the Parish Church in Leeds Though
there were four daily services, our duties were only in the evening and twice on Sunday for
which we boys received four pounds a year and the leaders (Decani and Cantoris) five pounds,
as being primus inter pares […]. At the back of the Church was a dreary place where we boys
used to wait for the morning practices, and if no teaching master came we had all kinds of games
over the tombstones, round the graces. There was a Mr Burton who had a music class near the
‘Ring o’ Bells’ [768] and who taught the moveable ‘Do’ system. He knew about as much as a cat
does of the chromatic scale.769

Christmas was not purely about hard work for the choir however. A former chorister recalled
that during his time at Leeds in the 1840’s,
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[…] at Christmas we all dined, men and boys, at the vicarage: grand for us boys. Plum-pudding,
roast beef and the games of hunting for sixpence in hillocks of flour turned out of a basin; or
bobbing for apples […] after that presents of knives from young Hook and the little Misses
Hook.770

The boys also took many of the opportunities to go carol singing door to door around the city,
focussing on the houses of the well to do mill owners, in the hope of being well remunerated
for their efforts It would seem that the rewards were worth the effort, one chorister recalling
that “On one occasion I received as my share 15s”.771
In the 1860s, this practice was deemed to be a form of begging by the church authorities
and therefore unseemly for choristers. Instead, an annual choir concert was organised, the
proceeds of which were given to the boys in the form of a Christmas box.772 There are few
surviving examples of programmes from these concerts, one such dates from 1867 and features
carols, glees and other miscellaneous items.773 Frequently a major work from either the sacred
or secular canon was included in these Christmas concerts. Oratorios by Handel, Haydn and
Mendelssohn Bartholdy all were features along with works by Stainer, Barnett and Benedict.
One of the secular works which was performed was Sullivan’s Golden Legend which was given
in 1878.774 Of course, these concerts were on top of the daily services and extra music that
habitually accompanied Christmas.
From 1877 it became a feature of Advent that the choirs would perform an oratorio, or
part thereof.775 Leeds was among the earliest places in which Bach’s Matthew Passion was
performed in the UK, championed by Robert Senior Burton. The first rendition of this in Leeds
was in 1877, the first performance in England having been three decades previously, in 1850.776
Barnby’s version was published in 1870 leading to the conclusion that the 1877 performance
was an early one outside the capital. It took the form of a service, with an invocation and the
recitation of the Creed before part one, an address after part one, then part two, the services
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concluding with the Agnus Dei, the Lord’s Prayer and a recitation of the Litany.777 Apart from
the Bach Passion it became habitual for Handel’s Messiah to be performed on Christmas Eve,
and from 1882, Spohr’s Last Judgement earlier in the Advent season became the norm. 778
Before 1877 it was not usual for the choir to undertake any special musical duties in celebration
of Christmas. The Messiah drew particular praise for the organist:

The choir was largely increased with many ladies assisting, and the solos were beautifully
rendered. Mr Burton accompanied upon the magnificent organ in a manner of which those who
heard his treatment of Bach’s music last Lent need not be reminded.779

Other formal duties did exist for the choir however. In the continued emulation of cathedral
practice formal admission of the choristers was carried out by the Vicar, or, occasionally by a
invited guest preacher, including the Archbishop of York. Other emulations of cathedral
worship were found in the continuation of singing Matins, until 1896 this occurred at 9.45am
daily, after that date the practice ceased and it was said at 7.30am instead, maintaining the
saying of the Litany on Sundays and Wednesdays as an integral part of the service. 780 Boys’
voices were not required for Matins other than on Sundays, which leads to the conclusion that
these services were in fact chanted rather than sung to composed canticles. The boys were
accustomed to singing alone however. Records show that the Feast of the Circumcision and
that of Epiphany in 1900 was celebrated with Choral Matins using boys’ voices only, with chant
and hymns. Reasons given were that “the boys could come, as these two feasts fall during their
school holidays”.781 Similarly Ash Wednesday that year was also boys’ voices alone, although
it was noted that the choir would be limited to those boys only “who went to school in the
afternoons”.782
Choristers not being immune to mischief making despite outward angelicism the
Precentor noted in January 1900 that the behaviour of the boys had “greatly improved,
[whereas] that of the choir men left much to be desired” in response to a question from the
Vicar, he further noted that matters were in hand to rectify the situation. 783 This was in direct
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contrast to the behaviour noted during the tenure of Robert Senior Burton, when boys were
disciplined for, among other things, “For cutting his nails during the Magnificat and so throwing
out the other boys” and “for reading a novel during service”.784 As evidenced by the Yorkshire
Post, it became usual for Leeds to employ singers from outside the church to augment the forces
when needed.
When their voices changed the boys were not abandoned. One Rachel Carr, a widow of
Knostrop House, bequeathed £4ooo for the apprenticing of choristers. This bequest funded
choristers’ apprenticeships from 1845 until 1895. 785 Two beneficiaries of the bequest were
Walter Hall, who was indentured to Samuel Stone and Thomas Rushton, a local firm of
coachbuilders and John Naylor, later organist of York Minster who was articled to Robert
Burton of the Parish Church thus
[…] Received from Mr R. L. Rooke the sum of £25 (the amount advanced to Master John Naylor
by the Trustees of Mrs Carr’s bequest on Ascension Day 1852) being on account of the sum of
£80, to be paid by Mr James Naylor to me as the premium of his son’s apprecnitceship to me
for four years, commencing from the date hereof, to be taught a professor Music on the Organ
and Pianoforte, (signed) Robert S Burton.786

Lay clerks
Leeds employed two different groups of adult singers. There were the ‘daily men’ who sang
daily services during the week and the ‘Sunday men’ who sang only Sunday services. 787 Both
groups received payment, and when necessary supplemented each other, especially for the
larger scale events. Both Sunday and daily men were paid by attendance, there are no copies
still discoverable of any regulations which may have governed their behaviour. In 1868 there
were just six daily men who received £6 11s 3d each, the Sunday men, of whom there were 17,
received between £3 and £1 15s each.788 One year later there were eleven Sunday men who
received between £1 and £3 for their services. 789 These numbers of lay singers were a
significant reduction in forces from the beginning of the choir when in 1819 for example there
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were 20 daily men receiving between £3 6s 15d and £6 0s 0d each.790 The number of choristers
however had increased significantly, totalling some 23 boys and 15 probationers in 1869.791

IV.6. Repertoire

One fundamental disadvantage to the study of the repertoire of Leeds Parish Church during the
nineteenth century is the lack of published information. The Leeds Intelligencer published
occasional music lists from around 1846 onwards, but these were only sporadic. Other information has had to be gleaned on an individual service basis from a wide variety of sources. Orders
of service from celebratory or special services often detailed music to be sung, however the
booklets of Lenten and Advent services were most disappointing, giving far more detail on the
preaching topics than the music being sung, merely noting ‘Choral Evensong 7pm’ or similar.
Other sources have included invoices for purchases of printed copies from the publisher, Novello. These were particularly evident over the period 1868-69, as were payments for copyists’
fees, suggesting a large increase in the quantity of repertoire being used over a relatively short
period. Wesley himself was paid sixteen guineas for eight copies of his collection of anthems,
after its publication by the choir secretary.792 Choirboys were also paid to copy music, including
the future organist of York Minster, Naylor, who received £5 9s 0d in 1849 at the age of 11.793
Chapter minutes also held some detail, particularly of when the repertoire being
performed did not quite go according to plan. One such occasion was on the 2nd January 1877,
when the following was recorded:
My heart is inditing’ Handel – most fearful collapse. Men, boys and organ all out of time and
tune. Wrote to Burton about it.794

Webster gives a brief summary of the quantity of repertoire sung under each successive
organist.795 Although not comprehensive, it does give suggestions as to the leanings of each
organist and an indication of how much repetition the choir utilised. He suggests that there was
790
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a heavy reliance on Boyce’s Cathedral Music, with works by Purcell, Boyce, Tallis, Byrd, Croft
and Greene dominating. Of the more contemporary composers, Wesley himself dominated,
followed by Ouseley and Attwood. Handel, Mendelssohn Bartholdy, and Spohr were also well
represented. The basis for such assumption, other than the published lists, is upheld by the
available lists for the re-dedication of the church after the 1841 rebuilding. The week of celebratory services included four different sets of evening canticles. Three of those were written
prior to 1600.796 The same ratio holds for the five different composers of music for morning
services, both Matins and the Holy Communion. Anthems were only marginally less limited in
time period, the most modern inclusion in the celebration week being Handel, whose choruses
‘Lift up your heads’ and ‘Hallelujah’, both from Messiah, were used in the morning and evening
services on the opening day. Later music lists, such as that from the 1899 re-opening of the
organ celebration reinforce the reliance on Victorian era composers, with Wesley, Mendelssohn
Bartholdy, Spohr, and Brahms all featuring heavily.797 Evidence is also available here of the
use of a separate conductor for the choir for the larger oratorio performances, a practice which
was frowned upon for liturgical services.798
From information gathered by comparison of the music lists available, it has been
possible to gain a snapshot view of the increasing use of contemporary Victorian composers’
music, although it must be remembered that the quantity of evidence for any given year is
limited. TABLE IV.1 illustrates the development of repertoire.

The antiquated system of having a non-musician selecting repertoire purely on grounds of
hierarchical superiority was not wholeheartedly supported by those within the establishment
itself, nor by other observers. An editorial comment in The Guardian concluded, somewhat
sarcastically that
[…] a modern Precentor, deaf to music and ignorant of propriety, leaves these matters to the
organist […] and the choice of music by the young ladies who take lessons of him on the
pianoforte. The too infrequent results are meagre and lazy choirs, irrelevant anthems and trifling
unimpressive music.799
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Table IV.1. Repertoire of Leeds Parish Church during the nineteenth century.
Year
1841
1852
1862
1868
1876
1881
1883
1886
1889
1890
1896
1899
1900

Pre-1500
composers
4

16th century
composers
1
2

17th century
composers
2
2

1
1

3
1

3
2

1
1

1

3

1

2

2

1
2

18th century
composers
2
1
4
1
15
1
11
1
1
3
3

Wesley agreed about the latter point, saying that “it was chiefly the production of the organists
of past times” and “much of it excited but little interest now”; 800 however he was opposed to
the Precentor making scheduling decisions and campaigned in all his cathedral positions against
such practice. 801 Leeds maintained the tradition for much longer than most of the other
cathedrals and singing churches in the country, finally halting the practice shortly after the
Second World War.802 Precentor Sampson (1933-37) was the last precentor to actually exercise
his prerogative to select music, but it was not until several years later that the rule was removed
from the statute book.803
Christmas was observed relatively little in musical terms until the very end of the
nineteenth century. Despite the introduction of Hymns Ancient and Modern in 1877 carols were
limited in their availability, there being only five in the earliest editions.804 Music other than
carol music came mainly in the form of selections from Handel’s Messiah from around the
same date. Occasional arias and chorales from Bach’s Christmas Oratorio were also used as
communion motets and anthems, but this was rarely the case with the larger scale choruses
from either work.805 This was perhaps due to the difficulty of coordinating larger numbers of
800
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singers as well as the organist without the aid of a conductor. It must be noted that the organist
worked alone during services of this period. The choirmaster was involved in rehearsing the
choir but not in directing them during services, a practice which was seen to be inappropriate
in church as it smacked more of performance than act of worship.
It was not until early in the twentieth century that directing a choir during services
became the norm, a relatively late adaptation to the practice compared to those of other
cathedrals. Rather than purely a consideration of propriety, this facet of Leeds can be perhaps
attributed to two other factors. Firstly, Leeds Parish Church operated on a much smaller scale
than a cathedral, despite its desire and success in emulating so many parts of cathedral practice.
This reduction in scale meant that inevitably there were fewer music staff available; there were
certainly no organ scholars to take up any extra work and post Wesley, no deputy organist
either. The second factor is the geographical location of the parish itself. West Yorkshire was
still a very conservative area socially, with a high representation of non-denominational chapels
and churches together with their congregations. It is possible that the church committees were
careful not to offend any local sensibilities in other congregations by permitting a conductor to
stand in front of the choir during services; having a robed choir and an organ itself being
sufficiently ‘High Church’ to cause a reaction.806
Carol services, too, had their own traditions, despite not being a regular feature of
Advent until the late 1890s. Particular attention had to be paid to the differences between carols
and hymns. The former, in keeping with their more secular origins perhaps, were to be played
by the organist straight through unless otherwise instructed.807 Hymns were to be distinguished
from carols by the playing of the ‘Amen’ after each one, unless it was divided, as was the case
with While Shepherds watched of which the first four verses were sung before the second
reading, the remainder afterwards. Only a single line of introduction was to precede either.808
All music for these carol services originated from two sources: an unnamed carol book for the
carols and Hymns Ancient and Modern for the hymns. The choir sang only one item on its own;
in 1897 this was The Virgin’s Cradle Song by an unnamed composer.809
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The other major feasts also developed their own traditions. A service on Easter Eve,
held late on Easter Saturday, inevitably included Wesley’s Blessed be the God and Father in
anticipation of Easter Day together with an obligatory improvised introduction, as Wesley
himself had begun it. Hymns were sung during the administration during the early celebration
of Easter Day from 1895, whether these were accompanied by the organ or not is not recorded,
certainly the choir was not present, singing only at the later morning Eucharist.810

Hymnody and Psalmody
1879 saw the introduction of the Cathedral Psalter in its old edition, again in emulation of the
major cathedrals. Prior to this date Leeds had followed local practice in using one of the many
variant of chant book available, each one published independently by the parish who used it.
From 1839 Leeds took to using only the ‘Old version’ of the Psalmody, according to a letter in
the local newspaper of that date.811 Further spread of the influence of the capitals cathedrals
occurred later in the same year when the St Paul’s Chant book was also adopted as source
material. Cathedrals outside the capital also contributed to the practices of Leeds. One such was
the habit of singing the confession during Evensong on Sundays, the music being used for this
being that adopted from Ely Cathedral who did the same.812 Other habits were entirely organic
to Leeds itself, such as the first half verse of the first psalm of the day being sung in unison by
the basses of the choir.813
Chanting of psalms, or entire services was also not unknown in Leeds. The precedent
for such practice has not been discovered but it was certainly in place during the early 1840’s
under Hill as choirmaster and Smith as organist. None other than John Jebb is recorded as
having chanted one service in 1841, the congregation chanted the Credo during Matins and an
anthem by Handel was used. Holy Communion was said after Matins was finished. The boys
also chanted on a monotone when they sang services on their own, as they did on Ash
Wednesday in 1900. 814 Instructions, given for one of the services of consecration in 1841,
highlight that “the whole service will be chanted by the Clergy and Choir of the Parish Church”,
with an anthem by Greene and the Hallelujah Chorus by Handel after the sermon.815
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IV.7. Organs

Donald Webster states that an organ in the parish church was destroyed during the Civil War
and was not replaced during the Restoration.816 This is an unsupported claim, with no evidence
offered as to the siting, nature or existence of this purported earlier instrument. What can be
certain is the evidence for a later one in the church. The earliest surviving document is a diary
entry dated 10th October 1713 in the church records by one Ralph Thoresby, whose function or
position is unknown:

After prayers with Mr Shelton and Co, about placing of the organ, to prevent its fixing against
the Commands, at our end of the church, and succeeded.817

This organ was funded by a local landowner who gave the rents of a farm “amounting to £6 per
annum, clear rent, at Sutton near Ferrybridge, to take place after his death, for a salary to an
organist when an organ shall be set up in the Parish Church of Leeds”. 818 This instrument was
firstly sited under the bell tower. Ralph Thoresby’s triumph above was concerning the siting of
this instrument. Sadly this also meant that it went out of tune very quickly, due to the
disturbance of the fabric of the building caused by the movement of the bells. It was built by
Henry Price of Bristol in 1714 and cost at least £250.819 Its first recorded use was in August
1714.820 A record in the burial register reads “This day was ye first Sunday that ye Organ playd’
John Carr, Organist”.821 Little is known about its specification or compass other than it had
around 1300 pipes but no swell organ.
This early instrument was repaired in 1744 by Gwyn of Coventry and again in 1760 by
Haxby of York on the recommendation of James Nares, the organist of York Minster. 822 In
1764 a Swell organ was added by Byfield with Snetzler, the German builder contributing a
Great Trumpet stop. Somewhat unusually for the era the parish church employed a female organ
blower, the record of her payment records her as one ‘Widow Metcalf’ who was paid £1 16s
816
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9d for half year organ blowing.823 The organist tuned the instrument himself and was paid an
extra £30 per annum for this.824 In 1808 the open and stopped diapasons were supplied by
Boston of York for £65. 825 1815 saw the instrument renewed almost entirely by Thomas
Greenwood, it was described as “a very fine toned powerful but sweet instrument particularly
in its reed stops – though purloined they were recovered and they now for a soft and sweet
portion of the present organ”, indicating that there had been earlier alterations to it in which the
reed stops had been removed and perhaps pawned.826 Certainly, the organ was moved during
these renovations, a purpose built gallery having been erected against the chancel arch which
had also been bricked up. Messrs Greenwood Brothers, now a fully-fledged company, rebuilt
and moved the organ once more in 1841, transferring its location to the south transept in the
newly built section of the church. This was a major scheme of work involving entirely new
Chests and Bellows and extending the compasses of both the Great and Choir organs. 827 The
specification of the instrument in 1842 is shown in TABLE IV.2.828

The firm of Hill and Sons, London, added to the Swell organ several ranks constructed by
Schulze in 1859. At the same time Hill also revoiced all the stops of the Great organ and put in
another Open Diapason. Schulze also worked on the Choir organ and built the echo organ in its
entirety.829 The Choir organ was placed at the back of the Great organ, underneath the Swell.
Most alterations were paid for by private individuals; the parish church had no financial
foundation to support it as was the case for major cathedrals. Works carried out in 1859 was
funded by one man, Mr Walker Joy, a church warden who donated about £1500 out of the
necessary £2000, around seventy-five percent of the total cost.
Alterations done in 1883 to expand the Great organ involved moving the Choir organ in
front of it which altered Schulze’s sound, to the dissatisfaction of some members of the
congregation. One commented “for my own part I miss the grand tone of the Great Organ as
Schulze left it, especially in the compound or mixture stops – where a tierce is evidently
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required to secure increased brilliancy and power.” 830 Once again, these were major works
which involved closing the church for the duration and cost around £1600.

Table IV.2. Specification of the organ of Leeds Parish church in 1842.
Great

Swell

Choir

Pedal

Front Open

Open Diapason 8´

Open Diapason 8´

Woods – 2 octaves

Diapason 8´

Stopped diapason 8´

Stopped Diapason 8´

from C upwards

German Diapason 8´

Principal 4´

Dulciana 8´

with helpers 16´

Smaller Open

Cornet 8´

Flute 8´

diapason 8´

Trumpet 8´

Principal 4´

Stopped Diapason 8´

Hautboy 8´

Fifteenth 2´

Large Principal 4´

Mixture IV

Small Principal 4´

Bassoon 8´

Twelfth 22/3´
Fifteenth2´
Sesquialtera III
Larigot 16´
Trumpet 8´
Clarion 4´

Plus couplers; compass differed by manual.831

The organ also had a new hydraulic engine to supply the high pressure stops and pneumatic
action on two manuals and the 32´ stops. This still involved a sizeable physical effort to play
the instrument, several organists refused to do so, turning down £5 per service. All of the pipes
were cleaned and 22 new stops were added, nine being discarded – a net increase of 13 stops.
It was said that the organ could “supply so effectively the place of an orchestra”, which was the
ultimate aim of organ builders and organists of this era. Attendance at church was valued as a
source of entertainment as well as a public display of morality and correctness and organists
and builders sought to capitalise on the profits to be made from publicity for their instruments
and playing. The specification of the instrument after the 1859 is shown in TABLE IV.3.832
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Table IV.3. Specification of the organ of Leeds Parish church after the 1859 revisions.
Great Organ

Swell organ

Choir organ

Solo organ

Pedal organ

Double open

Double open

Bourdon 16´

Lieblich Bourdon 16´

Major Bass 32´

diapason 16´

diapason 16´

Open diapason 8´

Open diapason 8´

Open Bass 16´

Bourdon 16´

Open diapason 8´

Dulciana 8´

Viola da Gamba 8´

Violon Bass 16´

Open Diapason 8’

Keraulophon 8´

Traverse Flute 8´

Dolce 8´

Bourdon 16´

Open diapason 8´

Cone Gamba 8´

Open bass 8´

Lieblich Gedackt 8´

Octave 8´

Stopped diapason 8´

Salicional 8´

Gedackt 8´

Flauto Traverso 8´

Flute 8´

Harmonic flute 4´

Stopped diapason 8´

Gemshorn 4´

Flauto Dolce 4´

Contra Posaune 32´

Octave 4´

Octave 4´

Gedackt 4´

Octave 4´

Posaune 16´

Twelfth 2 2/3´

Waldflute 4´

Octave Gamba 4´

Lieblich Flute 4´

Clarion 8’

Fifteenth 2´

Twelfth 2 2/3

Clarionet 8´

Mixture III

Sesquialtera III

Fifteenth 2´

Salicet 8´ (added

Full mixture V

Piccolo 2´

later)

Double trumpet 16´

Full Mixture III

Terpodion 8´ (added

Trumpet 8´

Contra Fagotto 16´

later)

Trombone 8´

Horn 8´

Clarion 4´

Trumpet 8´
Oboe 8´
Clarion 4´

The Vicar of 1861, Rev Dr Atlay, directed that “Hydraulic pressure to be applied to the organ
instead of the present mode of blowing, which is very objectionable on many counts”. 833 This
was done but proved to be neither terribly reliable nor cheap. Between 1891 and 1900 the total
costs for running the music department, other than paying the personnel amounted to £2252
19s 7d.834 These costs included Water for Engines (for the blowers), attending Engines, organ
Tuning, washing surplices, printing, new music, librarian and Expenses at special services.
Payments to men, boys and the organist totalled £5264 6s 6d.835 Comparatively an overhaul in
1899 cost £1200 when a fifth manual was installed.836 An electric blower was not installed until
1906. Not all were in favour of the 1899 restoration; at the time of the next restoration money
was promised on the proviso that the work was completed by a reputable firm such as Hill and
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Sons of London.837 Further restorations were undertaken in 1913. Eventually the contract was
given to Harrison and Harrison of Durham whose quote precisely matched the amount that was
deemed by the church wardens to be available for the project, £1800.838
Alterations performed in 1883 and 1899 were all carried out by the firm of Abbott and
Smith of Leeds. It was said that the largest benefactor to the scheme was Abbott himself as he
supplied extremely low quotations for the work to be carried out and therefore, having won the
contract was obliged to carry out the works for the prices quoted.839 Looking at the registrations
after the 1899 work it is remarkable how much of the original instruments has been left intact.
Some stops were transferred from one organ to another, for instance the Solo Tuba which was
moved from the Solo to the Great during the 1899 refit. Other changes included removing
several stops from the Swell organ, in particular the Swell Bourdon, Cone Gamba, Dulciana
and Violin Diapason which vanish from the 1883 registration as well as the Great Quint, Choir
Salicional, Flauto Traverso, Corno de Bassetto which also disappeared. The orchestral oboe
vanished from the Great and reappeared in the new Solo organ. Added in place of the deletions
were:

Great: Principal 4´; Trumpet 8´
Choir: Vox Angelica 8´; Quintatoen 4´
Solo:

String Gamba 8´; Doppel Flute 8´; Concert Flute 4´; Double Bassoon 16´; Cor
Anglais 8´; Orchestral Oboe 8´; Tuba 8´

Echo: Harmonica Aetheria II

Of the stops in the completed 1899 instrument, some twenty one are by Schulze, two remained
from the Greenwood Brothers, thirteen are from Hill and Sons, mainly on the Swell organ,
twenty four by Abbot and Smith and three from the famous French builder Cavaillé-Coll. Only
one of Holt’s stops remained, the Swell Oboe 8´. The full registration of the instrument is
presented in TABLE IV.4.
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Table IV.4. Specification of the organ of Leeds Parish church after the 1899 revisions.
Great Organ
Sub Bourdon

Swell Organ
Double

Choir Organ
Bourdon 16´

Solo Organ
String Gamba

Echo Organ
Lieblich

Pedal Organ
Subbass 32´

32´

Diapason 16´

Geigen

8´

Bourdon 16´

Open

Double Open

Open

Principal 8´

Doppel Flute

Open

Diapason 1

Diapason 16´

Diapason 8´

Dulciana 8´

8´

Principal 8´

16´

Bourdon 16´

Stopped

Lieblich

Concert Flute

Viol da Gamba

Open

Large Open

Diapason 8´

Gedackt 8´

4´

8´

Diapason 2

Diapason 8´

Viol

Vox Angelica

Double

Dolce 8´

16´

Small Open

d’Orchestre 8´

8´

Bassoon 16´

Flauto

Violone 16´

Diapason 8´

Voix Celeste 8´

Gemshorn 4´

Cor Anglais 8´

Traverso 8´

Bourdon 16´

Salicional 8´

Violine-cello

Gedact Flute

Orchestral

Echo Oboe 8´

Flute Bass 8´

Pierced

Wald Flote 4´

4´

Oboe 8´

Lieblich

Violoncello 8´

Gamba 8´

Octave 4´

Quintatoen 4´

Tuba 8´

Gedackt 8´

Full Mixture V

Hohl Flute 8´

Octave quint 2

Clarionet 8´

Lieblich Flute

Contra

Gedackt 8´

2/3

4´

Trombone 32´

Octave 4´

Super octave

Octave 4´

Trombone 16´

Principal 4´

2´

Flauto Dolce

Clarion 8´

Harmonic

Mixture V

4´

Flute 4´

Contra

Flautina 2´

Nazareth 2

Fagotto 16´

Harmonica

2/3´

Horn 8´

Aetheria II

Super Octave

Trumpet 8´

2´

Oboe 8´

Mixture III

Vox Humana

Full mixture V

8´

Double

Clarion 4´

Trumpet 16´
Trumpet 8´
Tromba 8´
Clarion 4´
Posaune 8´

The Victorian nadir of organ sound was to have one instrument which could play the roles of
the various sections of the entire orchestra. To enable this, builders began to incorporate
features of concert organs into those in churches. Henry Willis was one builder who embraced
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these ‘modern’ requirements and added to them technical innovations of his own.840 The Hill
Company, on the other hand, favoured tradition and was seen as something of a conservative
among builders.841 Hill added to the instrument early in the century, but Willis never worked
on the Leeds Parish Church instrument. It was entrusted to more local builders, and eventually
to Harrison and Harrison of Durham. Therefore the inclusion of such a variety of orchestral
stops cannot have been down to the direct influence of either of the London firms.
It is possible that, instead of the fashionable London firms, influences from further afield
were responsible for the registration as it stood at the end of the nineteenth century. Stops by
Schulze outnumber those by Hill, carrying his influence through the entire echo organ as well
as the major diapasons. Although only contributing three stops, Aristide Cavaillé-Coll was also
a European builder of fame, adding his bias towards variety in registration. This is especially
so as Cavaillé-Coll added the Double Bassoon and Cor Anglais stops on the solo organ and the
Double Trumpet on the Great. Abbot and Smith, the local firm were in fact responsible for far
more of the ‘orchestral’ stops than any other contributor, among which were the Trombone,
Flute Bass and Violoncello stops on the Pedal organ and the Viol d’Orchestre on the Swell,
leaving no doubt as to the intention in voicing.842
Tuning the organ was the domain of the organist, rather than that of the builder or an
independent tuner. Robert Senior Burton billed the choir secretary quarterly for his work on the
instrument, at £3 15s 0d each time in 1862. This was on top of his salary of £7 10s 0d as organist
and £10 0s 0d as choirmaster. Alfred Benton continued the practice, billing the church separately for each function each quarter of the year.843 Having built an instrument which fulfilled the
requirements of a Victorian congregation and audience in Leeds, the continuation of the use of
the choral service there, together with the programme of oratorios, ensured that the organ was
put to good use.
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Fig. IV.10. Organ case of Leeds Parish Church.

***

Leeds Parish Church provides an insight into the development possible for an organist of stature
away from the major metroplitan centres of the south. The combination of the activities of
Walter Hook and Samuel Sebastian Wesley resulted in a transformation of the role of the latter
within church music. In his former cathedral positions, Wesley had been very much a member
of staff. At Leeds, under Hook’s leadership not only was his salary enhanced but he was able
to perform and compose, the demands of the post being much reduced compared to a cathedral
timetable. Such leniency was not offered to his successors under different vicars. Robert Senior
Burton, William Creser and Anfred Benton all worked under the close direction and criticism
of the choir committee;844 yet, they developed their positions in musical spheres outside the
church more fully.
The increasing focus on performing outside of church music by respected professionals
demonstrates that – at least in Leeds, with its lesser workload – such duality was possible, even
if the church chose not to engage with such professionalism. Indeed, this movement away from
ecclesiastical music towards the secular shows most strongly in the careers of Burton, Creser
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and Benton, all of whom were heavily involved in the Leeds Musical Festivals during their time
in the city.845

Fig IV.11. The interior of Leeds Parish Church, looking east.846
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

Comparing the duties and roles of the organists and masters of the choristers at three different
cathedrals and one parish church in England through the course of the nineteenth century has
drawn up some remarkable similarities, whilst exposing differences in sometimes surprising
areas. From the outset it would seem that St Paul’s Cathedral, London, Westminster Abbey,
London, Canterbury Cathedral, and the Parish Church of St Peter at Leeds (Yorkshire) all
employed organists on similar terms and had similar musical outputs. At the beginning of this
study the disparate biographies of the principles under consideration were very evident. There
was some discussion of the conditions in which they functioned, along with other, similarly
disparate, commentary on the social, economic and political circumstances of the period. It
became clear that an enquiry into the functions required from the organist, and how those
differed between the cathedrals and churches where cathedral style services were held was not
in evidence. My aim, therefore, was to illustrate the development of the role of the organist
through the nineteenth century and how his position developed due to the location and history
of the cathedral in question as well as social, economic and political developments of the time.
Looking firstly at the organists who were incumbent it becomes clear that the main
motions of reform occurred in the latter half of the nineteenth century, especially at Westminster
Abbey. Both the Abbey and St Paul’s Cathedral chose to appoint men who had reputations and
experience in reforming church music in their previous posts. Sir Frederick Bridge and Sir John
Stainer undertook similar tasks in their respective establishments, introducing regular
rehearsals and reforming the pay structure of the lay singing men. In terms of their personal
playing duties, Bridge certainly was permitted to absent himself from services each week, it has
not been discoverable whether Stainer was permitted the same privilege. Another similarity was
the increase in playing demanded of the two men, a result of a similar rise in the number of
sung services and the increase of music within them. The freedom allowed to these two
contrasts with the restrictions within which the organists of Canterbury and Leeds functioned
during a similar period. In these latter establishments reform was not driven by new appointees.
Instead it came from the clergy within although the results were similar.
It could be argued that the Tractarian movement had no direct impact on any of the
musicians, as none were personally exposed to the writers of the Tracts. However, the ideas
within them and the subsequent movement which promulgated such ideas was influential on
the work of the cathedral organists. Once again, this was not primarily through direct exposure,
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but through the clergy. In adopting such Tractarian concepts as the importance of Holy
Communion and the strict following of rubrical instruction, coupled with the ideal of
congregational participation to further understanding, there came a need for additional musical
input, both organisationally and practically from the organist.
Liturgical alterations undertaken by the Chapters resulted in an increased workload for
the organists, especially when extra services and performances became the norm, as they did at
all the establishments examined here. Despite this all the later organists found time for external
activities, from fishing in the case of Wesley, to the teaching obligations of Stainer and Bridge.
St Paul’s Cathedral
At St Paul’s the position of organist underwent significant alteration as the nineteenth century
progressed, both in terms of personal experience of the post holder, but also in terms of the
treatment and expectations made of them by the cathedral authorities. Thomas Attwood
maintained a relaxed attitude towards his duties in the cathedral, as evidenced by his comments
on being paid to play, rather than paying to play. This aside, he was selected by the Dean and
Chapter as organist but the precise nature of his contractual duties to them are unclear. They
did not provide accommodation on site for the organist, as enjoyed by later musicians, Attwood
commuting by horse drawn cart instead. From his time at the Chapel Royal it would seem that
his responsibilities were limited to playing the organ, with the management of the choir left to
a choirmaster who was also usually a vicar-choral. Sir John Goss also focussed his attentions
on playing, rather than any administrative tasks which accompanied the running and
maintaining of a music department. Although well remunerated, the position at St Paul’s was
never intended to be full time employment and Goss’s eventual resignation was partially
hastened by the Dean and Chapter’s desire for additional musical input.
The appointment of Sir John Stainer was on different terms from those of his
predecessors. A new Dean and new Canons brought fresh ideas to the Chapter, requiring much
greater input into the musical life of the cathedral from the organist, so much so that Stainer
was nominally forbidden to take other appointments outside the cathedral and was to have
complete control of the training and supervision of the choir. His pay was significantly
increased as a result of the additional requirements and he was eventually provided with
accommodation within the cathedral close. In contrast to both Attwood and Goss, Stainer was
held in high regard by the Dean and Chapter, not only as a musician but as an administrator,
librarian and fellow reformer. His reception and treatment by the Dean and Chapter resulted
not only from Stainer’s innate abilities but also their compatibility with the reforming zeal
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which the individuals within the Chapter held. Stainer’s background was such that the cathedral
authorities felt it unnecessary to hold the customary competition for the position and appointed
Stainer without it. His experiences under Sir Frederick Ouseley and at Oxford had exposed him
to some of the best Anglican church music available whilst his academic credentials were
immaculate. In such a high-profile establishment as St Paul’s, it would appear that a reputation
for academic excellence and musical ability won in respected places outside the capital counted
for more than being well connected within it.
Both Thomas Attwood and Sir John Goss achieved their positions at St Paul’s with the
aid of patronage of a sort, as well as due to their abilities as musicians. Attwood brought with
him the notoriety of having been a pupil of Mozart, as a result of having taught in the Royal
Court, in addition to being a private musician for the Prince of Wales (later George IV). It is
rumoured that the Dean and Chapter came under pressure from the Prince to appoint Attwood,
rather than run an open competition. Beyond this, Attwood had no formal academic qualifications; as a servant of the future King, Attwood brought with him a notoriety by association
which would enhance his attraction to the public. John Goss took over the position from his
former teacher, Attwood, but brought no external notoriety other than his excellence as a
practitioner. He did, however, have the advantage that he was well known to the cathedral
authorities, having been a chorister at the Chapel Royal and studying under Attwood himself.
His academic credentials also favoured him, having been appointed Professor of Harmony at
the Royal Academy. Socially, Goss’s connections with the Dukes of Cambridge and Wellington
were assets, influencing the authorities into giving him the role. Supporters of that social level
again brought with them a level of attention comparable with that enjoyed by Attwood, but in
great contrast to Stainer’s social background. Stainer had achieved his academic qualifications
over a number of years, through the standard process of undergraduate, masters and doctoral
study. He came to the St Paul’s without the London social connections of his predecessors but
with an impeccable musical training and network.
All three of the nineteenth-century major organists taught pupils outside their cathedral
duties. Attwood famously taught within the Royal Households of both England and Prussia as
well as his eventual successor, John Goss. Among his other pupils were Cipriani Potter and
T.A. Walmisley. Goss’s teaching was not only instrumental, as Professor at the Royal Academy
of Music he encountered students throughout his career, even after his retirement from playing
in the cathedral. Stainer too taught in academia, examining PhD candidates in both London and
Cambridge in addition to working as a schools’ music inspector. At Oxford he taught
instrumental students but his workload in London precluded much of this. It is clearly
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demonstrated that as the workload of cathedral music increased, the capacity for teaching
instrumentally decreased. Diminished as well was the financial necessity of having articled
students, as was the habit in other cathedrals and parish churches. Social standing made it
impossible for Attwood’s Royal students to be such, John Goss was also not articled to
Attwood, sharing accommodation with James Turle and his uncle. Stainer’s Oxford students
were again of a similar social class, being fellow undergraduates, and therefore private pupils
rather than apprentices. Stainer himself had not followed the apprenticeship route formally,
becoming a salaried organist himself at 15 years old, presumably around the same time he
ceased to be able to sing as a treble chorister at St Paul’s.
The forms of composition employed by each post holder also altered, and not solely due
to the fashions of the period. Attwood is noted now for his anthems and hymns and Goss for
his contributions to Anglican chant. Stainer’s best known works originate in his oratorio “The
Crucifixion” and a small number of other anthems. Predominantly each organist wrote to
capitalise on opportunity. Attwood’s sacred output was mainly for use in St Paul’s, Goss wrote
for both the sacred and secular spheres, including works for orchestra, during his early life, the
quantity of his output declining as he took up academic posts and teaching commitments.
Editorially Goss was more active, including his collections of sacred songs, The Sacred
Minstrel. Stainer needed material to fill the requirements of extra services in the cathedral,
particularly those for men’s voices and supplied such from his own pen. Goss and Stainer also
could take advantage of the increasing popularity of printed sheet music, notably by the house
of Novello, as a means of popularising their output.
The opportunities taken for diversification away from the church differed for all three
men. Attwood was active in theatre circles, glee clubs and the Philharmonic Society even whilst
holding church posts at St Paul’s and the Chapel Royal. Goss, despite beginning his career in
secular arena, once at St Paul’s became exclusively involved in sacred music, preferring to
move into academia at the Royal Academy. Stainer followed a similar path, his external
commitments of teaching, examining, editing and inspecting music education leaving little
opportunity for performing. In terms of instrumental experiences, the three men also varied.
Stainer’s input in the Willis renovations resulted in a modern, orchestral instrument, very
different to the Father Smith played by Goss. He in turn was denied the possibilities of
modernising by the Dean and Chapter, the instrument not differing far from that played by
Attwood.
With different backgrounds, academic experiences and responsibilities the three main
organists of the nineteenth century at St Paul’s each developed the role in diverse ways.
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Attwood’s diversity of interests and income streams, both sacred and secular meant his attitude
towards his cathedral post was perhaps the least focussed of the three. Goss’s longevity and
eventual loss of competence is the best recorded, however his earlier years also show a wider
range of interests and experiences. Goss preferred to specialise in the sacred music arena but
also maintained an academic life, even after leaving the cathedral. Nonetheless, it is with Stainer
that a sudden movement is made, away from the part-time, musical man about town of the early
part of the century to the focussed professional organist with an academic track record and
responsibilities within the cathedral for its musical life. These changes were not only due to the
personalities involved but also due to the social and political circumstances of the period. Only
for Stainer were the external drivers of increased social and political reform such that his
professional abilities could be appreciated by a more widely educated population with time and
money to spend.

Canterbury Cathedral
Comparable to many cathedral organists, the post holder at Canterbury remained throughout
the nineteenth century firmly an employee of the Dean and Chapter, albeit one with a relatively
high status. Whilst the bureaucratic position did not alter, the expectations that came with it did
so radically through the century, with the musical balance of power shifting from the Precentor
to the organist on a day to day basis, whilst maintaining the status quo within the administrative
structure of the establishment. Naturally this shift occasioned some discord, coming to a head
at Canterbury when Perrin queried his specific duties with the Dean “as to the officer in whom
was lodged the supreme authority over the choristers”. 847 Amendments to the organists’
contract were agreed in 1900 to the end that it was the responsibility of the organist to rehearse
both the men and the boys (earlier the latter had been rehearsed by their schoolmaster, the
former by the organist) with an addition that the organist was able to select repertoire, albeit
subject to the approval of the Precentor. Prior to this formalisation, the Dean and Chapter had
been very explicit on who had final say over the music schedule, writing:

The Dean is to have the power to change any anthem or hymn, each Canon could change
one anthem or hymn a month, notice of change to be given to the Precentor one week
before the time when the list comes into use.848
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At the beginning of the century, under Highmore Skeats it was not expected that the organist
be a full-time employee of the cathedral, evidenced by his publications in other musical spheres.
Aside from his eccentricities with regard to the pedal board, very little reporting remains of the
precise nature of his role within cathedral precincts, a situation compatible with the lack of
changes within the establishment of the period. He certainly had one pupil, most likely an
articled student who later became his assistant organist and successor, Thomas Evance Jones.
The paucity of information on Jones career makes it difficult to discern whether any alterations
to his duties occurred during his occupation of the organ bench. Certainly, he was in position
directly after the publication of the first Tract and served under both Reverend Hake and Canon
Helmore as Deans during their attempts to reform worship practices in a more Tractarian style.
His limited composition shed little further light on his style of churchmanship.
The conditions under which Henry Longhurst worked are more fully recorded. He was
afforded accommodation by the Dean and Chapter, as well as scheduled days off and an
assistant whose salary was also found by the Chapter. He remained firmly an employee, but
one afforded a great deal of respect. This paralleled the change in social status of musicians as
a whole in the later years of the century. Keen for education and self-improvement the
Victorians took both music and the renewal of the Anglican liturgy very seriously, seeing both
as indicators of social status. Organists began to be seen as figures of authority on musical
matters and a source of education for many on the subject. Musical education in general began
to flourish, both in homes and in universities.849 As the bourgeoise population increased so too
did music making outside London. The market became hungry for new developments in
instrument building, in repertoire and in new personalities within the musical world. Gradually
these trends extended to the Church of England, inviting the evolution of the cathedral organist
into more than a mere employee of the Church, but a revenue building centre for the
organisation with a marketable skill.
These same effects held within the context of worship; changes in the understanding of
the liturgy and its application will always influence the use of music within in it. As Beeson
notes:
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As the nineteenth century progressed [the role of music within worship] changed, partly
as a consequence of a deepening of understanding, particularly of the place of the
Eucharist, and partly because of the Victorian zest for ‘improvement’ in all things.850
Longhurst’s career particularly reflected this; his introduction of oratorio performances and
recitals give weight to the theory of his development as a musical celebrity outside the capital.
Certainly, Sir John Stainer’s inaugural recital on the new organ would have gone some way to
reinforce this. Longhurst also expanded his role as a musician outside the cathedral, lecturing,
publishing and composing heavily as well as taking on articled pupils. It was within the
cathedral under his successor that the most major changes took place. Perrin came to Canterbury
as an established Organist and Master of Choristers, as well as semi-professional orchestral and
choral conductor and inspector of choral training. He was well equipped therefore, to slide into
the mantle of nascent celebrity initiated by his predecessor. He did so with the apparent aid of
the Dean and Chapter, when they finally relinquished absolute control of the music scheduling
(in the form of the Precentor) and of rehearsals. Perrin however did not have Longhurst’s
longevity in relationship with the cathedral, he was in post only ten years before emigrating to
academia in Canada, however these years, although less publicly visible, wrought greater
changes in the organist’s role within the workings of the cathedral than any other.
A gradual alteration occurred throughout the period in terms of the style of compositions
published by the incumbent organists, notwithstanding their own personal preferences.
Highmore Skeats was well known as a composer of glees and songs, indeed, much of his output
that has been recorded is in these two fields. He wrote one set of canticles that has been
identified, in C and several anthems and hymn tunes. Any interest in secular music which
Thomas Evance Jones held has been left unrecorded. Of his sacred works only the anthems
have survived. Longhurst’s compositional interests have proved more robust, specialising as he
did in preparing editions of music from earlier periods, particularly those by English composers,
most notably Tye and Farrant. His own compositions, although used briefly after his death in
Canterbury cathedral have not remained in the current canon. Longhurst’s secular musical
interests were strong, despite his long association with the cathedral he was noted as the
conductor of the Canterbury Catch Club Orchestra, several of his cathedral choir colleagues
also participated in Catch Club concerts as well, illustrating the crossover of roles within the
city.
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It can be seen therefore that the alterations in society of the period were reflected in the
treatment and expectations of the organists at Canterbury. Gradually the restrictions imposed
by the Dean and Chapter over the music in the cathedral were eased, a reflection perhaps of the
increased status of the professional musician, coupled with the increased awareness of social
standing in the churchgoing population. It was this latter which brought large congregations
into the cathedral and hence exposed a greater number of people to the musical offerings
provided therein.

Westminster Abbey
The Abbey’s central role as the church of State meant that it reacted differently to the need for
reform in its music than other cathedrals. Similarly, the changes in the role of the organist
followed a unique path. The longevity of James Turle ensured that reforms were later to arrive
at the Abbey than in other cathedrals and churches and perhaps were more attuned to parallel
changes in social and political attitudes than those which had begun earlier. Similarities did
occur in the different backgrounds from which the organists of the nineteenth century
originated. As at St Paul’s the early occupant of the position came into the role through an
element of patronage, rather than a clear competition or obvious practical experience. James
Turle moved into the role from that of deputy, again without clear competition but with the
necessary support of the ruling clergy. He did not have the social connections of Greatorex but
did have a musical connection within London, having been taught with John Goss of St Paul’s
and holding other positions in London churches. Frederick Bridge, although acquainted with
many of the notable figures in London music of the time, was not native to the city, nor had he
polished his professional trade there, instead instituting major reforms at Manchester Cathedral.
Thus, he moved away from the patronage of either society or Abbey to relying instead on his
professional reputation and abilities when appointed to the organist’s bench.
Similarly, in academic terms the three men were radically different, with Bridge
bringing formal academic qualifications to the role, in his degree from Oxford and his
Fellowship of the Royal College of Organists.851 Turle, for his part, disagreed with the idea that
a degree was useful for a musician, stating:
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Degrees of the older Universities are, in my opinion, of no service to the musical
profession.852

Golding also suggests that a degree at this time was of less professional value than the social
status associated with holding one. Similarly, Thomas Greatorex did not hold a degree or any
formal qualification in music. Such variance in their academic qualifications did not occur with
the terms and conditions each agreed to on their induction to the Abbey. All three men agreed
to very similar terms, with clauses of compulsory attendance, exclusivity and responsibility for
the musical education of the choristers. Bridge’s terms were only slightly altered in that he was
given permission to not play a certain number of services each week, and later was paid an
amount on top of his salary for playing voluntaries after services. It could be suggested then
that the more relaxed terms and conditions under which Bridge worked were a sign of the
increased respect for education which had occurred.
The means of payments was one major change over the course of the century. Thomas
Greatorex was paid as a lay-clerk, taking some of his income from the receipts of visitors to the
waxworks in the crypt. Both Turle and Bridge were employed on a salaried basis, Bridge
working to regularise the income of the lay-clerks as well. Neither of the latter two were
employed as lay-clerks, both held the formative position of organist, and were paid as separate
entities from the choirmen, an indication, perhaps of their status as respected professionals.
Gradual change occurred in the selections of music made. Thomas Greatorex had little
or no influence on any music scheduling, this being performed by the Precentor. James Turle,
as befitted his stature as a church composer of note had slightly more input. Only with Frederick
Bridge did the selection of music become a true collaboration between the Precentor and the
organist.853 Bridge also benefitted from an increase in the number of services he was required
to play and the introduction of voluntaries at the end of them. This increased exposure gave
both him personally and the Abbey more publicity, particularly with the introduction of Sunday
afternoon services. These services can also be seen as the Abbey’s response to social changes
in the wider population, a return to revitalised churchgoing and the increasing creation of stratae
of society who could afford leisure time.
Looking at the compositional output of the three men reveals a further change. Turle’s
output was abundant, particularly in the field of psalm chant and the production of his psalter.
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Bridge, by comparison, composed relatively little, focussing instead on editing and in teaching,
particularly at the Royal Academy. Indeed, Bridge’s teaching and editing commitments, as well
as his personal preference for fishing, reduced the amount of time available to his for
performing, in either the sacred or secular arenas, although he did direct the Royal Choral
Society for many years.854 Again the increasing relevance of educational status can be seen in
this, as well as personal preference.
While the Abbey was relatively late to begin its reforms, the path that these reforms
took was not a new one. The role of the organist evolved, from prebendary lay-clerk to full time
employee with responsibilities outside of service time and extensive collaboration with the
Dean and Chapter, especially the Precentor. Equally the nature of the person employed in the
role also changed. Gone was the preference for a subservient practical organist and in its place
was the necessity for both a practical musician but also an educated, skilled administrator with
expertise in a variety of areas including organ building and music history. Such changes reflect
the alterations which Victorian society had undergone, more specifically the social reforms
reflecting the enhanced value of education, the introduction of labour law, the availability of
leisure time and the birth of the professional musician.

Leeds Parish Church
Perhaps due to its distance from the centres of ecclesiastical power in Canterbury, or those of
the state at St Paul’s and Westminster, Leeds was perhaps bound to follow a slightly different
path with regards to its organists. From its appointment of W. Hook as Vicar, throughout the
nineteenth century it is certain that Leeds attempted to emulate the methods of the major
cathedrals, in both music and liturgy. Its organ is one example, the instrument was developed
into one which was on a par with any found in a major cathedral, certainly equalling or
surpassing those available at more minor cathedrals such as Chester or Ripon. To have such an
instrument available in a parish church spoke greatly as to the aspirations of that church and its
congregation. It was, and remains, a pan European instrument, capable of producing orchestral
textures on a scale similar to that of a symphony orchestra but under the control of one person.
This had two benefits, which seem to have been used inadvertently as a product of the era rather
than as a deliberate attempt to promote either the instrument or its player.
The first benefit was one of education. Hook, and to a much lesser extent, Wesley, both
saw education as a means of alleviating social deprivation. When they arrived, Leeds had
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extremely poor living conditions for a large proportion of the population. The parish church
was surrounded by slum dwellings and “narrow, filthy disease-ridden streets” 855 . Wesley
himself had had personal experience of surviving a cholera epidemic. Offering an education in
matters musical and religious were ways of not only helping to raise standards of living but also
of attracting larger congregations to the parish church therefore supporting its works more
effectively. Offering renditions of organ and choral music would offer otherwise unknown
experiences to many local people. It was also cheaper to employ one organist to play a
transcription of an orchestral work than to hire a full orchestra for the same purpose.
The second benefit was less important for the local community but better for the Wesley
himself. As the controller of this mighty and impressive instrument, and coming, as he did,
from a prestigious background Wesley reaped the reward of continuing and increasing his
reputation. It could be considered that much of Wesley’s behaviour at Leeds was permitted by
the church authorities because of his innate genius but also because of the reputation he carried
with him, one feeding off the other. Certainly his successor Benton did not have such a strong
personity to permit his equal taking of liberties during his time as organist at Leeds. Wesley
was one of the earliest purveyors, probably unconsciously, of the ‘celebrity’ organist title which
allowed him much freedom, both within the church where his improvisations became a draw
for the congregation, and externally, with church authorities tolerating his regular absences to
go fishing.
Despite its distance from the seats of Oxford, Cambridge and London, Leeds also
became, under Hook, strongly under the influence of Tractarianism, albeit with a distinctly local
flavour. Hook was a Tractarian, favouring a return to rubrical obedience and liturgical and
theological rigour. At Leeds he is likely to have found, once he had overcome initial resistance,
more tolerance for his views than had he been serving in one of the cathedrals within the staff.
This naturally overspilt into the music of the church as well. Although not personally musical
Hook’s relationship with John Jebb, who was a musician, aided an acceptance of such practises
as chanting of services and the use of music by composers from earlier times. Here Wesley was
at odds with Hook, being critical of Elizabethan compositions, his appreciation of music history
being at the music of Johann Sebastian Bach.856 Nonetheless, as an outstanding practitioner
Wesley felt the benefits of Hooks reforms, including a substantial pay increase.
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On a personal level Wesley benefitted in a further way. There being fewer daily services
than at a cathedral there was more time for Wesley to pursue other interests, namely
composition and recital opportunities outside Leeds. Although many composers attempted to
take advantage of the introduction of mass produced sheet music, Wesley’s unique abilities
meant that his works not only have stayed the course into the modern repertoire but also enabled
him to succeed in a niche market.
Wesley’s talents were not those of his successors. Those who followed him in the role
of organist at Leeds were not fortunate enough to be able to enjoy the leniency he had been
offered. Once again, the position of the organist within the hierarchy returned to that of an
employee, and not necessarily one with high status. For Robert Senior Burton, long Wesley’s
deputy, this was particularly difficult as the Choir Committee were far less tolerant of him, and
he less able to manage them than his predecessor. Without Wesley’s abilities as a composer
this avenue was also closed to Burton, and to his successors, Barton and Creser. Instead these
latter three chose a different path, reinforcing the role of the organist as teacher and educator to
the masses. All three men were much more involved in local music making than Wesley had
been. Benton was conductor of the Leeds Choral Union, Burton of the same, among many other
choral societies which he directed and Creser of the Leeds Festival Chorus. At no time were
any of these men under contract of exclusivity with Leeds Parish church that they should be a
fulltime employee and avoid engagements which would conflict with their church duties as was
the expectation in many of the larger cathedrals. As shown by their invoicing, they were more
in the mould of self-employed contractors, performing their duties by mutual agreement rather
than contract.
In the same way, selection of music remained the domain of the music committee. Rules
adopted in 1862 lay out explicitly where responsibilities lay:

The Committee is appointed for the purpose of taking the entire management of the
Choral portion of the Service as performed at the Parish Church in Leeds. The work and
duties of the Sub-committee will be formed in strictly carrying out the printed scales
now in force amongst the professional members of the choir. Any member of the
General Committee shall be at liberty to propose such new music as he shall think
advantageous to the interest of the Church service. That the organist’s agreement with
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Dr Hook be cancelled and a fresh one prepared […] That Mr Rooke and Mr Joy select
what anthems should be omitted from the New Anthem Book.857

The shift of power which had occurred when Wesley was organist now reverted to its previous
position. Benton, Barton and Creser were very much subservient to the church authorities,
Burton being taken to task by the Precentor for absenteeism on several occasions and Benton
leaving under unfortunate circumstances. Wesley was primarily an organist rather than a
choirmaster and employed, at the behest of the committee someone in that role. Benton, Barton
and Creser, whilst good organists, had to fulfil both positions for daily services, only utilising
an organist for special occasions whilst they conducted. Choir training was also their
responsibility. What was new to these organists was the lack of respect that church authorities
held them in, instead, they found more respect coming from the musicians and audiences they
encountered outside the church.
Leeds being no different to any other Victorian manufacturing city felt the social effects
of industrial change. Increased mechanisation of manufacturing resulted in more of the working
population having increased leisure time. A desire for personal social improvement meant that
leisure time was increasingly spent on broadly educational social activities, witnessed in the
rise of the brass band and choral movements so prevalent in the industrial cities of the north.
The organists of the parish church in Leeds maintained some similarities to their
counterparts in cathedrals. As local musical professionals of good standards it was expected
that the organists would teach students, and, as was the habit of the time, some of those students
would be articled apprentices. It is certain that Wesley taught, evidenced by his court case for
non-payment on the sale of his teaching practise, but the nature of his students’ relationship to
him remains unclear except for one confirmed articled pupil at Leeds, William Spark. He was
scathing about the influence that students might have on their teacher but received great loyalty
from his own, especially William Spark, who wrote about his teacher: “when he did come out
in all his power, it was with the stride of a giant, dwarfing all else into littleness”.858
As practicing musicians teaching private students was undoubtedly a source of income,
although few organ pupils came forward, the majority taking piano lessons. Burton certainly
taught, he was the correspondent in the above litigation, and at least one of his pupils was
indentured to him, John Naylor, the future organist of York Minster. No details of William
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Creser’s teaching practise have been uncovered, although it is unlikely that he did not do so,
certainly Leeds would have offered more opportunities in terms of time than his next post at
the Chapel Royal. Private teaching, rather than taking increasing importance in the income
stream of the organist began to diminish as such with other external engagements with secular
ensembles gaining priority. Alfred Benton also had a large number of students, of the piano as
well as the organ, one of whom was to become Professor of Pianoforte at the Guildhall School
of Music and another who was partially responsible for his dismissal from the post at Leeds.
Secular ensembles, although present in Wesley’s time in Leeds were not one of his foci,
preferring to teach and play as a recitalist. The Leeds Choral Union employed both William
Creser and Alfred Benton, at one point simultaneously as conductor and accompanist respectively, Benton taking up the baton on Creser’s translation to the Chapel Royal. Leeds Triennial
Festival, the Deanery Festival and the Leeds Festival itself were all occasions on which the
Choral Union was required, and Benton also took over the baton at the Leeds Permanent
Orchestra. Thus, it can be seen that the time required for teaching was occupied by secular musical employment, replacing it in the stable of the organist’s occupations. It also reinforces the
role of the organist as the knowledgeable professional musician, a vital shift in public perception from the dubious artisan of antiquity.
All of the organists at Leeds came from backgrounds of established careers as
musicians. None carried a reputation comparable to Wesley’s, the others being local, dependable men. As such their contributions towards altering the habits of the choir vary. Wesley had
little contact with the choir, leaving their training to the choirmaster, William Spark, and then
Robert Burton who was to succeed Wesley on the organ bench. Burton as choirmaster and later
organist was known more for the former than the latter. Newspaper reports of the time record
that “when visiting Leeds, to attend the Parish Church, where the choral portions of Divine
Service are rendered in the most impressive and admirable manner by a body of singers
unparalleled throughout the country, both in point of numbers as well as in the excellence of
their music training”,859 although any specific alterations to the rehearsal schedule or treatment
of choristers remains unclear.
Creser brought to the church a London education, having studied with Macfarren and
Ouseley as well as an Oxford doctorate. It was he who introduced daily practises for the men,
which hitherto fore had not taken place. Creser also increased choir numbers and presided over
the ‘poaching’ of choristers from neighbouring towns and villages, to the point where all but
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one of the boys lived outside the parish. His translation to the Chapel Royal in 1891 confirms
that his star was firmly in the ascendant, coming shortly after a successful conclusion to the
Golden Jubilee celebratory services. Again, Creser’s increasing public image supports the concept of the organist as the musical celebrity.
Alfred Benton was also taught in London by MacFarren but did not achieve the
academic successes of William Creser. Again, a local man, Benton remained as such throughout
his time at Leeds. It was only after his dismissal that he founded a reputation outside Yorkshire,
eventually returning to England in his later years. What local reputation he had must have been
sufficient as he was appointed to the parish church apparently by invitation despite “some of
the applicants occupying positions of eminence in the musical world”.860 His working with the
choir was reported as having achieved good results but the bulk of his fame resulted from his
abilities as an accompanist on the organ. His speciality was the accompaniment of oratorios
from full score, including the Jubilee performance of Elijah in place of E.J. Hopkins. Before
his ignominious resignation from the position of organist he also attracted notice from fellow
professionals as a choirmaster whose abilities were “second only to that of Sir Henry
Coward”,861 using “methods of working with the boys are such that he can secure the desired
results without apparently much effort”.862 Such renown did not translate into favour with the
Church authorities however, who described his playing as “dull and sleepy”,863 but does support
the conjecture that an increase in public image, resulting from a shift in concentration away
from church circles, increased towards the end of the nineteenth century, linked strongly to the
rise in speed of communication which it paralleled.
Parish organists at Leeds therefore followed a distinct path, although rather in reverse
to those seen at Westminster Abbey and St Paul’s Cathedral. In Wesley can be seen the educated
professional musician who, while being given certain freedoms, remained an employee and
colleague to Dr Hook. His successors, were allowed fewer freedoms, their status, as evidenced
by their treatment by the Choir Committee, was much more subservient. These later organists,
especially Robert Burton and Alfred Benton, instead looked more to the secular musical world
for professional recognition. They were also far less formally educated than Wesley, and, as
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‘local’ men, did not have a cathedral training to enhance their reputations.864 William Creser,
despite his degree and social connections was treated in the same way as both his predecessor
and successor. While the social reforms which occurred were common across the country, the
Leeds organists obtained much of their status from their secular performing and directing
enterprises, rather than obtaining the status of professional church musicians as had many of
their peers.

Research carried out in the archives of the cathedrals and church under consideration as well as
in the British Library has drawn a fair picture of the life of the Victorian cathedral organist.
Despite their differences in location the organists of the latter part of the nineteenth century had
certain commonalities. Tensions between the organist and the Chapter were not unknown. Most
frequently disagreements were over the tuition of the choristers, pay and the organisation of the
choir men. Regardless of the nature of their contracts, such as they were, all the organists found
time and energy to pursue outside activities, for reasons of both finance and interest. Certain
duties fell by the wayside as the century progressed, particularly the task of organ tuning which
became increasingly left to specialist firms. Leeds is the exception to this, tuning being billed
for by the organists well into the 1870s. However, advising on the construction of new
instruments fell squarely onto their shoulders, working in tandem with the organ builders.
The scale of the requirements of the position had also increased exponentially. Massed
gatherings for performances of oratorios became the norm, with the organist either playing or
conducting the performers, in addition to preparing music for multiple services each day. Such
events inevitably garnered attention, much of it in the press. This attention is one of the most
significant changes to the position of organist. No longer were they peripatetic figures who
appeared only on Sundays but instead major public personalities, whose abilities could be
lauded or decried at whim. It could be said that the cult of celebrity began with these large scale
public gatherings controlled by the organists. Publishing was another factor enhancing the
reputations and awareness of these organists. Many the organists of the late nineteenth century
published in some form, both in the areas of literature and composition. Those attached to the
London cathedrals, in this case St Paul’s and Westminster Abbey, were also able to mix in the
highest echelons of society due to their positions rather than backgrounds. The position of the
professional musician in society had altered, becoming more respected and acknowledged as a
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specialist. The differing foundations of the various cathedrals seem not to have been reflected
in their treatment of their organists. Certainly, the two major London foundations followed
similar paths in employing men with track records of successfully instituting reform and
achieved similar results. Leeds and Canterbury both appointed men who, while able organists
did not have histories of reforming institutions. Their reforms came from within the
organisation itself. It is possible that, as these latter were not required to host major services of
state; their need for a reforming figurehead was less pressing. The treatment of their organists
also differed from that afforded to those of St Paul’s and Westminster. Leeds and Canterbury
maintained a strict employee/employer relationship, with the organists’ duties being firmly
under the control of the Chapter or choir committee. Despite these strictures, the post holders
were able to combine their duties with external musical opportunities. As already stated,
increased public exposure helped to elevate the status of these organists, despite their
remoteness from the fashionable capital.
Over the course of the nineteenth century, the position of organist within cathedrals or
musical parish churches evolved. From the earliest part-time employee, whose job was to
provide organ accompaniment with no further involvement, had come the reformer with far
greater input into the musical life of the establishment. A second evolution had also taken place
with these reformers subsequently pursuing appointments outside the church, both in academia
and performing. Such alteration had come about through the mechanism of extended educational opportunities. In a society which valued and respected education, the unique skill sets
and knowledge base which these men had obtained earned them the respect of both their
employers and the wider general public. It is from these educational opportunities that today’s
organ celebrities in both the secular and sacred spheres have come.
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SAMENVATTING

De functie van organist heeft zich de afgelopen twee eeuwen ontwikkeld in de richting van
specialisatie en professionaliteit. Vertegenwoordigers van de muziekwereld kregen een status
vergelijkbaar status met die uit andere beroepsgroepen. Dit is niet altijd zo geweest. In deze
studie staan de veranderingen van deze functies in de negentiende eeuw centraal. Daarbij is
specifieke aandacht besteed aan vier instellingen binnen de kerk van Engeland, namelijk St
Paul’s Cathedral (Londen), Westminster Abbey (Londen), de kathedraal van Canterbury en de
parochiekerk van St Peter (Leeds). Deze vier instellingen vertegenwoordigen een mengeling
van toezichthoudende organen binnen de Anglicaanse kerk en laten zien hoe de positie van
organist binnen de verschillende systemen evolueerde.
St. Paul’s Cathedral was en blijft een kathedraal van de Old Foundation, een nietmonastieke kathedraal die na de Engelse Reformatie intact mocht blijven. Westminster Abbey
is een voorbeeld van een Royal Peculiar, in dit geval een New Foundation Abbey die door
koning Hendrik VIII werd ontbonden en opnieuw werd gesticht, zonder klooster. Leeds Parish
Church is een kleinere vestiging die tot voor kort de enige parochiekerk in het land met
dagelijkse diensten in kathedralenstijl, zonder verdere koorschool of stichting. De instelling in
Leeds is exemplarisch als casus om aan te tonen dat zelfs buiten de invloed van staatkundige
en kerkelijke macht de functie van organist in de loop van de negentiende eeuw aanzienlijk
werd gewijzigd.
Bij St. Paul’s Cathedral valt op dat aan het begin van de negentiende eeuw muziek en
eredienst niet in goede staat verkeerden. Muziek had lage prioriteit, de opkomst van koorleden
was laks, evenals de houding van vertegenwoordigers van de geestelijkheid. Deze stand van
zaken was in grote mate het gevolg van het toen heersende prebende-systeem, waarbij
koorleden een onaantastbare, vaste positie bekleedden. Voor de geestelijken gold een
vergelijkbare situatie. Velen woonden op diverse locaties en stuurden kapelaans naar minder
bevoorrechte gebieden, terwijl zij zelf op afstand genoten van de gegenereerde inkomsten van
tienden en grondbezittingen. Thomas Attwood en Sir John Goss waren beiden in naam
koorleden, met de bijbehorende voordelen die deze functie had. Grote verandering in de functie
van organist vond plaats met zowel de benoeming van een nieuwe deken en kapittel als
hervormingen die door kerkelijke en koninklijke commissies werden ingesteld. Onder invloed
van de vervlakking van zowel liturgie als muziek in de kathedraal begonnen de deken en diens
kapittel St Paul’s Cathedral te reorganiseren en revitaliseren. Sir John Goss nam ontslag toen
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de nieuwe deken en het kapittel de wens uitspraken om veel meer muziek in de diensten op te
nemen, waardoor de positie van organist een fulltime aanstelling werd. In Sir John Stainer
vonden de kathedraalautoriteiten daarentegen een organist die net zo enthousiast was over deze
hervormingen. Het prebende-systeem werd beëindigd en formele eisen en voorwaarden werden
voor het koor ingesteld. Stainer kreeg voor de kathedraalmuziek een centrale rol. Hij
organiseerde regelmatig repetities, reorganiseerde de muziekbibliotheek en componeerde voor
de diensten in de kathedraal. Tegen het eind van de negentiende eeuw had de organist in St
Paul’s een functie die leek op die van een moderne kathedraalorganist, met verantwoordelijkheid voor koortraining, muziekselectie en het organiseren van speciale diensten, en het musiceren tijdens de dagelijkse eredienst.
Westminster Abbey volgde een soortgelijke weg qua personeel, maar was vrijgesteld
van de wijzigingen die de commissies wilden, omdat ze onder rechtstreeks gezag stond van de
vorst. James Turle, organist tussen 1831 en 1875, vocht in 1849 met succes voor zijn recht om
de muzikale opleiding van koorzangers te leiden, hoewel hij weinig invloed had op de repertoirekeuze. Deze verantwoordelijkheid werd doorgeschoven naar zijn opvolger, Sir Frederick
Bridge. Net als in St Paul’s Cathedral werden de leken die in het koor van Westminster Abbey
zongen betaald via een vorm van een prebende-systeem, hoewel het ontvangen inkomen van
bezoekers afkomstig was. Bridge wijzigde deze situatie, zodat de leken een redelijke betaling
kregen. Hierdoor waren zij op hun beurt gedwongen om regelmatig aanwezig te zijn, in plaats
van afgevaardigden (met zeer weinig belangstelling) te sturen. De hervormingen van Bridge
waren tevens bedoeld om repetities voor alle zangers en een pensioenregeling voor gepensioneerden in te voeren. Ook hij vond steun van de deken en het kapittel (inclusief deken Arthur
Penrhyn Stanley, die op zondagavonden extra diensten startte vanwege massale drukte), waardoor de verantwoordelijkheden van de organist verder werden uitgebreid.
In tegenstelling tot St Paul’s Cathedral had Bridge bij Westminster Abbey tot aan de
laatste jaren van zijn ambt geen officieel plaatsvervangend organist. Alle diensten waarbij hij
het koor wilde dirigeren of niet kon spelen, vereisten een vervanger, benoemd door de deken. Niettemin maakte zijn werk het hem mogelijk, de vrijdag vrij te houden, naast twee andere
doordeweekse diensten. Dit stond in schril contrast met het voltijds dienstverband dat St Paul’s
Cathedral vereiste, ondanks het gebruik van de abdij voor koninklijke gelegenheden en vele
andere speciale diensten die daar plaatsvonden. Hieruit kan worden afgeleid dat Bridge de rol
van hervormer vervulde, parallel aan Sir John Stainer in St Paul’s Cathedral, maar dat hij,
vergeleken met de bepalingen waarbinnen Stainer werd geacht te functioneren, tegelijk profijt
trok van de relatieve welwillendheid van de abdij-autoriteiten.
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In Canterbury benoemden deken en kapittel geen ervaren hervormer, zoals de
autoriteiten in de abdij van St. Paul Cathedral en Westminster Abbey hadden gedaan. William
Longhurst, in de kathedraal als koorknaap begonnen, bezette de orgelbank te Canterbury gedurende het grootste deel van de negentiende eeuw. Hij werd in 1898 door het kapittel met
pensioen gestuurd. Zijn verantwoordelijkheden omvatten het spelen voor, tijdens en na de
diensten, met de beschikking over een assistent om te spelen op de vrije dagen van Longhurst. Hoewel hij de intentie erkende van het kapittel om kerkmuziek tijdens zomervakanties te
hervormen, is het niet bekend welke stappen Longhurst mogelijk heeft ondernomen. Harry
Crane Perrin, zijn opvolger, deed forse inspanningen om zijn verantwoordelijkheden te
beschrijven toen hij de functie in 1898 overnam – een bekende wijze van handelen van veel
organisten. Hij maakte zich vooral zorgen over de verantwoordelijkheid voor de koorzangers
en de benodigdheden voor repetities. Wijzigingen in zijn contract uit 1900 hielden in dat de
organist repetities voor zowel mannen als jongens moest houden.
Longhurst zelf heeft geen belangrijke hervormingen als organist doorgevoerd. In veel
opzichten eigende hij zich de taken van een moderne organist snel toe, inclusief repetities en
regelmatig diensten spelen. Dergelijke ontwikkelingen vonden in St Paul’s Cathedral en
Westminster Abbey pas na de benoemingen van Stainer en Bridge plaats; zij hebben
veel veranderingen geïnitieerd. Perrin was niet in staat om veel grote wijzigingen in Canterbury
te realiseren, met name ten gevolge van de beknoptheid van zijn ambtstermijn.
Ook de organisten van Leeds Parish Church hebben niet veel belangrijke hervormingen
doorgevoerd. Van belang was dat Samuel Sebastian Wesley niet betrokken was bij de opleiding
van het koor; vanaf de vroegste dagen van zijn aanstelling had hij een koormeester in
dienst. Hervorming in Leeds kwam voornamelijk van de geestelijkheid, met name van Rev. W.
Hook, die de kerk figuurlijk herbouwde en nieuw leven inblies. Wesley bezette een meer
‘continentale’ positie van de organist, die terecht bekend stond om zijn improvisatie- en speelvaardigheid in plaats van organisatorische ijver. Zijn opvolgers hadden ook weinig invloed bij
de kerkelijke autoriteiten. De repetitietaken werden overgenomen door de organisten, maar de
selectie van het repertoire bleef stevig in handen van de koorcommissie. Beroofd van uitbreidingsmogelijkheden binnen de kerk keken de opvolgers van Wesley – Alfred Benton en Robert
Senior Burton – naar de seculiere sector. Beiden werden succesvolle dirigenten van lokale
koorverenigingen en orkesten in heel Yorkshire, alsmede bij de beroemde muziekfestivals. William Creser, die de positie bekleedde tussen Benton en Burton, bleef werkzaam binnen
de kerkmuziek en verhuisde met steun van Edward Elgar naar de Chapel Royal. Tegen het eind
van de negentiende eeuw stond het muzikale niveau in Leeds op één lijn of zelfs boven die van
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een kathedraal. De organist werd er als professioneel musicus gerespecteerd, doch alleen
vanwege diens werk in de seculiere sector. Binnen de religieuze context was hij nog steeds een
medewerker, onderworpen aan de grillen van het krachtige koorcomité.
Een vergelijking tussen de vier onderzochte instellingen leidt tot het vaststellen parallellen. St Paul’s Cathedral en Westminster Abbey kozen ervoor om hervormende organisten in
dienst te nemen. Zij veranderden op grond van hun persoonlijkheid hun eigen rol binnen deze
instellingen. Ze ontwikkelden functies van meer professionaliteit, in combinatie met academische prestaties van het hoogste niveau. Canterbury en Leeds zetten hervormingen op van
binnenuit, en wel via de aanstelling van organisten die het evenwicht niet zouden verstoren. Deze organisten, met name Perrin in Canterbury en Creser in Leeds, hebben hun functies
eerder aangepast dan fundamenteel gewijzigd. Teneinde hun carrières te bevorderen, vertrok
Perrin naar de universiteit en Creser naar de Chapel Royal.
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ARCHIVAL MATERIALS

ST PAUL’S CATHEDRAL

43D03

Succentor’s report 1887

43D10

Succentor’s report 1897-98

43D11

Succentor’s report 1890

43D14

Succentor’s report 1884-1885

43D15

Succentor’s report 1887

43D16

Succentor’s report 1890-1907

D430 FC9

Chapter Minute book 1879-1881

D430 FC10

Chapter Minute book 1870-1914
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Chapter Minute book 1880

WESTMINSTER ABBEY

WAM 61228 C

Precentor’s Book 1802-1897

WAM 61228 E

Precentor’s Accounts Book 1802 onwards

WAM 33858

Accounts of James Webber, Treasurer

WAM 57033

Treasurer’s accounts book 1859

WAM

Chapter Book 1868

WAM

Music lists 1870-1880

WAM

Music lists 1880-1890

WAM

Music list 1847

WAM

Music lists 1890 1900

WAM

Register of special services 1857-1900

WAMS 19, 635; ii

Treasurer’s records 1800 onwards

WAMS 23, 609; ii

Warden of St. Mary’s Accounts

WAMS 63, 746; ii/442

William Burton account of the Purcell Commemoration
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CANTERBURY CATHEDRAL

CCA-DCc-CA/12

Chapter Minute book 1827-1854

CCA-DCc-CA/13

Chapter Minute book 1854-1884

CCA-DCc-CA/14

Chapter Minute book 1884-1895

CCA-DCc-CA/15

Chapter Minute book 1895-1908

CCA-U495

Scrapbook

CCA-DCcChChLEt/IV/2/28

Scrapbook containing letter from W.L. Longhurst

DCc/PB8

Attendance register 1840

DCc/PB9

Attendance register 1836

DCc/PB11

Precentor’s Book 1859-1870

DCc/PB12

Precentor’s Book 1870-1875

DCc/PB13

Precentor’s Book 1875-1885

DCc/PB14

Precentor’s Book 1885-1900

BB95/135-147

Invoices and receipts

TB172

Treasurer’s Book 1839-1840

U3/100/1/13

Music lists 1873
Register of Sung Services 1835-1841

LEEDS PARISH CHURCH

RDP68/18/5/1

Communion Services register 1863-1874

RDP68/18/3

Register of Special Services

RDP68/18/52

What is this?

RDP68/19/1

Special Services leaflets

RDP68/19/3

Dedication Service leaflets

RDP68/19/7

Order of service from the consecration of the rebuilt church
given to the Bishop of Ripon on the occasion. Sept 2nd 1841

RDP68/25

Scrapbook

RDP68/26/7

What is this?

RDP68/35/17

Clergy Chapter Minute book
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RDP68/59/1

What is this?

RDP68/59/2

Quarterly accounts

RDP68/59/3

Subscriptions and donations

RDP68/59/23

Precentor’s notebook

RDP68/60/2

Bequests and donations

OTHER

Parliamentary Papers, vol. 40
Report of the Commissioners of the Exhibition of 1851, Appendix xxix, 26
The Westminster Abbey Hymn book, 1883
British Library Reference Collection Add. MS 35019, fol. 16:
Letter from S.S. Wesley to his mother, April 2nd, 1834

PERIODICALS, 19TH C.

The Kentish Gazette

Canterbury, 1839, 1853, 1868-69, 1872-73

The Leeds Mercury

Leeds 1905 – ‘A Leeds Sensation’

Leeds Intelligencer

Leeds 1839 – Letters
Leeds 1843 – Staff Writer

The Gentlemen’s Magazine

Oxford 1843 – Literary and Scientific Intelligence;
University of Oxford, vol. 120, No 174

The Musical Standard

London 1864 – vol. 3, No 48
London 1869 – ‘Spectator’, vol. 77
London 1869 – ‘Table Talk’ Jan 30th: 56
London 1871 – ‘Unsigned’ 11th Feb
London 1876 – ‘Anon’, vol. 8, No 239

Illustrated London News

London 1852 – ‘The Panopticon in Leicester Square’, Jan
31st

The Musical Times and
Singing class circular

London 1875 – ‘Occasional Notes’, No 202
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London 1897 – ‘Photograph’, No 654, 513-516
London 1902 – ‘Photograph’, No 708, vol. 43
Dwight’s Journal of Music

London 1861, June 8th
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APPENDIX
TRANSCRIPTIONS

1.
Music list for Westminster Abbey of the week beginning 21st February 1847
(cf. Chapter II.4)

Matins
Sunday

Evensong

Farrant

Farrant
O God – Purcell

21st March
Monday

Child in F

Child in F

22nd March

Call to remembrance

Wise – The ways

Tuesday

Hull and Hine

Child in G

23rd March

Reynolds

Ayrton

Wednesday

Bryan

Bryan

24th March

Greene

Thursday

Blow in A

Rogers in B

25th March

Greene

Arnold

Mendelssohn Bartholdy, Hear
my prayer
Friday

Patrick

Patrick

26th March

Greene

Saturday

Arnold in B

Aldrich in G

27th March

Green

Boyce
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2.
Music list for Westminster Abbey of the week beginning 7th March 1847
(cf. Chapter II.4)

Matins
Sunday

Evensong

Patrick

Patrick

7th March

Purcell, Be merciful

Monday

Boyce in G

Rogers in A

8th March

Farrant Hidest not

Wood Lord of all

Tuesday

Rogers in G

Rogers in G

9th March

Jones [illegible] me O God

Clark How long

Wednesday

Ayrton in E

Ayrton in E

10th March

Lawes, The Lord is

Thursday

Hathe Wise

Wise in E

11th March

Rogers Teach me

Wise, I will sing

Friday

Gibbons in F

Gibbons in F

12th March

Weleton / Welelon Hear my crying

Saturday

Croft in B

Arnold in A

13th March

Batten Deliver us

Humphreys, O Lord

N.B.: Wednesday 24th March – Bryan: no detail is given of specific pieces. It is possible that the
composer is a certain Bryne, former organist of Westminster Abbey (1621-1668).
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3.
Music list for Westminster Abbey of week beginning December 14th 1873
(cf. Chapter II.4)

Matins

Evensong

Sunday

Bishops’ Consecration

Walmisley in D minor

December 14th

Special Service

Wise

Monday

King in C

King in C

December 15th

Evans

Kent

Tuesday

Barrow

Barrow

December 16th

Aldrich

Hayes

Wednesday

Ouseley in B minor

Ouseley in B minor

December 17th

Mendelssohn

Thursday

Cummings in D

Rogers in A minor

December 18th

Barnby

Humphreys

Friday December

Tallis

Tallis

19th

Gibbons

Saturday

Boyce in A

Goss in E

December 20th

Rogers

Weldon

Sunday

Benedictus Smith in F

Nares in F

December 21st

Jubilate Deo King in F

Purcell

Sanctus
Kyrie } Gibbons
Credo
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4.
Pay record of Thomas Greatorex, dated 1827 [WAM 33858]
(cf. Chapter II.5)

£
Master of the

s

d.

10

And in money paid to Mr Greatorex

Choristers
Choristers

33

6

8

And in money paid to Mr Thomas
Greatorex for 10 choristers at £3.6.8 for
each of them

Organists

10

And in money paid to Mr Thomas
Greatorex

Choristers

20

Amin [illegible] given and granted to Mr
Thomas Greatorex for the Choristers

Organist

8
95

In lieu of a house
10

0

To one years augmentation to the
Organist and Singing men ending in
August 1827 by Chapter Order of 24th
February 1796

35

0

0

Additional Allowance to the Master of
the Choristers one year to Michaelmas
1827 by Chapter Order of 1st March
1815

Organist and

25

9

5

Conditional Augmentation 1 year to

Master of the

Michaelmas 1827 by Chapter Order of

Choristers

9th March 1819
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